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The present report is a summary of the pedological studies undertaken
from 1968 to 1972 by the Soil Science Division of the WABI SHEBELLE Project,
for the entire Basin of the Wabi Shebelle.

The scientific studies were conducted from 1968 until the achievement
of this report by M. SEGALEN, Consultant in Ethiopia, "Inspecteur de Recherches"
a.R.S.T.a.M. (France).

To the soil-science studies participated the following engineers
and technicians :

- Christian MASSUNI,' ''Maître de Recherches ll a.R.S.T.a.M. (France),
Chief of the Soil Science Division of the Project.

- Gilles RICHE, "Maître de Recherches" a.R.S.T.a.M., (France),
Chief of the Soil Science Division of the Project.

- Jean aliver JaB, "Ingénieur chimiste" a.R.S.T.a.M. (France),
Chief of the Laboratory for soil analyses.

- Jean François MERGAUX) L~G.N. cartographer (France).

- Zawde TILAHaUN, Head Technician of the Water Resources Commission
(Ethiopia) •

Melle Guerra GEBREMESKAL", Ingénieur chimiste of the Water Resources
Commission (Ethiopia).
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là INTRODUCTION

The soil survey of the Wabi Shebelle basin was carried out
on a total surface of approximately 190.000 km2. A survey map at 1/1.000.000
was drafted using many land traverses based on a careful study of aerial
photographs. The mapped area presents veryparticular features, such as

- A relativ~ly steady variation of altitude, from the source of
the Wabi Shebelle àt 3.000 m., down to 200 m where the river flows into the
Somalian Republic.

- A very pronounced climatic variation, from temperate to sub-arid
".. with various intermediate forms.

- Abundant limestone and gypsum rocks in a climate with rainfall
less than 600 mm whereas, at the same latitude, other intertropical regions
with a much more humid climate present'acid granite-gneiss rocks.

The specifie features of the Basin of the Wabi-Shebelle, especially
as regards climate, brings out sorne new aspects in several soil categories.

- The particular situation of the catchment basin and its steadily
varying altitude does not allow to find there the types of clinates observed
in Central and West Africa. Mediterranean or temperate climatic conditions
appear as the temperature decreases and intergrades between several regimes
can also benoted. However,' the particular types observed are specifie to
the region under study.

- The profile observation shows the existence of three different
zones, Le. :

The first is characterized by a morphology showing that soil is
derived from the underlying rock. This is the case for the Northern and
North-Western border of the basin where the parent-rock nearly always consists

. of basalt.,

The second is characterized by rocks covering the soil in situ.
From this recent rock is sometimes derived a different soil from the
underlying material as, for instance, hydromorphic soils on ash resting on
an ancient vertisol (Kofele-Adele region).

The third is represented by stone-line soils corresponding to the
greater part of the Basin area. l1vocategories may be observed. In the first,
the stone-Hne is relatively close to the surface (Babile. region), but in the
second and more usual category, the stone-line is very deep (down to JO m).
The stone-line exists in very different climatic regions. Consequently, the
differenciation of soil did not take place in a material derived from the
rock located at the base of the profile, but in another material formed
elsewhere, transported to its present place and separated from the subjacent
rock by a line of pebbles.
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Calcareous soils may·result from two completely different
forrning-process~s, i.e. :

The first category of soils is derived from limestone rocks (Kebri
Dahar limestone) where calcium carbonate is at the dissolution stage. Rendzina,
brown calcareous soils ana brown calcic soils were identified and classed quite
~aturally with calcimagnesimorphic soils. .

The second category is derived from original calcareous or non
calcareous rocks or material (calcareous sandstone, limestone, basaIt,
plagioclase granite or gneiss etc •••• ). The secondary limestone of pedological
origin in the profile must be considered distinctly from the former limestone.

For the French classification, as regards isohumic soils the first
element taken into cons1deration is the nature and distribution of organic
matter, the climatic type being considered next;whereas, the presence of limestone
is only taken into account for the sub-division into groups or even sub-groups.

Apart from very distinct cases, the accumulation of organic matter
being very low, this factor does not allow classifying the soils easily. On the
other hand, various and very distinct calcareoll~ manifestations exist and
correspond to logië pedologic processes. Consequently, it was decided'that
the classification should be changed in order to adopt the method of A. RUELLAN
and classify these soils among soils with a calcareous differenciation.

- Soils with gypsum occupy different positions in the classification.
As for calcareous soils, a soil class with a gypsum differenciation was
created and copied on the former.

The classification of '~rolvn" soils, diversified àt the level
of the sub-class and based on climatic considerations, also raised some problems.
In fact, no valuable criterium exists allowing to classify them with soils of hu
mid- temperate climates rather than w1th soils of tropical regions.

- Ferrallitic soils observed in the Southern region of Africa and in
Madagascar present some specific features from which no morphological charac
teristics may be determined. The morphology usually representing ferrallitic
soils has a very high saturation degree (80 to 100 percent) and presents clay
mineraIs in which kaolinite is accompanied by abundant illite. ALI this shows
that here soils are real intergrades between ferrallitic and fersiallitic
soils.

It must be noted that on the surveyed area, most of the soil
classes included in the classification were observed except for podzolized soils.
Besides, apart from small stretches of hydromorphic soils, no soils presenting
an iron migration process, concretions or hardpans where observed, whereas
in the South of Sudan or in Uganda wnich are relatively near, ferrugineous
induration with aIL its various forms is'the main element of ,landscape and
soils. Except in several not very extended zones, aIL the soils are neutral,
present a high saturation degree, are rich in calcium and are not characterized
by acidity and the existence of hydroxides as may be observed in most regions
of tropical Africa.
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Sorne partieular soil features are apparently due to the elimatie,
geomorphologieal and petrographie conditions of the Basin with a low altitude
where the ORSTOM soil seientists usually work •

. These partieular eireumstanees made it neeessary to modify the
classification, without however altering the general plan.

Finally, as regards the terms used, two innovatio~s where made
with "melanic" and "pallid"horizons detined in the F.A.O. "Definition
of soil units". These terms seem to apply very weIl the soil class with a
calcareous differenciation.
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II. SOIL F~R}lING FACTORS

·The Basin .studied in East Africa near the Equator presents very
great differences of altitude between the downstream and upstream parts, and
remarkable characteristics in the soil forming factors may be observed. The
climate presents particular and considerable variations. The vegetation
and hydrography being studied elsewhere are not closely examined here. The
parent material is mainly of sedimentary and volcanic origin. Owing to

/) very.recent tectonic movements, the fracture system of the zone is very
pronounced.

A. CLIMATE

Sorne ancient data on the climate of the Basin of the Wabi Shebelle,
for Harar. are available from several classic works but aIl the data concerning
other stations are due to the installations placed by the hydrologists of the
Wabi Shebelle Project. Temperatures are unfortunately recorded in very few
points but as these are weIl distributed (Adaba, Harar, Medagalola, Gode,
Hamaro, Ticho), it is possible to extrapolate for the neighbouring regions
with very few errors. However, though there are more rainfall stations (44),
observation years are few (3 or 4 years) and several months are sometimes
lacking in the recorded observations. Despite this incompleteness, the avai
lable data allow to get a correct idea of the main climatic conditions in the
Basin.

1·. Characterization of the climatic conditions

In order to characterize the climatic conditions, Peguy's grid
.(1961) was used to determine the predominant feature of a particular month.
This grid presents the following subdivisions (Fig. 1) :

"Pl . h ." P .- uv~ot erm~c ,both. warm and hum~d.

- Arid month or A,. with scarcely no humidity and temperatures either
warm or cool.

- Optimum month, or 0, when humidity ~nd temperatures are neither
too high nor too low.

- Cold month, or C, when the temperature is always less than 16°
and rainfall is variable.

The climatic regimes taken into consideration are, i.e. :

- equatorial regime : the number of pluviothermic months is approxima
tely 10 wi th 2 arid montl~s.·

- tropical regime
variable.

the number of arid and pluviothermic months is
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xeric regime : more than la arid months with 2 pluviometric or
optimum months. The total rainfall is less than ISO mm.

- subtropical regime : the year is characterized by pluviothermic
and optimum months. This reg~me is not represented, in' the studied zone.

- mediterranean reg~me (1)
and arid months.

the year is characterized by optimum

cool months.
temperate reg~me optimum months predomi~ate with several

Within each different regime, subdivisions exist based on the num
ber of months for each category. For instance, the tropical regime presents
various types of climate in West Africa (Aubreville, 1949)

Guinean with' 7 - 9 pluviothermic months and 3 - 5 arid months

Sudanian with 5 - ï pluviothermic months and 5 - 7 arid months

Sahelian with 2 - 4 pluviothermic months and 8 -la arid months.

The various climatic regimes are easily known but the types of
climate are numerous and only present a local interest.

2. Factors moaifying the various climates of the Basin :

These factors are mainly the geographical position and altitude.

2.1. Geograph{cal position

The drainage basin under study is located between 5° and 9°30
N. latitude. The Southern part of the Basin is approximately in the
latitude of Bangui, Douala or Abidjan, where more considerable rainfall and
an equatorial climatic regime may be observed. The Northern part of the Basin
is situated in the same latitude as Garoua in Cameroun and Korhogo in the
Ivory Coast. The climatic conditions in'points located at 5° and 9°30' on

(1) This term is used though this regime concerns a g~ographical zone which ~s
much greater than the Mediterranean basin. Bagnouls and Gaussen suggest
the term : "xerotheric".
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either side of Africa,presentvery few common features. Southwards, the
climate is subarid and Northwards, rainfall is more abundant •• However, in
the Southern end of the Basin, the sun reaches its zenith twice a year with
long intervals in-between, and the two rainy and two dry seasons are
conséquently very distinct. As one goes Northwards, the interval between
two culminations becomes shorter and the four seasons are gradually reduced
to one dry season and one tainy season. The precipitation curves show two
maxima which tend to be gradually closer until they meet, but a decreasing
effect can however be observed in the middle of the rainy season. Conse
quently, in spite of a pronounced aridity in the South, two rainfall periods
exist as is usually observednear the Equator. In the North, rainfall
increases but the rainy periods progressively stretch "throughout the year
(see fig.2.).

The low monthly a~plitude of temperatures is also due to the
geographical position. In Gode, the warmest month corresponds to 29°7 and
the coolest month to 27°1. The mean monthly temperatures vary from 20°5 to
18°9 in Harar and from 13°9 and 10°5 in Adaba.

The difference between the mean monthly maximum and m~n~mum

temperatures increases from the South-East to the North-East and from the
lower parts to the upper parts of the Basin.

2.2. Altitude

The Basin generally slopes do~m to the South-East but its edges
rise considerally in the North and North-West: The mean altitude is
approximately 200 - 300 m in the Sou~h-East, 500 to 1.000 m in the Centre,
1.000 to 2.000 m in the North, 2.500 m in the North-West. The North-Western
edge is surrounded by a few summits more than 3.000 m high.

This form of relief affects the mean annual temperature which is
28° in the South-East, 20°6 in the centre, 19°9 in the North and 12°8 in the
North-West, but the temperatures on the high peaks are not known.

The relief also affects rainfall and the mountainous regions are
more humid than the South Eastern plains.

The climatic features of the Basin may be summarized as fol~ows,.
~.e.

- The South-East is warm and dry and the North and North-East
cool and damp.

- Four distinct seasons exist in the South-East· and are progressi
vely reduced to two seasons in the North-West

The mean annual temperature decreases from the South-East and in
the North-West ; the mean monthly temperature is steady throughout the year
for each station, and the monthly and daily amplitudes slightly increase from
the South-East to the North-West.
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Mean month1y
rainfall

r----..----r---r-----,---"..--..----r--~mm
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FIG. 1 - Grid used to de termine the dominant c1imatic feature of a
month (Peguy, 1961), name1y :

F freezing; C : co1d ; 0 : optimum (or temperate)
P : p1uviothermic ; A : aride
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3. Attempt at classifying the climates of the Basin (see fig.2)

Using the previous definitions, tropical,mediterranean and temperate
regimes were determined. Intermediate forms exist between tropical and temperate
and between mediterranean and temperate climates •

...
3.1 Tropical regime

It concerns the ~holeSouth-Easternregion of _the Basin. Relyi~g

on the observations from Gode Stat~on which represent the whole sector rela
tively weIl, the mean annual temperature is 28°2 with a small monthly
variation (from 29°7 to 27°1) Rainfall varies between 170 mm in Kelafo
and 436 mm in Duhun.

The monthly characteristics for Gode are 9 arid months and
3 pluviothermic months. This distribution is similar to that of the Sahelian
type (or Senegalian) but, the main difference with the latter is the
existence of only two rainy seasons. The term suggested for this climate is :
tropical climate of "Ogadenian ll .type.

3.2. Intermediate form betVleen tropical and mediterranean reg~U1es

This climate concerns the Chercher region or Northern border of
the Basin. The altitude varies from 1.000 to 2.000 m. The mean annual
temperature is 19°9 with a maximum of 20°5 and a minimum of 18°4. The mean
annual rainfall varies from 800 to 1.200 mm. The two seasons are very distinct.

The monthly characteristics for Harar are 4 optimum months, 5 arid
months and 3 pluviothermic months. Consequently, the term suggested for this
type is IIEthiopian" climate as it is very similar to the climate of the
capital.

3.3. Mediterranean or xerotheric regime

It concerns the part of the Basin situated between Lower Ogaden
and the Northern limi t and called the "Middle Bel t" . "

The altitude is higher than in the previous sector {500 to 1.000 m).
The mean annual temperature is 20°6 and monthly variations are 19°5 to 21°8.
The annual Ilainfall is greater (400 to 800 mm) and is well di.stributed
throughout most of the year : the rainy season lasting 9 months and the
rainless period 3 monthe. Two seasons ~nstead of four may be observed.
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The monthly characteristics for Medagalola are 9 optimum months
and 3 arid months. The term suggested for this type of climate· is "Fiki~n"

3.4. Intermediate form between mediterranean and temperate regimes

This regime corresponds to the Guedeb plain at 2.500 m altitude in
the upstream part of the Basin.

The mean annual temperature is 13°3 with a variation from 11°S to
15°1. The annual rainfall is SOO mm. The year is distributed in 2 cool months,
6 optimum months and 4 arid months. This type of climate is termed "Guedebian"

3.5. Temperate reg1me

This regime may be observed in part of the Western end of the Basin
where the altitude is more than 2.500 m. Two types of months exist : optimum
and cool months. Two sectors have been surveyed :

- The first sector occupies the Eastern part of Arussi where the
mean annual temperature is 12°S with a monthly amplitude of 11°7 and 13°9.
It rains practically wi thout interruption throughout the year bul: a distinct
abatcment may be observed in November and December. Rainfall varies from
1.000 to 1.700 m. The monthly characteristics for Ticho are 10 optimum months
and 2 arid months.· This is the "Tichean" type of c1imate.

- the second sector occupies a discontinuous area along the North
Western limit of the Basin and corresponds to the mountain peaks rising to
2.500 and 3.500 m. The mean temperature is less than 12° and rainfall is
approximately 1.600 m. The cool periods probably represent more than 2 per
cent of the whole year. This is the "Boraluku" type of climate.

In the Basin of the Wabi Shebelle, several climatic regimes are
represented. The tropical regime is the most largely spread but owing to
altitude, mediterranean and temperate regimes also existe

None of these types of climate being really similar to those
studied elsewhere, some new terms have been found to name them.

4. Situation of the Basin compared to West-Africa as an entity

The Ethiopian High Plateaux constitute a relatively"h\.lmid sector
in a generally arid or slwarid region. In fact, it is surrounded by a discon
tinued but arid belt in the North-East (Sudan), in the East (along the Red Sea
in Erythrea and SomaIia) and in the South (North of Kenya).
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The central part of Ethiopia is divided by the Rift Valley.

The High Plateaus present an intermediate climatic regime between
tropical and mediterranean climates. Several discontiriuous zones to the North
of the High Plateaux and West of the Basin of the Wabi Shebelle present a
temperate climatic regime, and the Eastern border of the plateaux has a
xerotheric climatic regime. Four seasons exist in the tropical Eastern part of
the Basin (Ogadenian). A Sudanian climate may he observed in the Rift Valley

. and on the Western border of the High-Plateau~.

B. VEGETATION

The data on vegetation given here are developed in the "report on
the vegetation of the. Basin of the Wabi Shebelle" by J .L. GUILLAUHET
ORSTOM botanist who considers distinctly : two zones according to the altitude
climate, vegetation and geological substratum".

1. High altitudes above 1.700 m

These are characterized by an intermediate climate between tropical
and temperatè regimes for the lower zones, which becomes a temperate climate
above 2.500 m. The climacic vegetation of the forest type has mostly
disappeared owing to land clearing in very high altitudinal zones. The following
vegetation zones may be observed, i.e.

- Alchemilla spp zone above 3.700 m "crowning" the big mountain
ranges of Arussi and Northern Baie.

- Ericaceae zone from 3.400 m to 3.700 m on the higher slopes of
these same mountains.

- Juniperus procera and Podocarpus gracilor: from 2.400 to 3.400 m
these associated species have been severely damaged by crop-growing on the
basait plateaus and no longer exist except on steep slopes or, ve~y loosely,
in certain cultural zones on red soils (Sire region) ..

- Croton macrostachys and Cordia abyssinica : ~rom 1.700 to 2.400 m
.on limestone or sandstone plateaus, South of Chercher and in the East of Arussi •
. Degradation due to cultivation practises is less serious than in the previous

zone but climacic forests seem to have completely disappeared. M. GUILLAUMET
distinguishes the following floristical species as a function of the geolo
gical material and of the lie of the land, i.e. :

- Terminalia browni facies on the granite chaos of Babile.
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Euphorbia abyssinica stands on the warmer slopes of basaIt,
granite or limestone hills.

- The forms of degradation of these various facies or stands

- The belt of Acokanthera shimperi and Carissa edulis which
constitutes "the lOvler limit of the high-montane vegesation and the transition
with the shrub formation of Acacia spp and Conuniphora.sPP'"

2. Mean and low altitudes from 1.700 m to less than 200 m

These incluQe the main part of the Basin of the Wabi Shebelle with
the Middle Belt and Lm'ler Ogaden where climatic conditions become progressi
vely drier from the Northto the South and from the West to the East.

- ~he Acacia spp zone which corresponds to the Middle Belt consists
of a relatively loose thicket with numerous shrubs 5 to 6 rn tall, a herbaceous
stand and sorne gramineae covering approximatcly 30 percent of the area. This
formation is well represented on all the limestone plateaus of the Middle
Belt (North Fik, North Godane, Soddu, etc ••• ).

- the Acacia spp and Commiphora spp zone stretches over all,
Lower Ogaden in a subarid climate with rainfall approximately 300 mm. The
types of vegetation are la:rgely influenced by the local edaphic conditions
which are determined by the base-rock and the soil drainage.

Plateaus and hills of Lower Ogaden

Shebelle
- Gypseous formations of Lower Ogaden on either side of the Wabi
Boswellia spp and Jatropha rivae thicket.

- Plateaus on Kebri Dahar limestone between Degah-Medo and Danan :
Boscia miniflora and Delonix elata thicket.

- Plateau& on Mustahil limestone, South of Kebri Dahar and Gode
Con~iphora sp. and Andropogon cyrtocladus thicket.

)

- Plateaus and sandy colluvial deposits on Gesoma sandstone in
Shilavo region with Gardenia ind. and Cordia gharaf thicket. The vegetation
ii always a thicket, whatever the base-~ock may be,and its mean height is
3 to 5 m with here and there, scattered graminea tufts.

The vegetation isnot so dense on gypsum but it is denser on
limestone plateaus and usually become very thick and well developed on
sandstone plateaus, a sandy layer keeping the soil humid in the depth~

<see soil-family nO 44).
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Colluvi.a1 and red alluvial deposits of Lmver Ogaden: These zones
are we11 drained ànd present a shriiliby stand with main1y .Girocarpus habbensis
and Cassia. The undergrowth consists of an ephemera1 herbaceous stand.

Broun and yellmvish-brmm alluvial deposits flooded or not of the·
Wabi-Shebe11e and Fafen : The graminea cover main1y consists of annua1 plants
with a very quick growth during the rainy season after Wh1Ch it soon disappears.

Natura1 1evees of rivers : On the latter grows a fringing forest
of variable width. Along the Wabi, in the Hamero-Hedad and Mustahi1 region,
pa1m-trees with severa1 heads or Hyphaene thebarca are dominant.

In the Imi and Kugno region t Tamarix ni10tica stands growing on
large sandy areas are usua11y associated with Terminalia brevipes.

Long flooded· zones in the Hustahi1 and Shebelle plains : the medium
or ta11 herbaceous vegetation consists of Scirpus maritimus, Cyperus cf.
fenze1anium t Ipomea sp. t Indigofera sp. and Dichantium annu1atum.

Halophyte corrnnunity : it grows on the gypseous alluvial and
colluvia1 de.posits but the presence of salt is particu1ar1y emphasized in the
Ferfer region by a vegetation of Urochondra setu10sa t Cucume11a Ke11eri,
Cenchrus biflorus and severa1 species of Limonium.

C. GEOLOGIC FOP}~TIONS AGE, CHARACTERIZATION GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION

1. Granite formation at the base

Age Precambrian

Characteristics : It consists of amphibole granite usua11y
deep1y metamorphized resu1ting into a formation with predominant migmatites

and abundant black mica and amphiboles with fe1dspar beds. In sorne places
gneiss with amphiboles and amphibo1ites may be seen. The granite chaos often
consists of granite with two types of mica.

Location : It is on1y represented ~n the Harar region

- In Harar and farther North, in the vicinity of A1emaya and Kersa,
it ~s usua11y covered with a weathering layer.

- In the Babi1e region, '.. it forms sorne remarkab1e chaos with typical
b-Qu1ders.

- Made apparent by weathering, outcrops are visible in the Gobe11e,
Errer and Fafen valleys and are at the same 1eve1 as the present base of the
upstream course of these rivers.
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2. Adigrat sandstone

Age though still debated"it is probably Pre-Lusitanian.

Characteristics This term characterizes the arenaceous formation
directly overlaying the cristalline substratum. This sandstone is reddish,
presents a coarse texture and is usually very friable. Its origin is a debated
matter but the lack of fossiles tends to prove, that it is continental.

The thickness of this formation is variable but is never more than
30 m in the area surveyed. It is unbroken but it frequently disappears as the
overlying Kebri-Dahar limestone often rests directly on the cristalline base
(Akin-Gara near Harar).

Location : This formation is very liable to weathering and disap
pears when it is insufficiently protected by harder overlaying beds.
Consequently, this formation seldom outcrops in situ, except in several·
zones of Chercher, at the bottom of the valleys of the Galetti, Deneka,
Ramis and of one of the latter's right bank tributary. The formation T\lay
also be seen in sorne places around Harar, at the bottom of the "Lavakas ll

cutting the hill-sides, and on the crest-line which separates the Basin of
the Wabi Shebelle from the Awash Basin (Kersa and Kulubi region). The red
layer of weathered deposits overlaying Harar seems to be partly derived
from the dismantling of this formation. .

3. Kebri Dahar limestone

Age Jurassic

Characteristics : It rests (forming a distinct limit) on the
Adigrat sandstone, wl1en the latter exists,or directly on the cristalline soil
and consists of massive beds of milky limestone with very few marl intercala
tions. This generally compact and scarcely friable formation is cut by
deep vertical canyons due to fluvial erosion.

The thickness of this formation is variable but decreases from the
South to the North. It is 1.000 m thick in the zon~ of Hamaro-Hedad Lageida
and only 300 m in the Harar region (Akim Garan, Kondudo) •.

Location : This formation outcrops in the medium part and in
the upper part respectively corresponding to one third of the Basin and
appears as large plateaux bordered.by hills where very active erosion may
be obaerved. .

- Its Southern limit forms a line, approximately S.E-N.W, starting
from the South of Kebri-Dahar towards Duhun, then following the Wabi Shebelle
up to 100 km North of Imi and continuing Westwards in the direction of Ginir
and Shek-Hussien.
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- West of the Basin, the Kebri-Dahar limestone disappears either
under the arenaceous formations of Gesoma sandstone (region of Hinne and Mitcheta)
or under the large volcanic flows of the Righ Plateaus of Arussi and North BaIe,

- To the North, it largely spreads in Righer Chercher and is often
crmvned wi"th basaIt 'f1ows and Gesoma sandstone (Gara Muleta) w'hereas, in the
Rarar region, only sorne hillocks remain. .

- In the centre of the Basin, it covers vast areas between Lege-Rida
and Degahbour and constitutes the geological substratum of what is usually
knmvn as the 11Hiddle Belt".

4. Main gypseous formation

Age Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous.

Characteristics : It consists of well-stratified gypsum and
calcareous-marl beds. The gypsum beds are on the average lm thick, whereas
the marI beds are 5 to 10 m. thick. Thin limestone beds (2 to 3 m thick)
are often intercalated in this formation as weIl as zoogenous sandstone
beds in the Imi region.

- Gypsum presents various facies usually of a fine, translucent
'and massive saccharoid type and sometimes with fine, sinuous, coloured
stripes in the mass. When gypsum deposits form thin layers, gypsum is gene
rally platy and transparent.

- The grey to greenish-grey marI is often stratified and saline
but fossiles are scarce.

It is difficult to determine the thickness of this formation as,
though the higher limit is distinct (~~stahil limestone), on the other
hand, the lower limit is not characteristic.

In the Duhun region, the contact between the main gypsum formation
and the Kebri Dahar limestone is nevertheless visible. In this region, the
formation is approximately 200 m. thick and the drillings already carried out
allow to believe that it is much thicker in the Gode and KebriDahar regions.

Location : This formation largely stretches in aIl the Southern
part of the Basin where it outcrops in the area approximately delimited by
the towns of Hustahil, Godere) El Kere, Duhun, Kebri Dahar, Mustahil.

It either forms large "flats" : Mustahil, Godere, El Kere, or
hill zones approximately 50 m high and deeply cut by erosion, or rolling
lands Buch as in the Gode, Kebri Dahar and Imi regions.

North of Imi and mainly on the right bank of the Wabi, small,
20 to 30 m. high tabular hills present a very broken up bluff consisting of
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zoogenous sandstone with undetermined small molluscs.

5. Hustahil lime.stone

Age : Barremian - Lower Cenomanian

Characteristics : It consists of reddish lirnestone at the base and
dolomitic"limestone at the' top. This formation is generally very hard with
abundant fossiles such as Brachiopods,'Echinids, Lamellibranches, Gastropods,
Belernnits and Ammonits. Its mean thickness is approximately 30 m in the
Mustahil region and seems relatively the 'same aIl along.

Location : ~fustahil limestone stretches in the South and South
East, of the~Basin where it contributed in forming the limèstone plateauR .
typical of this region. It crowns the main gypsum formation constituting
the bluff of the tabular hills which limi t the hori.zon in all the Southern
part of the Basin.

To the South East, this limestone covers aIl the hills from
Mustahil to Kebri Dahar and across Ke1afo and Gode. In the South, it spreads
uninterruptedly from the limit of the Basin to a line passing approximately
through Kelafo, El Kere.

The Godja hills,: East of Imi, and other big hills, West of Imi in
the direction of Ginir, are remnants of the ancient Mustahil limestone which
extended over this region.

In the El Kere region, it appears again as large outcroppings
more than 50 m thick and weIl covered with Gesoma sandstone.

In Duhu~, it is only about 15 m. thick and is also overlain
with Gesoma sandstone.

6. Ferfer gypsum

Age Cenomanian

Characteristics It consists of greyish-green and sometimes motley
gypsum intercalated between marI layers rich in sodium chloride with Lumichell
fossiles. Other fossiles such as Mytilus, Anemia andCorbules have also been
identified.

Location : This formation, the thickness of which is not exactly
known, is weakly extended in the Basin. It is mainly represented in the Ferfer
region (small hills) and in the last drainage basin of the Fafen (fIat Iglole
zone) and also ta the South-East of El Kere fOl~ing small pitons surmounting
the Hustahil limestone plateaus.
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1. Belet Den limestone

Age __ Cenomanian

Characteristics : Limestone is dominant in this series : limestone
conglomerates with intercalated motley gyspsum with fossiles such as : Echinids,
Lamellibranches, Gastropods and Ammonits.

In the surveyed zone, the mean thickness of this formation is 20 m.

Location : The Belet Den limestone outcrops East of Ferfer and South
of Shilavo at the Eastern limit of the Korahe plain.

From Shilavo to Korahe, to the East of the track, can be seen small,
20 to 30 m high, limestone hills with sorne gypsum intercalations (hills North of
Shilavo). Surrounding the DobOlvein depression on the Eastern side, and from
Shilavo to Iglole, i t fOl:ms large flats wi th a "tiger-striped" vegetation and is
often covered with deposits derived form Gesoma sandstone (regions of Northern
Shilavo, North-Eastern Shilavo, Iglole).

"'lI.", .....

~ Originol granite complex : Precambrian.

Gesoma sondstone : Upper Cretocecus

Belet Uen limestone }
Ferfer ~ypsum . Baremian - Cenomanian
Musta~11 limestone .
Moin gypsum f9rmation : Upper J'urassic
and Lower Cretoceous .

Basolt of Plateous (Trapp series):
end of Eocene to Miocene age

Ogaden basait
Pleistocene

Alluvial deposits' of the Lower Valley of the WABI SHEBELLE
of the 'Fafen 1 Daketa 1 Jerer: Quoternory .

Red scdimentory formations of Lower Ogaden: ~
Quaternory. ."'...t:t: ..~::::: ::.

Vulconion formations: Quaternary . x~· •

~ Kebri Dahor limestone: Jurassic

_. Adigrat sandstone . Pre - Lusitonian

'I~~~I

[J[[]

~

~

•

Fig.3 GEOLOGICAL SKETCH OF THE BASiN OF THE WABI SHEBELLE.
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8. Gesoma sandstone

Age Upper Cretaceous

Characteristics
facies, i. e.

This sandstone presents the following various

- very hard and fine-grained sandstone, either white, purplish,
bluish or white with purple haloes.

- coarse-grained and very friable sandstone, either red, purple
or brown.

No fossiles exist but the ancient-sea or1g1n of this formation.
is almost certain. This transgressive sandstone rests on Belet Uen, Mustahil
or Kebri Dahar limestone. V

Location : mainly at the Eastern limit but large remuants may be
seen 1n the West and North-West.

East of Shilavo, the formation largely spreads to Warder and consists
of red coarse-grained and very soft sandstone which has soon been dismantled,
forming a bright red weathering layer. The limit of the Basin is only marked,
25 km to the North West of Shilavo, by a 4 m high cliff which rises 20 m
higher in the North of Ferfer. Several hillocks, about 10 m. high, precede
these cliffs and are covered with friablè motley sandstone.

In this region, the formation overlays the Belet Uen limestone.
East of Jerer, Gesoma sandstone forms tabular plateaus ending·· as cliffs,
50 m high and very distinctly seen to the East of Degahabour :

The cross-section of the cliffs, from the top t~ the base,
corresponds to

- Bluish quartzite sandstone : 3 m thick
- Purplish, very hard sandstone : 7 m thick
- Red, coarse-grained and soft sandstone with intercalated small,

purplish sandstone beds : 40 m thick.

The hard top sandstone has protected the subjacent soft sandstone
against weathering and it constitutes the steep and concave edges of plateaus.

In this zone, Gesoma sandstone rests directly on Kebri Dahar
limestone and disappears in the centre of the Kebri-Bayah township. In the
regions of Kulilitcho Mine and Mechiarra, Gesoma sandstoneis largely
developed. It is red or yellowish, usually coarse-grained ahd frequently
weathered.

In the upper zones, it forms hills deeply cut by erosion and in
lower zones, some large and gently rolling plateaus. It directly overlays the
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Kebri-Dahar limestone. In the Ginir and Shek Hussien regions, this formation
is represented at the top of the Ouatou and Shek Hussien mountains as red
coarse-grained sandstone leaving thick deposits on the neighbouring areas.
This sandstone is 200 m thick on Ouatou Mountain and 400 m in the Shek Hussien
mountains And it directly overlays the Kebri-Dahar limestone.

This formation also constitutes the El Kere group in the South West
of the Basin (altitude 200 m compared to the general level). In this region,
sandstone is more than 100 m thick and consists of thick red layers intercalated
with softer white clay beds and it rests directly on the Mustahil limestone.
The limit between these two formations is in fact marked by a series of springs.

The Duhun mountains are 280 m high, compared to the general level,
and consist in the upper part of 115 m thick bright red Gesoma sandstone
near Duhun, forming vertical cliffs several dozen meters high and resting on
the Mustahil limestone which is not very thick in this region.

9. Trapp volcanic series

Age : Eruptions bègan during the Eocene, were most active during the
Oligocene and ended at the Miocene age when the fracture system of the Rift
Valley began appearing.

Characteristics : The series consists of basalt and trachytes with
intercalated pink tuff, these formations belonging to the Magdala group
characterizing the volcanic series of East-Central Ethiopia. However, the
upper parts of plateaus usually consist of basalt flows giving the Arussi
plateaus their characteristic tabular aspect (called "Ambas" by the Ethiopians).

The thickness is variable and often considerable but may not be' easily
estimated. In the Legehida region where only strips remain, thickness does not
attain more than 100 ID., in the Malka Wacana region it is 300 m, on the
Arussi Plateaus it attains 800 to 1.000 m and in the mountainous zones
(Boraluku-Kaka-Enkolo) it is probably more than 2.000 - 2.500.

Location : The Trapp volcanic series form the entire belt of the
~igh Plateaus of the Basin and of the mountain range limiting the latter to
the East and North, except for the Harar and Gedeb zones.

Further South, sorne remnants cover the Jurassic sedimentary series
Karamara mountains (Jijiga), or the Cretaceous sedimentary series: Legehida
plateau and Shek Hussien mountains.

The lower limit of the formation on the High Plateaus has been observed
in Northern Chercher where the Trapp series usually rests directly on the
Kebri Dahar limestone with zones where red sandstone is once more intercalated
between these two formations. In Western Chercher, the series probably overlay
the Gesoma sandstone.

In the Malka Wacanà region, the series is in contact with the
Kebri-Dahar limestone.'
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10. Pleistocene and Quaternary formations

Linked to the formation of the Rift Valley, West of the Basin, less
considerable tectonic movements occurred in Lower Ogaden leading, in particular,
to the formation of the tectonic basins of the Wabi Shebelle (NW-SE) and of
the Fafen (N.N.O.-S.S.E.)

Faults in the sedimentary plateau with limited basaIt flows can be
observed. Besides, the volcanic activity in the Rift Valley and Awash affected
several regions of the High Plateaus"

10.1. BasaIt formation of Ogaden

These formations consist of basaIt with abundant ferromagnesium and
olivine and sometimes of green rocks, and form hills approximately 50 m. high
with a characteristic morphology presenting a crescent,arched or "caterpillar ll

aspect.

They appeared at the same time as faults in sedimentary formations
when tectonic movements affected the Rift Valley, These formations cross-eut
the faults and are displayed in the following directions

Gode - Northern Imi line

Dagamedo-Fick line

S.E. - N.W.

S.S.E. - N.N.W.

Valley

- Danan-Duhun line S.E'. - N.W.
Several isolated outcroppings also exist in the axis of the Fafen

East of Kebri Dahar and \-lest of the Dobowein depression.

, 10.2. Vulcanian formations of Arussi

The Quaternary volcanic eruptions of the Rift Valley and of the
Awash Valley mainly consist of ash, pumioeand acid lava (bombs). This material
covering aIl the region of the lakes and of the Awash plain is also deposited
beyond the tertiary volcanos of Kaka, Enkolo and Boraluku, on the plateaus of
Arussi and Northern BaIe.

10.2.1. Vulcanian formations of the Gedeb plain

Limited by the Dodola-Adaba track iri the South, by Hount Kaka and
Enkolo in the North and the Halka \-7acanp falls in the East, the, Gedeb plain
entirely consists of volcanic material of vulcanian type. A cross-section at
Andassaford on the Wabi Shebelle shows more than 50 m thick alternated ash
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and lime tuff with an intercalation in the upper part of a 4 m thick ryolithic
scoriaceous layer, aIl this material resting on tertiary black basaIt.

10.2.2. Vulcanian formations of Kofele

They are located at the Western end of the Basin and consist of ash
layers intercalated with relatively thin ryolithic layers. These formations
are more than 300 m. thick and present a characteristï"c morphology with
"half-orange"-shaped hills deeply cut by erosion and fIat valleys.

10.2.3. Surface ash-formations of Gedeb and Arussi

This grey ash is seldom more than 40 cm thick and covers the
weathered basaIt in situ. It results from the powdering of volcanic ash from the
quaternary volcanos of the 'Rift Valley and of Awash. This ash is mai~ly located
between Kofele and Dodola and on the Robi plateau in the Kula and Adele regions.

10.3. Sedimentary formations of Ogaden

The upsetting of the equilibrium profile of streams due to an eleva
tion of the peripheral zones of the Basin causing a general rise to the N.W.
of sedimentary layers, produced a resumption of the erosion process in the form
of considerable sedimentation in Lower Ogaden, in particular, î.e. :

- Filling in of the basins of the Wabi Shebelle and Fafen (Korahe and
Dobowein depressions) by alluvial deposits of volcanic origin from the High
Plateaus.

- Spreading of material of ~ocal sedimentary origin in the other
zones by weathering of sediments in situ: Gode area (alluvial deposits with
pebbles), North-West of Imi, Danan, North Danan, part of the Dobowein depression
and the last dèpression of the Fafen.

D. GEOMORPHOLOGY

The Basin in general, consists of a series of'sedimentary and volcanic
strata overlaying the rocks forming the base and outcropping in the Northern
part as weIl as in the South of Somal~and in the South of the country
bordering Kenya. These layers present a very small South-Eastwards dip.
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The sedimentary soils deposited during the Secondary age were most
probably no longer flooded during the Tertiary age and levelled by weathering ..
Two main events occurred during the Tertiary and the Quaternary : thick
volcanic flows covered Central Ethiopia, the Rift Valley collapsed whereas
its edges ~ere proba~ly elevated and new volcanic material spread out.

The rising of the Northern and North Western part of the basin
caused the rivers to sink into very deep canyons.

As a consequence of these events, three zones appear and present
different types of relief: (see fig.4) :

1. Northern and North-Eastern border of the Basin

Its altitude varies from 2.000 to 3.000 m. Isolated mountain groups
of volcanic origin are more than 4.000 m. high. The substratum consists~of

granite-gneiss and limestone in the East and basalt in the West. Despite the
altitude, the relief is not pronounced and is usually even. Slopes are frequeutly
convex or convexo-concave. Streams are not deeply embanked and the bottoms of
valleys are sometimes underdrained (region of Northern Harar). The effects of
weathering are not very distinct and all the more so as the remnants of forests
cover most of the high mountainous groups. This region is limited by two very
distinct and very steep slopes, one of them corresponding to the limit of the
Rift Valley. A series of faults displayed in the form of steps leads to the
bottom of the breach. But, Southwards, the limit is very sinuous and corresponds
to the upstream part of canyons where the rivers suddenly sink. The width of
this zone varies from several dozen kilometers to sorne hundred meters.

2. The second zone

continues the first towards the South East but is very broken up
by canyons several hundred meters deep. The old basalt or limestone plateau
~s cut into E.S. strips and consequently, it is difficult as well as expensive
to setup communication media between the plateaus. This part of the basin
~s usually knm·m as the "Middle Belt".

~. The third zone

corresponds to the rest of the Basin and includes thé Eastern and
Southern parts of the area under study. Large plateaus edged by relatively
abrupt sandstone or limestone bluffs may be observed but these seldom rise
to more than 100 m above the landscape ..' The valleys are usually wide and,
apart frqm the valley of the Wabi Shebelle which receives water from Arussi,
seldom occupied by rivers •.Long, concave slopes with a small angle of
dip and bluffs and usually covered with trees form the link between the bluffs
and the drainage areas. The material of the minorbeds of streams .•.••••' ••••••
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is transported only by water except for the Wabi Shebelle river bed. Elsewhere,
the material is torn off from the steep part of slopes and distributed at a
~hort 'distance in the downstream part.

Relation between the type of relief and the spreading' of material from which
soils are derived.

In the high altitude zones of the Northern and North-Western areas,
the profile observation does not show a discontinuity between the surface and
the soil subjacent rock. This is the case for soils derived from basalt,
volcanic tuff and limestone sediments. It seems that the soil or material
from which it is derived has not been altered.

Conversely, in the Eastern and Southern area of the Basin, the
weathering of rocks was accompanied by often considerable movements of
material. In this case, at the base of profiles, especially when they are
located in a plain at.some distance from bluffs, a real line of stones
continuing the upper part of the profile and consisting of loose and relatively
homogencous material, may be observed. Soils originate from this material
transported from upstream and are not derived from the weathering material of
the underlying rock.

E. AGE

At present, no suitable chronological elements giving an idea of the
age of soils, are available.

The soils of the High Plateaus are among the oldest soils and the
overlying vertisols are probably relatively ancient. This is also true for soils
on the limestone plateaus in the Centre and South of the Basin.

On the other hand~ some "brown soils Il derived from basalt on
steep slopes were certainly rejuvenat~d by erosi~n. The s6ils of the glacis
of the Centre and South are relatively recent though the material from which
they are derived was formeq in remoter periods. All the soils derived from
ash ( chernozem, for instance) are also relatively recent.

III .'-SOIL-FORHING PROCESS

To the soil-forming factors examined previouslyare due the manifes
tation of soil-forming 'processes which are widely represented in many regions
of the intertropical zone. It is interesting to note that the leaching process
(washing down of clay from the upper part of the profile with accumulation in
the lower part) is seldom observed and concretioning and induration of
sesquioxides are unknown in the surveyed basin. Conversely, thevarious forms
of calcareous accumulation constitute a fundamental process in a considerable
part of ihe Basin: . ".'
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A. FORMATION AND ACCill1ULATION OF CLAY HINERALS

Soil clay minerals have not been systematically examined in
the main soil categories of .the Basin. However, the results already obtained
are sometimes at variance with the general observations made on categories
of soils similar to those existing in the Basin.

Minerals of the Kaolinite family are identified in the ferralitic
soils derived from basalt of the North-Western border and in the fersiallitic
soils of the Northern and North-Eastern area.

Minerals of the illite family are identified ~n ~any soils among
which, the chernozem of- Arus si.

Smectites were identified in the vertisols of the High Plateaus.
The alluvial deposits of the Wabi Shebelle in the Gode region present abundant
montmorillonite which certainly originates from the High Plateaus.

Not well defined minerals, the study of which 'could not be completed,
were extracted from various soils associated with the limestone and gypsum
of the South-Eastern area of the Basin.

As regards the genesis of minerals, definite rules may not yet be
determined. In the wetter part of the Basin, synthesis is the rule and the
clay minerals of ferrallitic soils, fersiallitic soils, vertisols etc ...

were formed accordingly. Conversely, in the drier area, in soils derived from
limestone rocks as well as in alluvial soils in early stage of development,
mineraIs result from a drifting process. It is difficult to speak of a
"transformation" as no study is yet accurate enough to reveal this. Though
iron hydroxide is abundant in some soils of the Basin, the existence of
alumina hydroxide is not proved.

'oB. FORMATION AND ACCUHULATION OF AMORPHOUS 1'1INERAL HATERIAL

Along the Northern and Western outskirts of the Basin, the high
mountains' culminating at more than 4.000 m receive considerable rainfall
and present a generally low temperature. The original material consist ~f
basic volcanic rocks forming a succession of mountain masses. The relat~vely

'low forest of epiphytes is often replaced with a bushy vegetation.

The conditions existing in these mountains are favourable for a
considerable accumulation of organic matter as well as of amorphous mineral
material. Hydrolysis of the minerals constituting the rocks causes almost a~l
the alkaline and earth alkalinebases to disappear as well as a great quant~ty

of siiica. Perhaps on account of the high amount of organic matter, there ~s
no crystallization of mineral products ~~lich accumulate as amorphous mater].al~
The particular characteristics of soils such as their high water content, the~r
very low specify gravity and their smeary feeling are due to the abundance of
organic matter and of amorphous mineral material.
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The existence of amorphous material may be revealed by the Fieldes
and Perrot test (1966) which consists in treating a soil' sample with sodium
fluoride in the presence of phenolphtalein. The presence of amorphous material
sets OH ions free and this causes the colouring to turn purplish. This test
was also made on other soil~ of the Basin but the result was always negative.

Thus, the soils which contain considerable quantities of amorphous
material are called "Andosols" in the French classification. The individual
character of this class has often been questioned but is now accepted. It is
divided in two sub-classes according tothe existence or not of a weathering
horizon (B). .

In the American classification, the'andosols are but a sub-order
of inceptisols of "andepts". In the F.A.O., soits units, thèse soils are also
called "Andosols".

In the Basin? andosols do not extend far and their practical use
1S very limited.

Relatively low contents of amorphous material in other soils derived
from volcanic ash were also identified as, for instance, the chernozem of
Arussi.

, '

C. ACCUMULATION OF ORGANIC MATTER

In this Basin, niinfall considerably varies from 200 nnn;~to 2.000 nnn
and the temperature, from 12°8 to 28°. A remarkable feature is the more or
less extended rainfall distribution throughout the year. Even in the South-E~st

of the Basin, the two ràiny seasons partly reduce the impression' of-aridity
due to such low rainfall.

In the medium and upper zones of the Basin, the rainy season lasts
at least 7 months and sometimes 9 months or more.

The mean monthly temperatures present small variations throughout
the year and are gradually lower from the South East of the Basin to the
North and North-East.

The wholè Basin is generally well drained., The variations of altitude
being often very sudden facilitate drainage but, on some plateaus, small areas
allow a local stagnation of rain-water. But ïn the Lower Valley, a zone located
betweenJKelafo and Mustahil is locally underdrained. A cyperacea vegetation
grows and is ~mphasized by a distinct thickeningof humic horizons.

The natural vegetation does n~t seem much detetiorated except in
densely settled zones. Shrubs are ntimerous and scattere'd in the dOv1Ustream
part of the Basin and gradually, as one penetrates'in,the more humid sectors,
the size and number of trees increase. Gr?mineae are present everywhere,first
in isolated tufts and then in denser stands. In sorne areas, trees are scarce
or non-existent as in the Gode or Gedeb plains. In a region where trees exist
almost everywhere, it seems difficult to explain their absence by climatic
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or pedological causes and the local and intense action of man (cultivation and
livestock breeding) is the probable reason.

Fire is not a gener~lized factor as in other regions of Africa or
Madagascar, and stretches of savannahs burnt every year are never seen here.
This may b~ due to t~e length of the rainy season in the upstream part and
to the bad quality of the vegetative combustible in the downstream part.

The resulting content of organic matter is variable. It is always
very weak in the Lower Valley : less than 1 percent and often approximately
0,6 percent.

The content gradually increases and is about 3,4 percent in the
Harar region, 6 - 8 percent in Arussi (plains) and more than 20 percent on
the volcanic peaks in the North West.

The distribution of organic matter in the profile is always graduaI
and this is crue in sub-arid zones as weIl as in rainy zones. For instance,
in Arussi, the distribution of organic matter in chernozems and other soils
(ferralitic and vertisols) is not very different.

In the subarid zone of th~ Lower Valley, the con~ent of organic
matter is hardly visible in the upper part of the profile. In other areas
the horizon presents a particularly distinct colour. ' ': ' -'.,: ~ ',-., '. \ ' .

The organic matter content is an important characteristic of several
soil classes: " brown soils ", sorne soils with a calcareous differenciation,
andosols and vertisols.

In the andosols located at the divide between the Awash Basin and
the Wabi Shebelle Basin, organic matter is acidic and the content is higher
than 20 p~rcent.

In chernozems , the humic horizons are particularly dark ; pH is
neutral to slïghtly acidic. The content is not more than 6 - 7 percent at the
surface.

The vertisols of the High Plateaus are generally very dark. The
structure of the upper horizon is very divided up. The organic matter content
is slightly less than in chernozems and varies from 4 to 6 percent.

The vertisols of drier regions are much browner and the content
of organic matter is distinctly lower.

The brown soils of the high mountainranges of Chercher have a
neutral reaction and a high content of organic matter.

D. ACCUMULATION OF SALTS IN SOILS

1. Limestone in soils

Owing to the importance of limestone rocks as original material
of soils, the presence of calcium carbonate appears as an important differen
ciating factor.
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llowever, it i.s essentia1 to make" a difference between
primary 1imestone present in soi1s and which is a residue resu1tingfrom
the incomp1ete disso1ution:of rocks still in process, ~nd lime resu1ting
from the fODmation of secoridary calcium carbonate" in soi1s. In the first case,
it appears as rock-fragment~ at a weathering stage. and, "in the second case,
it is a synthesis of the minera1 in the profile during the pedogenesis.
Consequently, considerable differences will be observed in the factors of the
soil-forming processes.·

• 1

Dissolution of calcium carbonâte : Œn some soi1s, 1imestone is at
a dissolution stage and may be found in soi1s as fragments of variable sizes
but with genera11y smooth sides though some grooves may be observed. Sometimes
the presence of 1imestone increases from the upper part to the base of the
profile. ihis category of soi1s be10ngs to the ca1cimagnesimorphic soi1·.
c1ass in ~vhich can be found brown ca1careous soils, rendzinas .and some
brown ca1cic soi1s.

Formation of calcium carbonate : This concerns numerous soi1s
in a11 the area where,at present, temperate, xerotheric anô tropical c1imates
exist. The second and third c1imatic regimes are those corresponding to the
most deep1y rnarked individua1 characters.

In fact, powdery ca1careous accumulations, heaps, nodules ànd" .
crusts may be observed. A11 these forms of accumulations resu1t from the
pedogenesis and is sometime~ accompanied with an accumulation of organic .
matter, but in most soi1s, the latter is either weak or sêarce1y visible ..
Conseq-uent1y, i t seems reasonab1e to classify these soils acéording to. the
presence of 1ime~tone, as suggested by Rue11an (1972). '

According to the nature ÔI the accumulation, the soi1.is described
as : a slight1y differenciated ca1careous profile (diffuse lime or pse~do~
myce1ium) to a medium differenciated 1imestone profile (limestone being .
discontinuous, in heaps, nodules or concretions) or a strong1y differenciated
1imestone profile (limestone appears in a continuous. f~rm as a friable or
hard crust, a crust o~ film). .

It must be noted that some vertisols a1so contain l~rge quantities of
secondary 1imestone.

2. Gypsum in soi.1s

Gypsum outcrops on a vast area in the South East of the Basin. Two
Jurassic and Cretaceous 1ayers main1y,characterize the zone under study, espe
ci~lly in the drier area. As in the case of 1imestone, dissolution ~rocesses

as we11 as other processes due to rainfa11 may a1so be observed for gypsum.
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On large areas, gypsum is divided and at a dissolution stage, in
which case the soi1s be10ng to the weak1y deve10ped soi1 c1ass.

But even in a sub-arid zone, owingto the great solubi1ity of
gypsum (2 g/l) which.1oca11y increases in the presence of' salt, gypsum is
mobi1ized and reprecipitated. Consequent1y,·soi1s with a gypsum differenciation
exist but on1y two types out of three were observed, name1y : soi1s with a
slight1y differenciated gypsum profile where su1phate is distributed homoge
nous1y in the profiles, and soi1s with an important differenciation of the
gypsum profile and crusts of variable thickness.

3. Accumulation of sodium ch10ride in soi1s

Sediments with much sodium ch10ride are nowhere observed. Water
from the Wabi Shebe11e is scarce1y sa1t-1oaded and consequent1y. the salt
accumulation in soi1s is re1ative1y 1imited, not 1arge1y spread and on1y
appears in the drier regions such as the farthest South-Eastern part of the
Basin between Ke1afo and Ferfer. Saline efflorescences are visible there and
halophyte plants grow on re1ative1y large areas between Burkur and Ferfer.
Soi1s turn powdery at the surface.

The fixation of sodium on the absorbing comp1ex is nowhere apparent
and no modification of the structure suggesting solonization or an unusua11y
high pH are observed.

E. ÂCCU}ruLATION OF IRON OR ALInfINIU}f SESQUIOXIDES IN SOIL3

In the wetter parts of the Basin a reddening of soi1s may be~

observed together with a distinct deepening of profiles. These soils main1y
exist in the Northern periphery and in different iso1ated points in the Centre.
Rainfa11 in MoSt cases is more than 800 mm but mean annua1 tempe ratures vary
between 13 c and 18°.

Goethite and am9rphous materia1 are the main constituents.

The existence of these materia1s is surprising in the c1imatic
conditrons described for Chercher and A~ussi: In fact, no temperate zone
presenting deep ferra11itic soi1s which might be comparable in simi1ar c1imatic
conditions seem to have been observed yet.

or both
va1id in

It is therefore necessary to consider eithcr a cha~ge of
a change of altitude and of c1iroate. This 1ast assumption

the zone surveyed.

c1imate
seems

Besides, ferruginous or manganesiferous concretionnings are se1dom
observed probab1y owing te two reasons, i.e. : .

- there has been in the past no genera1ized formation of hardpans
as may be observed in Central or West Africa where hardpans have fossi1ized
very old 1eve11ed surfaces.
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- no conditions exist at pr~sent a110wing the mobi1ization and
concretionning of~iron. In fact, drainage seems suitab1~ a1most everywhere
and ~he redox conditions are not favourab1u for iron reduction and migration.
However, in the brown mesotropic soi1s of the Kofe1e region where pH is
slight1yacidiç., abundant ferruginous étnd manganesiferous concretions may
be observed which can exist' in a slight1y drained sector unti1 a friable
crust is formed (Kofe1e - Sire track).

F. FORHATION OF GLEY AND PSEUDO-GLEY

A1ka1i or neutra1 soi1s are unfavourab1e for the formation of gley
or pseudo-g1ey. Hydromorphic characters are on1y revea1ed by the existence
of ca1careous accumulations of nodules in certain soi1s. However, in slight1y
acid or ashy materia1, distinct migrations of iron and manganese may be
observed but these hydiomorphic processes are limited~ .

In the Basin, hydromorphic soi1s are consequent1y scarce1y-deve10ped
and tropical ferruginous soi1s are unheard of.

IV. RE~UŒKS ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF SOILS

The classification of soi1s adopted for the Basin of the Wabi
Shebe11e is drawn direct1y from the document drafted by the C.P.C.S. (1)
in 1967. This was considered by its authors as a provisiona1 study which
ought to be resumed as certain classes seem to have been determined more
accurate1y than others.

Ethiopia is a country where a very short know1edgeof pedo10gica1
conditions existed when the survey began. The Basin of the Wabi Shebe11e
presents original features.

- From the c1imatic point of view : on a large area, aridity is
very pronounced in spi te of the proximity of the Equator and of the existence
of two rainy seasons. A great part of the Basin has a tropical regime but
1a~ge sectors have c1imates close to .the mediterranean or temperate regimes
without presenting at the same time a11 the usua1 features of the latter.
T~is gave rise to sorne difficu1ties when determining certain soi1 sub-c1asses
on c1imatic:bases •..

- From the parent-rock point of view : the predominance of rocks
with abundant calcium (carbonate, su1phate, basa1t) is an exceptionnally
important feature.

- From the,geomorpho10gica1 point of v~ew

of sedimentary 1ayers witha small South-Eastedy dip',
into p1ateaus, residua1 hi11s and va11eys are the main

the monoclinal disp1ay
a lands cape broken
characteristics.

é.p;s. (1) "Commission de pédologie' et dè cartographie des sols" (Pedologie
and soi1-mapping Conmission). This document is in fact the resu1t of studies
c1assified according ta the first French soi1-c1assification (Aubert and
Duchaufour 1966) and of the O.R.S.T.O.M. studies.
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The general classification could be applied to this region without
any real problem for most of the soils. Nevertheless, the isohumic soil-class
cannot be used as it is in the Ethiopian contexte

Of the twelve classes of the classifi~ation, theraw
minerai soils and podzolized soils are the only soil classes which are not
represented.

Soils in early stage of development.

The sub-class of xeric soils in early stage of development with
. the grey soil group has been noted.

The sub-class ·of non-climatic soils in early stage of development
with eroded, c~lluvial and eolian soils are weil represented. In most
of the groups and sucr-groups, the influence of limestone and gypsum is
considerable.

Vertisols

These soils are characterized by their morphological features
(dark colour, shrinkage cracks, slickensides). Ali of them belong to the
class of vertisols with a limited external drainage; In fact, they are derived
from rocks with abundant ca~cium, and are formed on very leveltopographies
(basait flows, limestone p~ateaus or alluvial deposits).

The structure of. the upper part of the profile is always rounded
and much divided (grumosolic horizon). Verti~ characters are weil marked
everywhere but two sub-groups are particularly interesting, i.e. :

The yellowish-brown to reddish brown sub-group with powdery lime
and gypsum crystals is weil represented in the drie~ parts of the Basin. The
profile is not 50 thick as in the wetter areas wh€re the greyish-black sub
group predominates with a profile often several meters·thick and,in many
cases, a high content of organic matter at the surface.

Andosols

These soils are characterized, in particular by abundant arnorphous
minerai material which may be identified locally by the Fieides and Berrott
test. The recent outline set up by a survey group on' aùdosols was used for this
class.

The presence of a (B) horizon'· enabled clessifying andosals in the
sub-class of differenciated soils~ Their low saturqtiop erade allows considering
th~m as desaturated soils and because of·their colour, they belong to the
melanic sub-group.
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~oils with abundant calcium carbonate and sulphate

Soils with calcium carbonate or sulphate raise more problems. Three
distinct units are determined at the class level :

~n the first, soils with limestone obvïously inherited from the parent
rock at the dissolution stage. These are calcimagnesicsoils.

In the second, "soils with a differenciated gypsum profile" ; the
calcium sulphate is redistributed in the profile in a powdery form or as a crust.

In the third "soils with a differenciated calcareous profile" ; the
calcium carbonate is redistributed in the· profile in numerous forms recently
described by Ruellan (1971). This name was preferred to the traditional term
of "isohumic soils" for the following reasons :

- The typically isohumic distribution is that of chernozems in the
Basin of the Wabi Shebelle but it can also be observed in other soils such
as vertisols and ferrallitic soils.

- The usual subdivisions of the class are based on climatic conside
rations which are not valid here, and consequently, it seemed more suitable
to take only into account morphological, physical or chemical considerations.

- The two factors : organic matter and limestone are "competitive"
here. Gnly chernozems present an "organic profile" which may be used to define
them. Conversely, in most soils, the content of organic matter tends to be very
weak and often less than 1 :percent and in some soils, the humic·horizon is
scarcely distinct. But in aIl these soils, whether they àre derived or not
from limestone, calcium carbonate is always'well differenciated and accordingly,
the different types ~re easily and logica~ly cons~dereddistinctly.

- Calcium sulphate plays in the BasiIl an important role similar to
that of calcium carbonate. Consequently, it is useful ~o.putthese two salts
together in the classification.

Calcimagnesic soils.

These soils are divided ~n carbonaceous soils and saturated soils.
The carbonated soils include the following groups bro,vu carbonaceous soils
and rendzina. In these soils there is no calcareous differenciation.

Saturated soils and the groups of bro~n calcic soils and calcic
rendzina do not react with acid.

,.
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Soils with a gypsum differenciation

Though no sub-class is determined,two groups are observed": with
powdery gypsum (with the modal and vertic sub-groups) a~d with crusts (modal).
No group with accumulations and nodules seem to exist.

In these two groups, the gypsum of the profile results from an
oblique redistribution through dissolution (finding its origin upstream)
which is followed by a reprecipitation.

Soils with a calcareous differenciation

Two sub-classes were observed. In the first exists a thick, dark
and saturated humic horizon (corresponding to the specific features of the
melanic horizon of the F.A.O. "Soil Dnits"). In the second, this melanic
horizon does not exist but instead, a "Eallid horizon" (corresponding to
the description in the F.A.O. Soil Dnits) is observed.

In each of these sub~classes four groups are included

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group' 1..

with an invisible diffuse calcareous accumulation.

with a visible but discontinued calcareous accumulation (with
heaps and nodules).

with a continued, visible but friable accumulation.

with a visible, continued but hard accumulation (various types of
crusts).

The sub-groups envisaged are for group 1 :

a modal sub-group (which is the equivalent of the carbonated sub-group).

For the following groups

- a carbonated sub-group the part of the horizon around'the accumulations
also consists of limestone.

- a calcic sub~group : the part of the horizon surrounding accumulations does
not consist of limestone.

- a vertic sub-group : slickensides may be seen ~n the depth.

Thus, all thesoils with an isohumic distribution of organic matter
and a calcareous differenciation may be distinguished quiie easily on the
field.ln every case, the calcium carbonate of soils is derived from the
limestone forrned during the pedogenesis.



"Brmvn soi1s ll

In the C.P.C.S. classification, soi1s are differenciated according
to the types of c1ima'te. The most suitab1e sub-c1ass is probab1y that of the
"brm·m soi1s" of humid, t~mperate c1imates, al? the~e soi1s are present in the
temperate and humid zone of thë Basin.

The group of brmvn soi1s with modal and scarce1y deve10ped sub-groups
and the group of brown mesotropic soi1s with an hydromorphic facies are we11
represented.

Soi1s with iron sesquioxides

They are represented bythe two classes of fersia11itic and ferra1
li tic soi1s observed, on the Northern and North-Western border of the Basin.

Characteristic saturated fersiallitic'soi1s exist in' the Harar'
region. They are derived from various base-rocks such as granite, Adigrat
sandstone, Kebri-Dahar 1imestone. They can be identified on the field owing
to their moderate thickness and a prismatic structure in the depth.

Ferra11iticsoi1s are represented especia11y in the West of the
Basin. They were identified on the field main1y because of their morpho10gy
(Deve10ped C horizon and deep weathering, deep co10uring of very friable B
horizon often presenting pseudo-sand). Their ana1ytica1 features show that
they shou1d be c1assified in the sub-c1ass of weak1y desaturated soi1s. Irt fact,
they are often practica11y saturated. Furthermore, the determihations of
clay minera1s revea1 the frequent presence of i11ite together with kao1initic
minera1s and iron hydroxide. This 1eads to beli.,ve that, in fact, these are
intermediate soi1s between fersia11itic and ferra11itic soils. No induration
process was observed (concretion or hardpan), and no hydro!f.orphy in th'e, soi1s.

A single very characteristic group with three sub7groups (moda1~

humic and scarce1y deve10ped) were observed.

Hydromorphic soi1s

They are formed through the influence of high ground water table or of
long action of ground water and they be10ng to the sub-c1asses of minera1
and moderate1y organic soUs. In a11 these soi1s, 1imestone exists;and in a11
the groups with glcy or humic with gley,they are 'represented by sub-groups
with powdery lime or'in heaps and nodules. '

:.':','
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V. DESCRIPTION OF THE ~~IN CATEGORIES OF SOILS

- In this part of the report the physico-chemical characteristics
of soils are described and the various soil categories are presented in the
same order'as in the"soil legends of the soil maps joined to this report.

- These soil categories are limited to the soil family correspon
ding either to a type of geological material for soils in situ, or to
alluvial and colluvial deposits for soils on transported material.

- As 65 soil families exist, the morphological and detailed
physico-chemical data are limited to the most extensive soil. categories. in the
Basin, as well as to those presenting an èconomic import even though they are
not largely spread. Other families are studied more shortly but their main
physico-chemical characteristics are mentioned.

A. CLASS OF SOILS IN EARLY STAGE OF DEVELOP~ŒNT

Xeric soils in early stage of development

1. Grey gypsum soils derived from the main gypsum formation (la)
and from Ferfer gypsum (lb).

These soils spread on a total area of 6037 km2 in the farthest
South-Eastern part of the Basin.

They occupy :

- on the one hand : vast absolutely fIat gypsum areas, the
monotonous aspect of which is only disturbed herè and there by small reddish
limestone beds, intercalated with gypsum forming 50 cm to 1 m high bluffs
which are distinctly seen in the Godere region., '

- on the other hand, gently sloping banks on the Ferfer gypsum
under the Belet Uen limestone between Bargun and Ferfer. The vegetation consists
of a usually dense thicket of Boswelliaspp. and Jatropha rivae with a
characteristic "tiger-bush" pattern on aerial phot.ographS. Anriual rainfall is
only approximately ISO mm and soils are scarcely developed.

Morphology : Profile observed 4 km to the North of Godere

o - 10 cm

10 - 60 cm

C

60 cm +
R

Yellowish-grey (2,5 YR 8/4) ; loam; single-grained, and powdery;;
many disaggregat{ng gypsum nodules ; dry and friable ; sorne
rootlets ; short transition to :

Grey weathering layer of gypsum in situ forming 5 cm thick friable
strata 'alternated with yellowish-grey powdery layers of very
compact gypsum'; sorne rootlets ; sudden and uniform transition to

Greyish, massive and not very hard gypsum slab.
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Physic9-chcmical characteristics

The yellowish-grey (2,5 YR 8/4) upper horizon AI of soil consits
of a fine gypsum powder, the real texture ofwhich is not easily determined
but which appears as loam t·o silty loam, the who1(~ structure resting on a
gypsum slab. The depth of the latter varies in relation to the local col1uvial
deposits, from la to 80 cm depth. Above the slab, not yet completely weathered
gypsum nodules may be·frequently observed and may constitute a real C horizon.

These are limestone soils (21 percent in .the horizon above the
s lab) .

The content of organic matter· is low

• Alkaline pH, approximately 8,0 .

approx~mately 1 percent .

• Conductivity is high with 15 mmhos of the saturation extract.
In fact, large quantities of sodium chloride exist 'vith
calcium sulphate in the gypsum formations.

These soils present no economic interest but may constitue a large
game reserve.

Non-climatic soils ~n early stage of development.

Group erosion soils.

These soils on steep slopes and resulting from weathering are
consequently not very thick. ~vo groups are differenciated in relation to the
presence or lack of limestone.

Sub-group lithic soils with powdery lime
....

2. Yel1owish-red soils derived from Kebri-Dahar limestone

1 They spread over 7663 km2, on the steep slopes of the canyons of
the Wabi and of its tributaries and correspond ta one fourth of the Basin in .
the North-'oJ"estern part. The vegetation on. the slopes mainly consists of
Boscia minimifolia and Delonix elata.

The. sail presents 90 percent of calcareous elements of variable
sizcs, from worn gravel to 30 to 40 cm large angular limestone blocks, and
10 percent corresponds ta fine yellowish-red eurth : lime-clay loam (30 percent
of calcium carbonate. This soi l overlies the gypsum in si tu at a smal1 depth of
la ta 20 cm. lVhen the slope is tao steep, soil is iuexistent and the rock is
bare.

These soils present no econom~c interest.
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3. Lithic soi1s with diffus~ calcium su1phate on sha110w sla~ derived
from the ma~n gypsum formation.

These soi1s are formed on the sma11 llcockade-shaped" gypsum hi11s
of the main gypsum formation which occupies a very considerable area in.a11
Lm.,rer Ogaden to the South of a 1ine : Duhun-Kebri-Dahar. They are associated
on the maps with soi1s with a gypsum differenciation ; modal soi1s with
crust (fami1y 54) deve10ping on the co11uvia1 and alluvial deposits of
foothi11s (Association l Lower Ogaden) and in the Duhun region with the soi1s
of fami1ies 42 and 48 (Association IV, Duhun). They stretch over 20.000 Km2
but the importance of the hi11s compared to the deposi t zo"nes varies according
to regions.

South of the Wabi, particu1ar1y between El Kere and the Wabi, the
gypsum hi11s are c10seto one another and water spreading zones are very
1imited. Temporary rivers f10w deep1y embanked in gypsum which is very steep1y
cut by erosion.

Converse1y, North of the Wabi betwee~ Duhun and Danan, between
Gode and Kebri-Dahar and North of Imi, water spreading zones predominate,the
gypsum hi11s on1y forming small greyish rounded peaks scattered in the midst
of alluvial deposits and of red to ye110w~sh-red co11uvia1 deposits.

The gypsum hi11s present the driest pedoc1imate in Lower-Ogaden,
hence a particc1ar scanty vegetation consisting of a very 100se bush, appro
ximate1y 1,5 m to 2 fi high, through which one may move easi1y when not
hindered by the curved thorns of sma11 acacias. The characteristic vege.tation
association of gypsum zones is represented by the Boswe11ia spp. and Jatropha
!ivae group. .

Morpho10gy : The soi1 presents the fo110wing mean profile :

10 cm +
R

Ye110wish-grey (2,5 Y 8/4) ; si1ty-10am ; ·sing1e-grained struc
ture ; powdery ; sorne root1ets ; sudden transition to :

Greyish-white trans1ucent gypsum slab.

Consequent1y, the soi1 layer is very thin and the gypsum sleb often
outcrops.at. the surface forming concentric 1ines around the hi11s and thus
conferring a llcockade ll aspect. The flashes of 1i8ht observed from planes' are
due ta sunlight ref1ected on the gypsum sheets actirig as ~irrors.

Co11uvia1 local deposits may a1so be observed but in this case the
soi1 ~s thicker :

o - 20 cm
AIR

Ye110wish-white (5 Y 8/3) ; 10am ; sing1e-grained structure ; very
powdery and friable; sorne root1ets ; short and uniform transition
to :
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50 cm +
R

: Yellowish-white (5 Y 8/3) ; loam coating gypsum elements ; not
very hard, tending to powdery ; very few rootlets ; sudden
transition to :

Gypsu~ slab in situ.

The upper horizon therefore consists of a regular gypsum powder
resting on the gypsum slab. Disaggregation and exfoliation in situ of the
gypsum slab maybe observed and this is manifest in horizon AIR in the second
profile described. fart of this gypsum is solubilized by ~ain-water and
accumulated in water spreading zones on colluvial or alluvial deposits located
in a lower position and it provides soils with crusts (family 54), but on the
hills, there is no neocrystallization of gypsum. For this reason, these soils
are classed among soils with powdery lime since they contain from la to 20
percent of carbonate.

Physico-chemi.cal characteristics

The yellowish-grey to yellowish-white superficial horizon therefore
consists of very finely divided gypsum mixed with a small quantity of organic
matter corresponding to less than 1 percent. pH is approximately 8,0 but the
high conductivity of the saturation extract which varies from la to 15 ~~hos/cm

reveals the presence of a great quantity of soluble salts mainly composed of
sodium chloride and gypsum. The large quantity of salt existing in lower zones
is due to the weathering of gypseous marI and gypsum.

tt. '."

Cultural and pastoral fitness

These soils, are unsuitable for cultivation. During the ,rainy season
they constitute meagre pasture grounds which are neverthelcss relished by
animais becausc of the high mineral-clement content (especially salt) of,plants.

) These pastures would constitute a vast game reserve along the Wabi Shebelle river.
(See Ch. VI G). ..

4. Lithic soils with powdery lime on shallow gYPSUID slab, derived
froID Ferfer gypsum. , .

These soils occupy the small outcroppings of Ferfer gypsum crowning
here and there the large limestone plateau between Bariy and El Kere. They
spread on approximately 500 km2 in the mapped a~sociation nO II, South of
El Kere.

These soils with a gypsum slab very near the surface and which often
outcrops present a la. cm thick brovnlish-greyhorizon. Their cultural and pasto
ral fitness is practically of no interest.
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5. Bro\.mish-[rey soils derived from Ogaden basaIt

These soils occupy the chain of basaIt hills rising among
sedimentary layers .

- along the valley of the Wabi Shebelle, between Gode and Imi,

- along the line : Danan Degah-Medo,

- between Degah-Medo and Fik.

The total extent of these soils ~s 331 km2

Morphological and Physico-chemical characteristics

Numerous basaIt boulders may be seen on the chin soil layer. An
horizon of fine earth consisting of light brown silty sand overlying without
any transition the weathered-basaltic horizon may generally be observed.

In these sub-arid zones, the weathering of basaIt presents the
following features : weathering in boulders with at the surface a film or
a white ribbon-shaped limestone crust. The thickness of the limestone at
the surface of boulders increases from the South (Gode) to the North
(Degah-}1edo-Fik). The mobilization of limestone is more important owing_
to a slightly increasing rainfall as one goes Northwards and to a lower
temperature. Besicles, the increasing thickness of the weathering basaIt
horizon may be observed, i.e. : 40 cm at Gode and approximately 100 cm at
Fik-and Degah Medo.

• These soils are slightly to medium calcareous in the Gode region
(Il to 19 percent) and more calcareous in the Degah-Medo reg~on : 26 percent.

• The content of organic matter is very low at Gode : 0,5 percent
and four times higher in the Degah-Medo region : 2,1 percent.

• The contents of exchangeable K : 1,4 me/l00 g and of total
phosphorous : 4,3 %oare high in the Degah-Medo region.

Fitness of these soils

These soils present no economic interest in the Valley of the
Wabi-Shebelle. But, to the North (Northern Danan region, Segeg, Degah-Medo,
Fik), they could be used f0r afforestation with species enduring dryness,
chemical elements existing in large quantities in the rocl~ at a weath~ring

stage.

Sub-group Lithic calcic soils

6. Light grey soils derived from granitic chaos

These soils are developed on the granitic chaos of Harar, in
particular in the regions 'of' Babile, Fugnanbira, Bisidimo and East of Melkarafu
and of Kurfachele. They cover a total area of 1051 Km2.
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The granitic chaos often cons~sts of granites with two micas but
also of very metamorphized amphiboles granite producing a general structure
with a predominance of migmatite rich in black micas and amphiboles with
fe1dspar beds.

The weathering in bou1ders is particuiar1y distinct and even
remarkab1e between Babiie village and the Daketa river. The shrubby vegetation
is re1atively dense with a predominance of Terminalia Brmvni.

At the top of the chaos and on slopes, the granite and sand layer
is thin. SoU is not very thick. A yellowish-brmvn horizon wi th medium and
coarse sands, approximate1y 10 cm thick, resting on scarce1y or weak1y
weathered granite may genera11y be observed.

- The soi1 is non ca1careous but base saturated and presents a
pH approximate1y : 7,5.

- The content of organic matter is 10w with 1,3 percent ~n the upper
horizon.

These soi1s present no economic interest except for'afforestation
when the thickness of soi1s and the slopes are suitab1e.

7. Red soi1s derived from Adigrat sandstone ".

They cover the s·t.eep slopes of the Valley, of the upstream
part of the Ramis river and of i.ts tributaries as well as of" the Ga1etti and
correspond to an area of 720 km2.

They consist of a thin red sandy layer resting on the sandstqne
in situ when the latter is not bare.

These soi1s present no economic interest.

8. Reddish-brown hU,mic eroded 'soi1s, derived from basa1t slag and
basa1t

These soi1s are deve10ped on the basa1t cinder cones or on the
sma11 basa1t hi11s of the Gedeb plain:

- South of the Wabi, in the Dodo1a and Adaba regions, Ma1ca
Wacana falls,;

- North of the Wabi, at the ,foot of Mount Kakka, and Enko10 ;

They a1so exist on the hills of basa1t ash of the Dixis region.

They do not extend far and for this reason are on1y represented
on the map at 1/250.000.
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Morphology and physico-chemical characteristics :

They consist of a brown (7,5 R 5/2) to reddish-brown horizon
(5 YR 4/4).,'.from 20 to 30 cm thick and resting directly on the layer of
basait scoria or basait. At the soil surface, numerous pebbles, basait

!. scoria blocks or basait may be observed.

These soils are non-calcareous.

The content of organic matter is high and usually more than 7 percent
down to a 30 cm depth but they may vary from 3,5 percent on Dodola hill to 10
percent on the Dixis hills.

The exchangeable potassium content is·_.high
available phosphorus is also abundant : 1,7 %0.

0,90 me/IOO g of soil,

Cultural fitness and afforestation possibilities

These very stony soils are nevertheless, owing to the growing
density of the population, cropped towheat, barley, peas et ••. Ouly sorne

X zones,either because they are too uneven or too stony, are left as grazing
grounds ; strips of the primeval forest still exist in a degraded form with wild
olive-trees and "Tids".

Owing to a graduai mechanization of agriculture in the plain these
zones will be progressively turned over to forest and pastures.

9. Brown humic eroded soils derived from Gesoma sandstone and from......,..---_-.:..._-=-..:.-- .......:.:_-'-:..,-;.;....-.....:....:'-'-,;,.,;;;,;---=-.--:.;.:..::.......:..::;.;.;..--.::..:..:.:..:..----:-...:~:...::.:
the plateaus basait

They are developed on the steep mountain slopes between Sebre
Dol1o and Shek Hussien and on the slopes of the Abdul Kassim mountains
on the Northern bank of the Wabi, 20 km to the East of Shek Hussi~n.

These mountain ranges consist of thick red sandstone beds
(Gesoma sandstone) capped with basait. The abundance of rainfall (at least
1300 mm) and its intensityare favourable ·to a considerable headward erosion
of the soft sandstone and to a broken up morphology with very steep slopes.
On these slopes where soil covers approxirnately 540 km2 grows a splendid
primevdl forest mainly consisting of'Juriiperus and scarcely spoiled on sorne
fiat areas and foot slopes by few cultivated ~rops such as coffee and maize.
These soils are included in the mapped association n° VI (Shek Hussien) with
ferrallitic soils.

Morphological and physico-chemical characteristics :

These soils are not more than 30 cm thick and consist of a very
humic horizon of fine sandy clay resting directly on the basait or sandstone
substratum. The horizon has a very well-developed granular structure.
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The organic mattercontent'is ~pproximately 22 percent in the
first 5 centimeters and 16 percent in horizon: 5-30 cm. Its C/N, appro
ximately 20, is relatively h~gh and reveals the existence of humus of the
moder type. Hov.Tever, the pH- : 7,5 and the saturation of the complex in
bases without lime, ·indicate·that these soils, owing to the importance of
earth alkalis produced by basaIt at a weathering stage, remain neutral without
tending to acidification.

Forest is the natural vegetation for these soils and has the
;;.advantage of preventing erosion on the steep mountain slopes. But, t'lhen
roa~s . are created, the forest could eventually be turned into a cultivated
forest and rationnally used, as in the mountainous regions of Europe, the
climate being very fa~ourable for coniferous.

~ '.

Group of colluvial soils

Sub-group with caicareous speckles

la. Yellowish-brown soils derived fronl granite (la a and la b only
represented on the map at 1/250.000)

These soils are developed on the colluvial deposits of granitic
material, on gently sloping banks at the foot of granitic chaos in a region
stretching from Har.ar to Babile. They cover 905 km2, are generally scarcely
cultivated and the predominant vegetation consists of Terminalia browni
(tree producing charcaol) t'li th in sorne places groups of prickly-pë'a'r'"trees.

Morphologieal and physico-chemiçal characteristics

These brm'ln (10 YR 4/3) to light brmm soils (7,5 YR 6/4) at the
surface and yellowish-brown in the depth present a medium and coarse sandy
texture with numerous small quartz gravels. The structure is single-grai.ned
and the profile is generally loose.

vial
than
(see

The thickness of soils varies accordiùg to the importance of col lu
deposition. They are not thick in the Hadow"region (10 a), but are more
3 m. deep as one goes down the Erer, Daketa and Fafen valleys (la b) ;
details on maps at 1/250.000).

The soil is non-calcareous in the upper horizons and becomes
weakly carbonated in the depth (1 to 2 percent); The segregation of carbonates
appears in the form of small white speckles uniformly distributed. This weak
calcareous accumulation is linked to the weathering of the plagioclases of
granite located in a higher position. .
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The content of organic matter is medium with approximately 2 percent,
but owing to the very sandy texture of soil, organic matter penetrates to
a 30 or 50 cm depth.

• the nitrogen content, less than l,5 %0 is medium

• the content of exchangeable potassium is medium from 0,2 to
0,5 me/lOO g of soil ;

• the stored phosphorus content is medium with 0,8 %0 ;

Total N ratio indicates nutritional unbalance disadvanta
Tota~ P205

ging phosphorous.

Cultural fitness and afforestation possibilities

The economic interest of these soils depends on their thickness

- for not very thick soils (lO a), afforestation is recorr~ended

(Hadow ragion) and aIl the more so as these soils are now being actively
deforested in view of providing charcoal.

- for thick soils (lO b) : borders of the Erer, Daketa and
Fafen valleys, mechanized cultivation is possible, taking into account the
fact that these soils are easily affected by erosion. Contour ploughing
and contour bed ploughing are recommended.

The fertility level of these soils is low. Basal dressing with
nitrogen (urea, ammonium sulphate or ammonium nitrate) phosphorous (lime
superphosphate) and potash (potash chloride) is required for a suitable
yield of crops.

B. VERTISOL CLASS

Classification :

Vertisols are characterized by a very clayey texture with a
predomiRance of mineraIs of the type 2/1 which confers :

- swelling and shrinkage properties characterizing their hydrous
state, and to which are due shrinkage cracks delimiting in depth a broad
prismatic structU1:'e with distinct slickensides on the structural elements.

- a high exchangeable capacity linked to'the type of montn~rillo

nitic andillitic clay.

In the Basin of the Wabi Shebelle, vertisols are always developed
inunsuitable external drainage conditions (basin or large plateau) and be16ng
to the s'ub-c1ass of vertis.ols wi th limi ted external drainage.
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The vertisols of ,the Basin are also characterized by an upper
horizon with a verydivided up structure constituting a very favourable
element for the management and use of these soils. Owing to the rounded
or grumosolic friable structure of the horizon, these vertisols. may be
considered' as grumosols (sub-class level).

. Vertisols form two groups according to the presence or absence in
soil oflimestone and sometimes of gypsum.

Carbonated group with two sub-groups

The sub-group with powdery lime and gypsum crystals iucludes
vertisols of warm regions where rainfall varies from 150 IrJll to 400 mm.

These soils only exist in Lower Ogaden and mainly in the two large
valleys of the Wabi and of the Fafen. Pedoclimatic conditions are unfavourable
for the migration of calcium carbonate and the limestone initially existing
in the original material consequently remains powdery or invisible. Conversely,
soluble gypsum is gradually accuIllulated in the base of profiles and forms
crystals.

- The sub-group with caicareous nodules includes the verÊisols
of the intermediate zone ' (Hiddle Del t), where rainfall. varies from ··400 mm to
700 mm. A calcareous accumulation forming nodules may appear but the general
profile is still calcareous.

Calcic group : with a single sub-group

- The sub":'group with calcareous'nodules in the depth consistsof the
vertisols of the High-Plateaus where the mean altitude 1S 2.500 m and rainfall
varies from 800 mm to 1.400 mm.

These soils are characterized by the absence of lime in the fine
earth of ail the profile but a segregation of limestone into usually hard
nodules may be observed at a variable depth exceeding 1 m.

In this case, -. the dynamics of limestone is distinct· and may be
cxplained by a comparatively clamp and particularly cool climate favourable
to a dccarbonation of the profile and ta an increase of the calcium percentage
in soils.

The level_of the calcareous accumulation corresponds to the
pulsation zone of the water table saturated in calcium bicarbonate which is
precipitated as calcium carbonate when the solution dries up temporarily.
This isin fact a hydromorphic process which here does not concern i~on but
calcium.

. "
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Sub-class of Grumosolic vertisols with a limited external drainage

·Carbonated group

- sub-group with powdery lime andgypsum crystals

Il. Brown vertisols, derived from Ogaden basalt

They stretch over a limited surface of approximately 545 km2 at the
foot of basaIt hills outcropping in the sedimentary substratum, mainly of the
Degah-Medo and El Har regions. They occupy basins which are flooded during the
rainy seasons and are often associated in the Fik, Degah-Medo regions with
soils presenting a melanic horizon (family nO 28) on the lower part of slopes.
In the Fik region, these vertisols do not spread much. They are delimited on
the map at 1/250.000.

Morphological and physico-chemical characteristics :

These clayey soils are dark brm,m (7,5 YR 4/4) at the surface to
reddish-brown (5 YR 4/4) in the depth. Vertic fcatures are distinct in the
depth withclearly visible sJ.ickerLsides. The upper horizon with a grallular
or subangular structure is usually thick. The friable layer of soil may attain
80 cm thick.

The soil generally consists of limestone (20 to 24 percent). No
calcareous accumulation is observed ~n the dèpth but only nn individualization
of gypsum forming sorne crystals.

The content of organic matter is only 1,4 percent for 80 cm and
the nitrogen content is not more than 0,5 %0 in the upper horizons.

- pH is approximately 8,0

- the exchangeable potassium content ~s high and var~es from·
0,4 to 0,8 me/IOa g of soil.

- the concentration in sodium chloride of the soil solution is
weak in the depth : 0,4 g/IOO g of soil.

~s yery high in the upper

is distinctly less than

- the content of total phosphorus
Total N .

horizons: 2,8 %0, but the T l P 0 rat~o
ota 2 5

shows a considerable unbalance which is unfavourable to nitrogen.

and
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Cultural and pastoral fitpess
"

The situation of these soils in basins and their high water holding
capacity is favourable for the cultivation of food-crops such as sorghum J but
productivity could be increased by a network for the control of soil erosion
with contour earth-ridges (see Chapter VI D) to prevent a loss of water through
overland runoff, and also by adding nitrogen fertilizers such as ammonium
.sulphate.

These soils are also suitable semi-permanent pasture lands.

12. Vertisols on Reddish-Brown alluvial deposits derived from
the Kebri-Dahar and Mustahil limestone and from the main
gypsum formation.

They cover an area of 1.411 km2 in Lower Ogaden and either occupy

- depressions(Danan and Segeg regions)

- or alluvial zones (alluvial deposits of ~heFafen Valley to the
North and South of Shekosh J alluvial deposits of several
tributùtes of the Northern bank of the toJ'abi J in particular of
the BU-Y temporary rivers).

In both cases, th~se zones are periodically flooded by the floods
of temporary rivers.

Morphology : Danan depression - dense graminea carpet - some tall
mimosas - 300 m farther : cultivated sorghum.

o - 30 cm Yellowish-bro,vn (10 YR 5/6) ; silty-clay-loam ; granular ; friable.

30 - 100 cm: Yellowish-bro'vn (5 YR 5/4) ; silty-clay-loam ; sorne shrinkage
cracks, coarse blocky fragments. tending to prismatic with sorne
slickensides ..

100 cm + same type of horizon with small gypsum crystals.

.Physico-chemical characteristics

Soil Depth Tex- Struc-
C0

3 organicl Conduct~vity Total
Ca matter N %0 C/N pH of sat.extract P205group cm ture ture % % mmhos/cm %0

.

0-30 SiCL gr 20 3,6 2,0 15 8,0 3 1, 1

12
30-100 siCL pr 22 1,7 1,0 10 8,0 4 1, 1

100 + SiCL pr ' 20 ] ,4 0,6 13 8,2 22 ] , 1
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These yellowish brown soils (10 YR 5/6) at the surface, to reddish
brow~ (5 YR 5/4) in the depth, present a heavy silty clay loam texture.

- The granular structure for the first 30 cm gives the upper horizon
a very friable character.

- Below 30 cm, the structure becomes prismatic but with not very
distinct slickensides.

The horizons are often interstratified but with a silty clay
predominance ; numerous gypsum crystals can be seen at approximately

. 100 cm depth ; the limestone content is high in aIl the soil ; the content
of organic matter is relatively high for this zone which is due to the presence
of a considerable graminea vegetation linked to periodical floods.

The nitrogen content is'moderate and the C/Nratio is very low,
indicating a developed calcic humus which is soon mineralized.

pH is high and alkaline, but the profile is not alkalinized.
Nevertheless, though the conductivity of the saturation extract is weak
down to 100 cm depth, it largely increases lower down thus revealing a high
chloride content in the usual pulsation zone of the water table during the
rainy season. One must also bear in mind that flood 1vater from temporary
rivers is loaded wi th soluble saI ts originating from the neighbouring .
gypseous material.

nitrogen.

The phosphorous content is medium.

Total N .
The T l P 0 rat~o shows a certain unbalance unfavourable to

ota 2 5

-\:.... -.

Cultural and pastoral fitness

~hese vertisols together with the soils of family 51 occupy the only
~reas in Lower Ogaden where cultivation is possible owing to the temporary
floodings of ephemeral streams.

Part of these zones is already cultivated by Somali nomads vlhen
floods subside but an increasing yield could be expected if the following
measures were applied :

- Selecting more productive varieties with a good tolerance to
salinity in the depth~

- A more Guitable distribution of flood water by means of a
network for the control of erosion consisting of contour earth ridges and the
control of the direction of flood water (see chapter VI D).

From the pastoral point of view, these zones are excellent and
almost permanent grazing grounds which must however be improved as regards the
quality of forage.
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13. Vertisols on the brown alluvial deposits of the Wabi (13 a)
and of the Fafen (13 b)*

These vertisols are developed in the Lower Valley of the Wabi
Shebelle t betweeu Imi and Ferfer t on approximately 1.268 Km2 t and in the
Lower Valley of the Fafen t South of Korahe t on approximately 887 km2.

They are formed on alluvial deposits of basal tic origin and
occupy weakly depressed or moderately flooded zones and sometimes no longer
flooded zones. The vegetationmainly consists of a graminea cover the
density of which is conditioned by the duration of flooding t and in sorne
places t a loose forest of tall Acacia.

Morphology: profile observed ~n the Fafen valleYt Il km to the
South~East of the Korahe bridge.

Dense gramineae-important gilgai microrelief with 5 to 10 cm
shrinkage cracks reaching the surface.

o - 20 cm

20 - 90 cm

90 cm +

Brown (10 YR 5/3); crumbly;fine sandy clay; friable.

Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4);fine sandy clay; shrinkage cracks
in all directions giving friable prismatic angular blocky
fragments ; generally friable.

Reddish-brovm (5 YR 4/4) clay; friàble medium blocky fragments
tending to a:prismatic structure with slickensides ; few small
gypsum crystals; compact.

Mean physico-chemical characteristics

-
Soi1 Depth Tex- Struc- C03Ca Organic N Cond of K+' Na+ Total

matter C/N pH sat .• ext. me./ me/ P205group cm ture ture % % %0 mmhos/cm 100g 100g %0

1

0-30 C cr 19 2 t4 1t 2 12 8 t 1 2 t 1 1t4 °t 3 1t 9

13 30-80 C pr 20 1t0 °t 5 12 8 tO 4 t 1 0,9 °t 5 1t8

80 cm+' C pr 19 Ot 8 0,4 Il 7,9 7t 7 0t 7 1 , 1 1t 8

*This soil survey is resumed with more details's pa~ticularly in the report
concerning the study and reçlamation of soils in the Lower Valley of the

. Wabi Shebelle.
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These c1ayey to very clayey soi ls present a very friable crumbly
to granular superficial horizon, approximately 30 cm thick, overlaying
an horizon with a medium to broad prismatic structure which becomes very
compact in the depth. The .siickcnsides are usually distinct and the shrinkage
cracks are from 3 to 10 cm broad. The gïlgai microrelief is very pronounced..
at the surface.

At approximately 80 cm depth, a graduaI gypsum accumulation of
crystals may be observed.

Limestone represents approximately 20 percent for the whole profile.

The content
considered in horizon
(floodings) .

of organic matter is high for the clireatic zone
0-30 cm and this is linked to the vegetative cover

1

The nitrogen content is medium and CIN is low showing that humus
~s soon mineralized.

pH is approximately 8,0 and no alkalinisation process may be obscrved.

Conductivity of the saturation extract increases with the depth
and reaches approximately 7,7 rnrnhos/cro~ the sodium chloride content beillg
Ig/lOO g of soil. This low content corre~ponds to a limited salinization
of soil in the depth.

- The exchangeable potassium content is high

- The phosphorus content is also high
Total N- The ratio, less than l, reveals a very distinct

Total P205

nitrogen deficiency.

Cultural and Pastoral fitness

In the valley of the Wabi Shebelle, these soils are quite suitable
for irrigation purposes and particularly for the cultivation of cotton,
sugar-cane, rice and also for artificial pastures (see report on the Lower
Valley of theWabi Shebelle).

In the Fafen Valley, the rational utilization of flood water should
allow longergrazing possibilities in the Korahe and Dobowein region and an
improvement of the yield of food-crops in the Korahe plain (Haharato region).

14. Vertisols on the Brown alluvial depoDits of the Borale and
of the Higher Fafen

They stretch over 710 km2 in the higher valleys of the Borale and
'Fafen where they correspond to the maximum-flood plains of both these
rivers.
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The natural vegetation consists of a dense forest with tall Acacias
and a dense gramineaecover.

These soils are developed on the brown alluvial deposits resulting
from the mixed material derived from weathered granite and basalt from
upstream.

Morpholog~cal and physico-chemical characteristics

These dark brown (7,5 YR 4/4) very clayey soils present an horizon
wit~'a weakly developed granular structure never more than 10 cm thick. Then
a weak prismatic structure with very distinct slickensides in the clayey
horizons forms a compact whole. But, in the frequent interstratified sandy
layers, the structure is single-grained and the horizon is consequently
friab le.· Sometimes, at the base of the profile (2 m depth about), calcareous
spots and sorne gypsum crystals existe

The soil ~s on the whole s lightly· calcareous.

Cultural and pastoral fitness

.These soils may not be easily cultivated owing to floodings and.
particularly because of the thinness of the crumbly horizon making the til1ing
of soil difficult.

Névertheless, these vertisols are very good pasture grounds long
after floods recede.; either foi local 1Ïvestock or for herds transiting
from the South to the markets in the North.

- Sub-group with calcareous accumulations and nodules.

.::.

15. Brown vertisols derived from Kebri Dahar limestone

These.vertisols·are largely extended in thè North of the Basin, at
a mean altitude varying from 1.200 to 1.800 m where rainfal1 is approximately
600 mm. They stretch over 6.340 Km2 and are represented in particular in the
Jijiga region, between Babile and Fik, Midegalola , between the Ramis and the
Areri, between the Wabi and the Mojo, to the South of Boke-Tiko, between the

. Ungwata and the Siyanan where they spread on the vast, very flat or weakly
undulated plateaus constituted by the geologic formation of the'Kebri Dahar
limestone. The vegetation either only consists of gramineae (Jijiga zone),
or of a dense bush with a predominance of small acacias (North-Fik).

Morphology

Type profile 21 km away from Jijiga, near the Degahbour track
overgrazed gramineaevegetation with sorne small acacias here and there.

o - 30 cm Brmm (10 YR 5/3);very fine sandy day ; coarSe' medium and
fine well~developed crumbly structure ; dry and very friable
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very well-developed root system
transition to :

graduaI and uniform

30 - 60 cm

60 - 100cm

Brown (10 YR 5/3) ; clay; vertical shrinkage cracks delimiting
a weakly-developed prismatic structure with not very distinct
slickensides ; very friable blocky fragments giving a subangular
blocky structure to a medium fine or coarse well-developed
granular structure ; rather humid and friable ; dense root
system ; Sorne subangular limestone pebbles approximately 0,2 to
0,5 cm ; graduaI transition to

Dark brown (7,5 YR 3/2) ; clay; well-developed medium ~rismatic

structure with very distinct slickeusides ; rather hurnid ;
compact 1005er root system ; some 0,2 to 0,5 cm limestone
pebbles ; short transition to :

100 - 160cm: Brown (7,5 YR 3/2)striped with red and brown (5 YR 5/3) ;
clay; medium prismatic structure with distinct slickensides.
numero~s white calcareous concretions~diameter approximately
0,5 cm; very friable giving a white pm.nier ; relatively humid
very compact ; sorne rootlets ; sudden transition to :

160 cm + hard calcareous crust of nodule type.

Physico-Chemical characteristics

C03Ca Organic K + Na + TotalSoil Depth Tex- Struc- Tmatter N %0 C/N pH me/ me/ P205group cm ture ture % . % me/10O g 100g 100 g %0

°- 30 vfsc cr 20 3,6 2,0 15 8,0 57 1.,0 1,7 1, lf ,
,

15 30 - 100 C sub. blo 22 1, 7 1,0 10 8,0 62 0,7 2,6 1,2
gr

100 - 150 C pr 20 1,4 0,6 13 8,2 57 0,6 3,0 l ,°

Clay is predominant in these brm~ to dark brown soils.
t .

- The loose granular horizon 1S 30 cn thick.

- The prismatic horizon at a 60 cm depth with distinpt slickensides
is very compact, and gradually char.ges into a transition horizon with a
scarcely pronounced prismatic structure whi.ch however remains friable and vell
penetrated by the root system of gramineae.

Vertisols always present a calcareous erust with strongly cemented
nodules visible either on the limestone slab in 'situ (Babile region. }'ik f

Midegalola), or·on friable weathered lime.stone (Ji:jiga zone). The origin of
this calcareous crust is examined in the description or soils with a
calcareous crust (soil family nO 35).
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Be10w this scarce1y permeable crust a ca1careous segregation
may be observed in the form of friable nodules.

- A11 this soi1contains calcium carbonate' (approximate1y 20 percent)
Rainfall is consequently insufficient to decarbonate the upper horizons but.
friable nodules are formed owing to the presence'during the rainy season of a
perched ground-water table above the crust.

- The content of organic matter is high in the upper horizon with
3,6 percent and medium in the depth with 1,4 percent; this is due to the
importance of the graminea cover even when shrubby associations are predominant.

The high nitrogen content at the surface, and the C/N from 13 to 15,
show that organic matter is we11 minera1ized.

pH is approximate1y 8,0.

The exchangeab1e capacity is high which characterizes a montmori1
lonitic clay type.

The absorbing comp1ex is base-saturated.

The exchangeab1e potassium content is high at the surface and in the
depth.

Converse1y, the exchangeab1e sodium content is re1ative1y high,in.
the depth but does not affect soi1 ferti1ity. The phosphorus content is medium

Th
. Total N .... . ..

e Total P ° rat~o ~s approx~mate1y 1 or 1ess and revea1s an unba1ance

~hich is un~a~ourab1e for ni trogen. .

Cultural aptitudes

These soi1s are particu1ar1y interesting fo~ agricu1tura1 purposes,
as they constitute the main category ofsoi1s liab1e to be used for "dry
farming" and for the extcntion of cultivation from the North to the South
(see detai1 o~ soi1 map at 1/250.000). These soi1s are scarce1y cu1tivated
at present and though rainfa11 is re1ative1y low, from 500 to 600 mm, they
shou1d be considered serious1y because of :

Theil' high water-ho1ding capacity 1inked to a c1ayey texture.

- The presence at the surface of a granu1arhorizon faci1itating
cultural practices.

- The need on1y of slight land-clearing, especia11y in the Jijiga
region where vegetation main1y consists of .gramineae.

The considerable extent of these soi1s suitab1e for large sized
rnechanized farms.

_.__ .•.• ... ", .....s_
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Sorghum should be the main crop looked upon with a selection of
varieties adapted to local climatic conditions.

As regards fertility,soils are very poor in nitrogen. Fractional
adding of fertilizers such as urea, ammonia nitrate or sulphate and also
calcium nitrate at the end of the rainy season, should considerably improve
the crop yi7l~. Other major elements such as K and P2 P5 exist in medium to
large quant~t~es.

Wind-screens will be necessary in most cases to improve the hydrolo
gical balance of soil and to limit the mechanical action of wind on plants.

Calcic group

- Sub-group with calcareous nodules in the depth.

16. Reddish-brown vertisols derived from the basait of plateaus and
from Gesoma sandstone.

They spreàd on 710 km2 mainly in the Lege-Hida region and ar~ formed
on the colluvial deposits resulting from the dismantling of basaltic and
sandy material of the Lege-Hida plateaus. The vegetation consists of a forest
of tal1 Acacia \oli th a dense graminea cover. The mean alti tude is 1.500 m
and rainfall varies from 600 to 800 mm. .

lvlorphology

Track from Lege Hida to the Wabi river, dense gram~nea carpet
sorne tall Acacia sp.

o - 30 cm :dark reddish-brown (2,5 YR 3/4) clay granular ; friable.

30 - 140 cm :datk reddish-brown (2,5 YR 3/6) ; clay; medium to coarse
prismatic ; shrinkage cracks and distinct alickensides ; compact

140 cm + :same type of norizon but with numerous calcareous nodules.

Organic N 1 C;;t++jMgH K + Na+ Total
Soil Depth Tex- Struc- C03Ca matter C/N pH me/ me/ me/ me/ P Z05group cm ture ture % % %0 100g 100g 100g 100g %0..

1
0 3,4 1,3 15 6,7 11 ,2 7, 1 0,5 0,15 0,650-30 C gr."

,

30-140 C pr. 0 1,6 0,7 12 6,7 15~8 6,5 0,35 0,50 0.65
16

140 + C pro 2,6 0,7 0,5 8 8,1

1

- - 0,50 0,35 0,4
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Physico-chemical characteristics'

These,dark reddish-brown soils consist of clay to hcavy clay and
present an approximately 30 cm thick. granular superf~cial horizon. Below a
medium prismatic structure with distinct slickensides ; very compact.,.. ,

The fine earth of these soils is not calcareous except' at the level
of calcareous concretions where limestone represents approximately 2,6 %0'

The content oforganic matter is high in the upper horizons but
decreases with the depth. Conversely, the nitrogen content is medium
everywhere.

pR is slightly acidic in calcic horizons butbecomes alkaline in
the dep~h at the accumulation level.

Soil is consequently, practically base-saturated.

The Ca/Mg ratio is correct.

The exchangeable potassium content is medium and so ~s the phosphorus
content.

The Total N ratio ~s slightly greater than 2 at the surface', ~
Total P20S

which indicates that the nutritional balance is suitable between both
elements but the nitrogen and phosphorus levels are medium.

Cultural and pastoral fitness

- Taking into account rainfall and the considerable specific
retcntion, these vertisols are very suitaele for crop-growing in particular
of sorghum and maize. Though these soils are at present scarcely cultivated
except here and there between Lege-Rida and the Wabi, they constitute an
eventual extension zone for important "dry farmillg" cultivation .

. .. The addition of carriers of phosphorus (super-phosphate) and
carriers of nitrogen (urea, ammonium sulphate or ammonitrate) are advisable.

- This is also an excellent pasture zone during a long period
of the year •

. ]7. Reddish-brown vertisols, derivedfrom the plateaus basalt

These soils cover (.382 km2 to the N~rth of Sebre-Dollo and in the
Lege-Rida and Dara-Gudo regions. They stretch on gently rolling basaIt plateaus
where the mean altitude iG 1.700 m and which forro the last basaltic steps
overhanging the sedimentary formations of Ogaden. The vegetation mainly consists
of wild olive-trees with a' dense gramin~a carpet and also sorne euphorbias.
Rainfall is approxirnately 800 mm.
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Morphology

Profile observed on the Lege-Rida plateau

o - 40 cm

40 - 140 cm

140 - 160cm

160 cm +

Dark reddish-bro~vn (5 YR 3/3) ; clay ; granular tending to very
well-developed angular blocky structure near the base; friable.

Reddish-brown (5 YR 4/3) ; clay ; shrinkage cracks sometimes
3 cm broad ; prismatic with slickensides ; compact.

Same type of horizon with 30 percent of calcareous nodules.

BasaIt s lab.

The depth of the basaIt slab varies with the topographic position.
It outcrops on the slopes or on the higher points of plateaus, whereas it is
deep in colluvial zones.

Physico-chemical characteristics

Soil Depth Tex- Strl.lc- C0
3

Ca Organic
N

Ca ++ Mg++ Na+ K+ Total
matter C/N pH me/ me/ me/ me/ P205group cm ture ture % %0% 100g 100g 100g 100g %0

0-40 C gr. 0 4,9 2,3 12 6,8 15,8 8,5 0,10 2,0 0,9
-

17
40-14C C pro 0 1,5 0,7 11 7, 1 25,5 . 4,0 0,20 0,6 0,5

140+ C pro 2,3 - - - 8,0

~
0,30 0,6 0,5

The dark reddish-brown to very clayey (wore than 50 % of clay)
reddish-bro~m soils have a 40 cm thick very friable horizon at the surface.
Conversely, the deeper horizons present a broad prismatic structure with
distinct slickensides and'broad shrinkage cracks. Above the basaIt layer,
numerous calcareous nodules exist.

On the ~lhole, the fine ear'th contains no calcium carbonate except
at the level of the calcareous cancretions where the calcium carbonate content
is low. . '

The content of organic matter is high in the upper horizon and
steadily decreases with the depth. this is also true for the nitrogen content.

, pH is slightly acidic tO,neutral in non-calcareous horizons and
becomes distinctly alkaline in the horizon with calcareous nodules.

However, the non-calcareous soil horizons are base-saturated.
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The Ca/Mg ratio is correct.

Exchangeable potassium exists in large quantities down to a 40 cln
depth and is still abundant lower down.

The content of total phosphorus is high at the surface and medium
in the depth.

The Total N ratio reveals a suitable nutritional balance between
Total P205

these elements.

Cultural fitness

As the previously described soils, these soils are very interesting
from an agricultural point ofview.

They are largely cultivated North of Sebre-Dollo but represent
only small cultivated areas on the Lege-Rida plateau.

They present favourable factors for the cultivation of coffee. Food
crops such as : wheat, maize and sorghum already exist in this region.

As regards soil-fertility, a mineraI dressing consisting of
nitrogen (urea, ammonitrate) together with phosporus·(lime superphosphate)
would considerably increase the yield·· of crops. .

18. Greyish-black vertisols derived from the plat~basalt

These vertisols (also called "black cotton soils") are
weIl known on the Ethiopian plateaus where they constitute the most frequently
represented type of soil. .

They stretch in the Western part of the Basin, on approximately
3.000 km2 at a mean altitude of 2.500 m and occupy :

- on the one hand, the large plateaus commanding the '.'chola" in the
Arussi region (Robi, Gobessa, Sedika, Indeku townships)· North of the Wabi,
and the Gassara region (Northern BaIe) South of theWabi;

1 - on the other hand, the low banks and gently rolling hill-zones
at the foot of Mount Kakka and Enkolo and of the·Arene mountains (Adaba region).

In these densely settled zones, natural vegetation has completely
disappeared owing to cultivation and to the existence of grazing areas. Only
the alluvial zones along rivers are covered with a practically unmingled
stand of tall Acacia (Acacia xiphocarpha ?) particularly·in the Adaba and
Gobessa regions.
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Morphology

Profile ob~erved 30 km awny fLom Robi on the Robi-Dixis tract, Mid
slope position, gently rolling land on plateau,natura1 section, cropped to
barles',"

o - 8 cm

8 - 70 cm

70 - 180 cm

180 - 300 cm

300 cm +

Greyish-black (2,5 YR 4/1) ; clay, crumbly to granular and
well-developed ; dry and friable ; numerous rootlets ; short and
uniform transition to

Greyish-black (2,5 YR 4/1) ; heavy clay ; shrinkage cracks in
aIl directions delimiting a medium prismatic structure with
scored sides on the prisms ; dry and firm to relatively friable
many rootlets ; graduaI and uniform transition to :

Greyish-black (2,5 YR 4/1) ; heavy clay; vertical shrinkage
cracks delimiting a very coarse prismatic structure ; shiny and
distinct slickensides ; dry and compact ; son~ rootlets ; graduaI
transition to

Olive-grey (5 YR 5/2) ; heavy clay ; small shrinkage cracks
delimiting a very coarse prismatic structure with characteristic
wedge cracks ; very shiny and distinct slickensides ; rather
humid and compact ; no rootlets ; sorne calcareous concretions ~n

the base ; sudden transition to :

Weathering scoriaceous basaIt slab ~n situ.

- The thickness of soil var~es ~~ relation with the topographic position

Soil is usually not very thick on the top of rolling forros of relief.
The basaIt slab is then present at approximately l,Sm depth but scattered
small basaIt boulders may often be seen at the surface. The soil thickness
increases as or.e goes down the small slopes and as colluvial deposits become
more considerable. BasaIt then frequently exists at more than a 3 m depth.

The calcareous accumulation in the depth varies and depends on the
internaI so"il-drainageconditions. If hydromorphy is not important in the
depth, concretionning is not considerable (whi.ch is the case of the profile
previously described). Conversely, if the temporary waterlogging of soil is more
important, the stage i.s reached \vhen a calcareous crust-forming process
begins (which is visible in the erosion sections between Dodola and Adaba) ,
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Physico-chemical characteristics

strucJc03 Organic N T EB
V

Ca++ Mg++ K+ Na+ Total
Soil Depth Tex- C/N pH me/ me/ me/ me/ me/ me/ P20

5. Ca matter %0 %group cm ture ture % 100g '100g 100g 100g 100g 100g %0

0-20 C gr. 0 8,2 2,8 15 6,0 35 36 1,0 25 9,8 1,0 0,2 0,9

18 20-100 C Pl:· 0 2,2 1,0 13 6,8 45 47 1,0 34,8 12 0,7 0,5 0,8

100+ C pro 2,0 1,0 0,4 10 7,9 46 0,6 1,0 0,6

These greyish-black soils have a heavy clayey texture with 40 to
70 percent of clay.

The surface horizon always presents a granular structure and is
from 10 ta 30 cm thick according the profiles observed. On the other hand,
the sub-jacent horizons have a broad prismatic structur~ to which is due
their great compacity.

The olive-grey colouring frequently observed in the depth is
linked to the hydromorphic conditions existing at this level.

Calcium carbonate is only present at the bott~ of the profile ànd
represents approximately 2 percent.

The content of organic matter is high at the surface with 8,2 percent
but lower down, it is still 2,2 percent between 20 and 100 cm depth.

The nitrôgen content is high in the surface and the medium C/N ratio
reveals the presence of humus which is slowly degraded.

pH is acid at the surface: 6,0, but soon becomes neutral and
even slightly alkali in the horizon with a calcareous accumulation •.

The high exchangeable capacity proves the exisl;:ence of vertisol
montmorillonite.· . ' '

The saturation degree is about 100 %.. Exchangeable calcium
largely prevails and these soils may therefore be c'lassed with calcic vertisols.

The 'Ca/Hg r.atio is correct.

The exchangeable p~tassium content ishigh throughout the pràfÜe.

, .
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The phosphoru~ content is high in the surface and medium in the
depth.

The

a medium depth.

Total N is àpproximately 3 at the surface and only 1 at .

Rence a nutritional unbalance detrimental to nitrogen.

Cultural and pastoral fitness

These soilsare largely under cultivation on the High Plateaus.
The main crops are wheat, barley, linseed and green peas as weIl as various
vege tab les.

These soils present a high fertility potential. A considerable
increase of the crop-yield could be obtained by :

improving cultural techniques, for instance
and harrowing reethods

modern ploughing

. ,

- selecting, after teating them in the local conditions, more
productive crop varieties, especially in the case of cereals ;

- substi. tuting fallow-grounds for artificial pastures

- a moderate use of nitrogen carriers such as urea, arnrnonia sulphate
ammonitrates and even lime-nit~ate which are likely to increase the crop-yield
on these types of soils.

19. Greyish-ash-covered black vertisols, derived from the plateau
basalt

The soils are different from the former owing ta the presence of an
ash-Iayer covering the greyish-black clayey weathered basalt. Its origin is
linked ta quaternary eruptions in the basins of Awash and·of the Rift Valley
\vhich contributed ta the pO\vderingof sorne zones wi th ashy volcanic material
and pumice. These soils prevail largely in the Kula Adaba regions and
farther South, between Kofele and Dodola where they caver a total area of
approximately 2.356 km2.

Horphology

Intersection of Kofele-Dodola track and of Assassa track. Discon
tinued grassy stretch of Pennisetum ~chimperi.

0- 30 cm Grey turning white near the base (la YR 7/1) ; loam ; crumb ta
single-grained ; generally friable ; floury consistency ; dry ;
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many small. rootlets ; numerous rusty-coloured speckles in
the surface ; at the base many rounds irregular and very
hard ferrugineous concretions ; sudden sinuous transition to

30 75 cm Greyish-black (2,5 YR 4/1) heavy clay; 0,5 to 1 cm broad
shrinkage cracks delimiting a coarse prismatic structure
with sorne s1Ïckensides ; sorne rootlets ; relatively humid.
and compact; graduaI and Unifo};m'transition to :

75 - 140 cm

140 cm +

Olive-grey (5 YR 5/2) ; heavy clay; 1 to 2 cm broad
shrinkage cracks delimiting a very coarse prismatic
structure with distinct slickensides ; generally friable
when dry or humid '; sudden transition to

Yellow-material with abundant pumice.

Note that the deeper horizon is not derived from basaIt, since the
latter may be overlain with a tl1in layer.of tuff material. Nevertheless, the
basaltic origin of hori"zons 3 - 140 cm is certain.

Physico-chemical characteristics

;

Soil Depth Tex- Struc- C0 3 Organic N Ca++ Mg++ K + Na + TotalCa matter C/N pH me/ me/ me/ mef.group l.n cm ture ture %0 P20S% percent 100g 100g 100g roo g . %0

0-30 C s.g 0 4,6 1,8 15 6,0 8,0 22,0 0,30 0,2 1,4
.

19 30-140 C pr 0 0,7 ),58 12 7,0127,0 22 1,8 . 2,4 1,4

140 + C pr 1 7,1 11 ,0 11,0 0,6 0,7 1,2

These soils are grey with a loam texture at the 'surface and greyish
black with a very clayey texture in the base. They are in fact developed
on polyphased material and present two pedogenesis types, i.e. :

- in the deeper clay horizons,vertic features, characteristic of
the montmorillonitic clay type, may be observed.

- in the surface horizons with loam, hydromorphic features may be
seen. The latter are linked to water-logging and drying-up processes which are
particularly distinct at the contact with variously textured·materials : they
cause the formation of ferrugineous concretions at the base of the horizon (zone
with maximum hydromorphic features) and speckles at the surface where waterlogging
is weaker.

These are non-calcareous soils except in the depth where calcareous
concretions develop and where calcium carbonate averages 1 percent in fine soil.
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The content of organic matter ~s high in the grey surface horizon
but soon decreases with the depth. This is also true for the nitrogeu content .

. pH is aei,d between ° and 30 cm but is neutral in the depth.

The Ca/Hg ratio is not balanced and is detrimental to calcium ~n the
surface horizon. It is approximately 1 in the depth.

The exchangeable potassium content is very 10\'1 in the upper horizon
and very high deeper down.

The total phosphorus content is high.

Total NThe ----~------ ratio ~s approximately
Total PZOS

content ~s poor compared to the phosphorus content.

Cultural and pastor~l fitness

and shows that the nitrogen

The cultural fitness of these soils is very poor as the ash-covered
surface horizon modifies the soil quality disadvantegeouslYi

This horizon is waterlogged during the rainy season mnng to the
presence at a small depth of a clay layer, but it is soon dry during the
dry season· as ash has a low specific retention. Besicles, it is acid and. there
is a considerable unbalance detrimental to calcium compared with magnesium.

These soils are poor zones used by livestock moving to other regions
but they coulcl be turned iuto very suitable pastures by :

- modifying the soil pH and improving the Ca/Mg ratio using lime
or fertilizers with large quantities of lime such as lime-nitrate for instance.

planting suitable forage gramineae.

- adding nitrogen and potash carriers such as lime-nitrate, urea,
ammonitrate, potassIum chloride.

ZO. Vertisols on greyish-black alluvial deposits derived from Kebri
Dahar limestone.

These soils only cover 311 kmZ and occupy the flat-bottomed valleys
in the Hirna-Kuni, Beddssa and Gelemso regions. They are developed on
alluvial deposits mainly derived from Kebri Dahar limestone and, in a smaller
proportion, from basaIt.
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Morphological and physico-chemical characteristics

These greyish-black clay soils have a very wel1-developed t (from
20 to 40 cm thick) crumb horizon. Below t may be observed an horizon with
a relatively large prismatic structure which is not always very distinct.
Calcareous nodules are usually abundant at 1t2 m depth.

The pH of these soils is neutral and the latter are base-saturated.

Cultural fitness

These soils are highly suitable for cultivation mainly of cereals
which is largely grown here.

~

C. ANDOSOL"CLASS

21. GreYt melanic~desaturated and differenciated andosols t derived
from mountains basalt

Andosols are developed higher than 3.200 m on the high mountain ranges
limiting th~ basin to the West and South and presenting the following peaks :
Kaka t Enkolo, Galama, Boraluku,Erosa t Bada and Gugu to the \-lest (Arussiprovince),
and Gorte t Korduro t Somkaru·t Beranta and Crara Arewa to· the South, (Northern
Bale),.

They cover all the extension area of the Eri.ca.cea and Alchemilla
communitics among which grow in some places splendid giant1obelia.

This is the Boraluku type of climate withan annual mean temperature
under 121:1, rainfal1 less than 1.600 mm and hardly two cold months in the year.
It often freezes during the dry season but it never snows during the rainy
season.

The andosols 'of this mountain-mass are on the one hand t well
differenciated and on the other hand t desaturated. The melanic horizon
is always, very distinct t hence these soils belong to the differenciated
sub-class t desaturated group and melanic sub-group.

Morphology ':

Type profile' : at an altitude of 3.500 m Mt Bor~luku. Vegetation with
dominant heath (1,5 m high) of the Ericacea group.



°- 15 cm

A. J 1

15 - 60 cm
A 12

60 - 100 cm
(B)

100 cm +
R
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Light bro~m loam ; very fine single-grained earth is held back
by numerous rootlets ; humid ; "fluffy", talc-like consistency
distinct transition to :

Blackish-bro,Yn fine sand ; firmer single-grained structure
than the former ; still many rootlets ; graduaI transition to :

Reddish-bro~ fine sand ; structure tending to single-grained;
still sorne rootlets with basaIt gravels in the base.

basaIt slab in situ.

The distinct differenciation between horizons A and (B) is linked
to the colouring which is notvariable but is sometimes pright red as in the
case of horizon (B). This is probably due to the individualization of
ferrugineous constituents in relation to the deep ~eathering of basaIt.

Physico-chemical characteristics

1
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1
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0-15 L s.gr 0 2l~, 1 10,6 13,2 5,4 69,3 11,7 16,8 8,6 1,9 1, 1 0, 1 7,0 2,0 0,28

- -.
15-60 fs s.gr 0 21 ,6 9, 17 13,6 5,6 69,5 J9, 14,4 7,5 1,5 0,9 0, 1 7,4 2,2 0,2921

;.
.'

60-100 fs s.gr ° 14,2 5,93 13,9 5,5 54,6 5,~5 10,9 5,4 0,05 0,4 0,1 '10,2 2,9 0,28
1

. These soils are mainly characterized by the abunda::lce of amorphous
mate rial such as allophanes which are easuy revealed in the. field by the

. Fieldes and. Perrott potassium fluoride test.

The dark brown colouring of soil ,.hen humid, becomes light grey when
dry.

Though the texture is not easily determined, it seems ta be loamy
to fine sandy. The structure is mostly single-grained. HOvlCver, the soil
consistency is characteristic and may he compared to that of a very fine and
slightly compressed powder ("fluffy ") .

.. } J-

pH is very acid and scarcely varies ~Tith the depth.
." ...
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. The. base exchangeable:-capacity is very high but the base-saturation
degree is 10w.

The exchangeable potassium percentage is high at the surface and
medium in the depth.

The free iron/total ~ron ratio averages 0,28, hence no migration
of 1ron.

Cultural fitness

Owing to the altitude and rough climatic conditïons, these soils
are scarcely suitable for agricultural purposes. Nonetheless, sorne land-clearing
is now being undertaken on the Western slope of Boraluku outside the limits
of the Basin. It is obvious that besides the irregular cultivation conditions
(except for berries such as whortleberries), erosion is considerable on the
steep slopes beaten by heavy rain-falls. These zones should be kept as reserves
for wild animaIs (see chapter VI G).

D. CALCD1AGNESIC SOIL--CLASS

This soil-class is characterized by the dissolution of the cqlcareous
elcments contained in the base-rock or in the soil. A redistribution of the
calcium carbonate in situ ~ever takes place but the latter is leachedaway from
the profile through solubilization and drainage. Two cases may occur, i. e. :

Limestone is only partly dissolved and the soil in general remains
calcareous : carbonated soil sub-class.

L~mestone is completely dissolved in the soil, but "remains base
saturated : saturated soil sub-class.

On the plateaus (soil families 22-24-25-26), thesub-classes include
two groups of soils closely imbricated -in the field and .which have been mapped
forming an association. These are :

- modal rendzinas : these soils are only 20 to 30 cm thick and are
developed on hill slopes ; they counter-balance the erosion and weathering of
the original material. The profile is of the AC type. Horizon'A is dark brown
with a/very well-developedgranular structure and directly overlays the sound
rock.

- m:odal brmvn calcareous and calcic soils :developed on the fIat
areas or scarcely colluvial zones of plateaus. Unlike rendzina soils, here
erosion is weak. The profile is consequently thicker and belongs to the
type A (B) C. The structure of horizon A is also granular and very well-deve
loped but horizon (B) of a yellowish-bro,vn presents an angular blocky struc
ture andis hardly compact. These soils rest directly on the sound rock. Soils
are deep on alluvial deposits (familY'23), and only consist of modal calcareous
.soils.
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Carbonated-soi1 sub-c1ass

22. Association of brown (22a) modal ca1careous soi1s and of modal
rendzina (22b) derived from Kebri Dahar 1imestone.

This association covers 9.645 km2 on the vast 1imestone p1ateaus
of South Chercher and of Harar at an altitude varying from 1.000 to 2.000 m.
This association is not characteristic of a given c1imatictype and it exists
in the I1Ethiopian l1 climate with rainfall from 800 to 1.200 nnn as t.,rell as in
the I1Fickian l1 climate with rainfall 1ess than 800 nnn. Rence, various types of
vegetation : in the North, the Croton macrostachys and Cordia abyssinica asso
ciation and more to·the South, the Acacia spp. association.

Morpho10gy

Brown ca1careous soils /: The fo110wingprofi1e is observed :

a - 20 cm
AlI

Very clark greyish-brown (la YR 3/2)
granu1ar ; scarcely ca1careous.

si1ty 10am ; medium

20 - 90 cm
AI2

Very dark greyish-brown (la y 4/2)
granu1ar ; ca1careous ;

clay 10am medium

90 - 120 cm
(13)

120 çm
R

Ye110wish-brown (la YR 3/4) to dark 'reddish-brown (5 YR 3/3)
fine subangu1ar b10cky structure ; ca1careous clay.

1imestone b10cks in situ.

a - 30 cm
A

30 cm +
R

Rendzina soils

Very-dark greyish-brown (la YR 3/2)
ca1careous ;

Limestone b10cks in situ.

t!ledium granu1ar

The difference between these two types of soils consists in the
different deve10pment of the thicker organic horizon Al of brown soi1s and
the absence in re~dzina soils of a structural (B) horizon.

The sllb-jacent limestone b10cks which often a1so appear at the
surface. in the case of rendzina soi1s, present a smooth and worn aspect
with no angles and scar.cely pronollnced ho110ws, these features characterizing
the l1me1ting l1 process through dissolution of the 1ünestone in situ.
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Physico-chemical characteristics

Soil Depth Type of Tex- Struc- CO, Organ. N K+ Na+

group cm horizon ture ture Ca matter %0 C/N pH me/ me/ Total

% 100g 100g PZ05l '':\':n

22 a 0-20 AIl SiL gr. 1,° 4,6 2,4 11 8,0 2,7 0,4 0,6

20-90 A12 CL gr. 14,0 2,3 0,9 14 8,1 1,3 0,5 0,5

90-120 (B) C subang 15,0 1, 1 0,5 12. 8,2 1,8 0,4 0,4blocky

22 b 0-30 Al SiL Calc. 12,0 4,9 1,8 15 8, 1 1,4 0,3 1,2
bl.

The texture variesfrom silty loam to clay for brown soils whereas
it remains silty loam in rendzina soils.

- These soils have a medium calcium carbonate content but the latter
.is often poorer in the upper horizon of brmm calcareous soils. The content
of organic matter is relatively high and well-distributed in horizons Al. The
nitrogen percentage is high and C/N is medium, showing that humus is deeply
mineralized. Organic matter of "mull" type is closely related to mineral
matter through calcium links. This is favourable to the formation of a very
well-developed granular structure characteriziug these soils. pH is distinctly
basic and approximately 8,1 owing to the presence of calcium carbonate.

The absorbing-complex is base~saturated owing to the too large
quantity of carbonates.

- TIle exchangeable potassium content ~s high.

- The total phosphorus percentage is medium.

Total N- The ratiois approximately 4 in the upper horizon of
Total P205

brown calcareous soils. Consequently the unbalance is detrimental to phosphorus.

In the case ofrendzina soils, the nutritional balanceis correct.
','

Cultural fitness

Rendzina soils are not arable owing to the abundance ofcoarse
elements . (such as limestone blocks at the surface), to their small depth
as well as to the steepness of the slqpes on 'vhich they.are developed.
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On the otherhand, brown calcareous soils are very suitable for
agricultural purposes. However, because of a strongly developed granular
structure~ these soils are very weIl drained and the pedoclimate is relatively
dry. Besides, thcir' close imbrication wi th rendzina soils is the reason ~vhy

arable areas are generally small and may not be used ror mechanized cultivation.
These soils are already largely cultivated in the North but in the South,
mving to a decreasing rainfal1., the crop-growing possibil i ties are very low •.

As regards fertility, phosphate carriers such as lime superphosphate
are reconnnended.

23. Brown calcareous soils on brown alluvial deposits derived from
the Kebri-Dahar limestone.

These soils cover the calcareous alluvial deposits of the flat
bottomed and deeply embanked valleys of rivers which flow down from the High
Plateaus of Chercher: Mojo and its tributaries, right bank tributaries of
Gobelli, Jerjertu and Omashiwa. These soils occupy a total area of 964 km2.

Morphology : The mean profile is as follows :

o - 20 cm
AIl'

very dark greyish-brown (10 YR 3/2) ; clay loam
friable.

granular

20 - 60 cm
AI2

Dark greyish-brown (10 YR 4/2) ; clayey
structure, trend to granular ;- friable.

grey angular blocky

60 cm
(B)

Brown ; clayey ; heavy ; coarse angular blocky structure firm •

Physico-chemical properties

The clay loam structure, at the surface, becomes a heavy clay
structure in the depth, in horizon (B). The granular to angular blocky
structure confers a very friable character to horizon AI. Conversely, in
horizon (B) the structure becomes broader and even in sorne cases, a prismatic
structure in early stage of development may be observed.

The content of organic matter is high at the surface
~n 20 cm, and decreases very slowly in the deptp.

3,8 pe.rcent

The calcium carbonate percentage is low and increases ~vith the
depth. From 2 percent in the surface it attains 9 percent in the depth.

The nitrogen content is high with 2.2 percent at the surface and
C/N is approximately la.

The exchangeable potassium content is high with 2 me/IOO g from
o to 60 cm depth.
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Phosphorus has a medium content with 0,82 %0 at the surface and
0,74 %0 in the depth.

The Total N ratio shows an unbalance detrimental to phosphorus.
Total. P205

Cultural fitness

These soils are very suitable for growing cereals such as maize,
wheat and sorghum and the latter are already cultivated on" most of these
soils. An increase of the crop-yield may he expected if carriers of phosphate
such as lime superphosphate are added.

24. Modal rendzina sails derived from Kebri Dahar limestone

These rendzina soils are developed on limestone hills presenting
a broken-up relief and are cut by the tributaries of the Habi flmoling in
deep valleys, North of Gurgura on the Southern and Northern hank of the
Wabi. They represent 1.743 km2 and are covered with a dense bush •.

Cultural fitness

These soils are not suitable for crop-growing owing to the steepness
of slopes and ta the thinness of light sail and should be used as a'natural
fauna reserve.

Saturated sail sub-class

Unlike the' soils above-mentioned, saturated soils present nq calcareous
traces in the profile horizons A and (B). They are nevertheless base-saturated
and are considered as calcic soils.

25. Association of brmm calcic soUs (25 a) and of calcic rendzina
soUs (25 b)

They only caver the limestone hills commanding the gently rolling
landscape of the Harar plateau at a mean altitude of more than 2.400 m .
from A~im Gara to Harar, Langie, Kersa Melkarafu and Betelihem .region. They
coyer a total area of 555 km2.

Brown soils and calcic rendzina soils are closely associated.; the
former are developed on the flat eroded zones of hill-tops and the latter
on steep slopes.
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Morphology.

. .
These soils are close to carbonated soils from a morphological point

of view, the only difference being that the various horizons do not react with
hydrochloric acid (rio calcium·carbonate). Here, the type profile of a calcic
rendzina soil is only given as a reference.

Type profile nO 3-50 : Akim Gara not far from Harar townsrip. Dense graminea
carpet. Sorne bushes in places. Slope : 10 percent and many outcroppings of the
limestone in situ (Kebri Dahar limestone).

° - 25 cm
AI

25 - 40 cm
AIR

40 cm
R

Very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) ; clay; medium and coarse crumb
structuLe with very well-developed granular trend ; very dense
root system holding back earth aggregates ; dry ; friable and
non-calcareous. Irregular and short transition to

Mingled calcareous elements from 0,5 to 10 cm thick and fine
clay earth ; dark brown (10 YR 3/3) ; fine granular structure;
still dense root system; fine, non-calcareous earth ; dry and
friable; 'sudden transition to

Sound limestone slab in situ.

This rendzina soil is considered as a calcic'soil S1nce a distinct
decarbonation may be observed in horizon AI.

Physico-chemical properties

Type Tex Struc .CO.., Organ. N
T ExB V K + Na + Total

Soil Depth of' .J

%0
C/N pH mel mel mel mel P20

5horizon tu:re ture Ca matter 100g 100g
percent 100g 100 ggroup cm %0%

25a 0-30 AIl C gr. ° 6, 1 1,7 21 6,9 45 44 97 0,5 0, 1 1,°
brown
calci 30-40 AI2 C abl ° 2,8 0,9 18 6,8 41 38 93 0,2 0, ~ 0,4soils -

0-170 (B) C abl ° 0,5 0,4 7 7,0 38 35 92 0,4 0,2 0,4

25b 0-25 ' AI C gr· ° 10,3 4,5 13 7.,1 58 59 100 0,4 0,2 1,5

c.alci
rend- 25-40 AIR C 40 •. 4,4 2,0 13 8,1 0, 1 0, 1 0,7
zina gr
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These brown to brownish-black soils are clayey. For bro~m calcic
soils, the structure is granular in the first 30 cm and becomes angular
blocky in the depth. Rendzina soils present a granular structure throughout
the profile. In both cases horizons Al are friable.

There is no calcium carbonate except in hori~on Al of rendzina soils
which in fact consist of fine ~on-calcareous earth mingled with small
dissolution calcareou~ elements _which pass into the fine earth when a.nalysed.

The decarbonation of the profile results fromvery heavy rainfall
from 800 mm to 1000 mm combined with a high altitude determining a cool
climate which is favourable to subsurface drainage and consequently to the
washing away of calcium carbonate.

The content of organic matter is high with 6,1 percent from 0 to
30 cm in brow~ calcic soils and with 10,3 percent in horizon 0-25 cm of
rendzina soils. The nitrogen percentage is high and C/N is medium to low.

pH is practically neutral except inrendzina soils where it is
8,1 in the weathering horizon of the limestone in situ. The exchangeable
capacity is high and the saturation degree is approximately 100, which proves
that the complex is base-saturated.

Exchangeable potassium content is medium.

Phosphorus content is high at the surface and medium in the depth.

The=-Total N ratio shows a nitrogen deficiency in the case of
Total P205

brown calcic soils. As regards calcic rendzina soils, the nutritional balance
is. carrec t.

Suitabilities of soils for crop-growing, pastures and afforestation.

- Calcic rendzina soils are u~suitable for agriculturalpurposes
owing to their thinness. They are at the present time under cultivation usiD-g
the method of low contour dry-stone walls in order to obtain an adequate
thickness of soil, but the crop-yield is very poor.·The area dedicated-to

.crop-growing between two bunds is only about 2m wide. Consequently these areas
are progressively deserted but could be used for forest production- combined
with livestock-breeding.

- Brown calcic soils are suitable for crop-growing-s~nce they are
deep and or-gani c .mat te r is abundant. The i r extens ion i s small. and they are
only under cultivation in the Harar region (for instance: chatt and cereals).
Nitrogen and potassium carriers would certainly largely increase the crop- .
yield.
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26. Calcic rendzina soils derived from the basaIt of plateaus and
from volcanic tuff

These soils occupy the steep slopes of the canyons of rivers cutting
the High Plateaus of Arussi (Wabi canyon downstream from the Malca Wacana
falls, U-Iul and Illi canyons in particular). and towards the slopes of the
edge of the High Plateaus which fall very steeply tm'7ards the "Chola" (region
of Suru and of Gassara) at an altitude from 1.50Q to 2.000 m. They coyer
a total area of approximately 2.160 km2.

The slopes of plateaus form a'regular geological section showing
basaIt outcroppings alternated with tuffs and usually abundant pumice.
Soils are developed on these two mingled materials.

Morphology

The following profile type is frequently observed :

o - 15 cm
AIl

Dark brown (10 YR 3/2) ; loam ; granular with basaIt gravels
cr non-calcareous pumice.

15 - 40 cm
AI2

Brownish-grey (10 YR 5/2) . loam granular and non-calcareous •

40 cm +
R

Horizon consisting of weathering basalt in situ or of tuff
with abundant and often calcareous pumice.

Physico-chemical characteristics

These brown lo~m soils present a very well developed granular structure.
They are usually shallow.

The presence of calcium carbonate is only distinct in the horizon
with tuff or weathering basalt (up to 18 percent) but horizon A is always
decarbonated.

The content of organic matter is high 'vi th 4,7 percent from 0 to
40 cm depth and so is the nitrogen content (3,6 %0). The CIN ratio is very
low (8 to 10) and shows that the humus of calcic type is well-developed.

Suitabilities for crop-growing and &forestation

These soils are wholly unsuitable for crop-growing or afforestation
owing to the steepness of slopes.

In zones where the slopes of canyons are not so steep, reforestation
is possible and would present two advantages :

- limit erosion which badly degrades the edge of the High Plateaus.

- economic development of regions which at the present time present
no interest.
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E. SOI~S WITH A CALCAREOUS DIFFERENCIATioN

This class includes soils the profile of which is characterized
by a redistribution of limestone. It is divided.into two sub-classes':

witha melanic horizon

- with a pallid horizon

• >

The sub~class with a melanic horizon includes soils the upper
horizon of which presents the following features through at least 18 cm
depth~ namely :

- the soil-structure is well-developed and the horizon is never
hard when dry.

- soil has a chroma less than 3,S when wet and a darker "value" than
3,S in the same condition or S,S when dry (Munsell Colour Chart).

base-saturation is greater than SO percent.

- organic matter represents at least 1 percent throughout the melanic
profile.

These soils, with a dark surface horizon and a content of organic
matter of at least 1 percent, exist in the Middle Belt zone and in Arussi
where the pedoclimate is q.amp enough to allow a certain accumulation of
humus of mull type.

The sub-class with a pallid horizon includes soils the upper horizon
of which is too lightly coloured and presents a too low percent age of organic
matter to be considered as "melanic". Organic matter generally represents
less than 1 percent for a 20 cm depth. This sub-class corresponds to all the
soils with a calcareous differenciation of the subarid zone of Lower Ogaden.

Calcareous differenciation is considered for the classification ~n

soil-groups. Four types of differenciations are determined, i.e. :

- 'vith powdery lime : lime is not vis'ible in the profile but fine
earth reacts with hydrochloric acid. Calcium carbonate averages 20 percent.

- with heaps and nodules : calcium carbonate is accumulated at a
medi~m depth or lower in more or less hard heaps and nodules.

- with friable massive accumulation: only in the ·case- of chernozem of
the Guedeb plain and corresponding to the "soft powder~ lim~" as termed by
F .A. O•.

with hard massive crust (nodule crust) : the calcareous accumulation
horizon is thick and harde It consists of calcareous nodules coated with a hard
calcareous cement. The following sub-groups have been determined :

. . ". '.

- for soils with powdery lime : a single modal sub-group ;
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_ for soils with calcareous heaps and nodules, three sub-groups

sub:-group.

- carbonated sub-group,
vertic carbonated sub-group,
vertic calcic sub-group.

_ for soils with friable massive calcareous accumulation chernozem

_ for soils with a hard massive crust (nodule crust), three sub-groups

carbonated sub-group,
calcic sub-group,
vertic calcic sub-group.

horizon A

• carbonated sub-group

calc ic sub-group

vertic carbonated
sub-groüp

vertic calcic
sub-group

horizon A contains carbonate.

horizon A contains no carbonate but is
base-saturated.

ve'rtic features in the depth
contains carbonate.

vertic teatures in the depth ; the horizon
contains no carbonate but is base-saturated.

Sub-class of soils with a melanic horizon

Group with Pm'idery lime

27. Reddish-brovTn modal soUs derived from the Kehri Dahar 1imestone

They are deve10ped on reddish brown ca1careous col1uvia1 deposits
on the lower glacis of the 1imestone p1ateaus of the Fik, Degah-Medo and
Segeg region. They coyer a total area of 1.431 km2.

Morpho10gy : In the Segeg region the fo110wing profile is observed on
the co11uvia1 deposits of lower p1ateaus, with a " s triped" vegetation of
ta11 Acacia a1ternated with a dense thorny bush.

\
o - 15 cm

AIl
Reddish-brow,n (5 YR 5/3) ; si1ty 10am
granu1~r ; friable.

very w81l-deve1oped medium

15 - ISO cm:
AI2

150 cm
R

Reddish-brown (5 YR 5/3) ; si1ty clay 10am ; granular to very
we1l-deve10ped medium angu1ar b10cky structure; very friable.

Limestone slab in situ.

These soi1s are genera11y rich in coarse e1ements consisting of grave1s
or of worn 1imestone pebb1es . .Basa1t "pseudo-pebblesw}fr.ay a1so be seen when
basa1t outcroppings exist nearby (Higher Valley of Walensi and Duri between
Fick and Degab-Medo).

*Basa1 t "pseudo-pebb1es" are not linked to alluvial transportation but to the
weathering in bou1de'rs characterizing this rock.
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Physico-chemical characteristics

These soils are reddish-brown with silty loam at the surface and silty
clay loam in the depth. The most important feature is the considerable
development of the structure as in the case of chernozem soils but with
differences which consist in :

- a considerably lower percentage of organic matter
and 1 percent in A12.

1,6inAll

- no decarbonation of the profile and no accumulation at the base.
Lime remains powdery and represents a high percentage (32 to 36).

- pH varies from 8,2 to 8,4.

Suitabilit~es for crop-growing and afforestation

These soils are unsuitable for crop-growing oW1ng to inadequate
rainfall. Nevertheless, a natural vegetati,on wi th tall trees allmvs envisaging
local reforestation on these types of soils near Fick, Degah-Medo and Segeg.

28. Brown modal soils derived from the basaIt of Ogaden

These soils only occupy 340 km2 on the alluvial deposits detived from
the basaIt outcroppings of:Fik and Degah-Medo. They are often associated
with. the brmvn vertisols of soil-family 11 which cover lower zones.

These are reddish-brown very weIl structured clay soils, presenting
abundant coarse elements \vhich mainly consist of basaIt "pseudo-pebbles"
of variable size and, in a smaller quantity, of worn limestone gravels and
pebbles.

They are wholly unsuitable for crop-growing or forests.

29. Brown èarbonated soils derived from Jij~ga basaIt.

These soils are only developed on the steep slopes of the basaIt
mountain-range of Cramara including Mount Merda which scparates the catchment
basin .of the Fafen to the West, 'from that of the Jerer, 'ta the East. They
cover approximately 253 km2.

Morphology : 'The following profile is generally observed on the
steep Caramara slopes (Jijiga mountain).

o - 35 cm
AI

Very dark brown (10 TR 2/2) clay highly developed medium
and coarse granular structure ; very friable.



35 - 70 cm
B ca

70 cm +
C ca
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same type of horizon but with small calcareous mottles and
concretions ; scarcely friable.

motley weathered basaIt witha calcareous film coating the
weathering elements.

Physico-chemical characteristics

- Soil is very dark bro~vn and very clayey with a very well-developed
granular structure. It is generally shallow owing to weathering on steep
slopes.

- The calcium carbonate percentage - lJ6 in horizon Al is low
in fine soil but it ~re3tly increases in the weathered basaIt horizon.

- Organic matter content is very high with 8 J9 percent for 35 cm
depth and soil is rich in nitrogen : 3,9 %oand C/N is 13.

- Soil is base-saturated and pH is approximately 8.0.

- Exchangeable potassium is medium \-7ith 0,4 me percent.

- The total phosphorus content is high with 1J7 %0 in horizon Al.
and 1,5 % in horizon B ca.

Suitabilities for crop-growi~g and afforestation

Tnese soils are not arable because of slopes. However J their specific
retention and their fertility, which is mainly linked to the high content'of
organic matter J are very favourable factors for reforestation in a region
where wood is lacki~g.

30. Yellowish-Brown carbonated soils derived from basaIt and volcanic
tuff

These soils are developed on the alluvial and colluvial deposits of the
gently rolling Asa Osnlane region at the bottom of the canyon of U - LuI and of
its tributaries. They only cover 75 km2 but are certainly very suitable for
agricultural purposes.

These are calcareous· soils throughout the profile, wi th calcareous
concretions.
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~furphology : in a coffee plantation in bad condition the following
profile has been observed :

o - 60 cm'
Al

60 cm +
B ca

Dark greyish-brown (10 YR 4/2) ; fine sandy clay; granular
to well-developed subangular blocky ,structure; very friable.

Yellowish-brown (10 YR 5/6) ; clay; scarcely developed coarse
angular blocky structure few friable calcareous nodules ;
relatively compact.

Physico-chemical characteristics

These dark greyish-bro'~ to yellowish-brown soils with a mostly
clayey texture, present a well-developed structure in horizon 0 to 60 cm.
But, in the depth, at the same level as calcareous concretions, soil
becomes more compact.

- This soil is generally calcareous with 20 to 30 percent of
calcium carbonate.

- Organic matter content is medium and less than 3 percent.

Cultural fitness

The dry climate at the bOttOfl of the Asa Osmane canyon ~scompensated

for by numerous small pernanent strenms which are affluents of the U-Lul river.

Altitude is relatively low (1.900m about) and this zone being
protected against the high cold wind blowing on the plateau, tropical crops
may be suitably cultivat~d under irrigation.

Rence, sugar-cane, bananas, papayas etc ••• are grown here for local
consumption.

Coffee-·plantations also existed but the remaining' coffee-trees observèd
seem to be unfavourably affected by an excess~ve quantity of calcium carbonate
in soil (chlorosis).

It is sure that rational irrigation would enable creating sizeable
plantations for the production of bananas, sugar--cane and other tropical
plants.

31. Reddish-Brown carbonated soils derived from Gesoma sandstone
31 a, 31 b, 31 ~.

- Soils of Northern and Eastern Ginir - Shek - RtBsien - Seru (31 a
and 31 b)

They cover vast spreading zones of sandy weathered mate rial from
Gesoma sandstone at the foot of the Righ Blateaus to the East, on the one hand
South of Seru, and on the other hand, between Ginir and the Wabi Shebelle. They
occupy a total area of 9.620 km2.
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These soils are deeply weathered, West of a line from Ginir to
Haragura and present a very broken up topography (31 a), but they also
cover very fIat glacis which are scarcely cut by the rivers flowing down
from the Aouatou mountains and the base of which consists of Kebri Dahar
limestQne to the North, and of main gypsum to the South (31 b).

The mean altitude varies from 1.200 m to 1.500 m and rainfall is
more than 600 m. These two factors are favourable for the development of
a relatively dense vegetation of tall Acacia with a thick graminea carpet.
Tall Euphorbia stands are often seen. Numerous prickly-pear trees grow in
the Sheik-Hussien region".

Soils of El Kere region : (31 c).

They occupy the long and gently sloping glacis on the colluvial
deposits derived from the sandstone of the El Kere plateau. At a mean
altitude of 600 ID, these soils rest on a deep gypsum slab (main gypsum
formation). Rainfall is distinctly less than in higher regions but the
vegetation is relatively well-developed in sorne places and presents tall
acacias.

Morphology : The following medium profile has been observed :

o - 25 cm
AlI

25 - 70 cm
A12

70 - 100 cm
(B) ca

100 cm
R

Dark reddish-bro~vn (5 YR" 3/3) ; fine sand ; single-grained
loose.

:' Reddish-brown (5 YR 4/3) ; sandy lo--'am to loam ; scarcely
developed subangular blocky structure ; some lime concretions
loose.

Reddish-brown (5 YR 4/4) ; fine sandy clay ; well-developeà
subangular blocky structure ; numerous lime concLetions ;
very friable.

limestone slab in situ (31 c and 31 b).
gypsum slab in situ (31 c).

Physico-chemical characteristics

~ K + Na + Total
Soil Horizon Tex- Struc- C03Ca Organ. N me P205C/N

pH me
group Depth type

l, ture ture percent matter %0
percent percent %0

%

0-25 AIl fs sg-gr. 1,2 2,0 1, 1 10 7,7 1,0 0,1 0,6

31 b 25-70 A12 fs sub. blo 3,6. 1,2 0,7 10 7,7 0,6 0,2 0,5

70-90 (B) ca fs C sub .bloc 7,7 1,0 0,5 12 8,3 0,5 0,8 0,8
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These dark reddish-brmVIl to reddish-brmVIl soils are· distinctly
sandy but become slightly more clayey in the depth. The single-grained
to subangular b locky structure' gives a general. loose to friable consistency •

.Calcium ca,rbonate is present throughout this soil but the percent:age
increases in fine earth and with the depth from 1,2 to 7,7. This is in
relation to the existence of an horizon with an âccumulation of lime concretions
between 70 and 90 cm depth which is developed just above the limestone slab
and plays the role of a lime reservoir.

The content of organic matter is mediumat the surface and slowly
decreases with the depth. This often characterizes soils with dominant sand
and in which organic matter is wel1 distributed in the profile. The nitrogen
content is medium and the low C/N reveals a calcic mull.

pH is neutral to basic in the depth at level B'ca where calcareous
nodules are accumulated.

Exchangeable potassium is abundant.

Phosphorus content is medium.

The Total N ratio is less than 2, hence a low nutritional
Total P205

nitrogen deficiency. .

Suitability for crop-growing, pastures and afforestation

Northern and Eastern Ginir - Shek-Hussien-Seru (31 a and 31 b).

Zones located on either side of Xhe Ginir Lege Rida truck and
between the Wabi and Errer rivers, on the large glacis at the foot of the
High Plateaus and of the Aouatou mountains (31.b) could be cultivated using a
network for soil erosion control consisting of small earth embankments
to prevent a loss of water due to overland runoff. These soils would then be
available to cultivate sorghum and also cashew trees in orchards.

As regards soil-fertility, nitrogen carriers are necessary but
phosphorus should also be added.

Conversely, aIl the other areas, whether they are very steep or
deeply affected by erosion (31 a) could be rêforested usefully as
rainfall is sufficient to ensure a suitable growth of selected species. This
reforestation would be particularly favourable' near the Aouatou mount41ins to
the North-East· of Ginir.

Pastoral possibilities are good in al1 ·this.reg~on during .the rainy
season.
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El Kere region (31 c)

In this region these soils are not available for agricultural purposes
but they are suitable pastures during the rainy season.

32. Reddish-brown carbonated vertic soils derived from the Kebri
Dahar limestone

These soils were observed on the calcareous colluvial and alluvial
deposits near the Dare temporary river which is located to the South of Hara
- Gura. They only coyer an area of 700 km2.

Morphology :

Dark brown (7.5 YR 4/4) ; silty loam ; single-grained ; friable.a - 30 cm
AlI

30 - 80 cm
A12

Reddish-brown (5 YR 5/3)
becoming fIat friable.

clayey medium angular structure

80 cm +
(B) ca

Dark brown (7.5 YR 4/4) ; clayey ; medium developed prismatic
structure with scarcely distinct slickensides ; sorne lime
concretions and gypsum crystals ; scarcely friable.

Physico-chemical characteristics :

These soils are brown to Leddish-brown with silty loam at the surface
and clay in the depth. Vertic features appear below 80 cm depth.

The calcium carbonate content is approximately 15 percent with no
noticeable gradient.

The content of organic matter 18 2,1 percent in AIl and gradually
decreases with the depth to 1 percent in (B) ca.

The nitrogen content is 1.4 %0.

pH is greater than 8.0.

The content of exchangeable potassium is high
Phosphorus content is medium with 1.2 %0.

0.9 me/100 g~

Total NThe ratio is approximately 1 and shows a distinctTotal P20S
nitrogen deficiency.

The exchangeable sodium content increases with the depth to attain
5,6 me/100 g of soil with Na/T approximately 8,0.
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Cultural fitness

Because of their high specifie retention due ta their clayey texture,
these soils may be very suitable for the-cultivation of sorghum providing that
rain water is held back in the plots by small dykes. Nitrogen carriers such
as ammonium sulphate are necessary to obtain sati~factory yields.

:

33. Reddish-brown vertic calcic soils derived from Gesonla sandstone
and Kebri-Dahar limestone

These soils are developed on the calcareous and sandy co1J.uvial
deposits of large glaci.s spreading on either side of the Jerer bet\V'een Kaho
and Degapbour. They cover a total area of 1.538 km2. Rainfall is.approximately
450 nml.

Physico-chemical characteristics

This bro~~ to reddish-brown soil generally consists of fine sandy
clay at the surface and clay in the depth with pronounced vertic features.

Soil is scarcely calcareous.

Thé content of organic matter is approximately 2,5 percent and these
soils present a large quantity both of exchangeable potassium and'of
phosphorus.

Cultural fitness

These soils forro a zone where the cultivationofsorghum could be
extended. The large and scarcely sloping glacis seem suitable for mechanized
cultivation providing that :

- Field operations should be carried out at right angles to the
natural direction ofslope, in other words, by contouring for instance :
contour ploughing in order :

- to limit erosion as much as possible,

- to facilitate specific retention and prevent a loss oT water
due to'overland runoff (see chapter VI b).

Nitrogen carriers such as urea, ammonium nitrate and ammon~um sulphate
are recommended.
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Group of soils with a massive friable accumulation

34. Chernozem derived from volcanic tuff

These soils are only represented in the Guedeb plain where they occupy
the largest part covering 983 km2.

This "plain" is in fact a double gently sloping glacis where the Wabi
in the centre(;occupies the lmV'er part, and which joins on the outskirts the
hills of Dodola and Adaba in the South, in the North the sides of the Kaka
and Enkolo mountains, and in the West the rolling land of Kofele. Eastwards
it becomes narrm<ler and ends on the level of the Halka Wlcana falls.

This plain has a volcanic origin ; the cross-section of the Assassa
ford shows in fact a succession of usually calcareous tuff and ash with a ryo
li tic layer at an elevation of 30 m+ comparcd to the level of the Wabi.
This formation rests on basalt (at present; bed-level of the Wabi);

The ryolitic layer is in a way the framework upholding the Guedeb
plain. It is overlain with approximately 15 meters of andesitic ash resulting
from eruptions of the Rift Valley.

This ash with abundant glass constitutes the base material of
chernozem soils.

The climate ~s characterized by a mean annual rainfall of 800 mm,
a pronounced dry period from November to January and a low mean annual
temperature of approximately 13°.

THe vegetation mainly consists of gramineae since this zone is under
cultivation, and trees only remain in some small valleys.

Morphology : The following profile has been observed at 7,5 km away
from Dodola on the Assassa track.

Vegetat~on mainly consisting of Pennisetum ; old ·fallow field.

,
.;

.'

a - 7 cm
AII

Dark brown (7,5 YR 4/4) ; loam ; well-developed medium crumb
structure ; dry and friable ; numerous rootlets ; distinct
and uniform transition to

7 - 35 cm
AI2

Dark brown (7,5 YR 4/4) ; silty-loam
granular structure ; dry and friable
gredual transition to :

well-developed medium
numerous rootlets ;

35 - 75 cm
A13

75 - 105 cm
(B)

Bro~V'n (7,5, YR 5/4) ; silty loam, subangular blocky structure
with trend to well-developed granular friable; manyrootlets
short and uniform transition to :

Yellowish-brown (10 YR 5/6).; sandy clay-loam ; scarcely
developed cparse subangular blocky structure ; dry and friable
sorne rootlcts ;. distinct transition to :



105 - 140 cm
C. Ca

150 cm + .
R.
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Ye11m·,ish-white ca1careous accumulation ; "soft powdery
lime" ,.{th ca1careotis heaps and nodules (lime puppet).
Gradua1 transition to :

.. Greyish-ye110w"non-ca1careous tuff \o,ith abundant pumice.

."

Horizon A is therefore considerable since it attains 75 cm thick.
However, its thickness varies in relation toits position. The gent1e fo1ds
of the Gedebp1ain present a convex aspect and soi1s are thicker on the upper
part of these fo1ds but they are very thin at the foot of slopes.

Physico-chemica1 characteristics

Soil Depth Horiz Tex Struc C0 3 Organic T BE V K + Na + Total

group type ture Ca matter N C/N pH me/ me/ per- me/ mel P205cm ture % percent %0 100g 100g cent 100g 100g ho

0-7 AIl L Cr 0 6,2 2,8 12,7 6,6 24,0 20,6 86 2,25 0,10 0,90

7-35 A12 L Gr 0 2,7 1,3 12, 1 6,6 25,0 23,6 94 1,90 0, 17 0,80

35-75 A13 Si.L ~ub. b1 .0 1,.9 0,72 15,0 7,3 27,0 28,6 100 2,51. 0,27 0,75

75- (B) ~ub. b1 tra 1,0 0,64 9,3 7,6 30,0 29,3 98 2,84 0,72 0,80105 ces

105- C.ca L 5,6 0,4 0,28 7, 1 9,0 3,60 2, 10 0,80140 - -

Dark brown soi1s have a usua11y 1ight texture 10am to si1ty 10am •
. The clay percentage is very 10w un1ike in the neighbouring vertiso1s formed on
basalt.

THo features have been observed enab1ing to c1ass these soi1s as
chernozem, 1.e. :

- the strong1y-deve10ped granu1ar s'tructure of a considerable thick
ness averaging 75 cm and becoming a subangu1ar b10cky structure deeper down.

- the presence of an horizon wi th ca1careotls' accumulation' (15,6 percen1
in the depth, in the form of soft powdery lime with a fluffy" consistency.
Besides, big (50 cm) lime "puppets" may a1so be observed.

horizons 'A and (B) are non-ca1careous.

The content or organic matter is high and averages approximate1y
6 percent and steadi1y decreases Hith the depth. They give horizon A its bro\offi
co10uring (me1anic horizon). The nitrogen content is high at the surface and
medium at a sma11 depth.
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C/N ratio is approximately 12 and indicates a calcic mull.

Organic matter which is linked to mineral matter is one of the
favourable elements for the formation of a gran.ular structure.

The exchangeable capacity is medium throughout the profile. The
absorbing complex is weakly desaturated at the surface but is saturated
below 35 cm depth.

The content of exchangeable potassium is high
2 me/IOO g of soil.

approximately

Exchangeable sodium comparatively ~ncreases in the depth owing
to the weathering of andesitic material.

Total phosphorus is medium.

The Total N ratio is approximately 3 which means that the
Total P205

nutritional balance between these two elements is correct.

Cultural fitness

These soils with a comparatively"dry climate due to their yery
well-developed granular structure are particularly suitable for the cultivation
of cereals. The Gedeb plain has been entirely under cultivation for the last
thirty years using a traditional crop-growing system based on cereals wheat
bar~ey alternating with long fallow-periods during which gramineae are
used for grazing (Pennisetum).

The cereal-yield combined with livestock-breeding would considerably
increase if. :

- cultural practices were improved by using modern instruments
for field ,,,ork.

- more productive crop-varieties tested beforehand were grown.

- fallow land was replaced with a cultivated meadow.

- nitrogen carriers such as ureat ammonium sulphate and ammonium
nitrate and phosphate carriers (lime superphosphate} were added in order to
obtain a higher yield).

By planting ,,,ind-breaks t 400 m to 500 ln apart and at right angles s

the yield would be improved owing to an ~ncrease of the hydrological balance
"of soil (see ch VI c) •. ·

Group with hard massive crust (nodule crust)

35. Bro~vn carbonated soils derived from Kcbri Dahar limestonè

These soils with a shallow calcareous crust occupy all the hillocks
of the Jijiga plateau, the hills South of Shckum and of Borale in the North-
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Eastern part of the Basin and a large zonè with small 'hills stretching on
either bank of the Dare-Ledac· temporary river bet~veen Rani Gura and the

.Wabi. in the South-Western part of the Basin. They cover a total area of
1.852 km2 withpoor grazing grounds.

Morphology : .The following profile is g~nerally observed :

o - 20 cm
Al

20 90 cm
B ca

90 cm
C ca

Dark-brown (7.5 YR 4/4), loam to clay loam, developed fine
and medium angular blocky structure.

Very hard limestone crust of nodule type.

Weak weathering of the limestone in situ.

Physico-chemical characteristics

These are dark brown soils with loam to clay l031U and a \'lell
developed structure in horizon Al though its thickness is variable ; it is
even sometimes completely eroded and the crust is visible at the surface •.

This very hard limestone crust consists of light yellow nodules '
cloaked with grey cement. Though the age qf this crust is not exactly know~,

the observation of an horizon resulting from the ~veathering of the.limestone
in situ (C ,ca) shows that pedoclimatic conditions are fa.vourable.~11 this zone
for the present migration ~f calcium carbonate. .

- The surface horizon has a high percentage of calcium carbonate
(30 percent).

- The content of organic matter in horizon Al is high and approximately
3 %0'

Cultural fitness

These soils are unsuitable for crop-growing mving to the shallowness
of the soil used by the roots of plants and they must be left as natural
pastures.

36. Reddish-brown calcic soils derived from Gesoma sandstone

They occupy the large saildstone plateaus· commanding the Degahbur
basin to the East of the Jerer, and cover 1.070 km2. .

These gently r011ing.plateaus present a not very dense savannah
with tall acacias and a dense graminea carpet in slightly depressed zones.
Rainfall is approximately 400 ~n.
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Morpho10gy :

o - 30 cm
Al

30 cm +
B ca

- ..- . Dark reddish-brown (2,5 YR 3/2) ; coarse sand to fine sandy
clay with numerous quartz grave1s ; subangu1ar b10cky structure
with a trend to sing1e-grained structure.

weak1y ca1careous hardpan ; very hard ; nodule type with sma11
nodules.

Physico-chemica1 characteristics :

These dark rèddish-brown soi1s are genera11y not very thick but in
slight1y depressed zones (co11uvia1 zones of p1ateaus), they are sometimes
50 cm thick.

The hardpan consists of nodules inc1uding numerous quartz e1ements.
The sma11 (1 1/2 to lcm) nodules are strong1y cemented together with a
ca1careous cement but 1eave many spaces fi11ed in with fine earth from the
upper horizons as we11 as with the roots of trees and the root1ets of gramineae.

The calcareous crust is much weaker than -in the former soi1-fami1y
owing to the poor lime content in the original sandstone materia1 to which is
a1so due the 1ack of carbonates in the surface horizon.

The content of organic matter is approximate1y 2 percent in horizon Al,
but is still 1,5 percent i~ the fine soi1 which occupies the spaces in the
hardpan. Nitrogen has a medium content of 1,1 %0 in horizon Al.

The exchangeab1e potassium content is medium: 0,4 me/lOO g and the
phosphorus content is- 10w : 0,4 %0 of tota~ P205 .

Cultural and pastoral fitness

These soi1s are unsuitab1e for crop-growing but the abundance of grass
in slight1y depressed zones makes them particu1ar1y fit as pastures during and
after the ra~ny season.

37. Reddish-brown ca1cic vertic soi1s derived from Gesoma sandstone

These soi1s cover- the sandstone p1ateaus, North of Degahbour, as we11
as -the Ge1e1cha plateau and they represent a total area of 1.236 km2.

On these gent1y rolling plateaus grows a rea1 ,"oo"ded savannah with a
-, pl;edominance of ta11 acacias and a dense gramineae carpet. Consequently, the

vegetation is far more considerable than on the same p1ateaus on the 1eve1 of
Degahbour-A,.;rare (fami1y 36), and is cha~acteristic of an increasing rainfa11
which is probab1y higher than 500 mm.
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Morphology-' :

0.- 30 cm
AlI

Dark brown (7,5 YR 3/2) ; fine sandy clay; very well-developed
granular structure ; friable.

30 - 60 cm
AI2

60 cm
B ca·

Dark brown (7,5 YR 3/2)
vertic trend.

calcareous hardpan.

clayey, well-developed angular with a

Physico-chemical characteristics

These dark brown fine sandy clay to clay soils have a well-developed
granular structure ai the surface and present vertic features in the depth.

The thickness of horizon A varies from 1 m in the lower part of an
. undulation ~o sometimes only a few centimeters on the upper p·arts.

The surface horizon is non calcareous.

The content of organic matter is approximately 3 percent in the upper
horizon and the exchangeable potassium and phosphorus cohtents are medium.,.

Cultural and pastoral fitness

Except in the depressed areas of plateaus where crop-growing is
possible since soil is thick enough, it would be more advisable to leave this
zone as a wooded savannah. It constitutes excellent pastures most of the year.
Besides, by controlling deforestation which might increase,owing to the
growing needs of the towns of Jijiga and Degahbur, this zone is particularly
recommend~d for the creation of a faunareserve (see chap. VI 6).

Sub-class of sôUs vJith a palUd horizon"

The upper horizon has a light colouring and the content of organic
matter is 1 percent or even less for a 20 cm depth. This sub-class corresponds
to soils with a calcareous differenciation in the arid zone of Lower Ogaden.

Group ~vith powdery lime (38 a and b) l'iodaI soUs on yellowish-red to
reddish-yellow alluvial deposits derived from Kebri Dahar and Mustahil limestonc
and from Gesoma sandstone.

These soils are developed on 3.000 km2 in the U-shaped.and large
bottonled valleys and on the detrital fans of the Fafen tributaries in the
Shekosh, Kebri-Dahar region on the one ha,nd, and in very deeply cut valleys
of the temporary rivers of the El Kere region on the other,hand. Rainfall
is approximately 300 mm.
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Morphology and physico-chemical characteristics

These soils are yellowish-red (5 YR 5/6) to reddish-yellow
(5 YR 6/6) with a fine and medicm sandy (Shekosh 38 a) or coarse sandy
(El Kere 38 b) texture and a single-grained structure. The horizons. are
generally loose and consist of instratified layers withpebbles.

All the soil;is calcareous with 20 percent of calcium
carbonate in (38 a) but scarcely calcareous (2 to 3 percent) in (38 b) •
Carbonates remain powdery and are not individualized.

The content of organic matter is low : 1,2 percent at the
surface.

The nitrogen content ~s only 0,6 %0.

The ex~hangeable potassium content is medium to low
0,3 me/lOO g.

0,1 to

Phosphorus content is medium: 1,5 %0 ~n (38 a) and low in
(38 b).

Total NThe ratio is approximatelyTotal P205
a nutritional unbàlance detrimental to nitrogen.

Cultural fitness

in (38 b) and reveals

In the Shekosh Kebri-Dahar region (38 a) these soils are unsuitable
for agricultural purposes and are but poor grazing grounds during the rainy
season.

Conversely, in the El Kere region (38·b) in spite of a sandy
texture, these soils are certainly fit for agricultural purposes. The
considerable floods of temporary rive~s draining rain-water from the
sandstone plateaus of the El Kere regioü are very favourahle for a good
sorghum yield. In another case, the presence of a permanent ground water
table near the surface also allows the cultivation of sorghum though the
soil texture is very coarse ("Ashawa Bota" : El Kete track).

. Complete mineraI dressing with nitrogen, phosphorus and potash
is necessary' in order to ob tain higher yields (ammonium sulphate, super
phosphate and potassium chloride).
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Group with ca1careous heaps and nodules. ·39 (a.b.c.d.e.)*
Ye110wish-red soi1s derived from Kebri Dahar, Mustahi1 and Be1et Ven
1imestone.

Thesi soi1s cover, South of the Basin, the vast characteristic
tabu1ar 1imestone p1ateaus which stand out ata 50 m height against the
horizon representing one of the most specifie featurcs of the Ogadenian
1andscape. These p1ateaus consist of different geo10gica1formations
according to the region : . ,

Kebri Dahar 1imestone : North of a 1ine : Korahe-Hamaro Hadad.

Mustahi1 1imestone : approximate1y South of a 1ine : É1 Kere 
Da1ad - Burkur.

Be1et-Uen 1imestone represented on1y to the North of Ferfer

These p1ateaus have a medium extension on the Mustahii and Be1et
Uen limestone (39.c.d.e.). They are jagged mving to the action of rivers
in the Kebri Dahar - Shekosh - Ma1eiko region (39 a.). Converse1y, they
form a vast and abso1ute1y f1at zone without a single river, from the
North of Ma1eiko to Bu1u1 and Daketa (39 b).

In other cases, and this is particu1ar1y true for Hustahil
limestone, they often form iso1ated hills in the large "gypseous plain" Gaja,
Mene1ik Tarara, Ga1ue mountains etc .... (39 c). No proper hydrographie
system exists (39 d) on the vast gent1y sloping glacis with a 1imestone
substratum (Mustahil 1imestone) of the Lola Shilavo region, \vhich is
commanded to the East by the weathered bluff of Gesoma sandstone, and which
disappears Westwards at the 1imit of the. Dobowein depression.

The climate of these p1atea~s is hot and dry and rainfa11 is
1ess than 300 mm and sometimes under 150 mm.

The density'of the vegetation is surprising in such an arid
c1imate. It consists of a dense bush with Boscia minimifo1ia and
De10nix e1ata, averaging 3 to 4 ID high and it is often difficu1t to drive
through this vegetation.

This important vegetation on the.p1ateaus is due .- apart from
the fact that the plants a~e adapted - to' the fo110wing reasons :

- There are two rainy seasons in the year and the dry seasons
never 1ast very long.

- These zones are not much frequented by herds, hence they are
scarce1y degraded.

*Letters : a.b.c.d.e. concern the soi1 c1assificatio~ on the ~ap at
1/250.000. Details are given in the fo110wing pages of this report.
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- the most important factor is probably the fact that the
limestorie slabs are deeply cracked and that the roots of
shrubs can draw profit from the'humid pedoclimatic conditions long
after rainfall since they can reach down to the limestone
depths.

The vegetation often presents a very distinct striped-bush
pattern especially when flat zones are vast enough as, for instance, the
Maleiko, and South-Segag zone and the large plateaus to the West of Gode.

These soils cover a total area of approximately 24792 km2.

Morphology : The following medium profile is observed :

Profile 6 - 117, approximately 30 km to the East of Gode on a
limestone plateau.

o - 10 cm
AlI

10 - 30 cm

(B) ca

30 cm + .
R "..

Reddish-yellow (5 YR 6/8) ; silty loam ; subangular blocky
with single-grained trend very friable ; numerous fine
angular limestone gravels ; numerous rootlets ; short and
uniform transition to :

Light-yellm.,ish red (5 YR 5/8) ; sil ty loam ; subangular.
blocky structure Hith single-grained trend ; dry and friable
numerous very round, 2 cm in diameter calcareous nodules
consisting of hard limestone coated with concentric dark
reddish layers ; sorne nodules are cemented together forming
calcareous heaps, the size of a fist ; numerous' angular
limestone pebbles ; still numerous rootlets ; sudden and
irregular transition to :

Fine whitish-grey limestone slab ~n situ.

This profile characterizes shallow soils in situ.

In wcakly depressed zones on large plateaus, colluvial deposits
may be observed on the lower areas and 80ils are deeper. This was m08tly
observed in the Hamaro:- Maan - Degah - Hedo regions and East of Shilavo.
They are in fact very visible on aerial photographs owing to the fine
striped pattern of the vegetation. On the vast Degah - Medo - Maleiko
plateau on the Degah - Medo - Segeg track, the following profile may be
seen :

o - 30 cm
AlI

Yellowish-brown (10 YR 5/8)
with single-grained trend.

sandy clay loam fine granular

30 - 90 cm
Al2

.' Reddish-yellow (5 YR 6/8) ; sandy clay loam
blocky with sin~le-grained trend.

fine subangular



90 - 120 cm
B ca

120 cm +
R.
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Yellowish-red (5 YR 5/8) ; fine sandy clay ; scarcely
developed fine subangular blocky structure. ; 60 percent
of 1 cm diameter, medium very hard, calcareous nodules
which are not cemented together.

Limestone slab in situ.

This profile characterizes colluvial soils on·plateaus.

Conversely, in other zones, mainly in regions where the
drainage pattern is dense,plateaus are narrow and soil is usuallyeroded
so that the slabs in situ become apparent.

These soils were differenciated at a scale of 1/250.000 by com
bining factors such as : type of parent-rock, morphology of plateaus,
importance of colluvial deposits on the plateaus, i.e.

39 a. shallowsoils in situ on the broken-up plateaus of Kebri
Dahar limestone.

39 b. colluvial soils predominant on plateau + shallow soils
in situ on the vast plateaus of Kebri Dahar limestone
with striped bush pattern.

39 c. shallmv soils in situ on the Mustahil limestone plateaus.

39 d: colluvial soils predominant on plateaus + shallow soils
of plateaus on Mustahil and Belet Den limestone. Vegetation
of a striped-bush pattern.

39 e. shallow soils in situ on broken up plateaus, on Belet Ven
limestone.

On the map at 1/1.000.000, aIl these types of soils are grouped
together with the;reference N° 39.

Morphology and origin of nodules

Round calcareous nodules are always numerous above the limestone
slab in situ. They are very hard and consist of a central core with the
same "texture" as the limestone slab, and they are coated with a series of
concentric, more or less dark brownish-red calcareous layers.It is difficult
to'know whether they result from th~ present dynamics of limestone or
whether they are the remnants of a more humid previously existing pedoc1imate.
One may believe that these nodules were formed very slowly, either in the
present climatic conditions, or in a climate more favourable to the movement
of calcium carbonat~, for instance a mediterranean climate.

We prefer the second assumption which has already been favoured
as regards limestone pebble-deposits in the ancient detrital fans of the
Gode reg~on.
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Physico-chemical characteristics

Soil Depth Type of Tex- Struc\c03Cà: a.M. N Conductivity K+ Na+ Total
C/N pH of saturation me/ me/ P20Sgroup cm horizon ture ture % . % %0 ext. rnrnhos/cm 100g 100g, %0

0-10 Al
SIL

30 1, 1 0,60 11 8.2 1,0 0,7 0, 1 0,8L s-gr

39

10-30 B ca L s-gr
.31 0,8 11,33 14 8,3 1,° 0,6 0, 1 0,7sub-

bl.

These soils are reddish-yellow to yellowish-red but sometimes
yellowish-brown at the surface in colluvial zones on plateaus.

The texture is usually sl~ghtly clayey and of a silty loam to
loam type.

The fine carth of this soil is very calcareous.

The content of organic matter is low at the surface: 1,1 percent
but scarcely varies with the depth : 0-8 percent. Nitrogen content is low
and C/N reveals a mull of calcic type and a fast: mineralized humus. This
deficiency of organic m:ltter in soils is not at variance with the importance
of the above described vegetation. In fact, the species have a short vegetative
cycle and provide but little leaf mold.

pH is greater than 8,0 which is in relation to the presence
of a large quantity of calcium carbonate.

Conductivity of the saturation extract is very weak. The
calcareous materials provide but very small quantities of chlorides and
sulphates.

The exchangeable potassium content is high.

Phosphoruü content is medium.

Cultural and pastoral fitness

These soils are unsuitable' for agricul tural purposes mnng to the
dry climate and to the thinness of the soils.

The limestone plateaus of Ogaden are often used for the movement
of livestock during the rainy season. In depressed and'colluvial zones on
the p~ateaus) the accumulation of rain-watcr is favourable to the development
of pastures ~rllich are frequented by nomads and their herds. Nevertheless, and
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even from a pastoral point of view, the limestone plateaus present but a
very weak economic interest especially on account of the remoteness of
water points. These vast regions could be integrated 'in agame reserve though
they lack the interest of the gypsum zones.

40. Red carbonated soils derived from zoogenous sandstone

They are developed on a layer of zoogeneQus sandstone of the main
gypsum formation which outcrops North of Imi on either side of the ~abi

and they form small'20 m high tabular hills with jagged edges.

The mapped area corresponds to 370 km2 plus one fitth of the
Northern Imi association, thus totalizing 970 km2.

Soil is red (2,5 YR 5/8) and presents a loam texture and a
structure with singlè-grained trend. Horizon B ca is often rich in calcareous
nodules alld fine earth has a high calcium carbonate percentage.

These soils are unsuitable for crop-growing,or pastures but the
corresponding zone will eventually be integrated in a fauna rescrve, North
of Imi (See Chapter VI G).

41. Carbonated soils on Reddish-Bro~~ alluvial deposits of the Jerer

These soils aré developed on the alluvial deposits of the Jerer,
from the North of Kaho to the South of Bulale on an area of 370 km2.

These yellowish-red (5 YR 6/6) to reddish-brown (5 YR 5/4) soils
consist of clay loam and medium sandy clay and are characterized by the
presence at the base of the profile of numerous friable lime concretions.

These soils are calcareous with 16 percent of calcium carbonate
at the surface and 30 percent in the depth ..

The content of organic matter is lo,v : 1 percent at the surface.

The conductivity of the saturation extract amounts to 66 mnmos/cm
in the depth owing to the influence of the salt-Ioaded water of the Jerer
during flood periods.

The cultural fitness of these soils is inexistent.

Pastoral fitness is very poor.
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42. Carbonated soils on the Yellowish-Red alluvial deposits
derived from Gesoma sandstone

They are developed on the alluvial deposits of the temporary
rivers flowing down from the Duhun sandstone plateaus and occupy one·
fifth of the Duhun sail-association (no IV) or 430 km2.

o - 10 cm
AlI

. 10 - 60 cm
Al2

60 cm +
Bca

Morphology :

Reddish-yellow (5 YR 6/6) ; medium sand ; single-grained
very friable.

Yellowish-red (5 YR 4/6) ; medium sandy clay ; medium
subangular blocky ; friable.

Yellowish-red (R YR 4/6) ; medium sandy clay ; medium
and fine angular blocky ; numerous friable lime concretions
relatively friable.

Physico-chemical characteristics

These reddish-yellow ta yellowish-red soils have a mainly
medium sandy texture and are loose ta friahle.

Calcareous accumulation generally below 60 cm depth in the
form of scarcely consolidated or friable nodules.

Calcium carbonate exists throughout this sail but the gradient
increases with the depth and in fine earth the content varies from 5,0 percent
in horizon Alita 14,6 percent in horizon B ca.

The content of organic matter is always low and approximately
0,4 percent throughout the profile.

The nitrogen content is also very low.

pH averages 8,3.

The exchangeable potassium content is high 0,6 me/IOO g.

Phosphorus content is medium: 0,7 %0'

The Total N ratio is distinctly less than 1 and indicates
Total P205

a nitrogen deficiency.

Cultural and pastoral fitness :

Sorne of these soils are cropped ta sorghum near Duhun. The valleys
of temporary rivers could be equipped in arder ta increase the efficiency
of flooding by water from the plateaus (see chapter VI G). Nitrogen
carriers such as ammonitrate and ammonia sulphate are recommended.
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These soils are of ve~y moderate~v~lue for pastures.They are
nevertheless much frequented by iivestock during,the rainy season.

43. Red carbonated soils on alluvial and eolian complex

They are associated,with vertic powdery gypsum soils (family 52)
in the large spreading basins of Dobowein and, of North Danan. They cover
the upper part of the gentle folds characterizing'the topography of this
region and correspond tù a total -areaof approximately 800 km2.

,The vegetation consists of very dense groups of gramineae the
stubbles of which remainas tufts during the dry season. The lower areas
of these basins are often markedby rows of tall acacias (North Danan)
or shrubs (Dobml7ein). Rainfall is less than 200 mm but the basins are
partly affected by' the floods of temporary rivers during the rainy season
(North Danan), or by Fafen floods (Dobowein).

Horphology :

o - 30 cm
AlI

Yellowish-red (5 YR 4/6
grained ; friable.

coarse and fine sands single-

30 - 70 cm
AI2

70 cm+
B ca

Red (2,5 YR 4/8) ; coarse and find sands, fine stiliangular
blocky ; sorne calcareous spots ; friable.

Red ~2,5 YR 4/8) ; fine sandy clay ; medium to fine
subangular blocky,; 40 percent of very friable, irrégular
calcareous nodules ; relatively friable.

This soil presents abundant small angular quartz gravels and
dark brown lime~tone gravcls.

On the soil surface, quartz gravels are numerous. Wind has blown
away the fine particles leaving the coarser quartz elements. These appear
on aerial photographies in characteristic white patehes which must not be
mistaken for saline efflorescences.

Physico-chemical characteristics

In these yellowish-red to red soils the texture is mostly
coarse sandy which reveals the sandstone nature of the original material.
The structure is single-grained at the surface and becomes subangular
blocky in the depth and the whole profile is loose to·friable.

, The carbonate content in fine earth, increases with the depth
(from 17 to 28 percent).

The calcareous accumulation appears in the forro of small irregular
and very friable nodules giving a white powder.
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The content of organic matter is low : 1,2 percent at the
surface and very gradually decreases in the depth (still 0,9 percent in
B ca).

The nitrogen content islow and less than 0,5 %0.

The conductivity of the saturation extract is low
mmhos/cm at the surface to 2 mmhos in the depth.

from

Exchangeable potassium is medium with 0, 3 me / 100 g;

Phosphorus content is low 0,45 %0.

Cultural and pastoral fitness

As these soils are located on the upper part of the gentle undu
lations of the plain, they only receive rain water in very small quantities
and consequently, are unsuitable for crop-growing.

The tall dry g~aminea tufts are very poor grazing as they
are ligneous and hardl~edible.

Conversely, these zones could be turned into agame reserve·
since antilopes are particularly numerous there (see chapter VI G)~

44. Red calcic soils derived from Gesoma sandstone

These soils are developed on the bright-red sandy weathered
material derived from the ferrugineous Gesoma sandstone, on a vast area
of 5.450 km2, in the farthest North-Eastern part of the Basin in the
Shilavo regl.on.

The ferrugineous Gesoma sandstone is very coarse-grained
and easily disaggregated, thus providing a considerable quantity of
weathered sandy material which covers the whole landscape. It rests
directly on limestone with nodules (Belet Uen limestone), forming small
steps leadingup Eastwards and separated by large sills covered with
the weathered sandstone layer. The sandstone bluff is seen 18 km to the
North-East of Shilavo on the Warder road~ It is only 4 m high and consists
of very brown and very ferrugineous sandstone. Small residual hills prece
ding the bluff present motley weathered sandstone facies. On the plateau,
these small steps consisting here of hard sandstone may also be seen
with vast sills disappearing under the bright red sandy material.

These plateaus forro an entity in Lower Ogaden and must be
considered completely apart from the rest of this region owing to their
three specific features, as folluws :

- There.is no regular drainage system on account of the great
permeability of sandstone. However, small depressïons with grey soils
which might be deferrated zones may be observed. Wells have been dug
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in these depressions the mean diameter of which"is not more
than 500 m. They are 10cated on the Shi1avo-Mustahi1 track and in' the
Bu1aye and Gembari region.

- Numerous very bright red termitaries, often more than 4 m
high, present a particu1ar shape : the base is in fact narrower than the
top which gives them the aspect of'a cone sta~ding upside down.

- The vegetation consists of a thicket of Gardenieae and
Cordia gharaf which is approximately 4 m high and not very dense near
Warder but which becomes an impenetrab1e bush North of Shilava. Unlike
~he striped-bush pattern of ,limestone p1ateaus, here the vegetation is
uniform1y distributed and presents a fine 1ight grey dotted pattern on
aeria1 photographs.

Morpho10gy: 5 km to the North East of Shi1avo the. following profile
may be observed under a dense veget~tion of Gardeniea and Cordia Gharaf
the undu1ated nature of ground is due to the action of wind.

o - 15 cm
AlI

15 - 120 cm
A12

120 cm +
B ca

Red (2,5 YR 5/8) ; coarse and fine sands ; sing1e-grained
100se ; dense root system; gradua1 transition to

Bright red (2,5 YR 5/8) ; coarse and fine sands ; sing1e
grained ; 100se ; root1ets and numerous sma11 roots ; sorne
big roots ; gradua1 transition to:

Red, coarse and fine sands (2,5 YR 5/8) with numerous 1 to
4 mm friable concretionary masses consisting of sand cemented
with a white ca1careous cement ; sing1e-grained structure ;
friable; still n~merous rootlets.

The thickness of soi1 depends on the thickness of the weathered
sandstone layer. For instance the thickness of soi1s decreases as one
draws near the sandstone or 1imestone steps above-described.

1

The' profile ishard1y differenciated. A ca1caréous accumulation
of very small concretionary masses consisting of-. sands cemented with
carbonates may be observed in the depth. Besides, sma11 (1 to 2 ~m diameter)
round ferrugine~us e1ements previous1y existing in the base-rock may a1so
be noted.

Physico-chemica1 characteristics

These soi1s are inwediate1y identified in the· field owing to
their characteristic red ta bright red co10ur. They are very sandy with
a predominance of coarse sands. The structure is sing1e-grained. These soi1s
are very friable to 100sebut a very slight1y increasing compacity may
be obs~rved in the horizon with a nodule accumu1~tion.

Fine earth is non-ca1careous which is 1inked to the 1ack of
carbonates in sandstone. The formation of nodules seems in relation
to the fluctuations of the water-tab1e which is 10aded with carbonates when
in contact with the sub-jacent 1imestoneformations.
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The content of organic matter is very low and approximately
0.4 percent throughout th\! profile .•

pH is approxirnately 8 •

The absorbing complex is base-saturated.

The exchangeable potassium and total phosphorus contents are
weak.

Cultural and pastoral fitness

These soils are either scarcely or not at all suitable for
crop-growing. Nevertheless, a very considerable volume of soil is available
to the root system which accounts for the developed shrub vegetation.
Furthermore, coatse sand is a specifie retention factor owing to the absence
of capillarity, hence fruit-trees could be adapted in these conditions.

In sandy soils the quality of pastures is poor even during the
rainy season.

In these red sandy zones exists a specifie and diversified
wild life which is usually not seen in the other regions of Ogaden hence
this region should constitute a reserve for wild animals (see chapter VI G).

45 (a-b) - Red calcic soils derived from Gesoma sandstone

These soils are developed on the red sandstone alluvial (45 b)
and colluvial (45 a) deposits which spread at the foot of the scarp of
sandstone plateaus, from the East of Degahbour to the Jerer ternporary
river. They correspond to what is usually called "the Degahbour basin"
~nd their surface is approximately 2.700 km2.

The red alluvial and colluvial deposits are approximately
7 m thiék in Degahbour plain. They rest directly on the Kebri Dahar limestone

. in situ; Inthis zone; Gesoma sandst?ne is transgressive on this formation.·

The natural vegetation is considerably degraded by cultivation
near Degahbour, and mainly consists of a dense savannah with tall Acacias
and a discontinuous gramineae carpet. Rainfall is approximately I~OO mm.
During the dry season, a strong eastern wind blowsto whlch is due the
deep eolian erosion in the plain.

Morpholog~ : 3 km to the East of Degahbour.- Grazed gramineae.

o - 40 cm
AlI

f

Red (2,5 YR 4/6) ; coarse sand; friable medium subangular
blocky fragments g~v~ng a single-grained structure ; 100se
~o friable,; dry ; few rootlets ; distinct and uniform
transition to :



40 - 90 G:Ill

A12

90 - 300 cm
and +

B ca

- lOS -

red (2,S YR 3/6); coarse sandy clay _; fria~le subangular
blocky fragments giving a subangular blocky structure with
trend to single-grained structure; small very white calcareous
myceliums; dry and friable; sorne rootlets ; graduaI
and uniform transition to

Red (2,S YR 4/6) ; coarse sandy clay ; fIat medium fragments
giving a medium subangular blocky structure with single
grained trend ; small very hard concretionary sandstone
massescemented together with lime, and weathered sandstone
pebb les, the average thickness of the ,,!hole being 0, S cm ;
~umid, scarcely friable; no rootlets.

These soils are deep and calcareous accumulation is progressive.
Small myceliums are already observed at a 40 cm depth. Below 90 cm depth,
an horizon with abundant small lime concretions is present. The individua
lization of carbonates is surely linked to the fluctuations·of the temporary
ground water tabie which is located in the break between the alluvial and
colluvial layer of weathered sandstone and the subjacent Kebri Dahar limestone
during the rainy season.

Physico-chemical characteristics

Soils of the Degahbour basin

. Soil Depth Type Tex Struc C0 3Ca I~rganic N
sat.ext K + Na + Total

C/N concluct. mel melgroup cm of horiz. ture turc matter: %0 pH P20S% % mmhos/cm iOOg 100g %0

0-40 AlI cS s-gr ° 0,9 0,7 8,S 8,S 1,0 0,4 0, 1 0,7
4S(a &

b) 11O-9O AI2 cS sub. 3,4 0,8 0,3 IS 8,4 1,° O,S 0,1 O,S
JithC bl.

90 + B ca cS ub.bl 8, 1 0,4 0,2 Il 8,9 2,0 O,S 1,0 0,4iJithC

These red soils with dominant coarse sands become more clayey in the
depth but the structure remains s~arcely-develciped atid the soils· are usually
friable down to the depth. .

The calcium· carbonate percentage of fine earth is negligible from° to 40 cm depth and though it progressively increases with the depth it
remains weak.

The ·content of organic.matter is very l~w and gradually decreases
with the depth. The same Çlccurs in the case of nitrogen.
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pH is high, being greate~ than 8,4J but
saturation extract shows that soi1 solutions ,
and that sodium fixed on the absorbing comp1e:

The exchangeab1e potassium content var~

The phosphorus content is 10w.

The Total N ratio is approxi~ate1y
Total P20S

deficiency is very distinct.

Cultural and pastoral fitness

The Degahbour plain is a1ready 1arge1y
extensions to the 'North and South are possib1
existence of many runoff ravines prevents agI
the sorghum plantations are at the present ci
winds" due to wind erosion itse1f, as \Vell as
actions and intenseevapotranspir.ation condit
the crop-yie1d in a region \Vhere rainfa11 is

Consequent1y, it is abso1ute1y neces:
the Degahbour plain if sorghum, which is a1r
is to give a suitab1e yie1d. These wind-scn',
(a1ready existing 10cally) or any other speci,
with a rapid growth. They shou1d be p1aced e'.
si'Cle facing dominant winds (see chapter VI C

Nitrogen carriers such as ammonium s~'

Hechanized cu1tivation may a1so be 100;.
with no coarse e1ements in the soi1 but it r.T

in order to avoid before sowing the~ind eres
horizons.

46. Reddish-brown carbonated vertic so.
limestone.

These soi1s are deve10ped on the colll.
betwecn the snall round limestone hills \oJ'ith
Degahbour region to the East of the 'Jerer, ,;;:
to the East of the Fafan. .

They cover a total area of 1.300 km2',

Morpho10gy

On the Degahbour-~esebene' track, the

:onductivity of the
!ly 10aded with sa1f
Heak:

.:ledium to high.

:s. The nitrogen

to sorghum. Considerable
Ir the p1ateaus, the
l deve1opment. However,
:ed by regu1ar "sand
strong mechanica1
~h considerab1y 1imit

1nt wind-screens in a11
ivated in 1imit conditions,
consist of Tamarix

'ing dry periods and
ID at right angles, one

ou1d be added.

on these large f1at zones
'rried out carefu11y
andy surface

Lvëd from Kebri Dahar

lQsits and in thalwegs
slopes of the Sesebene-
, Degah Medo-Ge1e1cha region

ng profile may be observed,

'. )
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Dark reddish-brown (5 YR.4/4)
h10cky structure; 100se.

10am ; mediumsubangu1ar
. "

20 - 60 cm
Al2

60 - 235 cm
B ca

235 cm +

Dark reddish~brown. (5'YR4/4) ; clay angu1ar b10cky fragments
tending to'prismatic giving a medium ~o coarse angu1ar b10cky
structure ; dry and firme

Dark reddish-brovm (5 YR Il/4) ; clay with.l to 4 mm broad
shrinkage cracks ; prismatic fragments with distinct slicken
sides in the depth ; Many gypsum crystals ; numerous (especia11Y
at the base) friable lime concretions' humid and compact.

Limestone slab in situ.

Physico-chemica1 characteristics

These dark reddish-brown soi1s have a loamy texture in the upper
horizon and are c1ayey in the depth.

A ca1careous accumulation appears in the fo~m of 'friable concretionary
massesat the base of the profile above the 1imestone slab. Many gypsum
crysta1s a1so exist at this 1eve1.

Calcium carbonate ,represents a medium percentage and.averages 26 per
cept in fine earth.

The content of organ~c matter is low but we11 distributed. 1,1
percent in Al and 0,5 percent in Bca.

The nitrogen content is medium with 1,4 %0 at the surface.

pHis approximate1y 8,5 and the conductivity of the saturation extract
~s high in the depth : 14 mmhos/cm in Bca. Soluble sa1ts are abundant
~n the depth of thes~ soils, in particu1ar sodium chloride ,and gypsum.

The exchangeab1e potassium ratio is high with q,7 me/lOO g.

Total phosphorus represents 0,8 %0'

Cultural and pastoral fitness

These soils'being cut by many ravines are not arable but neverthe1ess
constitute during the rainy season suitable ~asture,lands for livéstock.

Group with hard massive calcareous crust. (nodular)
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47. Light brown carbonated soils derived from Kebri Dahar limestone

These soils are developed in the same zone as the soils of the prece
ding family,- but on limestone hills •. They cover a total area of 3.900 km2.

Morphology :

The following medium profile ~4Y be observed

a - 25 cm
Al

25 - 35 cm
B ca

35 - 90 cm
R

Light bro~vn (la YR 6/4) ; silty loam ; 70 to 90 percent of
scarcely worn (or not at aIl) limestone pebbles.

Calcareous conglomeratic crust consisting"of yellowish-grey
calcareous elements of nodule type coated with a light red
ribboned lime cement.

Limestone slab with in places a beginning of weathering
giving white chalky elements.

Physico-chemical properties

These light brown soils with a silty loam texture present, at a very
small depth, a very hard and well-develqped calcareous crust with a conglo
meratic aspect. The beginning of a weathering process often appears on the
base-rock.

Fine earth is rich in calcium carbonate with 42 percent 1n horizon Al.

The content of organic matt~r is low with approximately l,a percent
1n Al. This is also true for the nitrogen content (0,8 %0) in the lower horizon.

pH is 8,4. Conductivity of the saturated pas te is low 2 rornhos/cm.

Exchangeable potassium and phosphorus contents are medium and low
with respectively 0,3 me/100 g and 0,3 me/100 g and 0,30 %0

Cultural and pastoral fitness

These soils are unsuitable for crop-growing and only constitute poor
grazing grounds during the rainy season.

• 1

F. SOILS WITH A GYPSEOUS DIFFERENCIATION

This class·includ~s soilsthe profile of which is only characterized
by a redistribution of gypsum. It is represented only in the South of the
Basin, that is to say, in the climatic zone of Ogadenian type which is
unfavourable for calcareous migration and accumulation.
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.. ..~.. ..
All the soils belong to the sub-class with a pallid horizon. In fact t

the color of the upper horizon is always pale and the content of organic
matter is very weak. No soils with a melanic horizon have been observed.
This sub-class has been differenciated in two groups :

- group ~vith powdery gypsum : a gypsum accumulation of small
translucent crystals, generally more abundant at the base of profiles but
never cemented toge thert is observed.;'

- group with a crust : the gypsum crystals cluster and for~ a
gypsum crust sometimes several meters tlhick in the banks of temporary rivers
the water of which transports large quantities of gypsum during the rainy
season. However t the- gypsum crust is always relatively 'friable with many
empty spaces ~vhich differenciates it from the much harder calcareous crust.
These gypsum crusts are frequent on red colluvial and alluvial deposits
in all the zone where the main gypsum series outcrops.

Within each group, the following sub-groups have been determined

- for soils with powdery gypsumt two sub-groups :

- modal.sub-group

- vertic sub-group

- for soils with crust t a single sub-group

- modal sub;group

Sub-Class of soils with a pallid horizon

Group ~vi th 'powdery gypsum

48. Brown to Reddish-Brown modal soils derived from·the main gypsu~

formation, from the Mustahil limestone and from the Gesoma
sandstone

These soils are developed on the vast glacis surrounding the
sandstone plateaus of Duhun. They are included in the map of the soil
association.: IV Duhun where they coyer approximately 1.700 km2.

On the geological map, the following succession may be observed

- At the base, the main gypsum formation which is, at present the
base level of the drainage system.

- Above t the Mustahil limestone which only.remainshere and there
forming low (10 to 20 m high) tabular hills, these being thicker at·Duhun
as they are protected by the overlaying sandstone •..

.- :... .
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- The whole is crowned with Ge soma' sandstone whi~h attains 110 m
heigt on the Duhun plateaus. The latter are in facts remnants left by
erosion.

Consequently, the original materiel of the colluvial deposits of the
lower zones is a complex mixed weathered material derived from these three
geological formations.

, A generally dense vegetation of tall acacias with a continued
gramine~ca:pet is observed especially near the sandstone plateaus. Farther,
the vege'tat1.on becomes sparse and is replaced with an open "bush" where
small thorny plants are dominant.

Morphology : 2 km to the North of Duhun, on the Duhun-Segeg track, the
following profile may be observed, nO 3-22. Position: at the base of
slopes below t~e gypsum hills - Dense vegetation with tall thorny bushes and
gramineae in sorne places.

o - 7 cm
AlI

7 - 40 cm
Al2

40 cm +
B gy

Yellowish-brown (10 YR 5/6) ; silty loam ; medium to fine
well-developed subangular blocky structure ; friable and dry
numerous rootlets.

Dark greyish-brown (10 YR 4/2) ; clay loam ; sorne small
gypsum crystals ; friable and dry ; rootlets and numerous
small roots ; distinct anù uniform transition to :

Dark brown (7,5 YR 3/2) ; clay; relatively friable angular
fragments giving a coarse, well-developed angular blocky
structure ; sorne not very distinct slickensides in sorne places
and sorne shrinkage cracks ; nu~erous small whitish gypsum
crystals giving a white powder ; compact, slightly humid ;
sorne rootlets.

Sorne gypsum crystals are also observed in horizon AI2 but the
accumulation is only distinct below 40 cm depth in horizon B gy.

Physico-chemical characteristics

These yellowish-brmvn to dark brown soils with silty loam st the
surface become clayey in the depth. The structure is well-developed, of
granular type down to 40 cm. But in the depth weak]y-~evelopedvertic
features appear.

The whole soil 1.s calcareous with calcium carbonate averaging
25 percent.

The content of organic matter is 1,9 percent in horizon Al from
o to 40 cm depth and decreases very slowly.in the depth. In horizon Bgy
it is still 1,5 percent.
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Nitrogcn content is low .: 0,8 %0 in Al.

pH is 8,0

.- content .of cxchangeable potassium is high
horizon Al.

- The phosphorus content is medium wi th .1. %0.

Cultural and pastoral fitness

2,2 me/IOO g in

The climatic conditions are unf&vourable for crop-growing on this
type of soil which nevcrtheless constitute suitable pastures during the
rainy season.

49 a and b. Modal soils on Yellowish-Brown to Brown alluvial deposits
of the Wabi Shebelle and of the Fafen

These soils include aIl the soils formed on alluvial deposits, except
vertisols and hydromorphic soils, in the Valley of the Wabi Shebelle between
Imi and Burkur (49 a) and in the Fafen Valley between Northern Kebri'Dahar'
and Korahe (49 b).

•
They cover approximately -1.300 km2 in the valley of the Wabi

Shebelle.

560 km2 i~ the Fafen Valley:

The vegetation generally consists'of a meadow with very small gramineae
but in many areas·a sparse bush with thorny shrubs (2 ta 3 m high) or a
real savannah with tall acacias may also be observed (Fanad plain North of
Kebri Dahar) •

. Morphology

This soil family associates two soil' series corresponding to two
types of alluvial deposits.

- a series wi th dominant sand on yellowish brown alluvial deposits.

- a series with a medium texture (sand and 'clay stratifications) on
Brown alluvial deposits. /

The series with dominant sand is especially developed on the ancient
or recent natural levees of the Wabi and Fafan. The gypsum accumulation
in the depth is generally very weak and is limited to sorne gypsum crystals.
The structure is single-grained and the whole profile is very friable.

A detail study of these soils may be found in the reports "Study and
reclamation of the soHs' of the Lower Valley of the Wabi Shebelle"

- "Note on the soil map of the Lower Valley of the Fafen".
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The series with a medium texture is developed in an intermediate
topographie position between the series with dominant sand and vertisols
located in depressed areas. The gypsum accumulation is more considerable
gypsum crystals appear distinctly in the clay stratifications. The structure
is single-grained in the loose sandy layers. Oh the other hand, it is
prismatic or fine cubic in the friable clay stratifications.

Physico-chemical characteristics

Complete physico-chemical characteristics may be found in the more
detailed surveys carried out in the Valleys of the Wabi Shebelle and of the
Fafen.

However, sorne chemical characteristics for both series are given
below, Le. :

The calcium carbonate represents approximately 18 percent with no
noticeable gradient with the depth. Lime is powdery in the form of carbonate
particles and silt sized:

The low content of organic matter averages 1 percent in the upper
horizon and gradually decreases with the depth to 0,5 percent •

The nitrogen content is less thau"0,5 %0.

pH is approximately 8,2 but conductivity of the saturation extract
increases from 2 romhos/cm at the surface to 7 nnnhos/cm below 1 m depth.
So~ls are slightly saline in the depth, the two main salts being sodium chloride
and calcium sulphate (gypsum).

The content of exchangeable potassium is high in the series with
dominant sand (more than 3 meil00 g of soil).

The phosphorus content is also high and averages 1,5 %0.

Cultural and Pastoral fitness

In the Valley of the Wabi Shebelle (49 a) these soils are included
in class l, hence they are very favourable for irrigation and their crop
growing suitability depends on the soil texture.

But in the Fafen Valley (49 b) where practically no irrigation possi
bili ties exist, these soils' are scarcely suitable for agricul tural purposes.
They are sometimes cropped to sorghum with variable results, North of
Korahe. Nevertheless' they constitute good temporary pastures during the
rainy season.·
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50. Vertic soils on f-ed alluvial deposits derived from the Kebri Dahar
limestone,' from the main gypsum formation and from the Mustahil
limestone.

They occupy the small aepressions scattered in Lower-Ogaden, and
mainly the gypseous zones, these depression often being formed in the wider
part of sorne valleys of temporary rivers or downstream from alluvial fans.
Filled in with alluvial deposits derived from limestone and gypsum, these
depressions present a real economic interest in this region since th~y are
suitable for crop-growing. In fact, they are periodically flooded but less
than the soils of family 12 which are mainly represented in the Danan
depression, and this also accounts for less pronounced vertic features.
They cover a total'area of approximately 700 km2.

The vegetation usually consists of small greyish t~orny plants with
a very dense gramineaecover.

Norphology :

The follo'l'7ing profile has been observed 4 km to the South-~lest of
Kelafo. Rough micro-relief with broad shrinkage cracks.

o - 20 cm
AIl

20 - 100 cm
AI2

100 cm +
B gy

Reddish-yellmo1-brown (7,5 YR 5/6) ; silty loam ; medium to
fine relatively well-developed subangular blocky structure
uns table aggregates ; powdery ; numerous small shrinkage
cracks ; friable ; short and uniform transition to :

Reddish-yellow (5 YR 6/8) ; silty èlay loam ; larg~ and 1 to
3 cm wide subvertical shrinkage cracks delimiting big
friable subangular fragments giving a single-grained structure
the'whole is compact; some gypsum crystals ; still sorne
rootlets ; graduaI transition to :

YellO\o1ish-red (5 YR 5/8) '; clay ; small shrinkage cracks
small fIat angular fragments; massive and very.compact
numerous small gypsum crystals ; few rootlets.

Physico-chemical characteristics

,

C03Ca Organic Conductivity. K + Na+ITotalType Tex Struc N C/N pH of sat. ext. mel me/,P205Soil Depth ' .of Hor~z. ture ture % matter %0 nnnhos/cm 100g 100gl %0
~;oup % .

0-10 AIl SiL sub. 32 0,6 0,3< 8,2 1,0 0,9 0,1 1,9
bl.sg --

-~ sub .. .

1O-6q AI2 CL bl.sg 32 0,5 8,2 0,5 0,5 0,1 1,7
f-.---- ----- ----'---..---_00:- '---' ---- ._-----

ange
60.: l B gy C bl. 27 0,4 8, 1 28,0 0,5 2,6 1, ï

Inr; ~m
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The reddish-yellow to yellowish-red soils has a silty loam to silty
clay loam texture in the first 60 cm and becomes clayey in the depth.

The structure is characterized by a general cracking of the profile
when dry with shrinkage cracks in aIl directions in horizon Al.

In the depth, the structure becomes massive with a prismatic trend
but slickensides are seldom observed.

The gypsum accumulation appears below 60 cm depth in the clay
horizon but always in a powdery form (separate crystals).

These are very calcareous soils owing to the origin of alluvial
deposits derived from limestone or gypsum.

The content of organic matter is weak despite the considerable
vegetative cover. In fact,vegetation is active only during a short part
of the year and humus is soon mineralized.

The nitrogen content is low.

pH is approximately 8,2 and conductivity of the ~aturation extract
greatly increases with the depth. There is a considerable accumulation
of sodium chloride which represents approximately 6,3g/1000 g of soil in the
profiles analysed.

The exchangeable potassium content is high.

The phosphorus content is also high.

The Total N shows a very distinct nitrogen deficiency.
Total P205

Cultural and Pastoral fitness

In the arid context of Ogaden, these depressions constitute interesting
. cultivation zones but owing to ~oil salinity in the depth, only sorne salt
tolerant plants such as certain varieties of sorghum may be considered. Sorne

,of these depressions are periodically or episodically under cultivation.
They are determined more aécurately on the map at 1/250.000.

A noticeable improvement of crop-yields could be achieved through
a combination of the flood effects of temporary rivers and of rainfall
in this' end, it would be advisable 1

- to improve'the efficaciousness of floods, the latter being distri
,buted homogeneously in the depressions.

- to prevent a loss of rain-water through runoff by a system of small
éontour earth dykes compelling rain-water to seep on the spot into the soil
(see chapter VI D).
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Nitrogen carriers such as ammoniumsulphate and lime nitrate at the
end of the rainy scason, are abso1utely·necessary in·order to obtain
suitab1e crop-yie1ds.

. .
51. Vertic soi1s.on dark brown alluvial deposits of the Daketa and

its tribu taries

They stretch on the large alluvial zones of the Daketa, of the Su1u1
and of their tributaries, North of Segeg and cover approximately 915 km2.
The vegetation consists of sma1l scattered thorny shrubs with sorne gramineae
tufts here and there.

Morpho10gy : In the plain of the Daketa on the Fik-Degah Medo track
the fo110wing profile may be observed :

o - 30 cm
AIl

30 - 120 cm
AI2

120 cm
(B gy)

Dark brown (10 YR 5/4) ; si1ty loam ; medium granu1ar
sma11 shrinkage crac~s in a11 directions ; friàble.

Dark brown (7,5 YR 4/4) ; si1ty loam ; medium ?ngu1ar
b10cky ; sma11 vertical shrinkage cracks.

Dark brown (7,5 YR 4/4) ; clay loam ; angular fragments
with distinct slickensides in sorne places, firm ; sorne
gypsum crys.ta1s.

Physico-chemical properties

Soil is reddish-brown to brO\ffi si~ ty l6am soi1 at the surface and
turns to c~ay loam in the depth. The texture is still 1i.ght with abundant
si1t.

Soi1 is considerably affected by sma11 cracks in a11 directions and
g~v~ng a granu1ar structure at the surface, but in the depth, vertic
features appear.

The undu1ated nature of ground .1eads to be1ieve that swe11ing
processes occur in the depth when the ground water table rises owing to. .
the f100ds of temporary rivers.

The gypsum accumulation is very weak in thedepth.
-, ,..'

Soi1s have a high calcium carbonate cont~ntaveraging 30 percent.

The content of organic matter is 10w but, from the surface down to
120 cm depth it is l, f percent and still 0,9 percent 10wer down. This

. stabi1ity is probab1y due to the cracks' a110wing decornposed plant clements
to sink from the surface into thede~th. ,
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The nitrogen content is low throughout the profile from 0,4 to

.pH,is approximately 8,1 .but conductivity is high throughout the
profile .(between ~ and II mmhos/cm of the saturation extract).

Sodium chloride in soil corresponds to approximately 2 g/IOOO.

Exchangeable potassium content is high

The total phosphorus content is medium

0,9 me/100 g.

The Total N ratio distinctly less than 1 shows a considerable
. Total P205

nitrogen deficiency.

Cultural and pastoral fitness

Despite their relatively high salinity, these soils could be cropped
to sorghum for instance, using the flood. waters of the Daketa and of the Sulul.
Unfortunately both theRe temporary rivers are often deeply embankedin their
alluvial deposits : at an.approximate 4 m depth for the Daketa and 7 ID for
the Sulul at Segeg;

The violent and sudden character of the floods especially of the
Daketa, is a problem as regards the installation of a diversion dam to flood
the plain in the downstream part. A network for the control of soil erosion
with small earth ridges could bec~n~idered in some zones.

When crop-growing is possible, nitrogen carriers such as ammonium
sulphate should be.added.

These zones arescarcely suitable for crop-growing and even graz~ng

possibilities are poor during the rainy season.

52. Red vertic soils on alluvial and wind-blown material

These soils occupy the hollows of the gent le undulations of large
spreading basins of Dobowein and Northern Danan. They are mapped together
with soils with a calcareous differenciation of family 43 in association V
(Dobowein, Northern Danan), and represent half of the surface or approxima
tely 780 km2

A very dense gramine~écarpetwith closely growing gramineaetufts
covers the ground. This considerable development of gramineae is due to the
relatively low position of these soils which allows them to drain the
overland runoff water flowing from slightly more elevated areas where on
the contrary gramineae are not so dense (see soil family 43). In sorne places,
acaciqs may be seen. The very pronounced gilgai microrelief at the surface
makes it very difficult·tè loove about.
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Morpho10gy : In the Dobowein spreading basin, the f?llowing medium
profile-may be observed.

o - 40 cm
AlI

Yellowish-red (5 YR-4/8) '; well-developed granular
friable.

very

40 - 120 cm
AI2

120 cm
B gy

Red (2,5 YR 4/8) ; clay ; scarcely friable angular fragments
with sorne slickensides ; scarcely friable.

Accumulation of gypsum crystals in a medium sandy clay matrix,
the whole with a motley grey and redcolouring ; - comFact.

The gypsum accumulation is very distinct in the ferm of crystals.
In sorne profiles a gypsum crust tends to appear but this is not usually
the case.

Physico-chemical characteristics

These reddish-yellow to red soils present a clay dominance but with
medium sand. The structure is granular down to 40 cm depth but becomes
larger in the depth where vertic features appear.

AU this soil presents a high content of calcium carbonate': 30 percent.

The content of ~rganic matter is relatively high for the region in
horizon AlI with 1,5 percent. In horizon AI2 it is but 0,9 percent.

pH is approximately 7,8 and conductivity of .the saturation extract
is weak : 1 mrnhos/èm in horizons AI 1 an~ A12.

Cultural and pastoral fitness

These soils could eventually be cropped to sorghum but with variable
results depending on rainfall. In the Dobowein plain and on these types of
soils in the West, several formerly cultivated lands are now abandonned.

It seems that a network for soil erosion control with earth ridges
should improve the growth conditions of sorghum (see ch.- VI C) in these
relatively low zones. Nitrogen carriers such as ammonium sulphate is a1so
reco'mmèndab le.

The zone 10cated North of Danan is a good pasture during and after
the rainy season. It may be. used as a reserve for wild animals. The Dobowein
spreading basin could play the same role (see 'ch. VI 6).
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Group with crust

53. Modal soils on red alluvial deposits, derived from the Gesoma
sandstone and Mustahil limestone.

These soils occupy the South-Eastern end of the Basin on the red
alluvial deposits of a pattern of temporary.rivers flowing down from the
Western limestone plateaus and from the Eastern sandstone plateaus
(El Habred regi6n) ending in a large 'saline alluvial fan between Burkur
and Ferfer. They cover a total area of approximately 642 km2.

The reddish-yellow to red soils, (5 YR 4/8) to (2,5 YR 4/8), have
a fine.to medium sandy texture. The crust at a small or medium depth is
usually.discontinuous and in this case, alluvial deposits with abundant
gypsum crystals may be observed resting directly on the gypsum slab in
situ (Bargun region).

These soils are wholly unsuitable for crop-growing and only
constitute poor pastures during the rainy season.

54. Reddish-yellow to yellowish-red soils t derived from the main
gypsum formation and from the Mustahil limestone

These soils cover aIl the colluvial or alluvial zones of the gypsum
formation of Lower-Ogaden. They are mapped, in the soil-association with
eroded ,.soils in early stage of development of the gyysum hills (family 3),
in association l (Lower Ogaden) where th~y occupy more than half of the
area or 21.000 km2, in association with soils with a calcareous differencia
tion of the small zoogeneous sandstone plateaus North of Imi (family 40), and
in association III where they cover 4/5 of the area or approximately 2.400 km2.

The total surface occupied by these soils is correspondingly 23.400 km2
which is considerable (more than 1/9 of the total surface of the Basin).

The erosion of the retreating slopes of plateaus of which very often
only remnants are left (for instance the puhun sandstone plateaus and Goja
hills North of Imi) as well as the erosion of gypsum, proyided a considerable
quantity of weathered material, the' latter being transported downstream
by temporary rivers.

Alluvial deposits scarcely exist in the upstream part of temporary
.rivers fincling their way ~vith difficulty between gypsum hills which are yet
hardly èroded. But, in downstream, the landscape widens and alluvial deposit~
are more extended. The limit between alluvial deposits and the gypsum formatlons
in situ is usually very distinctly seen on the field owing to a diffence
in the colouring : yellowish-red alluvial deposits and so~ls on ye~lowish~grey
gypsum. The temporary rive~ ends in an alluvial fan the Slze of WhlCh varles
according to the size of the river.
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In the alluvial part along the temporary r~ver or on the alluvial
fan, depressed areas are covered with vertisols (family 12) or vertic
soils with powder~ gypsum (family 48) which are suitable for agricultural
purposes.

This soil family also includes vast colluvialzones stretching
on almost fIat areas with,in sorne places only,small limestone or gypsum
remnants.

. .
The vegetation consists of ~ sparse bush with thorny (or not) shrubs

approximately 2 m high, and a plant association with dominant Gyrocarpus
habebensis. Along the bed of temporary streams generally grows a line of
tall trees of acacia type. The gramineaepndergrowth is not dense and is.
only developed during the rainy season.

•On colluvial zones, bare areas may be observed on the field, alterna-
ted with zones presenting.a dense vegetation with a "striped-bush ll pattern
seen· on aerial photographs (South of Dalad for inStance) •.

Morphology :-on alluvial deposits (Gode region)

a - 30 cm
AIl

Reddish-yellow (7,5 YR 6/6) ; clay loam
single-grained trend.

subangular blocky

30 - 80 cm
AI2

Yellowish-red (5 YR 5/8) clay subangular blocky.

80 - 120 cm
AI3

120 cm +
B gy

Dark yellowish-red (5 YR 5/8) ; clay

Friaple gypsum C~tlst.

compact.

- on colluvial deposits (Nprthern Danan)

a - 20 cm
AlI

Reddish-yellow (7,5 YR 6/8)
crumb structure.

silty loam scarcely developed

20 - 50 cm
AI2

50 - 70 cm
B gy

70 cm +
R

Yellowish-red (5 YR 5/8)
fragments.

Reddish gypsum crust

: Gypsum slab in situ.

clay loam friable angular

Th~ forming-process of the gypsum crust is different in alluvial
deposits and in colluvial deposits. " ..

, .

The alluvial deposits are usually very thick and the formation of
the gypsum ~crust is due to the pulsation effect· of the· ground Hater table.
caused by variations of the hydrological conditions of.temporary rivers.
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On the other hand, colluvial deposits are not very thick and
usua~ly overlay a shallow gypsum slab. The latter plays the role of an
impervioushorizon which is favourable to the permanent existence of a
small perched water table with abundant gypsum during the rainy season,
and to the graduaI formation of a gypsum crust.

In alluvial deposits, gypsum crusts are sometimes very thick and
seem to depend on the importance of the heightof bank dampened by flood'
waters which are practically always loaded with gypsurn. Thus, for the
Bu-Y temporary river. (West of Danan)the level of which may vary from
Om to 8m, a 6,5 cm thick gypsum crus~may~be observed as weIl as considerable
saline efflorescences.

In the alluvial fans of temporary rivers, the accumulation is often
much weaker, approximatèly 20 to 50 cm thick, and sometimes in a powdery
form.

In colluvial deposits, the gypsum shell is always thin and is often
limited to discontinued gypsum heaps.

Physico-chemical characteristics

These reddish-yellow to yellowish-red soils present a silty loam
to clay loam texture at the surface and are usually clayey in the depth.

The structure is generally scarcely developed ; surface horizons
are very friable and powdery when dry, whereas in the depth above the
gypsum accumulation, soil becomes compact. The gypsum crust remains friable.

The calcium carbonate content is 25 to 35 percent.

The content of organic matter is weak and approxin~tely 0,9 percent
in horizon AlI and 0,6. percent in horizon A12.

The nitrogen content is low to medium (0,5 to 1,2 %0).

pRis approximately 8,1 but the low conductivity in horieon Al ( 2mmhos/
cm) greatly increases in the gypsum crust (24 romhos/cm). Itshows a consi
derable increase of the sodium chloride content at this level which corresponds
approximately to 5,6/1.000 g of soil. This seems normal when one knows
that gypsum accumulation is frequently accompanied by a sodium chloride
accumulation. No alkalinization process may be observed owing to the presence
of gypsum and calcium carbonate which prevents any considerable fixation
of sodium on the absorbing complex.

The exchangeable potasium content is high, from 0,6 to 1,1 me/IOO g
of soil.

The phosphorus content is medium to high 0,9 to 1,6 %0.
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The analysis of the soils of
available boron appreximately 75
grade for most cultivated plants.

Gode region show a high content of
ppm s which is a very toxicconcentration

Cultural and pastoral 'fitness t •

These soils are unsuitable for crop-growing.'Apart from depressed
areas, the alluvial and colluvial zones are nevertheless good pastures during
the rainy season.

Many antilopes and other animaIs live in these vast zones which may
constitute interest~ng reserves for wild animaIs (see chapter V1G).

G. CLASS OF "BROHN AND BRUN1F1ED S01LS"

These soils aredeveloped in the Basin of the WabiShebelle in a
Humidand temperate climate with rainfall approximately' 900 mm and an
altitude above 2.000 m, on the gentle or steep slopesof basaIt mountains
(Chercher) or. on ash formations (Arussi). They are characterizéd by their
brown colouring,the lack of calcium carbonate in the profile and, in the
weathered material, a ncutral or acid, pH with a base-saturation grade
close toor less than 100 and a hign content of organic matter in' the upper
horizon. These soils pre.sent no vertic features in the depth.·Two groups
have been de termined: .

Group of brown eutrophie soils with a neutralpH with two sub-groups

- modal sub-group

- scarcely developed organic sub-group.

Group of brown mesotrophic soils with a pH

- hydromorphic sub-group.

Group 'bf brown eutrophie soils

6,5 with a ,single sub-group:

55. Association of brown modal soils (55 a) and developed organic
soils (55 b), derived from basaIt of plateaus and of mountain
ranges

These soils are developed on the slopes and fIat parts of the basaIt
mountain masses of Chercher (Kurfachele, Deder, Burka region) and farther
West, on the slopes of Mount Gugomana, Gugu and Meto. They also stretch
along the canyons of the Magna and 1lili and cover a total area of approxi
mately 2.824 km2.
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Apart from the Magna and Ilili canyons, aIl these regions are largely
under cultivation on gentle slopes, and deforested and turned into pastures
on steep slopes. Accordingly, the natural forest with Juniperus procera
(Tid) and Podocarpus gracilor (Zigba) only remains on very steep slopes or
in sorne talweg heads.

The association on the map at 1/1.000.00 consists of two sub-groups

modal sub-group on gentle slopes where soil is deep and largely
cultivated

scarcely developed organic sub-group on steep slopes with shallow
soils used only as grazing grounds.

These two sub-groups are separate on the map at 1/250.000 and are
represented by the symbols 55 a and 55 b.

Morphology

Dark brown (10 YR 4/3) ; heavy clay j medium angular
fragments; scarcely compact.

modal soils (55 a). On the Girawa-Kurfachele track, at 14 km
the following profile may be observed on a gent le slope :

Dark reddish-brown (5 YR 2/2) ; loam ; subangular blocky
to fine granular-structure ; very friable.

Brown
from Girawa,

o - 30 cm
AIl _

30 - 90 cm
AI2

90 - 160 cm
B

160 cm +
R

Motley red and dark brown ; heavy clay
structure ; friable.

Weathered basaIt.

medium angular blocky

In horizon B, the motley greyish-red and dark brown colouring has
probably been left by the weathering of basal tic material, which seems
to be confirmed by the friable character of this horizon.

@rganic w~akly developed brown soils (55 b) in the same zone as
further above but on the steep slcpe of a basaIt hill.

o - 15 cm
AlI

Very dark greyish-brown (10 YR 3/2) ; loam
blocky with single-grained trend; loose.

subangular

15 cm +
A12 R

Very dark greyish-prown (10 YR 3/2) ; friable weathered
basaIt gravels mixed with fine earth ; loam ; subangular
blocky with single-grained trend; very friable.
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Physico-chemical characteristics·

Soil Depth Type
Tex Struc C03Ca _. orge . N C/N pH T ' "Exch. V K+ Total

of me/ . Bases p~r- me/ P205group cm ture ture mat. %0horiz • - %
% 100g me/100g cent 100g %0

j , .
0-30 AlI L ub.bl ° 8,3 4,2 11 7 , 1 25,°1 27,0 100 0,7 0,86

!

55a 30-90 AI2 C ange
° 1,4 0,6 12 7,2 21,0 22,5 100 1,0 0,55, bl

~0-160 B C ange
° 0,6 0,3 1O 7, 1 24,0 24,0 100 0,8 0,50bl

0-15 AIl , L s.gr ° 13,8 6,0 13 7, 1 30,8 28,1 90 2,4 l,59

55b

1
10015+ AI2 R L s.gr ° 12,2 5,3 18 7,2 25,5 26,0 0,8 1,58

Bro~~ modal soils (55 a)

These soils present a loam texture at the surface and becôme clayey
with depth. The structure is'subangular blocky or angular blocky giv{ng
the horizons down to the base of the profile a very friable character

No vertic features are observed since soil drainage is facilitated
by two factors : the general gradient of land occasioning a lateral drainage
of r:unoff or infil tration water, and the exis tence of a parent-rock consist~ng

of basaltic colonnades the large vertical permeability ofwhich is considerable.

The content of organic matter is high at the surface as well as the
nitrogen content but they soon decrease below 30 cm depth.

C/N is low and characteristic of a soon mineralized humus.

pH is 'neutral and· the soil is not calcareous.

The absorbing complex is base-saturated.

The content of exchangeable potassium is high.

However, . the, phosphorus percentage is low ...

The Total N ratio is approximately 5 and shows a slight unbalance
Total P205

. detrimental to phosphorus.

Organic w.eakly develo~ed brown sail (55 b)

They present a ldam texture and a structure tending ta single-grained.
Thèse soils are not thick in horizon AIl, but the weathering of basaIt is
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considerable and horizon Al2 is thick since it consists of fine earth mixed
with weathered basaIt. This feature differenciates these soils from the
organic ercded.soils rn early stage ofdevelopment of family 9 (Shek
Hussien) where the.organic horizon rests directly on non-weathered material.

The content of o~ganic matter is high,do'ffl to 40 cm when horizon Al is
.th.ick . eno'ugh.

This is also true for nitrogen. The.low C/N characterizes aqui~kly

mineralized humus.

pH is practically neutral.

At the surface, the complex is very weakly desaturated.

The content of exchangeable potassium ~s very high at the surface.

The phosphorus content is also high.

Total NThe ratio is approximately 4 and shows a slight unbalance
Total P20S

detrimental to phosphorus.

Cultural, pastoral and afforestation suitabilities

Brown modal soils are everywhere largely cropped to cereals, peas,
lentils, in fact to aIl the necessary food-crops for local consumption.
The General lie of the land with its slopes makes mechanized cultivation
difficult. The technique of contour beds is recommended (see chapter VI B),
and phosphate carriers such as lime superphosphate should be added.

Brown organic soils are under cultivation in sorne places despite the
steep slopes but, in most cases, they are covered with a very dense
gramineaecarpet grazed by livestock. If the increase in the population was
not so considerable, these uneven zones would be highly suitable for affores
tation in "gaiden·forést" :: Coniferous grow particularly weIl in these misty
zones which also seem·very fit for intensive livestock-breeding after improving
the flora of pastures and the soil fertility (addition of phosphate carriers).

. ~

Group of brown mesotrophic soils

56. Brmm mesotrophic hydromorphic soils derived from Grey volcanic
ash.

These soils stretch at the Western end of the Basin in the Kore,
. Kofele and Ibano (sources of the Wabi) regions and coyer approximately

1.270 km2 .

They are developed on ash formations at a medium altitude of 2.700 m
and commanding the Gedeb plain (chernozem zone) 200 ID below. The weathering
in ravines of this soft material has given a very characteristic landscape.
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with round hills deeply cut by valleys. On the hillsides, thin (from 50
to 100 cm) trachytic layers outcrop and are intercalated in ash material.
At. this level·, appear many sources of small tributaries flowing clown· to the
Wabi which is here but a small river.

This region has a Tichean climate. The Kofelc hills, the first
barriers to the East wind bringing rain, have a high rainfall : approximately
1.000 mm. Owing to the high altitude and to the iainfall, temperatures are
low,all year round, the maximum seldom being'higher than 20° and hoar-frost
being relatively frequent during the coolest months.

The vegetation consists of an overgrazed gramineaecarpet with
dominant Pennisetum and scutch-grass. Forest remuants with Juniperus
procera (Tid) may be'still seen between Kelafo and Kore and in the Ibano
and Hogiso regions.

On the other hand, the regions of Kore and Sire with red ferrallitic
soils (studied fu~ther below) and protected against the East wind, present
considerably milder climatic conditions and instead of pastures, cereals
are grown under a thin forest (Tids and wild olive~trees).

Morphology : 2,7 km from Kofele on the Dodola track, on a gentle
slope, the following profile may be observed :

a - la cm
AIl

la - 40 cm
A12

40 - 90 cm
AI3

90 - 165 cm
B Fe Mn

Brown ; coarse sand; crumb structure with a single-grained
trend ; humid and friable; numerous rootlets; distinct
transition to

Light brown ; coarse sand ; medium to fine subangular blocky
structure with single-grained trend; humid and friable;
many rootlets ; gradual transition to

Yello~ish~brown to light reddish-brown ; loam ;well~developed
fine subangular.blocky structure; humid and friable; still
sorne rootlets ; distinct transition to ~

Brownish-yellowish-grey concretionary horizon.; coarse sandy
clay with. sorne rusty spots and numerous small brown friable
and round concretions ; usually hard horizon in places ;
distinct transition to: .

165 cm +
gley

motley grey and reddish-yellow
morphic.

coarse sandy clay hydro-

Small glass fragments are visible throughout the profile. The
. differenciation with the hillslopes is usually small, however, soil tends
to be lighter in horizon A12. Furthermore, complex profiles in relation to
the presence of thin trachytic layers interstratified with ash, may be
observed on the slopes.
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~sico-chemical characteristics

Type T Excll.
V Ca++ Hg++ K+ TotalSoil Depth Tex Struc C03Ca .Org. N 'Qasf<of C/N pH me/ me per- me/ me/ me/ P205roup cm ture ture '. mat. %0horiz. % % 100g 100g cent 100g 100g 100g %

0-10 AIl cS s.gr 0 19,6 5,9 13 5,9 88 31,4 35,6 16,2 13,8 0,5 2, 15

56 10-40 AI2 cS s.gr 0 3,9 1',7 12 6,0 58 16,9 29,3 6,6 9,6 0,6 1,67

sub.
.

40-90 AI3 L bl 0 1,3 0,8 9 6, 1 23 12,8 55,6 5,7 6,3 0,7 1,74

~0-165 BFeMn cSC
1

- 0 0,25 6, 1 25 12,8 51 ,2 5,7 6,3 0,7 1,42

165+ gley cSC 1 mas- '0 0,18 6,5 35 9,70 27,71 4,8 4,2 0,6 1,421
sive

1

These bro,vu mesotrophic soils are characterized by a texture with
dominant coarse sand in the upper horizons and loam layers. Clay increases
in the depth. Coarse sand is practically only represented by glass which
is unsuitable for a good permeability even of the upper layers since the
fine ash particles have a soil-clogging effect unfavourable to 'vater
penetration.

The accumulation of organic matter is considerable in horizon AIl. The
co~tent is much weaker in horizon 10-40 cm but shows that organic matter
penetrates very deeply.

The nitrogen content is very high in horizon Alland is still high
in horizon A12. Nitrogen mainly consists of.organic nitrogen.

The C/N ratio taking the pH into account, characterizes a slowly
mineralized acidic humus.

pH is acid and increases .slightly in the depth. These soils are,
with andosols:t?e only soUs of the Basin with an acid ·reaction.··.

The base saturation grade is low compared to other soil families
and varies from 30 to 56 percent.

Ca ... . .
The-- . rat~o ~s approx~mately 1 or less wh~ch m~ght block the

Mg

assimilatia'n by plants of calcium.or potassium. Rence, the calcium content
"must· be . increased.
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The content of phosphorus is high and very high at the surface.

The Total N ratio is approximatelY'2,S at the surface and only
Total P20S

at a small depth and characterizes a nitrogen defic.iency.

The specific physico-chemicalcharacteristics of these soils are due
to very wet and cool climatic conditions and to a generally unsuitable drainage

. in relation to :

the inadequate permeability of fine ash which soon clogs :the .soil.

- the presence, sometimes at a small depth, of impervious trachytic
layers.

But unlike what has been observed for the vertisols and chernozems
of neighbouring regions, the temporary clogging of the lower layers do not
lead to an individualization of lime. Lime if it previously existed in the
parent-rock has been c9mpletely eliminated, the solution has been acidified
thus tacilitating th~ migration of iron and manganesè and the manifestation
of hydromorphic features.

Ferrugineous and manganesiferous concretions ~re generally very
abundant and sometimes form real ironpan blocks as seen on the Kofele-Kore track.

Cultural and pastoral fitness

The climatic conditions are unsuitable for agriculture': only
"ensete" (Musa ensete) is çultivated here and there near houses.

This zone is suitable for livestock breeding but pastures are poor.
The soil acidity and the Ca++/Mg unbalance should be corrected with lime
amendments and the quality of pastures could be improved with more suitable
fodder plants for livestock.

Nitrogen carriers are absolutely necessary in order to obtain a
large production of grass. If lime amendments cannot be added to the soil,
lime-nitrate may be used, the latter being a nitrogen carrier which contains
1/4 of its wèight in time. Urea is also advisable for these soils with a
high organic content. It is also recommendable to plant wind-screens in order
to improve the usually'very cold local micro-cliroates (see chapter VI C).

H. FERSIALLITIC SOIL-CLASS ._

Fersiallitic soils exist in the North of the Basin in the Harar-Babile
region on sandy-granitic colluvial denosits, in the Gebiba regionin situ
on the parent-rock and in the South of the Basin on the sandstone plateaus of
Duhun, El Kere and of North-Eastern Ginir: Rainfall is 400 to 800 mm.

AlI of them belong to the sub-class of saturated fersiallitic soils.
The main morphological and physo-chemical features allowing to class them
as fersiallitic soils are :

- a not very thick profile, on'a zone either fIat or with a sm?ll
slope.
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-The soil has a bright reddish-brown to red in B horizon.

-.Horizons A and B are decarbonated but base-saturated.

- on the other hand, in horizon C, traces of calcium carbonate 'may ,
be"observed inweathered granite.

The type of clay varies function of t~le parent-rock (see table
further belm.,).

Illite is dominant ~n soils developing on granite •
..

Soils on limestone present a dominant metahalJoysite fraction with
open i 11ite .

Conversely, soils on sandstone present a dominance of kaolinite or
"fire clay" . inherited from the parent-rock.

Type On granite (Babile) On limestone (Gebibq) On sandstone (Duhun)horizon

i11ite Kaolinite or fire
Al kaolinite or fire- metahalloysite clay

clay traces of mont- traces of open i11ite abundant haematite
mori l10ni te. abundant haematite gibbsite
traces of haematite trace of goethite

.. illi te Kaolinite or fire-
kaolinite or fire- metahailoysite clay

B clay open i11ite very abundant haema-
sorne montmorillonite abundant haematite tite
traces of haematite sorne gibbsite

traces of goethite

ilUte

C montmorillonite

weathering kaolinite or fire-
clay
traces of haematite

montmorillonite
Kaolinite·or fine-

R clay - . Kaolinite. .
illite

trace of haematite

The various mineraI fractions are given in the order of decreasing
importance.
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-horizon B still often presents numerous mineraIs at weathering stage
(in the case of granite) .. They mainly c.onsist of feldspar (plagioclase and
"andesite) •

TIle sub-class of saturated soils consists of

The' type group wi th two sub-groups.:

group

~ modal sub-group with a weathered horizon C at 80 cm depth
at least.

- a scarcely-developed sub-group with an horizon C at less than
80 cm depth •

. 57. Reddish-brown modal soil-types, derived from Adigrat granite and
sandstone.

These soUs are developed in the reg~on of Harar, Babile-Fugnanbira,
on rolling plateaus and on slopes where the weathering of granite or the
colluvia derived' from sandstone and granite are the'most considerable. :They
are easily known mying to their 'reddish-:'brown to red colouring contrasting
with the light grey of soils in early stage of development on granitè.
On these plateaus, isolated granite outc~oppings are frequently~seen. West
of the Harar-Dire Dawa road they also exist on relatively steep slopes the
top of which consistsof limestone remnants with brown calcic soils. They
cover a 1.470 km2. .

Morphology on the Babile plateau the following profilëmay be
observed.

decayed granite with black mica friable.

deeply weathered granite in situ"; motley white and red
wi th sorne pockets of red clayey earth ;" ffiab le.

Reddish-brown (5 YR5/4) ; fine sandy clay subangular
blocky"; stone-line of scarcely worn quartz gravels.;
abundantyellow mica; friable.

o - 40 cm'
AI

40 100 cm
B

100 - 180 cm
C

180 cm +
"R 1

Brown (7,5 YR 5/4) ; coarse sand
crumb structure ; friable.

medium and fine

Variations ar~ mostly observed in horizon AI. "Very frequently~ owing
to weathering, thestone-line"of horizon B is very.near the surface
(Hadow region, Fugnanbira track).
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Physico-chemical characteristics

Org.mat ~EXChJ Ca++ Mg++ K +Soil Depth horiz Tex- Struc C03 N T ases: V . Total
C/N pH /. ~ me/ me/ture ., me met per- me/ P2,°5~roup cm type ture Ca .. % %0

%
. 100g 100g cent 100g 100g 100g %0

,
0-40 AI cS s.gr ° 2, 1 1,2 10 7,7 10 11,8 100 7, 1 4,0 0,54 0,6

57 40-
B cSC

sub.
° 1,2 0,8 9 7,5 18 18,4 100 11,8 6,0 0,34 0,4100 bl.

1

10O-
C CS 0,8 0,6 0,5 8 1 0,30 0,4180 - 8,°1

These reddish-hrown and red soils are very sandy at the surface
(coarse sand) and more clayey at a small depth.

In the weathered granite horizon (C) sorne traces of calcium carbonate
may be observed.

The content of organic matter is medium to IQw as weIl as the nitrogen
content. C/N is very low and shows that. humus is quickly mineralized.

The absorbing complex is saturated but the exchangeable capacity is
very weak owing to the scarcely clayey soil-texture.

- The Ca/Mg ratio is correct.

- The content of exchangeable potassium ~s medium to low.

- The phosphorus content is medium.

- The Total N ratio is approximately 2 and indicates a nutritional
Total P205

unbalance detrimental to nitrogen.

Yet, the medium contents of the three main elements
increased for intensive crop-growing.

Cultural fitness

NPK must be

Soils are generally largely cropped in Harar owing to the density of
population and there are practically no fallow lands. On this type of soils
the main crops are sorghum~ groundnuts and sweet potatoes as weIl as
vegetables. Chat (Catha edulis) isgrowri on the terraces built on steep
slopes.
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Though the" farmers regularly add manure to the soil, the latter is
very poor in nitrogcn as well as in potassium and phosphorus. The nitrogen
deficiency is easily observed on sorghum and chatt. The addition of a
complet~ mineral fertilizer : NPK before cultivating the land and a·
fractional adding of nitrogeri··during,·the vegetative cycle would considerably·
increase the crop-yield. However, as on the oné hand the soil isvery
well-diained and on the other hand it has a·very weak exchangeable capacity
hence a low retention of fertilizers, the fractional addings of nitrogen
carriers should be calculated judiciously in order to avoid los ses due to
leaching.

The preferential carriers to be added are, i.e.

- nitrogen urea, ammonium lime nitrate and ammonium sulphate.

- pho~phorus : superphosphate.

- potash : potassium chloride.

The problem concerning erosion which is particula~ly alarming in
Harar will be studied in the.paragraph on ferralitic ~oils (family 60).

58. Dark Reddish-Brown modal soil-types, derived from Kebri-Dahar
limcstone , .'

These reddish-broWn to red soils are developed on the very gently
rolling tabular limestone plateaus, mainly :

Boke-Midagola plateau representing approximately 500 km2 at a mean
altitude of 1.800 m.

Gebiba plateau betweenthe Omashivo and Sekota rivers and another
plateau between the Sekota and Ungwata rivers, the total surface
of which is approximately 600 km2 at a mean altitude of 1.600 m.

Morphology

The following profile may be observed in the Gebiba region with a
vegetation of gramineae and bush with acacias.

o - 20 cm
Ali

Dark reddish-hrown (5 YR 3/3) ; sil ty clay loam.; granular
friable.

20 - 80 cm : Dark reddish-brown (5 YR 3/4)
A12 . angular blocky ; firm.

..
silty.clay to clay medium

The limestone slab 'is located at about 2 m depth.

80 cm +
B

: Dark red (5 YR 3/6) ; clay ; "platy" fragments very compact.
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Physico7chemical characteristics

T Exch
V Ca++ Mg++ K+ . TotalSoil Depth Horiz Tex Struc C03Ca .Org. - N C/N pH me/ Ba~ me/ me/ me/me per- P205group cm type ture ture mat. %0

% % 100g 100g cent 100g 100g 100g %0

0-20 AIl SiCl gra. ° 7,6 3,4 13 7,5 50 44',2 88 28,0 10,0 6,2 0,63

58 SiC ang.

° 2,5 l ,2 11 7,3 33 38,3 95 22,5 7,0 1,5 0,561O-8O AI2 bl.
1

C

1 ang •

. 1 80 + (B) C bl. ° 1,5 1,° 9 7,5 28 26 92 18,0 7,0 0,5 0,48

-_..

Thedark reddish-brown to dark red soil has a silty clay loam to
clay texture. The granular structure at the surface becomes angular blocky
at a medium depth. This soil is friable to firm and can easily be tilled.

No traces of caléium carbonate Ln the soil. The content of organic
matter is very high in horizon °- 20 cm and decreases .progressively
i~ the depth but is still 1,5 percent in horizon B. This is also true for
the nitrogen content which is high at the surface and medium between 20
and 80 cm depth.

- The C/N ratio is low andcharacterizes a soon mineralized humus.

- The pH is approximately 1,4 and theabsorbing complex is practically
saturated.

- The Ca/Hg ratio is normal.

- The exchangeable potassium content is high at the surface and high
in the dep th.

The phosphorus content is medium. The N/total-P205 ratio is unbalanced
in horizons AIl and AI2 and proves detrimental to phosphorus, hence the
necessity of using phosphate fertilizers.

Cultural fitness

When rainfall conditions are suitable, these soils present distinctly
better crop-growing possibilities than in the case of the soils previously
Studied since, to their clayey texture is due a far more considerable
specifie retention.

- In the Boke Fadis region, these soils are cropped to maize, sorghum,
chatt and vegetables (mostly onions).
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- on the large plateaus, mechanized cultivationis possible and ~s
now in progress (see chapter VI E).

In the case pf soil already under cultivation over a long period,
phosphate fer-tilization must be completed witil ilitrogen fertilization- as the

. conten't of organic matter is often much lmver than was .indicated above (faIJow-lan

- on the plateaus to the South-West of Gebiba and Soddu, the extension
of dry farming cultivation seems possible once the phosphorus deficiency
of soil is corrected.

59 (a and b) Association of red modal sail-types (59 a) an'cl 'scarëely
developed soil-types (59 b), derived from the Gesoma .
sandstone.-

These red soils are extended on the large sandstone plateaus located
on the one hand between the Labu and the Wahi Shebelle and on the other
hand, Southwards on a series of plateaus (rernnants),with a,variable extension,
namely

-Duhun and El Kere plateaus on considerable areas.

- Aouatou ~fountains (North-East of Ginir) and several smallerplateaus
between t~e Madiso and the Gelmiye ,temporary river (North-East Imi).

- These plateaus correspond to a total area of approximately 1.530 km2

In the El Kere region a scarcely-developed soil-group on small
weathered plateaus ïs mapped on the map at 1/250.000 and is associated in a
typical group on the map at 1/1.000.000.

Morphology :

On the Duhun sandstone plateaus under a dense gramineaevegetation with
tall trees, the following profile may be observed :

o - 20 cm
AI

20 - 80 cm
(B)

80 G:TIl +
R

Red (2,5 YR 4/6) ; fine sandy clay ; scarcely friable fragments
giving a single-grained and medium subangular blocky structure
relatively firm when dry ; graduaI and uniform transition ta :

Dark red (2,5 YR 3/6) ; fine sandy clay ; friable angular
blocky fragments giving a well-developed medium subangular
blockystructure ; just humid, friable; numerous rootlets
sudden transition to :

,>

Very hard sandstone slab ~n situ.
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Type modal soils (59 a) ar~ usually deeper For instance, in the
profiles observed in the El Kere region, the sandstone slab is at 130 cm
depth and on the plateaus to the North of the Wabi it is below ISO cm depth.

Conversely, the scarcely-developed type modal soils (59 b) stretching
on the narrOw weathered plateaus in the El Kere region present a s~ndstone

slab very near the surface.

Physico-chemical characteristics
r

T
Exch

V Ca++ Hg++ TotalType N ~_asrsSail Depth of Tex Struc C03 Org.maL C/N pH met me per- me/ met K+ Na+ P205group cm horiz. ture ture Ca % %0 100g 100g cent 100g IOOg %0
'%

-
0-20 AI sC sub. 0 1,5 0, ( 10 7,7 15 t O Il ,0 73 9,0 1,2 0,4 0,4 0,40

bl.,
r~

59 a 20-80 (B) sC sub. 0 1s 1 0,6 11. 7,5 16,0 14,0 87 13,2 0,6 0,1 0, 1 0,40bl. .
These red to dark red soils generally consist of fine sandy clay

but they are clayey on the Labu plateaus. Soil remains friable in fine earth.

There is no calcium carbonate.

The content of organic matter is low but decreases slowly in the
depth. This is also true for nitrogen. The C/N ratio il; low and indicates
a soon mineralized type of humus.

The exchangeable capacity is general1y weak but it is more considerable
on the Labu plateaus owing to the high clay content.

The Ca/Mg ratio is very high. The content of exchangeable potassium
is medium and low at Duhun and El Kere and higher on the Labu plateaus.

The phosphorus content is medium.

Cultural and pastoral fitness

Fersiallitic modal sail-types (59 a) on sandstone may be very suitable
for agro-pastoral development.

- It is certai~ly possible ta extend dry-farming cultivation on the
Labu plateaus.

In Lower Ogaden, the plateaus on sandstone are the only
plateau-zones where fresh water may be found. In fact, the suspended water
table rests on the subjacent Mustahil limestone.
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To this ground water table are due many permanent springs in the
El Kere region and it is said that wells have been dug on the Duhun
plateau~. The vegetation of these sandstone plateaus is far more developed
and often quite different from the vegetation of the neighbouring gypseous
zones.

They constitute very good pastures practically all.year round but
nevertheless could probably be largely ameliorated. Knowing the possibilities
of the suspended ground water tableis essential for any attempt at
agro-pastoral development.

In the case of crop-growing,and even for .an improvement·of pastures,
the soil·fertility must be ameliorated as regards the three major elements :
NPK and carriers should be added, for instance :

- riitrogen : lime nitrate, ammonium, ammonium'sulphate and
eventually, urea.

- phosphorus : lime superphosphate

potash : potassium chloride.

The scarcely developed fersiallitic soil-types (59 b) on steep slopes
and eroded zones are favourable for reforestation in the region of the
Aouatou mountains as weIl as in the El Kere region.

l - FERRALLITIC SaIL CLASS

Ferrallitic soils are developed {n the Basin only ~n weIl drained
areas, at an altitude between 2.500 m and 3.500 m with rainfall approximately
1.000 mm or more. They correspond to the red 'and reddish-brmm or yellmvish
brown well-drained soils (at the surface and within), on small hills and
mountain-slopes in contrast with the dark grey vertisols'of the underdrained
fIat zones of the plain.

AlI the ferrallitic soils of the Basin of the Wabi are included in the
sub-class of weakly de~aturated or saturated ferrallitic soils. They are
characterized

- by a very thick profile presenting no traces of limestone.

- by a subangular to angular blocky structure throughout -the'profile.
This soil being very friable is easily known on the field.

- by a clay fraction with a dominance of metahalloysite or of
kaolinit:e and ~nth sorne il1ite to which is due the high exchangeable capacity
of soil.

Foot note - The classification presented here for ferrallitic soils is
provisional and tentative. These soils can be considered. as
transitional between terrallitic and fersiallitic. Further
studies are likely to modify the present classification.
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- by the presence, in the deeper horizons consisting of weathered
material, of montrnorillonite on soil derived from a complex material (colluvial
limestone, sandstone and granite deposits).

- by a generally considerable haematite content (see table)~

- by the colouring of soil (horizon B) from red to reddish-brown
with various hues, for instance yellowish-brown for some soils on sandstone.

=========================================================~=========================~

Original material

On limestone + granite On basal tic colluvial On sandstonc (Michet~)

Type horizon (Harar) colluvial deposits (Kuni) colluvial deposits
deposi ts

AI Metahailoysite Hetahalloysi te Kao lini te
Illi te open illi te open illite
Abundant haematite Abundant haematite traces of goethite

Metahalloysite Hetahalloysi te Kaolinite
B lllite open illite

Abundant haematite some goethite

C
Ka6linite

weathered
open i11ite
sorne goethite

The different mineral fractions are reprèsented in the order of
decreasing qualitative importance.

In the sandy fraction,minerals which can be affected by weathering
still exist in particular feldspar (on basaltmaterial).

lt is therefore obvious that fersiallitic and ferralitic soils are
not clearly differenciated from the mineralogical as well as from the physico
chemical points of view. However, the morphological characteristics of the
profile (thickness, structure, friable character, type of base-rock weathering)
are those usually obserVèd in ferrallitic soils.

The ferrallitic soil sub-class, either desaturated or saturated,
includes two groups :

the type group with two sub-groups :

- a thick modal 5ub-group with a weathered horizon C below 1,5 m
,depth,
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- a scarcely developed sub-group with a weathered horizon C
at less than 1,5 m dcpth. This sub-group presents an organic facies with a
content of organic mattervary~ng from 3 to 7 percent.

- the humic 8roup with a content of organic matter greater than
7 percent for a 20 cm depth, and a single sub-group :

- scarcely developed sub-group with a weathered horizon C at
less than 1,5 ID depth.

60. Red modal soil type, derived from the Kebri Dahar limestone,
from Adigrat sandstone and from granite.

These soils are developed on the slopes and colluvial deposits at
the base of slopes of the hilly landscape ·of Harar, in the triangle formed
by Harar-Adel1e-l'1elkerafu. They cover approximately 375 km2. The col.luvial
deposits are complex and include weathering material derived from :

- limestone of tabular hills commanding the lands cape (Akim-Gara
Kondudo etc .•• )

subjacent but not very thick Adigrat sandstone.

- granite of the base which outcrops on large areas, Southwards and
near Kersa ~n the North.

Morphology :

Leaving Harar, to the North, on à natural section due to weathering, .
the following profile Day he observed under a graminea cover

o - 50 cm
Al

50 - 470 cm
B

Dark reddish-brown (2,5 YR 3/4) ; clay ; very well-developed
crumb to granular structure

Dark red (10 YR 3/3) ; clay; small horizontal and vertical
cracks delimiting shining prisms ; the latter are very friable
and provide material with a very well-developed medium angular
blocky structure including shining aggregates ; friable.

470 / 800 cm: Reddish-brown weathered sandstone.
C

The friable nature of horizon B as weIl as the weathering ~n the
depth characterize ferrallitic soils.

The most remarkable feature is the glossy aspect - as if they were
varnished - of the structural elements of horizon B. This is probably due
to the presence of halloysite dominant in the clayey fraction •

.'
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The nature of the weathered material in C depends on its position
on the slope, for instance

- in the upper part and in the middle of the slope s soil usually
rests on \07eathered sandstone material.

- in the Lower part of the slope, the weathered material is derived
from granite.

In the Alemaya and Adele regions s the upper horizon is bro~'11 to
dark brown. This is not due to a greater content of organic matter
but to the presence, higher up, of limestone remnants providing bro\-Tn
\o7eathered material overlaying the slopes in the form of colluvial deposits.
In the upper parts of hills the \veathering of limestone produces the brovm.
calcic and calcic rendzina soils described previously (family 25).

Physico-chemical characteristics

1

strucb- Ca
1 Exch ca++IMg++Soil Depth Horiz Tex N

T
[basts

V K+ Na+ [TotalOrg.mat C/N mel mel !mel mel mel P205roup cm type ture ture 1 3 %0 pH me per-
I % - % 100g 100g cent 100g 100g 100g 100g %0

--- '-'
1 --

a-50 Al C gr. a 2,7 i 12 7,0 26,0 26,3 100 16,6 9,3 0,30 Os 1 0,5,
"

50 50-:- ange

470
B, C blo. a 0,3 6,7 17,6 17,9 100 10,0 7,6 0,20 0,1 0,4

.

470+ C - -1 0 6,5 5,0
.1

0,4
,

This sail is dark reddish-bro~~ at the surface and dark red in the
depth and presents a clayey texture. It is very thick with a granular
structure in horizon Al turning into a very well-developed medium angular
blocky structure in the depth. The whole profile is very friable.

Soil is riol'· calcareous.

The content of organic matter is medium down to a 50 cm depth.

The nitrogen content is also medium at the surface.

tiN is low and characterizes a soon mineralized humus.

pH is neutral' at the surface and slightly acid in 'the depth.

The absorbing complex is base-saturated.

The Ca/Mg ratio is correct.

The content of exchangeable potassium is' medium to lm...

Total N
The is approximately 2 and reveals a nutritional unbalance

Total P205

detrimental to nitrogen.

. -
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Cul tural fi tness

These soils are largely cropped mainly ta maiie, sorghum and
chatt (Catha edulis) which is a "cash-crop". Beans, sweet potatoes and
various other vegëtables (potatoes,' onions, tomatoes) are also produced
in large quantities.

The fertility Level of these soils is medium as regards phosphorus
and potash but is very poor as regards nitrogen.

Consequently, it is necessary to add nitrogen carriers in order to
increase in a considerable proportion the yield of chatt plantations and
of annual crops.

Besides, since the contents of phasphorus and potash are medium,
adding phosphate and potassium carriers seems advisable if the economic
condi tions of cultivation make i t possible.

The carriers ta be added are as fallows

nitrogen : urea, lime nitrate, ammonium nitrate, alrnnonium sùlphate.

- phosphorus : lime superphosphate

potash : potassium chloride.

The most urgent measure to be taken is erosï.on control:"All the
Harar regian is afrected by a very serious headwater erosion resulting
in the formation of very:deeply eroded gullies, and very often of
"1avakas" 3 to 5 m deep quickly going up the hillslopes. ..''''

Therefore, erosion control consists in limiting overland-runoff
on slopes ~nd also' in warping the erosian gullies.

Control of water erosion

- On the steep slopes(representing more than 8 percent), farmers
have buil t terraces especially for the cultivation of chat t. These sometimes
cansist of low dry-stone walls but usually of earth ridges .. The flat part
of the terrace is also divided perpendicularly which is a suitable technique
for erosion control on steep .slopes. . .

It is nevertheless necessary to extend the eros~on control system to
smaller slopes :

1

- for slopes from 3,5 to 8 percent, contour bed-ploughing should be
adopted (see chapter VI B).·

- for slopes less than 3,5.percent, the. technique of contour
ploughing should be applie~ (~ee chapter VI B). ..

Besides, these techniques would allow improving' in a considerable
way the hydrologic.balance of soil (see chapter VI C).

·i
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Stabilization of erosion gullies

It consists in controlling the swiftness of water flow in gullies
by means of small pile weirs, gabions and wire or even masonry dams
in the "lavakas", these in,s tallations also being usefül for wraping
"7ith erosion material and for a progressive grmolth of a natural vegetation
(see details in chapter VI B).

61. Humic ferrallitic soil types on Reddish-Bro.m mater.ial derived
from the basaIt of plateaus

, These 'soils are developed at an altitude from 1.600 m to 2.000 m
with rainfall approximately 1.000 nnn or more. The stretch on the one hand,
on the colluvial deposits_on slopes .and on the base of slopes of the rounded
basaIt hills of Chercher which constitute the counterfort of basaIt chains
encircling the basin in the North and North West, in the Kuni, Gelemso
and Minne regions.

- on the otherhand, on the undulations of basaIt plateaus in Northern
Ginir borde ring the Shek Hussien mountains.

These sails cover a total area of 1.270 km2.

Morphology : Description of a road trench observed on the Kuni
Bedessa track 4 km from Karakurkura.

o - 30 cm
AIl

30 - 90 cm
A12

Dark reddish-bro\vu (5 YR 3/3) clay
friable.

Dark reddish-brown (2 YR 2/4) clay
fine angular blocky ; friable.

mëdium granular

well-developed

90 - 600 cm-:
(B)

600 cm
C

Dark reddish-bro~~ (2 YR 2/4) ; clay ; scarcely-developed
medium to coarse angular blocky ; friable; sorne friable
manganese concretions at the base.

Much weathered basaIt in small motley-coloured nodules with
flakes due to weathering ; non-calcareous.

Throughout the profile the presence of a large quantity of magnetite
gives the soil a dark colour.

The profile is not always so well-developed and its 'thickness varies
locally in relation ta the importance of the colluvial,process.

1- !
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Physico-chemical characteristics

T Exch V Ca++ 1-1g++ K+ Na+ Tot
Soil Depth Horiz Tex Struc- C03Ca Org .mat N

C/N pH me/ basl! me/ me/ me/ me/ P20me per-
type ture ture < %0group cm % % 100g 100g cent 100g 100g 100g 100g %

. -

0-30 Ali C t gr. ° 4, 1 2,5 9 6.,( 56 29 50 18,0 10,0 0,7 0,2 1, 1

61 ang.
30-90 A12 C blo. ° 1,9 1,6 7 ,6; ~ 37 28 80 17,0 10,0 0,6 0,3 0,9

90- (B) C ang.

° ~, 36 26 80 15,0 . 9,0 0,6 0,4 0,71

600 blo.

These dark reddish-brown soils have a very clayey texture (more than
65 percent), but the considerable development of the angular blocky structure
givesthehorizons a very friable character and a good permeability.

The external and internal drainage of these soils is very good. As soon
as one reaches the underdrained areas at the foot of hills, brown vertisols
may be observed.

The soil is non-calcareous and no traces of carbonates exist in
weathered basalt.

The content of organic matter is high in horizon Alland a certain
amount penetrates into horizon A12.

The nitrogen content is high ~n horizon Ail and is medium below.

The C/N ratio is very low showing that humus is int,ensely mineralized.

pH is slightly acidic in' the horizons containing organic matter and
~s neutral in horizon (B).

The exchangeable capacity is high,but the saturation degree is medium
in the organic horizon and though it is higher deeper down, the absorbing
complex is never completely saturated.

Conversely, the soils of Northern Gini~ are practically base-saturated
right from the surface where the saturation,degree is 94 percent, and it
increases to 100 percent in the depth.

The Ca/Mg ratio is correct.

The content of exchangeable potassium is high as weIl as the
phosphorus content.
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Total N
Total P205

nitrogen deficiency.

Cu1turà1 Ùtness

These soi1s are high1y suitab1e for the plantation of trees and
orchards owing to their considerable thickness, their good interna1 and
externa1 drainage and the possibi1ityfor roots to penetrate into the
depth. They are a1so adequate for most annua1 crops,in particu1ar because
of their suitab1e specifie retention.

- In Chercher, c1imatic conditions arefavourab1e to many temperate
and tropical crops. On the red ferra11itic soi1s of slopes, terraces have
been bui1t on which coffee-trees and chatt are usua11y we11-grown.
These soi1s are a1so intense1y cropped to maize, sorghum and sweet potatoes .

.. In the regions of the Northern-Ginir p1ateaus, c1imatic conditions
are not so good since temperatures are coo1er. Neverthe1ess, coffee-tree
plantations can be large1y cxtended to this zone.

As regards ferti1ity, these soi1s have suitab1e contents of phosphorus
and potassium, but m.,ing to the intense mineralization of humus, a nitrogen
poverty n~y be observed, compared with total phosphorus.

Adding nitrogen carriers wou1d high1y increase the yields (urea,
lime nitrate, an~onium and ammonium su1phate).

62. Yellowish-brmm organic ferralli tic soil-types, derived from
Gesoma sandstone.

These soi1s occupy the f1at areas and gent le slopes of the Shek
Hussien mountains. They cover approximate1y 140 km2 and are associated
on the map with organic lithic soi1s on steep slopes (fami1y 9) in
associ.ation nO VI - Shek Hussien. .

. Morpho1ogy On the Shek Hussien-Djara track at 20 km from Shek
Hussien, the fo11owing profile is observed :

o - 20 cm
Al

Brown ; humic ; sandy and medium sandy ; single-grained
loose.

20 180 cm: Light red not:humic ; sandy to medium and fine sandy with
B sorne pockets with more abundant humus sing1e-grained

loose.

'.
180

C

300cm: Motley yel10wish~red and whitish weathered sandstone

Cultural and afforestation suitabilities

friable.

On these soi1s may be seen a fïne Tid forest. In sorne places recent
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land-clearing was car~ied out in arder to grow coffee-trees and maize.
But owing to their sandy texture, these soils will probably be soon
er:oded.

These soils are naturally suitable for forests (see comments on the
fitness of soil family nO 9).

63. Association of yellowish-brown modal soil types (63 a) and
scarcely developed soi.ls (63 b); derived from Gesoma sandstone

These soils are developed on the plateaus and on the hills of the
Gesoma sandstone formation which outcropson a large area in the regions
of Debre Salam, Ejerso and Belbeletti. As regards altitud~; these 'plateaus
are located below the basaIt massifs and their colluvial deposits' which
cover these soils in the Minne and Michetaregions, and above the limestone
formation outcropping in the South (near Dara Gudo)for instance.

The mean altitude of these plateaus and hills varies'from i.300 m
to 2.000 m. This is the Woina-Dega zone where the climate is already warm
but '~lere rainfall is sufficient for tropicalcrops;

These soils cover approximatelyl. 770 km2

'.

Morphology

" Modal soil-type profile observed at 15 km from Micheta on the
Dara-Gudo track ; slope : 6 percent. __

'.

scarcely-developed

single-grained

friable.

fine sandy

Dark brown (7,5 YR 4/4) ; fine sandy
subangular bI6cky'; friable.

Dark brown (7,5 YR 5/6) ; fine sandy clay; scarcely
developed subangular blocky ; friable ; someferrugineous
concretions. _ .'

Dark brown (7,5 YR 4/4)
friable.

Yellow sandstone in situ

o - 30 cm
AIl

30 - 60 cm
A12

60 - ISO cm
(B)

ISO cm
&

Scarcely developed soils : profile observed at 61 km from Debore
Selam near Micheta.; slope : 3 percent,'

o ~ 15 cm
AI

15 - 45 cm
(B)

Dark brown (10 YR 4/3) ; fine sandy ; single~grained ; friable.

P~le y~llow (Z,5YR Si4) ; coarse s~ndy ;'single-grained
friable. ..

45 cm +
R

Yellow sandstone ~n siiü friable~
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. The modal soil-types arcdeep whereas inscarcely-developed soils,
the 'weathcred material is near the surf~ce. The relative distribution of
theGe t\'10 types of soi.1s is not easily determitled in relation to the topo
graphy since the sandstone outcroppings are either ilear the surface on
gentle slopes or in the depth on steep slopes. .

Physico-'chemical characteEistics

Resultsare only given for ',soil-types ~ ,",
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Ferrallitic scils on sandston~ present various colourings from

.yellow to red in the deepcr horizons but the surface horizons are
practically always brown to dark broYm.

These are very sandy to fine sandy soils. In thick soils (63 a)
the clay content increases in the depth. The.soiLconsistency is from
friable to loose.

Soils are never calcareous.

Tne contents âf organ~c matter and nitrogen are low.

pH is slightly acid •.

The exchangeable capacity is weak and the soil saturation degree
is low.

The exchangeable calcium and magnesium contents are low and the
Ca/Mg ratio is not balanced and proves detrimental to calcium.

Conversely; the content of exchangeable potassium is suitable.

Th~ ph;sphorus· content i~ medium to' low.

Cultural fitness

These zones are largely cultivated ~specially to the East of their
extension zone. The warm and comparatively humid climate is favourablc' to many
crops such as maize, sorghum, fruit-trees, vegeta?les but the two main crops
are coffee and chatt.
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These zones are deeply affected by eros~on but on most hills terra
ces have been cleverly built. In the case of mor.e level zones, contour
bed ploughing may be envisaged.

Despite·the fact that manure is usually added when possible by
farmers, the nitrogen and phosphorus contents of soils are low. Conver-
sely, the potassium content is high.

The yield of coffee trees and chatt would be highly improved
by adding nitrogcn and phosphate fertilizers, for instanc.e

nitrogen ': lime nitrate, anunonium, urea.

phosphorus lime superphosphate

64. Association of reddish-brmro. scarcely-developed "humiferous"
ferrallitic soils (64 a) and scarcely-àevdoped "hurnrc" soil

. types (64 b), derived from the basaIt of mountains.

These soils are developed on the slopes of high mountains and their
counterforts, encircling the farthest Western part of the Basin in the
provinces of Arussi and Northern BaIe at an altitude between 2.500 m and
3.lfOO m. They caver a total area of approximately 2.040 km2 •.

The scarcely developed "humiferous" soils are hrown at the surface
and reddish-brown to red in depth and present a content of organic
matter greater than 7 percent dO\ffi to 20 cm depth. They may be observed
on the steep slope of mountains at an altitude fram 2.800 m to'3.400 m,
i.e. :

- In the South, on the slopes of the Korduro, Sorrkaru, Eeranta,
Gara Arewa mountains:

- In the North, on the slopes of the Kakk~, Enkblo, Galama,
Eoraluku, Erosa, Eada and Gugu mountains.

Climatic conditions are intermediate between the lITichean" and
lIEoraluku" climates, with a mean annual temperature approximately 12°,
and rainfall at least 1.500 mm.

Natural vegetation consists of a fine forest with mainly :
Ju'niperus proceia (Tids) and also in sorne places : Podicarpus gracilor
(Zigbas) .

On the slopes of the Eoraluku, many epiphytes hang from the trees.

The s_car.cely developed lIhumir." soil--tY.E.es, reddish-brm·m to red,
with a content of organic matter varying from 3 t07 percent, are
developed on small basaIt hills at' the foot of mount'ains at an altitude
bet~ecn 2.500 m and 2.800 m :

- ln the South, on the hills of the back-country of Dodola and
Adaba.
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In the North, on the count~rforts of the Kakka mounts region
of Kore, Sire, Meraro and on the small Ticho hills in the
back-country of Ida, Gobessa and Dixis.

The "Tichean" climate-type is characterized by a mean annual
temperature of approximately 13° and rainfall between 1.500 and
L 700 mm.

The original vegetation consisting of a forest of Juniperus and
Podocarpus has practically completely disappeared ta be replaced with
crops and pastures.

Horphology :

Scar<:..e:J.x develo]2ed "humiferous" soi.ls ; profile observed on the
slopes of Hount Boraluku 6 km ta the Hest of Ticho ; Juniperus forest ;
altitude": 2.800 m.

a "~ 15 cm
AIl

15 - 60 cm
Al2

60 - 300 cm
(B) C

Dark reddish-bro~vn (5 YR 3/2) ; organic fine sand ; very
well-developed medium to fine crumb structure; very friable.

Reddish-brmvn (5 YR 3/4) ; relatively organic silty loam
.well-developed ; fine subangular blocky ; friable.

Dark red (2,5 YR 3/6) ; siHy ]oam ; pell-developed fine and
medium angular blocky ; numerous basaIt fragments Heathered
in boulders sorne of which are very friable ; generally

"friab le.

;
.-;.
!

. !
!

Scarcely developed "humic" soil-type : profile 9bserved on a hill
4 km to the East of Ticho, Robi trad<-, graminea vegetation.

a - 50 cm
AI

50 - 100 cm
(B)

100 cm +
C-R

Reddish-bro~vn (5 YR 4/4) ; medium organic ; clay, medium
to fine subangular blocky ; well-developed ; friable.

Red (2,5 YR 4/6) clay ; well-developed angular blocky
friable.

Motley weathering ~n boulders of the basaIt in situ.

In bath cases, if soil presents morphological characteristics
typical of ferrallitic soils, such as friability of horizons Band
deep weathering of the base-rock, one may note that the weathered
"material is high in the profilé: 60 cm depth in the first case and
-IOO'cm in the second. The profile is rejuvenated by erosion.

On slopes and hills near Mount Gugu, horizon B is usually rich
in ferrugiùeous and mangaseniferous concretions;
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Physico-chcmical characteristics
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Scarcely developed ''humiferous'' soils have a lighter texture than
scarcely developed "humic" s'oils which are clayey at the' surface. The
structure is very well developcd in b,?t;h cases and the horizons are very
friable.

These soils are non-calcareous.

. Organic matter penetrates in the profile dmm to a 50 or 60 cm
depth. The l:ontent is high in scarcely developed "humiferous" soils
tQ which is due their brown colouring at the surface. The content is
still considerable in scarcely developed "humic" soil,s'the upper profile
of which is reddish-brown. '

The nitrogencontent 1S high in both types of sail.

C/N is relatively low and characterizes a quiclUy min.eralized humus.

pH is s11ghtly acid and more distinctly acid in the upper horizon
of rcjuvenated "humic" soils.
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The exchangeab1e capacity remains high partIy ow~ng to the
abundance of organic matter.

The abs?rbing comp1ex is saturated or weak1y desaturated.

The Ca/Mg ratio is correct.

The content of exchangeab1e potassium is very high in humiférous
soi1s and high in humic soi1s.

The phosphorus content is high in the first type of soi1 and
medium in the. second.

HO\.;rever, in the humic type (6 1f b) the

different from 2) shows a nutritional unba1ance

Tota1N
Tota1.P20S

detrimenta1

ratio hard1y

to nitrogen.

Cultural, pastoral and afforestation suitabi1ities

On th.e sc.arcel:l-deve10ped "humiferous" soi1s (64 a) of mountain
slopes the natura1 forest still exists on steep slopes but in fIat areas,
they are under cu1tivation or constitute pastures.

The scarce1:l-developed "humic" soils (64 b) stretch on hi11s ai:
the base of mountains and are used for crop-growing and pastures. Both
these types of soi1s are mainly cropped to \,Theat, barley, peas and 1enti1s.
Converse1y,. teff does not grO\v weU and the c1imatic conditions are
unsuitab1e for coffce-trees and other tropical plants.

This zone of hills and 1r.ountain slopes is naturally fit for
1ivestock brecding which shou1d become intensive breeding.

Coniferous forests shou1d a1so be p1anted on the steeper
slopes (64 b).

The soi1 ferti1ity 1eve1 is ,genera11y good but nitrogen carriers
such as urea, lime nitrate, ammonium shou1d be added to the scarce1y-deve10ped
humic soi1s (64 b).

J. HYDROMORPHIC SOIL-CLASS

This c1ass inc1udes soi1s the evo1ution of which is most1y
affected by an excess of water due to temporary or permanent water10gging
of part or who1e of the profile. This c1ass has a sma11 extension in the
Basin.
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Two sub-classes are.distinguished, 1..e.

- a medium organic sub-class with a content of organic matter
greater Chan 8 percent down to at least 20 cm depth.

It includes a single humic gley group that is to say with a
permanent shallow water-table.

- a sub-class of mineral hydro~ôrphic soils with a content of
organic matter less than 8 percent clown to 20 cm depth.

It includes a single pseudo-gley group, that is to say with a
shallow grouna water table only during a shorter part of,the year.

These two groups may be divided into three sub-groups, namely

- a sub-group with powdery lime,

- a sub-group with calcareous heaps and nodules,

- a calcic sub-group non-calcareous but base-saturated.

Sub-Class of medium organic soils

65 a and b Humic gley soilswith powdery lime on br6\~ alluvial
deposits of the Habi Shebelle and Fafen

These soils are developed in Lower Ogaden,

- on the easily flooded alluvial deposits of the Wabi Shebelle,
dmVi1stream from Kelafo in the Shebelle plain and in the Hustahil plain
where they extend on 100 km2 (65 a).

- on the eas ily flooded alluvial deposi ts of the Fafen, in- the
Korahe-Maharato plain where they cover approximately 50 km2 (65 b).

These soils owing to their veryhigh content (for the region) of
organic matter: la percent down to 10 cm depth in the Shebelle plain and
5 percent in the Maharato plain, and because of their silty-clay texture are

. particplarly suitable for :
, ,

hydro-agricul tural development 1.n the' Valley of' th'e Wabi Shebelle-$

- pastures "in the Fafen Vall~y.

see*"Report on the soils of the Lower Valley of the Wabi Shebelle and
"Note on the soils of the Lower Valley of the Fafen.
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66. Humic calcic gley soils on the brown alluvial dcposits of
the Harar lakes

The extension of these soils is small and haloe-shaped around the
lakes of Alemaya, Adele and Kersa and 'they' can only be mapped ai 1/250:000

Their texture is mostly clayey and the content of organic matter
is high. These soils are flooded during the rainy season owing to the
higher level of lakes and is still influenced by the presence of a high(at
about 50 cm depth) ground water table during the dry season.

Sub-Class·of mineraI hydromorphic soils

67. Pseudo-gley soils with powdery lime on the light bro\vu sandy
alluvial deposits of the Wabi Shebelle and of its tributaries

They occupy the bot tom of the deeply cut Valley of the Wabi
Shebelle, from the ~lalka Uacana falls, to the North of Imi where the river
flmvs out of its canyon, as weIl as the bottom of the canyons of the
tributaries of the Wabi Shebelle upstream from its junction with the Errer.
These soils cover a total area of 1.830 km2.

Morphology :

At the bottom of the Lagehida canyon, 800 m lower than the level
of the plateau, and covered with a dense shrubby vegetation, the following
profile may be observed :

o - 30 cm Light-brown (7,5 YR 5/4) fine sand single-grained
friable and dry.

30 - 110 cm Light brown (7,5 YR 5/4) loam single-grained f:dable
and dry ..

110 - 260 cm: Light brmvu (7,5 YR 5/4)
spots, friable, humid.

silty loam with small calcareous

-260 cm + Light brown (7,5 YR 5/4)
and friable.

fine sand single-grained humid

Physico-chemical characteristics

These light brown soils present a fine sandy texture. Their very
friable character is linked to their single-grained texture.

The usual hydromorphic manifestations (ironoxyde stains) may not
be observed as soil is slightly calcareous (between 4 and 7 percent). The
only visible hydromorphic features consist of calcareous spots at the usual
fluctuation level of the.ground water table in relation to the level of the
nearby Wabi Shebelle.
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The content of organic matter is medium to low as weIl as the
nitrogen content.

pH is distinctly alkaliue :8,3 to.8,B and~the conductivity of the
saturation extract distinctly increases in the depth.

The content of sodiumchloride in horizon 110-260 cm is 0,3 g for
100 g of soil but the profile is not alkalinized.

The content of exchangeable potassium is high, from 1,3 to 2,9
me/100 g.

The phosphorus content is also high.

The Total N ratio is distinctly less than 2 and shows a nutri
Total P205

tional nitrogen deficiency.

Cultural fitness

The alluvial deposits at the bottom of the canypns of the Wabi
Shebelle and of its tributaries extend on a small area and are usually not
more than 50 meters wide. They are covered with a dense fringing forest
with acacias in the direction of the High Plateaus and with a predomiance of
many-headed palm trees with several heads (HYphaene. thebaïca) to the South
East.

Though these zones are not easily accessible, they are nonetheless
cropped in some places to sorghum in the r~gions of Lageida and of Shek
Hussien by "fishermen-farmers" coming from Imi and following the canyons.

"Adding nitrogen carr,iers would highly improve the crop-yielàs (ammonium
sulphate and nitrate). .

68. Greyish pseu~o-gley soils with calcareous heaps and nodules,
derived from the Gesoma sandstone

These greyish soils are developed in the small depressionsof
sandstone plateaus in the Shilavo Gembari region.They can onlybe mapped at
1/250.000. " ,

1 The grey colouring of these soils contrasts deeply with the
bright red of the soils of sandy plateaus only·a" fewmeters higher (family 44).

These soils have a medium silty loam texture and are slightly
calcareous at the surface (8 percent) and medium calcareous in the depth
(15 percent). "

A progressive accumulation of calcareous·nodules may be observed
and is the most considerable below 80 'cm depth. Soil also containsnumerous
red gravels coated with sandstone.
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It seems that the red material of sandstone colluvial deposits
has been deferrated through the effects of the ground water table. However,
ferrugineous stains or concretions are never observed.

Presence "of shallow water-tables

The absence of an orgànized sùperficial drainage system in this
zone of plateaus and sandstone deposits has already been mentioned in the
survey~f the re~soils of the Shilav~ region (family 44).

Shallow'water tables only exist in depressed areas. The ground
water table rests on the impervious subjacent limestone or gypsum beds.
Wells have be~n dug especially at Shilavo, .but apparently all the possi-·
bilities of the water table are not \lsed. .

A systematical prospection of these depressions by shallow drilling
should on the one hand improve the conditions of living of people and
livestock and on the other hand be favourable to the development of the
partiçularly characteristic wild life of these vast red zones in view of
creating a fauna reserve.

69. Calcic pseudo-gley soils on YellmYÏsh Brown sandy alluvial
deposits of the Errer, of its tributaries and of the Daketa

These sails are developed :

- on -the one hand, in the- high and not deèply' eut valley of
the Errer and Daketa~

- on the other hand, at the bottom of the canyons of the Gobele
and of the middle valley of the Errer.

. . .

These soils only cover approximately 438 km2.

They are very sandy, with coarse and medium sands, are non
calcareous and present at the usual pulsation level of the ground water table,
small reddish ferrugineous stains.

Their economic interest is small.

These soils are inundated by the floods of the Errer and of the
Daketa and are only used as pastures in the upper valleys of both these
rivers.

At the bottom of the canyons of the Gobele and Errer, a relatively
dense fringing forest may be observed but the latter does not occupy aIl
the alluvial zone.
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K. SODIC SaIL CLASS

This c1ass, the evo1ution of which is commanded by the presence
~ of soluble sa1ts such as ch10rides,su1phates etc ..• is on1y represented in

the Basin by a single sub-c1ass ,,,ith a sma11 extension: the sub-c1ass of
soi1s with a non-deteriorated structure indicating that soi1 is not a1ka1inized.

This sub-c1asspresents a single group: the group of saline soi1s
with a single sub-group, a1so with saline efflorescences.

70. Saline soi1s with saline efflorescences on comp1ex red alluvial
deposits, derived from Gesoma sandstone, Be1et Den 1imestone
and Ferfer gypsum.•

These soi1s are extended on approximate1y 136 km2 to the North of
Ferfer on the red alluvial deposits resulting from the convergence of severa1
temporary'rivers forming a vast alluvial fan. Annua1 rainfa11 is approximate1y
150 Inm.

Vegetation who11y consits of halophyte species, and saline eff10res-
cences are very frequent1y seen on the ground.

Physico-chemica1 characteristics
, ,

The soi1'consisting of a red 10am to clay layer of alluvial deposits
rests on a gypsum slab (gypsum in situ) a~d is very saline ; the mean content
of the saturation extract of 1 : 2 of soi1 is more than 2,9' of sodium'
ch10ride for 100 of sôi1.

In sorne places, the beginning of an,a1ka1inization processmay be obser
with a soi1 compacity which considerab1y increases at the surface for approxi
mate1y 10 centimeters. Butthis is a1ways a 1imited process as soi1s present
abundant gypsum and lime. This is confirmed by the fact that pH is approximate1y
8,0 and that saturation of the absorbing comp1ex by sodium is never more than
5 per cent.

Cultural and pastoral fitness

These soi1s when dry are unsuitah1e for crop growing and constitute
poor ,grazing grounds' though they are appreciat'èd by 1ivestock and wi1d anima1s
because of their salini ty. .

~ See morc complete study in the report on soi1s and $oi1 rec1amation 1n the
Lower Valley of the Wabi Shebe11c.
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VI. IMPROVING AGRICULTURAL, PASTORAL A}lD AFFORESTATION POSSIBILITIES IN THE
. BASIN OF THE WABI SHEBELLE - CREATION OF FAUNA RESERVES .•

Agriculture in the Basin of the Wabi Shebelle is mainly concentrated
in the North of the Basin on the Hi~l Plateaus at an altitude between 1 600 m
and 3 200 m. Climatic conditions are favourable for many temperate crops
between 2 500 and 3 200 m and for tropical crops from 1 600 to 2 500 m.

. Above 3 200 m,the cold temperature is a.limiting factor, but these
zones are not largely extended and are located at the Western end of the
Basin on mountains at the same level as the Alchemilla spp and Ericacea
(andosol zone) belts.

Below 1 600 m, the dry climate ~s the limiting factor, however two
different zones may b~ considered, ie :

- the plateau zone from 1 000 m to 1 600 m also called the Middle
Beltwhere dry conditions are not yet too serious and where the cultivation
of plants r~quiring little water may be envisaged on suitable types of soil.

- the zone stretching from 200 m to 1 000 m in Lower Ogaden, where
the climate only allows crop-growing under the following conditions

• by

• by

• by
in
~n

irrigation in the Lower Valley of the Wabi Shebelle..
flooding in sorne areas of the Fafen Valley.

concentrating the water collected by sorne temporary rivers
small depressions scattered throughout Lower Ogaden and mainly
the gypsum zone.

A. FERTILITY OF SOILS

The main factors of soil fertiiity are : organic matter, nitrogen,
phosphorus, potassium, sulphur (major.elements) and trace elements (minor
elements).

Organic matter

The percentage of organic matter is mostly linked to the climatic
conditions.

In cool anà hurnid zones on the High_Plateaus above 2 500 m with rainfall
greater than 700 mm, the content of organic matter is generally more than 3 per
cent •

• Part of this chapter is a sunwary of the paragraphs on "Cultural, pastoral
and afforestation suitabilities" followed by the description and physico
chemical characteristies of each sail family, whichmay usefully be referred
ta. AlI the data concerning this chapter are given in table 2.
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In the Middle Belt zone between 1 000 'and 2 500 m in a warmer
climate with rainfall greater than 400 mm, organic matter represents
1,5 to 3.per ~ent.

In the Southern 'part of the Basin, below 1 '000 m and generally
at approximately 300 m inasubarid and warm climate with rainfall less
thau 400 mm, the éonteut of organié matter is less than 1,5 pe~ cent and
often less than 1 per cent. Nevertheless, an accumulation of organic
matter corresponding to more than 7 per cent may be observed in easily
flooded zones (West of the Korahe plain, Shebelle plain).

In fact, this humus is quickly mineralized al1:d'disappear~
if plant elements are not abundant enough.

Now, humus besides its protective role against' erosion
and its favourable effect on the hydrological balance of soils, constitutes
a storage of easily available major elements for the growth of plants, as
well as of trace elements. This is particularly true in the case of ni trogen
and phosphorus. Accordingly, the existent humus content should be preserved
asmuch as possible in the soils under cultivation of the:High Plateaus and

v of the Middle Belts. As to the irrigable zones of the Lower Valley of the
Wabi Shebelle, the humus percentage should be increased in order to attain
2 per cent, by returning to the soil crop residues, temporary pas1:uresetc ...

The levels of organic matter are classed as follows.:

- Content of organ1c matter Level

• Less than 1,5 per cent .•.•..••••..• ~ •••.•.... low

• From 1,5 per cent to 3 per cent .......•..••.• medium

• More than 3 per cent ..••...•..•.•••• ·•.••..••. hi gh

- Nitrogen

The nitrogen contents of surface horizons are correlated to the
content of organic matter in the Basin of the Wabi Shebelle. Rence, they are

• high on the Righ Plateaus

· medium in the Middle Belt

low in Lower Ogaden

As will be said further ôn, the contents present but a comparative
value and must be compared to the contents of totalphosphorous in order to
determine whether the nutritional balance between both these elements is
compatible with a suitable growth of plants.

Thus one may note that in most soils of the Basin, the element
limiting fertility is nitrogen (see ~able 2). It is therefore necessary to
increase the nitrogen content by an addition of nitrogen carriers.
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The fertility scale adopted concerning nitrogen is as follows, ~e

Nitrogen content Fertility level

less than, l, %0.

• from 1 %0 to 1,5 %0

• more than 1,5 %0

low

medium

high

- Phosphorus

The proportioning of total phosphorus is useful to know the content
of phosphorus in the soil .. Gnly the part of this phosphorus is used by plants:
this is available phosphorus:

In calcareousand low organic soils (Uiddle Belt and Lower
Ogaden), it is often difficult to know the quantity of available phosphorus.
Most of the phosphorus is in fact in a tricalcic form scarcely soluble in
soil solutions. However, the content of total phosphorus is always high in
the calcareous soils of the Basin. Besides, lime appears as fine particles of
the size of silt. It is therefore possible, especially under irrigation, to
obtain a weak but regular solubilization of tricalcic phosphorus for the use

. of plants. The available phosphorus for plants is estimated to be 1/20 of the
total phosphorus in soils when the lime content is approximately 20 percent.

- In non calcareous but base-saturated and slightly acid soils
(High Plateaus) with more abundant organic matter, total phosphorus' includes
a greater quantity of soluble phosphorus in the soil solution. In this case,
available phosphorus for plants corresponds to 1/10 of the total phosphorus
content.

Fertility scale
Calcareous soils
(averaging 20 percent)Non-calcareous soils

The fertility' scale 'adopted concerning phosphorus is as follows
(P205 in %0) :

- pH approximately or
less than 7

- pH greater than 7

- less than 0,25 %0

- from 0,25 to 0,75 tn
100

- greater than 0,75 %0

- less than 0,50 %0

- from 0,50 to l,50 %0

- greater than l,50 %0

- low

medium

- high

On the' whole, in the Basin of the Habi Shebelle, sois are well
provided with phosphorus and the latter is a factor limiting fertility only

"in severalcases' (see table 2).
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Potassium

Potassium exists ~n soils in three forms, ~.e •

• a complex form localized between the layers of certain minerals
(muscovite, biotite) and to be found onlyin illite and in no other clay
mineral. A certain quantity exists in the fersiallitic and ferrallitic soils
of the Harar, .Chercher and Arrusi.

a fixed form concerning potassium which tends, particularly in
montmorillonite, to migrate from the external face to the internal face of
the clay layers. This process is known as retrogression of potassium which
in this case is only scarcely exchangeable. The fixed form is mostly observed
~n the calcic vertisols of the High Plateaus or in the calcareous vertisols
of the Middle Belt and of Lower Ogaden .

• an exchan~able fo!m scarcely retained on the external face of
layers is directly available to plants.

A balance exists between these three forn~, the two preceding
forms constituting the potassium storagein soil.

Most of the soils of the Basin are well supplied with exchangeablE
potassium.

The fertility scale adopted concern~ng potassiuiIl ~s as follows

K in me/lOd g of soil Fertility level

less than O,2 •••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••• low

from' 0,2 to 0,4 ......•.•....••...•.•.... medium

greater than 0,4 high

total N %0
Utilization ratio

This ratio gives indications as to the nutritional balance between
nitrogen and phosphorus concerning plants.

It was used for the first time on acidic soils or on soils with a
neutral pH in West Africa (DABIN., 1964). In soils with a medium.lime content
(20 percent) one may consider' that the .efficiency of total phospho1:uS
is reduced by half.
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The followi.ng ratios are then utilized :

non-calcareous soils :pH approximately 7 or less

N/P205 > 5

N/P205 < 2

considerable phosphorus deficiency in soil.

soil well-supplied with phosphorus but presenting
a nitrogen deficiency.

• calcareous soils : (20 percent of total lime)

N/P
2

0
5

> 2,5

N/P20~ <

considerable phosphorus defic~ency ~n soil.

soil is weIl supplied with phosphorus but a nitrogen
deficiency may be observed.

In the case when the value of the ratio is intermediate between the
extreme values~ the nutritional balance is good but then, the needs of plants
are dependent on the amount of each of these elements in the soil.

In most soils there is no nutritional balance s~nce a nitrogen
deficiency may be observed.

++
Ca

• -- Ratio
Mg++

++ ++. . ..
Ions Ca and Mg are f~xed on the absorb~ng complex and part~c~pate

directly in the growth of plants. Though magnesium is not really $~xic++it is
unfavourable to the absorption of calcium, especially when the Ca /Mg
ratio is equal to 1 or less on the complexe

- In most cases, the calcium and magnesium percentages are high,
but the Ca++/Mg++ ratio is far greater than 1 which is a very favourable
element as regards the availability of both these ions.

- In only t~o cases, this Ca++/Mg++ ratio is approximately 1 with
resp~Gtively low contents (soils developed on ash, family 19 and 56) and an

:. pH approximately 6,0. Lime should then be added in order to correct
acidity and inverse the calcium andmagnesium proportions in soils to the
advantage of calcium, or to add a nitrogenous fertilizer with abundant calcium
such as lime nitrate containing 1/4 of its weight in lime which allows at the
same time correctiùg the nitrogen geficiency •.

:;'/
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Sulphur.

- In the calcareous soils of the Middle Belt and of Lower Ogaden,
a sulphur ~eficiency is not to be fea~ed since these soils contain considerable
quantities of gypsum (S04Ca, 2 H20).

- In the non-calcareous soils of the High Plateaus, an eventual
sulphur deficiency could be corrected together with the nitrogen or phosphorus
deficiencies, with ammonium sulphate or lime super-phosphate.

Trace-elements

Trace-elements are absolutely necessary for plants as diastase
or vitamin "catalysers" but the needs are very small and the toxicity level
is soon reached .

.This is true for the red alluvial soils surrounding the Lower
Valley of the Wabi Shebelle and probably for aIl the red to yellowish-red
soils of the depressions of Lower-Ogaden (mainly soil families 12 and 50).
where a considerable quanti ty of available boron may be observed and ,.".hich
is greater than 75 ppm in the Gode region. This value is d{stinctly higher
than the toxicity level tolerated by many cultivated plants.

!ypes of fertilizers suggested in order to correct the factors
limiting fertility

The main factors limiting the fertility of the soUs of the Basin
are, besides organic matter. in the irrigable zones of the Lower Valley of
the Wabi Shebelle, nitrogen, and less frequently, phosphorus and potassium and
somctimes these three elements together. The improvement of the fertility
potential is therefore related to the utilization of fertilizers in order to
increase its level : nitrogen, phosphate and potassium carriers.

Nitrogen carriers

Urea is very useful ow~ng to its high concentration and as it can
be easily preserved it is a particularly valuable fertilizer in zones not
easily accessible. However, it presents the following inconvenients :.

As long as it ~s not hydrolysed, urea sinks into the soil like
nitrat~ and is not fixed by the absorbing complex.

Its hydrolysis is facilitated by a suitable microbian activity,
in particular in soils where the humus content is high enough. It then acts
as a nitrogen fertilizer.

The utilization of urea to obtain good results andin order to
avoid losing large quantities through leaching, requires a suitable amount
of organic matter in the soil. It must· consequently be used especially
in the calcareous or calcicsoils of the Middle Belt and of the High Plateaus.
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~ Ammonium sulphate ; ,This,fe~tilizer presents the advantage
of acidifying the soil and may therefore ùe used,favourably in thecalcareous
soils of the Middle Belt and in aIl the irrigable or easily flooded zones
of Lower-Ogaden. Be~ides, it provides large quantities of sulphur and a
sulphur deficiency may thns be avoided in the non-calcareous soils of the
High-Plateaus .

..:. Am:nonitrate or annnonium nitrate ; this is a good fertilizer
on aIl types of soils but concentrated formulas should be used. Besides,
sorne precautions must be taken as regards storage.

- Calcium nitrate : lime represents one fourth of the weight
of this nitrogenous fertilizer. It is highly hygroscopic and its preservation
is difficult. Nevertheless it may suitably be recommended :

- for acid soils (mainly soils derived from ashes on the High
Plàteaus, family 19 and 56).

- for the calcareous soils of the Middle Belt under dry cultivation.
In fact, owing to its hydrospicity, lime nitrate 1S the fertilizer most
quickly absorbed by plants during dry periods.

To surnmarize ;'The utilization of fertilizers may be distributed
as follows

High Plateaus:- 'urea, ammonium sulphate, ammonium nitrate
(calcic soils)

urea, lime nitrate, ammonium nitrate (acid
soils) •

- urea, annnonium sulphate (before and during rainfall),
lime nitrate (after rainfall)

Lower Ogaden: - Irrigable zones of the Lower Valley of the Wabi
Shebelle : ammonium sulphate.

- urea (if the percentage of organic matter is
approximately 2 or greater).

- easily flooded zones (3preading basins~

ammonium sulphate.

eventually,lime nitrate after rainfall.

Two methods may be used fornitrogen carriers

-.basal; dressing before a cultural cycle.
". '" . '. .

, - fractional additions' in proportionto the'needs of plants.

Fertilizers must always be buried at a small depth (10 to 15 cm
for dry cultivation) in order to avoid los ses of ammoniacal nitrogen,
in the,atmosphere.
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-
. In the case of irrigated crops~ irrigation will soon follow the

spreading of fertilizers.

Phosphate carriers

In sails presenting a phesphorus deficiency, lime-superphosphate
as a basal. dressing is recommended. This fertilizer does not sink easily 
into the ground and ShOllld be mixed deep enough by ploughing two or three
weeks before sowing, and together with potassium carriers if the latter
are required.

Potassium carriers

If potassium is insufficient in the soils of the High Plateaus,
potassium chloride should be added and deeply mixed byploughing, two or
three weeks before cultivating the soil.

When potash is necessary in the irrigated soils of the Lower Valley
of the· Wabi, the best is to use 'potassium sulphate since po'tassiuni c.hloride
contains a certain proportion of sodium chloride, a toxic elementfor plants,
and is already abundant enough in the soils of the Lower Valley of the Wabi
and of LowerOgaden. It must be buried by light ploughing befora sowing.

B. SaIL CONSERVATION A~~'EROSION CONTROL

1. Erosion in the Basin of the Wabi Shebelle

1.1. Water erosion (runoff) : This ,type of erosion is very important
in the entire Basin but is most active ~n the middle and upper parts of the
Basin.

It is related to two geographical causes which are not independent
from each other, namely :

- The considerable difference of altitude betl'Teen zones with a
common drainage pattern, from 4.139 m at Mount Bada in the West, to 150 m
at Ferfer, which represents a considerable grade of slope of 5,7 %0.

- The drainage pattern has not recovered its equilibrium profile
and to this fact are due the falls and rapids on the Wabi and the deep
canyons ending upstream in cirques. Consequently a considérable recurrence
of erosion may be observed on aIl the Central and Northern plateaus of the
Basin. '
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During the rainy season, rivers transport a considerable quantity
of solid debris and at Gode, 70 kg of silt per 1 m3 of water was observed
in the flood waters of the Wabi.

Besides these two geographical causes, the action of man tends
to accelerate this ~rocess.

As it happens, the surface of the High Plateaus :Ï:s precariously
balanced as regaràs erosion. lfuen the forest cover was dense enough, erosion
was weak and of the geographical type, hence relatively slow ..

Practically complete deforestation, cultivation and overgrazing
produced an acceleration of erosion processes.

The most frequently observed form of erosion in the Basin is
gully erosion. During the rainy season when soil is waterlogged and sub-soil
drainage is inadequate, which is the case for the vertisols on the High
Plateaus, runoff in the fields cuts the soil and forms small erosion
incisions. These incisions meet, the rivulets become larger and cut their
beds like miniature torrents. Gullies are formed, going down the slopes
at right angles to contours. They are usually observed on tracks used by
animaIs and vehicles and in the rainy season, a track on a gentle hill-slope
in the direction of the steeper slope may become a 2 to 3 m deep gùlly.

In the Harar region a slightly different form of headw~r~

r.rosion of Lavaka type "Cl) may De oDserved on tbe fersiallitic and ferralitic
soils. It is in fact a gully ending like glove fingers with vertical·sides
sometimes mère than la m high.

These guI lies o~.~av?kas progress ve~y quickly~pstream, often several
meters a year.

When no protection structures exist, the evolution of a gully
proceeds in four phases :

- channel scouring

- headward erosion and deepening of the gully, down ta an horizon
not affected by erosion.

healing and growth of a natural vegetation.

- stabilization.

The two last phases concerning the ageing of the gully usually
only take place when aIl the neighbouring soil.has disappeared.

. . ...

The depth of the gully is in direct relation to the thickne~s
of soil or of loose material. In fact, the base level of the gully always
consists of hard geological material in situ such as basaIt, sandstone or
limestone. This depth varies from 2 to 3 m and sometimes more than 15 to
20 ID in Harar.

(1) Lavaka a madagascan word for this type of erosion.
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In North.Ame~ica, gullies are classified as follows

-
Gullies Depth in Drained surfacecm , in hectares

-
Small :< 0, 90 <2 ',..

..

Medium 0,9 to 4,5 2 to 20

Large > 4,5 . >20

--

On the High Plateaus, the two last cases are practically always
observed : the considerable surfaces drained by gullies require measures
of erosion control on a large seale.

1.2. Wind erosion

~s particularly intense in aIl Lower Ogaden and on par~ of the Middle
Belt where it mainly affects soils with a sandy texture. It is chatacterized
by the formation of not very dangerous whirlwinds as regards the removal of
soil, but especially by real sand-winds mainly blowing on the Shilavo and
Degahbour regions on sandy soils formed on sandstone colluvial deposits. Control
of wind-erosion in the arable areas of these zones is identical to the method
to be used for an improvement of the hydrological balance, and consisting in
planting wind-screens (see paragraph C).

2. Water erosion control and soil conservation

Soil conservation in the Basin presents two aspects

control of erosion due to runoff, for the Basin in general

- control of erosion due to runoff for the crop growing zone.

-2.1. Water erosion control for the Basin in general

The problèm consists in controlling geographical erosion which means
reducing the s\viftness ofrunoff in the Basin as weIl as reducing the quanti ty
of runoff water per time unit.

This may consist in saving or planting forests on aIl the steep
s~opes of the Basin and especi~üly at a high- ~l1tittlde: mountain slopes. in the
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West and North of the Basin, but also, when possible, in the canyons of
rivers, particularly in the vicinity of the High Plateaus of Arussi, Chercher
and Harar. As vegetation. play the role of a 'sponge it can considerably
reduce erosion and nlso. limit runoff by ameliorating the stability of the
hydrological balance. of rivers.

2.2. Water'erosion-control in the crop growing zone

Water erosion is already particularly important on the High
Plateaus. It might get worse owing to the inevitable and progressive extension
of mechanized cultivation if measures for soi] conversation are not taken in
due time.

Soil conservation consists in

- limiting runoff on the surface of cultivated soils.

- stabilizing erosion gullies.

2.2.1. Limiting runoff on the surface of soil

The technique used de~ends on the steepness of slopes. Contour
ploughinK·or contouring is effici~nt· on slopes less than 3 to 3,5 percent
which is the most frequent case in the vertisol zones of the High Plateaus
and of the Middle Belt. Contour ploughing enables to retain water between
the furrows and thus avoid runoff. To simplify this task from one year to
the next, it is advisable to place 2 to 3 m wide contour-strips planted
to grass, for instance every 200 m, these strips being also useful as line
marks for ploughing and other cultural practices (seed rows).

Contour bed ploughing is recommended for slopes from 3,5 to
8 percent which is the case of many regions in Chercher and Harar. Bed
ploughing may be mechanized or not : the beds will be approximately 25 cm
high and 1 m apart. Grass contour-strips are not so interesting here since the
beds are still visible from one year to the next.

Terraces are used on slopes more than 8 percent and many already
exist in the zones of Harar where they are weIl built with earth ridges or low
dry-earth walls and divided at right angles.

It must b~ noted that the difference between contour bed ploughing
and terraces is that in the first case, the soil surface between two furrows
still slopes, whereas ·l.n the second case, the soil surface is horizon"tal.
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2.2,.2. Stabilizing erosion gullies (see fig. 5)

The natura1 drainage watcnvays fonned by erosion gu11ies must be
disposed so as to reduce the genera1 slope of the latter. This consists in
installing weirs to slow dovm runoff and allow the deposition of sediments.
The gu11y is progressive1y fi11ed-in and vegetation appea~s thus conso1ida
ting the bottom and the banks of the gu11y.·

According1y, gabion dams, wire or pile fascines will be bui1t.
If slopes are too steep, stone-masonry dams decp1y anchored in the banks
might be necessary.

3. Conclusion

The serious prob1em concerning water erosion on the Righ P1ateaus
wou1d become a1armin~ if, for instance, mechanized cu1tivation was not
carried out in a suitab1e way, thus causing a decrease in the upper horizons
of the supp1y of organic matter ~nlich p1ays a we11-known ro1e against erosion.
Besides, installing an anti-erosion system often disturbs the farmers of
plots and their work-methods and is final1y expensive. It '"Tou1d neverthe1ess
be unforgivab1e not to take advantage of an evo1ution from manua1 agricu1tu.re
or with draft anima1s to mechanized cu1tivation in order to introduce anti
erosion methods.

C. IMPROVING THE RYDROLOGICAL BALANCE OF SOILS

-'
Improving the hydro10gica1 balance of soi1s is one of the main

conditions in order to increase the farm production in a1ready cultivated
zones (High P1ateaus) or to deve10p farming in the drier zones of the Middle
Be1t or in the basins of Lower Ogaden.

The improvement of the hydro10gica1 balance ofsoiJ. consists in

reducing the percentage of runoff water

reducing evaporation.

1. Reducing the percentage of runoff water

The previous1y descr~bed anti-erosion methods, by 1imiting runoff
and consequent1y increasing the percentage of seepage water, is one of the
essentia1 factors for an increase of the hydro10gica1 balance of soi1.

Renee, contour p10ughing shou1d be particu1ar1y profitable as
regards crop-yie1ds in a11 the large extension zones eventual1y suitable
for dry--farming in the Middle Belt (soil f.amily na 15-16-17-18). This is also
probably true in the Babile Harar regions, contour-p10ughing being here
combined with contourbed-ploughing and with terraces according to the grade
of slopes.
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Several methods to prevent gully erosion by TONDEUR and
quoted in the "Techniques r.urales en Afrique) n" 12
(Centre technique forestier tropical).
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2. Reducing evaporation by us~ng wind-screens

Dry l'lind is an important evaporation factor in soils, not only
owing to its direct'effect on the soil but because it increases evaporation
on the stoma of cultivated plants ..

- on the High-Plateaus of Arussi (Robi plateau, Kofele,Adaba
and Dodola regions) and especially in the Gedeb plain where the climate
is cool but relatively dry, not very thick curtains of trees (3 rows of
Eucalyptus pruned at different dates in order to obtain a continued
curtain from the lower part to the top) should be planted at right angles
every 400 - 500 m, and would alter very favourably the micro-climate of
crops as well as the livestock breeding conditions.

- in the Middle Belt and in Lower Ogaden (depressions), a frequent
high wind ~s physiologically and physically damageable to crops thus
considerably reducing the yields. In the Degahbour and Danan region for
instance, sorghum plantations are often affected by a real sand-wind.
Planting wind-screens would considerably limit these drawbacks, minimize
evaporation-Iosses and increase crop-yields.

Wind-screens should be placed at right angles, one side of
the square facing the prevailing wind, at a maximum distance of 200 m.
They must present two main qualities, namely :

:('f
- consist in hardy species such as Tamarix in the Dagahbour region

and in Lower Ogaden, and EucalY9tus farther North,

- and not be a too strong obstacle against wind but play the role
of a screen preventing whirlwinds and violent movements of air which might
damage the crops.

D. SMALL HYDRO~AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES IN LO'~R OGADEN

Three types of agricultural possibilities exist in Lower Ogaden :

- Cultivation under irrigation in the Valley of the Wabi which is
by far the most suitable possibility for hydro-agricultural development in
this region. This is the subject of a complete study in another report.

Cultivation by flooding from the Fp.fen-in the Haharat9 region,
with crop-growing of sorghum and maize but leaving the priority to pastures.

- Cultivation by flooding from the small temporary rivers of
Lower Ogaden and upon which our attention is especially drawn. Lower Ogaden
is scattered lvith basins the surface of whichalways represents more
than 100 hectares : for instance, the depressed zones in the gypsum formations
filled with alluvial material left by the temporary rivers flowing through
the Danan spreading basin (soil families 12 and 50). Sorne of these depressions
are cropped to sorghum but all of them are grazed and even overgrazed by
nomadic herds. The U-shaped valleys of the El Kere region are also flooded
and cropped to sorghum.

• •g~ven as an example
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The agricultural potential of these depressions and U-shaped
. valleys can be greatly ameliorated by controlling and modulating the dis tri
but~on of water in order to protractflooding and extendthe rationally
flooded areas. The sheme outline could include :

, - upstream, a structure ~yi th regulating gates for· the control of '
the flood discharge of the temporary river ('.'reduction"of peak flow) in order
to supply and distribute water in the zone to be flooded.

- pennate gullies supplying plots surround~d with contour embankments
and suc~essively closed, once they are full, by an earth plug. In this way
flood-water can be distributed homogoneously. Besides, this system allows

'to collect practically all the rain-water which cannot flow outside the plots.

- Downstream, the depression can be closed by a small earth dyke
and crops would be grown in the upstream part of the small dyke, using the
water left in plots.

.1

This technique may only be used on small temporary rivers with
unimportant floods. As it happens, as soon as the temporaryriveris large
enough, flood::; are too sudden and violent to becontrolled even momentarily.
This ~s the case .for the Madiso and the Daketa and for several large
temporary rivers of the Duhun-Danan region.

In the Shekosh region, the all~vial fans of the temporary rivers
flowing from the East are cropped.to sorghum •

.'

Cultivation could also be ameliorated there merely by installing
every 100 fi small earth contour ridges from which the flood leyel cQuld easily
be controlled.

The network for erosion control with contour earthridges may also
be envisaged in certain depressions or in practically flat zones only in order
to retain rain-water.

E. ~ffiCHANIZED CULTIVATION

Mechanization is an important factor as regards an increase of
crop-yields. , .

The traditional type of agriculture using animals does not produce
an adequate tillage of land. In fact, the swing-plough drawn by animals
only scarifies the superficial soil horizons to' a 15 cm depth at most with
two unfavourable results :

- the thickness of loosesoil inadequate for a suitable growth
of crops.

the difficulty ~n destroying perennial weeds. However, cuts due
to erosion, are not very deep.'
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Manual,cultivation as it is carried out in Harar and Chercher is
very 'efficient as regards tilling of land as weIl as for erosion control.

Prior zones for mechanized cultivation

, Mechanized cultivation in the Basin must be carried out first
in zones whereit may cover large areas and this in order to absorb the
expense made for costly equipment and also to obtain an adequate local
concentration ensuring the'possibility of creating repair shops and storing,
spare parts.

In a general plan for the modernization of agriculture

Effort as regards mechanization should bear on,zones presenting
the following characteristics :

- a large proportion of arable land.

- gentle slopes in order to avoid erosion

- deep soils (more than 50 cm) with no coarse elements at the surface,
to facilitate the tilling of land and the movement of harvest
machines (combine-harvester for instance).

These conditions exist in the following regions (see table 1).

Table l

Vast mechanization zones 1n the frame of a modernization of agriculture
on a regional scale

Zone Location Soil family

Gedeb plain (Arussi) 34

High Robi plateau (Arussi) 18

Plateaus
plateau (Ginir) 17Sebre Dollo

Plateaus of Boke (Harar) and Gebiba (Chercher) 58

Jijiga plain, plateaus of Babile-Fik, Midegalola 15South Gèdane,· Soddu, North Dara-Gudo, Gobelle-Mojo

Middle Lagehida and Dara Gudo plateaus 17
Belt

Lagehida region 16

Degahbour basin 45 (c and b)

Irrigable zones 1n the Lower Valley of the Wabi Shebelle 13 - 49 a

Lower
eventually flooded zone of the Korahe plain 65 bOgaden

eventually flooded depressions of Lower Ogaden 12 and 50
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Type of useful agricultural equipment

The traction equipment (tractors) must includea large range of
powers suited to the various cultural techniques but mainly heavy tractors.

This is justified, on the one hand, by .the large extent of land
concerned, and on the other hand, by the heavy texture of the soils·on the
High Plateaus (vertisols and ferrallitic soUs on limestone) and in the
Middle Belt (vertisols). Tractors with four driving-wheels seem to have
the best performance.

However, in the Degahbour plain (soils with dominant sand) and
in the Valley of the Wabi Shebelle (soils with dominant sand), lighter tractors
would be wholly suitable.

As for cultural practises properly, us~ng disk ploughing ,machines'"
and clod-crusher machines is advisaole. .

Mechanized cultivation and soil conservation

It has already been said that if mech~nized cultivation was not
carefully undertaken, erosion processes might become disastrous. It is
therefore absolutely necessary to turn to the following methods i.e. :

Contour ploughing ~n zones where the slopes are less than
3,5 percent.

Contour bed-ploughing in zones where slopes are"3 to 8 percent .
. We have already mentioned the interest presented by such

techniques for ,an improvement of the hydrological balance of
soils inregions where rainfaLl is limited as regards
crop-grow~ng.

Important remark

Apart from the regions above-described, in numerous small zones
mechanization possibilities exist but only on small areas and consequently
it is not evident that the equipment would turn profitable. 'This is the
case in the regions of Harar, Babile, Hirna,Bedessa,South Adaba, Dodola.
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F. USING SELECTED CROP-VARIETIES 15 AN IHPORTANT CONDITION FOR
AN A}ŒLIORATION OF THE AGRICULTURAL, PASTORAL AND FOREST
POTENTIAL .

. Agricul ture

Improving soil fertility and cultural techniques would be a failure
from the economic point of vicw if the crops under cultivation were not fit
to produce a greater yield justifying the expense and efforts made.

Therefore, it is necessary to :

1. introduce more recent and more productive varieties of wheat,
barley and maize on the High Plateaus. The Middle Belt as well as the
depressions of Lowe~ Ogaden must be cropped to sorghum-varieties tolerant
to salt and dryness and tested beforeharid.

2. ameliorate the quality of plants traditionally cultivated in
Ethiopa such as teff which is the staple-food and should produce a greater
yield, and coffee, the production of which is far behind its renown. In this
particular case, improving the cultivation conditions (pruning and fertilisation).
would already be aconsiderable step leading to a larger production.

rn the lower Valley of the Wabi Shebelle, these problems lose sorne
of their importance since plants are tested at the Gode experimental farm
before being introduced ioto the cultural cycle.

Pastures

The first stepto be taken before selecting breeds for meat and
milk production, is to improve the quality of pastures bringing about an
increase of the number of fodder units per hectare.

Most of the pastures already existing in the Higher
natural pastures consisting of fallow-lands in the cultivated
permanent natural meadows in the· regions where either climate
unsuit~ble for agriculture. '

.. ... -.
Basin are
zones, or
or soil are

forage gramineae and legumes plants are recornrnended after being
tested in the local conditions together with the following measures :

- suppression offallow-lands in cultivated areas replaced with
temporary meadows providing a high forage yield.

- amelioration of permanent pastures in uncultivated zones by
progressively changing the flora through superficial practices (scarification
for instance) and sowing with plants producing a greater quantity of forage
once the soil fertility is improved (especially on the plateaus of Kofele
and Adele). .

..
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Forests

1. The natural forest provides timber with' a low sale-value owing
to the defects of wood and could progressively be replaced with coniferous
on the slopes of largely forested mountains. UnfortunatelYt the determination
of suitable species is a long and exacting task.

We may remark on this subject that good-quality ~ood already
exists in the Shek Hussien mountains (Tid variety) but the lack of communi
cation media ~aises sorne problems.

2. Reforestation with the joint purpose of erosion-control and local
use (building material and wood for household needs) could be envisaged on
the steep slopes of the river canyons of the HighPlateaus and also North of
Ginir in the Aouatou Mountains.

G. CREATION OF GAME RESERVES

The variety and abundance of fauna in the Basin of the Wabi Shebelle
and especially in Lower Ogaden may gradually decrease once one penetra tes
more deeply into these zones. It will therefore be necessary \vithin' a more
or less short period to protect the fauna of these regions. We suggest two
types of actions :

1. Creation of:National Parks in zones near towns t with hotels and
access facilities as weIl as possibilities of improving the living conditions
of the fauna .

. 2. Creation of Entirely Prote~ted Fauna Reserves in zones farther
from important urban centres but presenting a considerable interest as regards
the variety and abundance of wild life. These reserves could be turned into
national parks as a function of future installations such as communication
media t hotels etc ..•

1. Creation of National Parks (see map at 1/250 000 on utilization
. of soils).

1.1. Harar National Park:

A zone covering approximately 3 000 km2 located at 70 km to the
South East of Dire Dawa and 20 km to the East of Harar is recommendedtas both
these towns have the basic touristic cOn1modities as well as access facili~iest

either by road to the capital or through the Dire Dawa international airport.

The boundaries of the park would be t as follows

- to the North t t~e Harar-Jijiga road.

to the South t parallel 8° 40' along approximately 70 .km.

- to the East t the Fafen :river alohg approximately ·60 km.

- to the West t the Errer river along approximately 60 km.
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In this zone elephants already exist along the Errer as weIl as
lions, leopards, different species of gazelles, dikdiks, big kudus, oryxes,
fores, jackals, porcupines, cheetahs, karkaros, various bird species, small
mammals of numerous species, various types of monkeys etc ••••

. The commpnication media from North to South can easily be created
or improv~d (Babile-Fik and Borale Gelelcha track) this zone consisting
of plateaus forming strips in a North-Southerly'direction. Conversely, in the
West-Easterly direction, the presence of deeply cut valleys as compared to
the plateaus raises difficult problems.

During the dry season, the watering of animaIs may be a problem.
Tank-trucks temporarily ensure the watering of the elephants of the Errer
Valley. It will consequently be necessary to multiply open cisterns on the
plateaus and to install drinking troughs supplied by pumping from the ground
water table; in particular in the Errer and Fafen.Valleys.

1.2. National Park of Arussi

This national park should be created on t~e mountain tops culminating
approximately at 3 000 m in the Western part of the Basin, and mainly for the
protection of Nyalas. It will be divided into two geographical zones :

The Arussi mountain-range with the Kakka, Enkolo,Galama,Erosa and
Bada mountains.

The mountain-ra~ges of Arena, to the South and West of Dodola, including
the Korduro, Somkaru, Beranta, Gara Arewa mountains.

Development of communication media in these mountainous zones is a
ditficult task, nevertheless :

- in the A~ena zone, secondary roads may be built starting from the
main Shashemene-Ginir road on the same line Dodola-Abada and at the pass
bordering the Basin of the Wabi towards Ginir.

- for the Arussi zone, the Sagure-Ticho track passing on the
Boraluku mountain can be improved and another track could·be built starting
from this mountain and leading Northwards (Mount Bada) and Southwards (Mount
Galama) to join the Bokodji-Assela main road to the West.

2. creation of Entirely Protected Reserves (see map at 1/250 000
ou soil utilization).

In the Middle Belt and Lower Ogaden many animaIs of aIl kinds may be
seen. Accordingly, the creation of entirely piotected reserves is suggested
in zones whereanimals are most numerous and when the latter present specific
features or when modifications of the natural conditions (creation of dam lake)
may be favourable to an increase and a diversification of this fauna. Bearing
these factors in mind, three zones have been chosen
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2.1; Entire1y Protected Reserve of the Wabi Shebe11e

lt presents a great variety of biotopes owing to tne
diversity of geo10gica1 materia1 (limestone, gypsum, sandstone), of vegetation
and of altitude which, from 300 m near Gode, rises to over 1 000 m to the
North-West, and a1so ta an important pattern of temporary rivers joining the
perenni.a1 waters of the Wabi Shebe11e. This reserve wou1d cover approximately
32 000 km2 . lt wou1d spread out to the North on the 1ake of dam lIb and to
the South-East on the Lower Valley of the Wabi Shebe11e and wou1d be bordered
as fo11m17s :

. - to the North, by the Dare Ledae temporary river, the Daketa
Wabi Shebe11e influx; the Ge1ansa11e temporary river; Du~un. To the North
East, by a 1ine frorn Duhun to Danan, inc1uding the large depression to the
North of Danan.

The reserve wou1d be 1imited at 55 km to the West of Gode by the
Lac-Dima temporary river f10wing from El Kere and the Baoua temporary river
f10wing from Danan, and this because" of the hydro-agricu1tura1 deve10pment 
project to be carried out in the Gode region.

In the Kugno region where an irrigation project isa1so p1anned
it wou1d be necessary to "neutra1ize" the outsk.irts of this zone.

2.2. Comp1ete1y Protected Reserve of the Lower Fafen

This reserve wou1d main1y inc1ude the vast p1ateaus with bright
red weathered materia1 of the Shi1avo region where fauna is specific' (fire-
red "garanouk" gazelles and crested guinea"':f10ws for instance), and continue
Westward with the Dobowein basin where numerous gazelles may be found, to end
Southwards a10n~ the Wabi between Mustahii and Ferfer. lt wou1d occupy approxi-
mate1y 8 000 km • "

2.3. Entire1y Protected Reserve of Kebri Beya

This reserve wou1d cover an area of approximate1y 1 600 km2 on
the sandstone p1ateaus between Kebri Beya and Degahbour crossed by the main
track. This zone because of its "park savannah aspect presents the typica1
character of reserves usua11y visited in Kenya"or'West Africa. Besides, the
fauna is at present very abundant and varied. A large road and the comparative
proximity of Harar shou1d a110w converting very soon this reserve into a
NatioI).a1 Park.

The 1ist of the soi1-categories uti1izab1e as fauna reserves is
re1ative1y long. Other entire1y or on1y part1y protected reserves cou1d then
be created in a second phase particu1arly" once. roads ar~ bui1t.
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3. Annexe : Main animaIs observed in Lower Ogaden and the Middle
Belt : the locality following the narne of animal indicates the zone where it
has been most frequently seen.

- Antilopes.

white-tail gazelle (medafiyel) : in aIl Lower Ogaden.

- camel-gazelle (garanuk) : Imi, El Kere, Degahbour, Kebri Beya.

- oryx (Salah) : Mustahil, Codere, Kelafo.

- water-buck : between Kelafo and Mustahil.

- ambaraile between Kelafo and Mustahil, Imi.

- elephants (Zohon)

- dick-dick in aIl Lower Ogaden.

- karkaro aIl Lower Ogaden, especially the Imi and Mustahil
r~gion.

\vild pigs : Cinir,Lege-Hida region.

- lions (affibessa) : aIl Ogaden but especially to the North of
Imi near Hamaro-Hadad and up to Shek Hussien.

South bank of the Wabi between Imi and
Kugno, Errer Valley.

- hippopotamuses : ~n the Wabi Shebelle.

crocodiles : in the Wabi Shebelle and Kelafo lake.

- baboons ,~n the Middle Belt in Harar and in the river canyons
of Arussi.

- monkeys : in the outskirts·of the fringing forest on the Wabi
Shebelle.

- ostriches : Valley of th~ Wabi Shebelle.

- giraffes and zebras have been seen between Dolo and El Kere.
Though they have not been observed in the
Basin, it seems possible that they come from
the South. . " .-

To this non-exhaustive list can be added jackals, marabous, various
species of vultures and small birds.

Snakes seem very few. Boas have been seen in the swampy zones of
the Shebelle plain.
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VII CONCLUSION'

The Basin of the Wabi Shebelle covers 180 000 km2 and its altitude
varies from more than 3 500 m on the Western and North-Western mountains to
1ess than 300 m in the South-Eastern end.

The variations of altitude re1ated to an increasing rainfa11 from
the South-East to the North ~]est, 1ed to delimit 6 e1imatic types : Ogadenian,
Ethiopian, Fickian, Gedebian, Tichean, Bora1uku which are 1inked to the
usua11y described c1imatic groups of Peguy's grid.

The forest vegetation on mountains has actua11y comp1ete1y
disappeared on the High P1ateaus owing' to land-clearing. As altitude decreases
and c1imate becomes drier, the vegetation presents the aspect of a thicket
becoming gradua11y 100ser towards the South East. The geo~ogical substratum
strong1y affects the qualitative composition of the vegetation and aIl the
more 50 in dry ZOUeb.

Most of the Basin consists of limestone gypsum. or sandstone sediment
ary layers. To the North, West and North West, mainly on the High Plateaus,
volcanic formations are widely represented and in Harar the base is apparent.

Tectonic movements are weak and on1y marked by faults the most impor
tant of which are at present occupied by the Lower Va11eys of the Wabi Shebelle
and of the Fafen.

The differences of altitude, the climatic variations and the hydro
stactic unba1ance characterizing the drainage pattern between the upstream
and downstream parts of the Basin 'al10w distinguishing three large geomorpho1-
ogica1 units : .

- The Northern and Western outskirts of the Basin consisting of
mountains and of the High P1ateaus where the relief is convex and scarcely
cut by n.vers.

The Lower Ogaden zone presenting a.concave relief with p1ateaus
and glacis.

- These two large regions are 1inked together by a zone
consisting of plateaus deep1y cut. by canyons "which are the- signs
of th~ hydrostatic unba1ance between the downstream part and the upstream
part,of the Basin.

Owing to the different c1imates and bed-rocks, the soil forming
processes are numerous and varied :

The best represented soil-forming processes are vertisolisation,
fersialisation and migration and accumulation of soluble salts. Other
proèesses contribute to the formation of andoso1s or to the accumulation
of organic matter.
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The following clay mineraIs have been identified :

- illite which is observed in numerous calcareous soils as weIl
as ~n ferrallitic and fersiallitic soils.

- montmorillonite which is abundant in aIl vertisols but also at
the base of the profiles of ferraI li tic and fersiallitic soils and of
calcareous soils when drainage weakens.

- kaolinite which is not very abundant and is rather considered
as a residual mineraI (in particular material derived from sandstone).

The presence of amorphous material was observed ~n particular
~n the andosols of mountains and in a smaller proportion, ~n the chernozems
of Arussi.

The content of organic matter progressively increases from the
drier and warmer zones (with 1 per cent) to the more humid and cooler zones
(with 8 per cent). On mountain tops it may amourit to 20 per cent. Organic
matter is always of a calcic type.

Accumulation of soluble salts and particularly of calcium carbonate
~s the nlain differenciationg factor of soils in Lower Ogaden and in the
Middle Belt. The dynamics of limestone is reprcsented in aIl its forms :
dissolution in sorne soils, ir others, accumulation at different phases:
powdery accumulation, with mas~esand nodules, formation of crusts. This is
also true for gypsum but different phases are only observed in the drier
zones (Lower Ogaden).

Accumulation of sodium chloridc is only distinctly observed in
the dry areas of the South Eastern part of the Basin (Ferfer zone). However,
soil is not alkalinized.

Accumulation of ~ron and alumina sesquioxides is seldom observed
for two reasons :

- no generalized formation of hardpan occurred as ~n Central or~

West Africa.

- the redox conditions linked to a basic pH are not favourable
to iron migration or- accumulation.

A rubefaction of the profile may be observed in the wetter parts
of the Basin but also in dry zones. However there is an exception: in the
Kofele region, soil pH is slightly acid and is favourable for the formation
of numerous iron and manganese concretions and in places, of a friable
ironpan ..

GIey and pseudo-glcy formations are an exception.

AlI the soil classes are represented in the Basin except raw
mineraI soils and podzolized soils. The classification presented no difficulty
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except for the isohumic soilclass which was modified in order to account
for the influence of limestone and gypsum on the morphology of the profile.
Weakly developed' soils, vertisols, calcimagnesic soils and soils with a
calcareous or gypseous differenciation constitute the five most extended
soil-classes.

The agricultural, pastoral and forest possibilities in the Basin
of the Wabi Shebelle are very important. They are closely linked to the
climatic conditions and mainly depend on the altitude.

Agriculture is mostly concentrated between 2.500 m and 3.200 m
for temperate crops and between 1.600 and 2.500 m for tropical crops.

- above 3.200 m, the cold.temperatüre is a limiting factor.

- below 1.600 m, the dry climate is the unfavourable factor.
In fact, two zones may be distinguished :

between i.ooo and 1.600 m (Middle Belt) plants requlrlng
little water may be cultivated in dry-farming on vast areas
defined as cultivation extension-zones.

- between 200 m and 1.000 m (Lower Ogaden) cultivaticn is only
possible:

- by irrigation ln the Lower Valley' of the Wabi Shebelle

- by Flooding ln the Lower Valley of the Fafen •.

- in small depressions where rain and runoff waters are collected.

Livestock-breeding is extensive in aIl the Basin. However, on the
High Plateaus farmers keep their animaIs in good condition practically aIl
year round. Conversely, in the South belo,v 1.600 m, livestock wander
seeking pastures and water-pointsand the condition of herds becomes precarious
at the end of the dry season.

The forest has practically disappeared on the High-Plateaus owing
to intensive land-clearing and only remains on steep mo~n~ain slopes.

Improvement of the agricultural, pastoral and forest potential
is linked to the combination of the following four important factors :

- amelioration of soil-fertility ;

- erosion-control, soil-conservation

- amelioration of the hydrological balance of soils ;

- improvement of the cultural techniques (meçhanization)

- utilization of more productive selected crop varieties.

As regards fertility, soils are generally very poor innitrogen
and well-supplied in phosphorus and potash. The nitrogen contentshould be
increased by adding fertilizersand so should be the content of organic
matter in the dry zones where it is soon mineralized (especially in the
irrigated areas of the Lower Valley of the Wabi-Shebelle). In sorne cases,
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especia11y on .the High P1ateaus, the genera1 ferti1ity l~vel.is ~ow and
requires a complete minera1 ferti1ization and sometimes acidity must be
corrccted (Kofe1e region) •

• WateIerosion is very active on the High P1ateaus and in part
of the Middle Be1t and this is 1inked to the resumption of a genera1ized
erosion process in relation to the hydrostatic unba1ance of the drainage
pattern between the High-P1ateaus and Ogaden. Thïs is a geographica1
type of erosion and consequent1y it is slow. But the equi1ibrium is preca
rious and at present an acce1eration of erosion is observed and is due
to the fact that forests disappear. This erosion forming gul1ies and 1avakas
(Harar)wi11 be increaséd by mechanized cu1tivation.

Anti-erosion measures are now urgrng
mountains and for cu1tivabionzones, control 'of
of gu11ies, contour p10ughing; terraces). .

such as reforestation of
runoff water (stabi1ization

.' .

. Wind-erpsion is particu1ar1y considerable on a11 Lower-Ogaden
and on. the Hiddle Belt ,.,here it main1y affects soils with dominant sand
or si1t. It can be checked by p1acing wind-screens.'

Amelioration of the hydro10gica1 balance of soi1s may be most1y
considered as a consequence of actions carriedout for soi1 conservation.
These may be comp1eted by p1acing wind-screens in sorne regions with a
re1ative1y dry and windy c1imate as on the High P1ateaus (region of
Dodola and Robi) .

Hcchanized cu1tivation is possible on large areas, for instance
on the High P1ateaus and on the Middle Be1t. But if it is not carried out
carefu11y it might soon 1ead to a disastrous erosion. This is then a doub1e
edged arm but it may high1y faci1itate the gcnera1ization of anti-erosion
measures.

Using se1ected crop-varieties producing a high yie1d is abso1ute1y
necessary in order to justify the genera1 increase of the production potentia1
of soi1s (agriculture and especia11y 1ivestock brceding).

The Basin of the Wabi Shebel1e a1so presents a very rich and
varied fauna. We therefore suggest the creation of two national parks (Haràr
and Arussi) and three entire1y protected reserves~,(Wabi Shebelle, Lower
Fafen and Kebri Baya).
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;rECHNICAL AP.l:'ENDIX ON THE HORKING HETHODS

OF THE SaIL-SCIENCE DIVISION

This appendix includes the following d1visions

!. Survey in the field

l. Photographic interpretation

3. Laboratory analysis

4. 8011 map and legend

5. Reports.

1. Survey on the field

1.1. Working methods

1.1.1. Survey scales

Lhe survey 1S more or less detailed as a function of the scale of ma?

For the map at 1/50 oua of the Lower Valley of the Wabi Shebelle,
transections approx1mately la km apart and with directions ind1cated after

-examining'aerial views were systematically surveyed and a soil profile (pit)
was made every kilometer. Besides, in the Gode zone bore hoies were made
perpendicularly to transections every 1 300 m.

For the map at 1/60 000 of the Fafen Valley, traverses l-Tere placeà
as function of the types of vegetative cover linked to the flooding intensity.
Consequently, pits were dug and examined in zones where noticeable differences
appeared in the vegetation.

For the map at 1/l50 000 of the entire Basin, observations were carried
out on the one hand along the tracks, and on the other hand in zones selected
after studying the aerial views, in the form of sOil-chains or sequences. O"ling
to the quality of photographies and to the homogenousness of geomorphological
units, 1t seems that aIl the main types of soils have been stud1ed despite
the difficulties of access and the large areas to be mapped.

Together with the soil-survey, the geological survey whJ.ch was
lacking for most of the Basin was also carried out.
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JI. 1• 2 ~oil sampling

.. Once the soil profile described and the v~rious horizons determined,
approximately 800 g of soil samples were taken in each "complete" hOrl.zons.
Thus sarnples ot a continued profile \V'ere obtaine'd.

1.2. Results of survey

9 000 km transections and tracks surveyed
1 502 pits dug (250 drilled) and observed.
4 157 s01l samples taken

This work was distributed as follows :

- Lower Valley of the Wabi Shebelle
.

• transections : 1 600 km
pits : 800 (24~ drilled)

• Soil samples : 2 700

- Fafen Valley :

transections
• pits : 102

soil samples

1 500 km

357

Bassin of the~ Habi Shebelle for the map at 1/250 000

• transections and tracks : 6 000 km

· pits : 355 (5 test holes)

• soil samples : 1 200

2. Photographie interpretation

The interpretation of aerial photographs \V'as either made on
coupled photographs or on mosaics established at the "Water Resources .
Department". This represented a considerable amount of work considering
the extent of the areas to be interpreted.

Approximately 4 000 photographs (scale varying from 1/50 000
to 1/60 000) were.exarnined in this way.

The sharpness of photographs as weIl as the sparse aspect of
the vegetation allow to believe that the extension of field observations,
to zones presenting the same aspect on photographs, give the interpretation
the hi~lest degree of probability. This is true for aIl the scales of maps,
for instance

Delimiting soil-types for the map at 1/50 000 in the Valley of
the Wabi Shebelle is made far easier because of the correlation between the
vegetative cover (colour of photograph) and the type of soil on which it grows.
Renee:

.' light zones : sandy soils

grey zones

dark zones

vertisols and clay soils

organic soils.
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The extrapolation of the limits ofsoils between the transections
observed is_consequently relatively easy and accur~te enough •

. - The delimitation of the main types of soils for the map at 1/250 000
as weIl· as of the parent-rocks and 'original material (both being closely related
in an arid environment) is also often facilitated by the aspect of the vegeta
tion or by other characteristics. Thus, the relation between the aspect of
the vegetation and soils may be observed as follows

- vegetation with a loose striped pattern red soils with a calcarêouE
slab.

- vegetation tvith a fine striped pattern whitish-yelloH soils with
a 'gypsum slab •..

uniform and fine dappled vegetation :brightred soils on sandstone.

- uniform and coarse dappled vegetation : calcareous vertisols on
limestone.

- zebra-striped vegetation indicating discontinued deposits of wind
blown and shallow.sand.

- dense, dark vegetation in easily flooded basins etc

Another particularly original aspect is the "cockade" morphology with
regular fine "pricks" corresponding to termitaries. One may also mention the
"caterpillar" shape of basaIt hills scattered on the sedimentary formations of
Ogaden.

This list. is not exhaustive and only gives a few examples of the
close relations which may exist between the nature of soil and the aspect of
the vegetation and between the IDorphology and the parent-"roèk in an: àrid environ
ment.

3. Laboratory analyses

3. L Methods of soil-analysis

AlI the analyses whichmight be used in order to know the suitabilities
of soils for dry-farming or irrigated cultivation and to determine their charac
teristics for their classification, have been made, namely

Physical analysis

- soil IDQisture.

- refuse percentage.

extraction of clay for ATD and X rays.

- field capacity of soils by pH measurement with pressure membrane
apparatus (wilting point and equivalent moisture).

They are all described in "Methods of Analyses used in Soil Laboratory"
by J~O. Job, Wabi Shebelle project -Water Resources Commission Addis Abeba.
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- saturated paste for the measurement of electrical conductivity.

- calcium carbonate (methode of Bernard Calc.imeter)

- electrical conductivity and pH

Chemical analysis

- organic carbon

- nitrogen

_. exchangeable bases ·'wi.th soils containing C03 Ca, \\Tithout C03 Ca

Ca

Na

++ ++,
+ Mg by complexon~tr.y

+ +and K :flame photometry

- Exchaneeable capacity

- total phosphorus

-,soluble salts in soils and in

sulphate water by complexoffiEtry
chloride water hy the Volhnrd method.

Besicles, the follmdng analyses were carried out in the field on
soils for irrigation.

- soil permeability by the double cylinder method.

- appé.rent specific densi ty by t:he method of cylinder sampling.

3.2. Seleciion of analysed profiles

439 p~ofilEs are analysed. They are included either in soil chains
or sequences and this for the mapping at aIl the different scales, or in carto
graphical uuits for the mapping at 1/50 000 and at 1/60 000. In the last
case, the analysis of several profiles for a same type of soil enables 'stûdying
more clo~ely the rrean c.haracteristics of the unit.

4. Cartography

3 types of maps are drafted :

- the maps at 1/50 000 and 1/60 000 though they are scmi--detailed,
may be considered as complete enough as regards soil survey to
be used in the elaboration of a preliminary irrigation plan.

- a ~ap at 1/250.000 delimiting the eventual zones for a regional
developmer-t project.
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- a map at 1/1.000.000 which is a general synthesis of the
pedological data on the basin.

4.1. Map at 1/50.000 of the Lower Valley of the Wabi Shebelle
Il sheets.'

This map was terminated in July 1970 and corresponds to a total
area of 1,3 million hectares between Imi and Ferfer and 410 km long
(a long the river) by 30 km wide.

It'consists of Il sheets and ~s presented with two types of
legends

- a pedological legend classïfying soils according to their
origin and type of evolution.

- a legend concern~ng the fitness of soils for irrigation and the
areas covered by each category.

382.000 ha (9.500 gashas) are found suitable for irrigation
with two main soil-classes :

Class l : Very suitable soils for irrigation
280.000 ha

approximately

Class II: Scarcely suitable soils for irrigation
100. 00.0 ha

approximately

Deperiding on the nature of soils, sub-classes with different
cultural aptitudes are determined. Each sub-class is allocated symbols
indicating the modification of soil quality required to prepare the soil
for irrigation (necessityof drainage on a amall or large scale, weak or
excessive salinity, topographY,microrelief, etc •.• ),

4.2, Map at 1/60.000 of the Valley of the Fafen 6 sheets

This soil map besides representing various types of soils also
indicates the extent of easily flooded zones. and the intensity and nature of
floods (6riginating from the Fafen or from its tributaries). These data allow
knowing the duration of grazing as well as crop-growing possibilities.

4.3. Map at 1/250.000 of the entire Basin of the Wabi Shebelle
16 sheets

This map represents the entire Basin, i.e.
1/6 of the Empire.

180.000 km2 or
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4.3.1. Mapping method

The different types of soils, the sui table zones for
mechanized dry-farming and the extension zones were de1imited direct1y
on aerial views at 1/50.000, either through stereoscopic vision or on
mosaic. The reductionto 1/250.000 was then made. by projection. 'This
considerable work (an area of 7.200 km2) presents the advantage of obtaining
accurate cartographica1 limits but also of making avai1ab1e for eventual
local development schemes, original maps at 1/50.000 of the entire Basin.

4.3.2. Uti1ization of the map at 1/250.000

From a pedoJogical point of vicw this map is very interesting
since it is the first document of this type achieved in Ethiopia. Further
more i t represents zones ,.".here consi.derab le variations of altitude, and
consequently of climate, contribute to the surprising variety of soil
forming processes.

As to its practica1 use, this map provides an accurate knowledge
of

- The dry farming zones of arid Ogaden, as we11 as the suitable
areas of long grazing periods.

- The crop extension ~oncs in the Hiddle Belt,

- the possible, zones for mechanized cultivation on the Righ
Plateaus (Arussi, Chercher, Harar),

- a11 the essentia1 data on the ferti1i ty of soils.

4.4. Soil map at 1/1.000.000 of the Basin of the Wabi Shebelle

lt was drafted from a reduction pf the map at 1/250.000 with
simp1ified limi ts and regrouping of certain soi1 types.

. ... ---
This synthetical map has both the advantages of being a

convenient size and of summarizing aIl the pedologica1 know1edge acquired
on the Basin of the Wabi Shebelle as we11 as its implications as regards
agricultural deve10pment.

4.5. Soi1 legends

- For. the maps at 1/50.000 of the Valley of the Wabi Shebe1le and
at 1/60.000 of the Valley of Fafen, specific soil legends are established
as far as soil-phases.
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- for the map~ at 1/250.000 and l/l~OOO.OOO, a single soil legend
exists as far as soil families. For the map at 1/1.000.000 a certain number
of soil families are regrouped and may only be found separately mapped
at 1/250~000.

- For the map at 1/250.000, a legend of soi1 utilization (mecha
nization possibilities, crop extension zones, irrigation' areas) is given
as well as the pedological legend.

5. Reports

The following reports are available :

- a general report on the types of soils and their utilization
in the Basin of the Wabi Shebelle describing the morphological and physico
chemical characteristics as well as the fitness of all these soils for crop
growing, pastures or forests. It is completed with a pedological map
at 1/1.000.000.

- a report describing the soils of the Lower Valley of the Wabi
Shebelle and their utilization is completed by the map at 1/50.000 of the sarne
region.

- a report' accornpanying the rnap' at 1/60.000 of the Lower Valley
of the Fafen.

- Scientific notes are also forthcoming.





Plate 1 - ARUSSI-CHERCHER

GEDEB plain (ARUSSI) ; in the background Mount ENKOLO

Canyons on the Eastern border of the basait plateaus ; SERU region (ARUSSI)



Plate" • ARUSSI· HERCHER (continued)

A valley on basait high plateaus : Region of INDETU (ARUSS1)

Ploughing in CHERCHER (KURFACHELE region) ; brunified soils on basait



Plate III - HARAR

HADOW plateau (HARAR - JIJIGA track)

Granite chaos of BABILE



Plate IV - HARAR (continued)

Crops (maize and groundnuts on fersiallitic soil (BASILE region)
granite chaos in the background

BABILE region

in theforeground

in the middle

in the background

: sorghum on fersiallitic soil

: granite chaos

: limestone plateau of KONDUDO



Plate V - LOWER OGADEN

Gypsum outcrops on colluvio 1 deposits.
ln the background, tabular plateaus and limestone remnants
(MUSTAHIL limestone) - (GODE-KELAFO region)

Gypsum hill (main gypsum formation)
with a (,cockade 'l aspect (GODE region)



Plate VI - LOWER OGADEN (continued)

Limestone remnant (MUSTAHIL limestone)
Note the concaveslope and the erosion scarifications.
(GODE region)

Gypsum bluff (main gypsum formation)
(South of KUGNO)



Plate VII - LOWER OGADEN (continued)

Bluff of GESOMA sandstone (EL KERE region)

The WABI néar KELAFO - Note the distinct contact between the alluvia
deposits of the river and those of the temporary rivers.



Plate VIII - LOWER OGADEN (continued)

Tiger bush pattern (KE BRI DAHAR region)



Plate IX • Vertisols

Carbonated grumosolic vertisol
(Lower Valley of the WAEJ. SHEBELLE)
Note the accumulation of gypsum
crystals in the depth.

Calcic grumosolic vertisol
(High plateaus of ARUSSI)



Plate X - Soils with acalcareous accumulation
- with amelanic horizon -

Soil with anodular crust (.lUIGA)
from top to bottom

- melanic horizon
• nodular crust
- weathering material

Details of nodular crust



Plate XI· Soils with 0 calcareous accumulation (continued)
- with a pallid horizon·

Soi 1 wilh diffuse lime on alluvial depos ils
(EL KERE region)

Calcic soi 1 with lime masses and nodules
on sandstone colluvia 1 deposits
(DEGAHBOUR BasiJ})

Calcareous soi i with lime masses and nodules
on limestone plateaus of LOWER OGADEN



Plate XII - Erosion

Guily erosion on vertisols (ADABA region)

- Note the important lime concretions at the base of soils

<, Lavaka» erosion on fersiallitic soi Is
(HARAR region)
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Uthic soi l ~ w ith powd" ''f li rn" Sols lithiqufltl à Cl!llcair• p oudl'euJt. 

YELLOWISH -RHl•O•I• d•riml trom Kthli D1~111;moslon1 
Sols ROll6EJAUNE 1$JY$ Hs <•lc~1rrs ~ K•llt!·O•INl1 

'"" Asl . 1 Soil3 w1lh '"Jll!rhcial gyps"m llag dori.,.d honl tli1 m11u gyp1um !Onl'llt1on 
""'' As• 1 [;ois <YI d•ll• d• !//'PM pru prolood• '""" h Ill I01tni1/11JJ1 IYP••us.f prmc1,.lf 

, .. Ais. Il Soil1 w1th $U'9rli~;1 1 ~1pium tii,g der;n~ !rom f1rl11 1vir1um 
.,,,,, Au Il Soit IUf dl/If " !/fPSI pru prohr!dl iuut dt:i ll'Ptll " '"'" 

OROWtl lSH·GRAY soils i:ltfi.ed l•om ll<j1d1n b1Hlt 
Sol• CRIS·BR/JN iua1 d•s Hu/tu d1 ro!/1"'1 

Llthlc celcic sofls Sols lirhi qufls Cfl/ciquos 
llGHT GRAY soil.s dori>'ff lrom I""''" Dould•ro 
Sa/1 GRIS Cl.AIR ISSUJ m c!Yos !/ll!IH~q"'s 

RED stMI• d1uvedlrorn A6igrat und'10111 
Sob ROl/GES ISJllJ dos ,m d"Al,,rit 

Humic soil1 Sols humffèffls 
on 1/ 250 000 A<DD!SH· BADWN 10il$ dtrivtd lrom b1ul!lt ash 1nd b111l1 

8 mtJonfo/ So/J 81/fJN-R(J{J{j[ iu~s"' :UOMS tl#/uf!llJ Il" ... ,,... 

9 
SMAss. V! BROWN 'oil' defiw:d born Gnorrn undl!ont 1nd pi1IHU blSll1 
>Off Au V7 Soh BRIJN !UUS "J ''" ,. tiuom1 n •• Nu/ln "' plllNUI 

SOlLS OEVEIOPEO ON COLLUVIA SOLS D'APPORT COLLUlllAL 

" 1 0 ( e -b ) 

VERTISOLS 
GAUMO SOLS 

YEllDWISH·BRDWN JmlJ"" i:ojhnu deuwn! J.am 1Jlln1I•• 
Soir BRIJN..JA/JNE sur &o/l!hions iullfs H 1rilli11s 

VERT/SOLS 

, [ Sh1llowcon""'' ) 
10 tp//u"""1S ,.u ~ on 1 

b ( Hui:I: oollu"1 
ColllMl>l!S 'tul~S 

VERT/SOLS GRU M OSOLI QUES A DRAINAGE EXTERNE RED UIT 
CARBONATE O VERTISOLS VERT/SOLS CARBONATÉS 

250000m1p'7l!ly 

Wlth powdary lima and pow dary gypsurn A r.;alc11fl'e poudreuJt llt Ct'iSt llUJt de gypse 

BROWN soil1on1lluvi1 1nd Ul lluvit dtri'1Cl trorn 0;1dtn b111ll 
Sols 8fi/JNS sui •1!1M'on1 tt collwions Ifs Hs•ltts If l'01ffln 

AEOOISH-BROWN •oils on olluvoa O.•t.td l•om K•bn D1k111nd M usta~il limestont'S 111d hom lhll mo1n gyp•11m lorma~Dn 
Sols 8R/JN ROIJGf JUI a/llM011S IUWS d•s c•/c••rr• lk K"'1ri o.,,,, Il Muita/111 ri "' Nt !OJJRlJUOn 11ypseuse p11111:iµll 

BROWN soil> on aUuy10 lrom I~• Wab, Shriltllt (13 •) 1nd faim l l J li/ ,.ms 
Sots 8RIJNS sur •lluii!Ol1S lu WU. Sllt!Hl/e llJ.) Il lu f1"1l (13tl 

BROWN 1orl1 on 11\uvia trom 1111 &nit 11111 t111 foltn t1vtrs 
Sol• BlllJNS wr al/1NH»1' lu 81111/f 11 iu flkn 

With c• lc•••OU1 nodules 

1S 
BROWN !Oil! on calltlvi• dorivH tram K1bn·D1h11 li1T111to!11 
Soli BR/JNS 1ur co/JIMl1l!s iss""3 lt1 r1k11"" H KNn th!Yt 

CALCIC GRUMOSOLS VERTISOLS CALCIQUES 
W lth nodu les in the de ptfl A nodules "" profondeur 

,.-;-=] 
l!...:...L!J 19 • •o 
ANDOSOLS 

AEDDISH-BROWN ..,;1s on coll,,.,1 dft..ed !rom blull al !IM pl11HUl lnd Gesom1 unduono 
Sots BRIJN-ROIJ6E sur aillumMJS 1U1Hts Hl llla/tts Ifs pütH,,. •I ftJ 1ris 11 6110/lll 

REOOISH·SROWN ioils dtri-.d from plitHu$ b111l1 
Sol• 8RIJN-ROll6E /UUS Us HUI/li Hs pûlf'tlUX 

OARK GRAY so;1, dl!Wtd trom ~l11nu1 b111lt 
Sais CRIS FONcf inu1 dts ~asalr11 ffJ pllrtarn 

DARK GRAY •oil• derived tram ~lotlflU• b1selt wrlh 11>tilœnoc1'11 /1~ an r/tf suri""" 
Sols GRIS FaNd "" pl8C11 /S.SUS dos Huh.s Ifs p/8/Nu• 1-W l/tCOY., .. ,,,.,,, """"a 
BLACK Y -GRAY •oi l• on •lluvl8 <lt1i.ad hom ~.b,,·Dlha! hme11on1 
Sais GRIS-NO/fi SUI ~l/Ul/ttJllS iuus hs ~,,,,,.,., i/1 K"'1n'·DIMr 

ANOOSOLS 
OIFFERENCIATEO SOILS SOLS DIFFÉREN CIÉS 

SATU RATED SOI LS SOLS SA TURES 
W ith a melenic horizon M elani qufls 

21 
GRAY 1011, O.riw:d ITT!m moun111n • ~n1lt 
Sols CRIS i11u1 dts Usa/lu ~ mlN!/llfllB 

CALCIMAGNESIC SOILS SOLS CALCIMAGNÉSIOUES 
CARBONATED SOILS SOLS CA RBONA TES 

ASSOCIAT10N OF MODAL BROWN CALCAREOUS SOILS (22 el AND MODAL RENOZINA (22 b) 
A SSOCIATION DE SOLS BRUNS CALCA IRES M ODA UX (22 11/ ET DE RENDZINES MODALES {22 b} 

0 22 ( .. - b) 
BROWN 1o<ll ffrMd lrom Kthl;..01h11 lim111ont \ d lrd 1 Sots 8RIJNS iss111 Hs caklirrs H Kffli-/Ulu1 j rl•I on 

BROWN CALCAREOUS SOELS SOLS BRUNS CALCA I RES 

~23 
~ 

Modal aoil l Sols modaux 

BROWN SO!l1 on 111""'' den>'ff !rom Ktbri·D1!i11 lirnntont 
SOis BR/JNS •ur •lluvti1M issutt lin co/Cl1ri1 do Kdn ·01h1r 

RENDZI NA RENDZINES 

0 •4 
Model r9nd~i ne RBndri'les mods lfl !f 

B~OWN 1011• dt'""° trom K1b" fl•~"' hm""""" 
Sois OllUNS usus dos <1/1a1lt's dt Ktb!Î 0 fh"1 

SATUA ATED SOILS SOLS SATURES 

250000m1ponfof 

ASSOCIATION OF MODAL BROWN CALCI C SOI LS (2 6 al AND MOOAL CALCIC RENDZINA ~ 25 b) 
ASSOCIATION DE sots BRUNS CALCIQUES M ODAUX (26aj ET DE RENDZI NES CALCIQUES (25b/ 

-

BROWN .a1lsd11•veO !rom Kebri·Dahao hmnton1 ) '" ' 
2S( a · b) SOis BRllNS iuMs d~s calc1irfS lk KHn ·Olhlr ""1"' .. 0" i 5oooa m•p onlv 

CALCIC RENDZI NA AENOZINES CALCIQUES 
Mode! rend zi ne Rendil'ir>11s modBlfls 

D •• BftOW~ '"'I' dei""° lrom platllo> lo•ult •nd ••lun" tutl 
Sol• BR/JNS !UMs dos llilSJ/I., rk p/a/U<M Il le 1u/s ~110/llU#S 

60 000 rn•P IF! ltn l nnly 

,.,, 

8'30 

38•30 40' 

__ j 

30°30 

ZUAY 

Shashemane 

" " " 
Gu gum 

" "' "' Kotele 

AODIS - ABEBA 

Il 
Il 

Oe1a "---~ 
!/ 

// 
!; 

// 
// 

// 

'ASSELA 

Il 
11 
Il 
11 
Il 
\\ 
\\ ,, ,, 

\\ ,, 
\\ 

Bokop ~ 

1 

> 

[" 

SOILS WITH A CALCAREOUS DIFFERENCIATION 
SOLS A DIFFÉRENCIATION CALCAIRE 

W ITH A M ELANIC H ORI ZON A HORIZON M ELA NIQUE 
WlTH POWDERY LIME A CALCAIRE POUDREUX 

Modal 1oils 

0 •7 
fm 2a 

REDOISH ·BIKIWN so1l1 on collu•11 d111vtd horn Kt11! 1·D1har h"1Hto111 
Soit fiR(JN.fflXJG[ sur co/lllMIN!S IUUIS hs c.lkM11t • Kllln-O••r 

OAOWN 1oil1 on ulluoi1 dt!1"'d hom O'jtdtn bH11t 
S<lh 8RIJNS iur collwif!ls 1Uufl Us Hulrts H l'011Hn 

WITH NODULES A AMAS ET NOD ULES - 29 - 30 
~31 (• ·b "c) 

/:+:i-+132 
Et -:::j 3 3 

Sols carlionatés 

BROWN lOlls rlefi-" lrorn J•11g1 bl:11l1 
SMs fJRIJNS ISSUS "' ..... ,ru • J111P 

YELLOWISH BRDW~ SO!l1on1lluvo1 1nd collu•,. Muvad from b"•ll 1nd ..,la nit luH 
Sols /JHIJN..JA/JNE SUI llllMIN!l ,, colllM/llJI !UU•IJ m /usa/lis •I •• tllh 

REOOISH-BROWN 10111 on o;ollu•i1 d11ivtd from G11om1 und11on1 
Sols BRIJN./IOIJ(j[ sur collmons 1ssutt th• 1rls If G .. om1 

R€0DISH· BADWN 1oi11 on •lluv111nd colluv11 dtrivtd trom K1bri·D1h11 llm11ton1 
So!J 81/fJN./i(J{J{j{ sur 11/wlon1 11 <o/IVii!'onl i11w• Us "/Bi!WI dt KtirNJHlt 

REDOISH-BROWN so1 ls on coll"vi1 dt<1vtd lrom Gnom1 und11oni an d Kobrl·Olhl! lime11one 
Sols 8'1/JN-R(}(J8f sur tollwùms 1JJU1S drs 1ri1 tl, CtJa1111 ri dos e1k1ins d• K1~ri-Oa~r 

WITH A FRIA BLE A ND MASSIVE ACC UMULATION A ACCUM ULATION M ASSIVE FRIABLE 
Ch11rnozem1 

34 
DARK GAAV to•ll 1n "l~ d1r."d l•om Yolconit iutl 

Soli GRIS FONC{ ..,, plfct IJJUI "' rufs vo/c•OIQU#I 

WITH A HARO AND MASSIVE CRUST fNODULAR CRU STl 
A ENCROUTEMENT MASSIF OURCI (ENCROUTEM ENT NODULAIRE) 

Carbomtted soils 

~3S 
i!."..".!J 

36 

37 

Calcic soils 

BROWN 1o< l1 dtrivtd !rom Ktbn·D1h11 llm11tant 
Sais 8H/JNS iuu1 Hs r1k11"rr1 H Krtn.01/111 

Sols caldqu1111 

Rl'OOISH BROWN ..,,i. dlrMd Ir°"" Geum1 11/ldllone 
Sof1 BRUN-ROl/8E llSUJ ln 1rB * 6Ul!llll 

Vertic ca lclc àoil$ Sols wvtiques Cl!ll ciquas 

REOOISH -BROWN i.Odl deo1ved hom Gnom1 Ands1°"' 
Soli BHllN·R0'16E Issus dos tris H G"""" 

WITH A PALLI D HO RIZON A HORIZ ON PA LLIDE 
WJTH POW DERY llME A A CCUMULAT/ON CA LCAI RE DIFFUSE 

Modal soil$ Sols m odt1u>< 

1~00DO m•p 0011 

~3B (a - bJ 
YELLOWISH-REO lo REOOISH·YELLOW 10111 on allu••• dt!iwd lrom ~tb!1 - 01h11 

and Mu•tahil hmos1on1• and GH•m• 11nds1one 
Soli ROIJGE.JA/JNE 1 JAllNE-R(}(J8E sur 1/lwions luuts Us <1/c1i111 
do K~n'O.INl1 of Musll~rï '1 da 1rt.J n Gts11m11 

38 " Kt b•i-01h11 on 1 250000m1ponlv 
[ S!i1~01h ) 

b El Kort 

WITH NOD ULES A A MAS ET NODULES 
C9rbon11tad •milm Sols c"rlio r>Bté:J 

YHlOWISH·AEO 10111 d1<1vtd !rom K1bn ·D1h11. Mu1!1hil 1nd Bell! Utn hmestonn 
Sais l/OIJCEJA/JNE 111i11 dt1 tlkli111 dt l(ti!ll·lh/Jlt dt Mus11!Jiï If dl 81Jt1·l11n 

Krbri· 01h11 lim111an1 1m1ll pl1111u1 
a c1k1i1'1 H K1brf-01hlr t"-rtaux rn<lltf1'J 

Kthn -D1h11 limuron1 largo pl1t11u1 ..,th colluYil on 1111 pl11'"" 

D 3 9 (a bc d•J 

b ,.,,..,,.s "' KNa o.,.,,, .. ,,.s Jl/llHUI 1-W: col//M(//JJ '"' p/8ruo.t 
Mu•t1h<l l1muron1 plotu111 
e1k•1rn R MuJl•llrl pûtlllur 

on 1 250000m•punly 

~40 
L._j 

41 

42 

43 

SttAss. l!I 

""''Au.Ill 

d 
Must1h<I hmn!M• collov11 on 1h11ow., platHu• 
<aluitu " MMst1hi/ colfmOM "" IM•·,ia/11/lUI 
llol1t Utn limn101111m•ll pl1111u1 

" <1/Cl1m H 811ft.(/tr1 ,flr-ow """"1i• 

REO Mllll m MIU d111vtd h1lfn zoot1n 11nd"one 
SofJ ROIJGES Ill ,i.e, 1ss~1 r# 1ri1 llXlfÏMI 

REDDISH·BROWN 1o< l1 Oii l llu.,1 tram J1111 ,,.., 
Sols 8R/JN./i0/J6l "" 1/llhiHs I• Jlffr 

YELLOWISH RUI SO•I• °" •llu"I d111wd !rom Gtsoma sondslone 
Sol;; RO/J6f JA/JNE •ur 1/IW1'1111 IUIMS tlll 1rh Q 6•-

se Au. V llED sa.ls"" 1l)vmo 111d wmd ·l>J""'" m111u•I 
voir Au, V Sol• RO/JGES sur m11#n1u complen 11/uvt1/ tt h/11111 

C•lclc &oils 

~4S (• - b) t.:..!..!I 

RED soil1 dtrowd trom Gnom111nd•to111 
So/1 fllJIJCES /JJYJ dts 1rls do 6110~ 

HfO •oil• on 1lluv" 1~5 QI •nd ~olluyia 145 1) d111vld from G11om1 11nd11one } 
Sols '10/JGES '"' all1mons /15•1 ~t colllMl/l!J (451) i11us "81 9'"• do CtS0/118 . 

Verlic carbonatad so il s Sois vat't iques carlior>Ht~s 

0 4• RfDOISH 6ROWN •011• on wlfu,,I denvl!d /rom Keb" (Ja~er ~mo!lono 
Soir BRUN-R(}(J8f sut colluii!Ollt '"""' tht <:1/Cl<tws do Xlllm-D1!Yr 

WlTH A HARD AND MASSIVE CRUST (NODULAA CRUST) 
A ENCROUTEM ENT MASSIF DURCI (ENCROUTEMENT NODULAIRE} 

Carbonetad 9o il1 Sols carlJo r>11 t811 

47 
UGHT·BROWN 10il1 dtnl'l't !rom Klbr1·D•h11 hm1110flt 
Sols 8RIJN.CWR 1u11s Hs ulu111t h KHr>·011/ur 

dOIJ1IO<Jon 1 25000011 , ,~orrlv 

40' 

ASSE BE 

SOILS WITH A GVPSEOUS 
SOLS A DIFFÉRENCIATION 

DIF FERENCIATION 
GYPSEUSE 

WITH A PALLID HORIZON A H ORIZON PA LLIDE 
WITH POWDERY GYPSUM A GYPSE P OUDAEUX 

Moda l soifs 

6'JO--

BROWN 10 RfDOISH BROWN so1l1 on colluvi1 du1verl trom the m1>n lrP•~m tormotio" 
Sol• 8R/JNS i /JR/JN R3118f Ju1 cllll1mans iuur• f• Il l"""'t'"" '""'y"' pm1<11"1t! 

41 '30 

41'30 

0 4 9 ( .. -b) 
YElLOWISH llROWN Io B"OWN .. ,1, on 1llu.,• hom W•b• Sh•bollo!~9•l •11d f•len 149b) rowro ) 
Sols /JRUN·ROUGf i BRUNS IMI lffu,,,oas du W1b1-SINM<lif (491/ at lu f1!ra (49#/ 

d<t•ll1d on 1 50000 m1p IW1bi Sh1b1ll1I 

'"" r ~OmlOm•ullot'"J'wly 

V11nic soil1 Sols v11rtiques 

REO 1oil1on1lluYl1 d111vtd trom K1~1l· 01h1< 1nd Mu1t1hil lim111on11 •n~ H11 m1in 9yp1um form•tlon Oso 
Os1 

Sali RO/JGES sui 11/ull!oos 1ssuts das <1le1111s h K"'1ri·Olhlf fi Mu111hi/ ri dl Il form1Qaa 6ypSlu$1 prirri:iµlf 

52 
!'°An.V 
""''Au. V 

DAR K BROWN soil' on .u.,;, ftOITI 01•111 ,;ver 1nd !f;buttriH 
Soli IJRllN FONCE •ur 11/llYllNIS iu 01k111 Il dt us 1H/11tnU 

RED •0111 an 1iluYl1 tnd wind·lllown m•tffill 
Sais R(}(J8fS SYI m1/fMU Ca"'f/ul •lluw/t/ Il ioh•a 

WITH A CRUST 
Mod1I 1oil1 

SOLS ENCROUTÉS 
S oli mod11uJ1. 

MO sorl1 on 1lluvo1 0.r..ed l•om Gesorno und110111 1nd Muslahil lint.IS!One 
Sols ROU6lS sur 111-s /Wlfl Us ,m • GISINU •I '" "/a1ns " Musi.lli/ ~S3 

S4 
>H [ Asi, 1 YEllDWISll·MD 10 Rt:OO\SH· YELLDW snil1 an 1lluV111nd çoll,,.,1 dlrrttd !rom the m••n 91pium lvlm11lan and Mu1t•h 1l li1111110111 
1111r Ali. Ill S~ Rotlfif.J/t/IN{ j JAllN{.fl()IJ(j{ W 11/nifas rt '11/lhi~ lilWS dt Il ~l&flll IWN~SI pfl!K/1111 Il lts t.tlclll!U r# M~s~ltt/ 

BRUNI FIED SOILS SOLS BRUN/FIES 
EUTROPHI C BR UNIFIED S0 1LS SOLS BRUNS EUTROPHES 

AssoclRtion of rn od91 solls (55 1) end ve~ hu rnic w e.,kly d9velo p9d soi ls 155 b) 
A u ocia rio n d11 101:1 modauJt {55 a/ ar de sols pau dévfllopp4s hum;féres {55 b / 

- 55 fa -b) 

MESDTAOPHIC BROWN SOILS SOLS BRUNS MESOTROPHES 
Hydrornorphic H yd,omorphes 

O s• Soil1 d111~td !rom 1<Dlc1n lc GRAY 11hn 
Sais 1uu1 th ..,,.a,., 'l'OklniQWJ CR/ôlS 

FERSIALLITI C SOILS SOLS FERSIALLIT/OUES 
SATURATED SOILS SOLS SATURÉS 

TYPIC SOILS 

Mod1I soits 

LJ s1 
ffi[[]]J sa 

SOI.$ TYPIQUES 

S ols modtH•Jt 

AEDOISH·BROWN io1l1 on calluli1 dtrivod 1ram ~r1ni!1 •!Id Adi'jra1 undsiooe 
Sols 8f//JN·ROUGE •ot ta/l,,,,,ans 1u"'s th• 9ri111'111s 11 lis 1rts dAdi;121 

D4AK Rt:DOISH·SllOWN 1oil1 d11iwd from K1Mi·D1hir limrtcone 
Soli BHIJN f/(}(J8f f(JNCÉ i11u1 Us e1/c1irr1 h /(Nn·01hlr 

AsSQcie1ion o f mode l typic soifs (59 •f end 
A s!loçiati on de 110!1 typiques m odeux 159 e / 

typic weakly d9ve lopod so ;1, !59 bl 
et de sols typi ques p eu dévt1loppés 

-- FIED 1<1as .,,..., /10m Gnoin• Wld.ronr } 
59 ( a-b/ Sllfs ROIJ6fS '""' "11ta * G•som1 

FERRALLITIC SOILS SOLS FERRALITIOUES 
WEAKLY DESATUR ATE D OR SATUA ATED SOILS 
SOLS FAIBLEM EN T DESA TURÉS ou SA TURÉS 

TYPI C SOILS 

Modal so ils 

SOLS TYPIQ UES 

Sols mod•u• 

RED 1ail1 on compl11 m11tri1I d1r•>'ff lrom Krbri·D 1h11 lim11tone. Adi~ll! 11nds1one 1od ir1nicn 

(59 bl 

- 60 Sols '10/JClS •U1 malfa•u romp/u1 i11u dtJ ultliffl dt Ktbri-011!11, lu g,.s d'Ad1.,,,,1 •r d.1 112111rt1 

HUMIC SOILS 

D •1 
SOLS HUMIQUES 

YtllOWISH· BROWN 1oil1 d11 i•ld from 0•1111 of 1he pl1cu"' 
Sols /JRl))i JA/JNf ISSU$ du b$Ull•s lhs pJ.11/Ju~ 

ue An. VI YtllOWISll· BAOWN 1oil1 on colluvi1 d111•od lrom G11oma und•tono 
62 !fllir ASI. VI Sais /JRUN'1AIJNl '"' colluvions iu1Ms du gris lh G,.o,,,. 

Associatio n o f typlc modal 1olls (63 • I 1nd w •&kly developad soils (63 b) 
A ssoc/11tlon de 1101!1 typi ques mod1uJt (63a/ fit PIHI d8veloppJs (63bl 

r:-;-;-;;\ RED 50111 dorri....t trom Ge1om1 11nd1tant 
~ 6 3 l•-bl Sols ROUCCS iuus dis 1rls th Ctsom. 

Associatio n of v•~ humlc w1•kly deve lo p11d soils • nd typir.; hu m ir.; w 1akly d1v1l oped 1o il1 
A s11oc/1 rion de so/11 humil'r•s peu dévOIOIJpés e r do !lois Typiques peu d,1111/0PPé!l humiqu111 

~64 
~~ODISH · SROWN SO•ll d111wd lrom m011n11in1 b111h 
Sob 6'1/JN-RO/JGf iJJUJ in ilsaltts lin m!Jllll!/l!tS 

------

.,. 

• • 

.,. 
SOLS H YOROMORPHES HYDRO,MORPHI C SOILS 

M EDI UM ORGA NIC SOILS SOLS MOYENNEMENT ORGANIQUES 
MlJ! M IC GLEY SOILS SOLS HUMIQUES A GLEY 

W ith powderv lime A Cl!llcaire poudreux 

-

BROWN Miii' on all11v.• flom Wat. Shebellt !851) 11141 hl•• (65 b/ ""'" ) 
6!S (• - b) Sols BH/JNS :ur 11!1NllllS lu W11•·Sh«wflt (65-J ~/ iM f•ln (65t! 

C1lclc soils 

6 
S .,., 11250 ODO BROWN 10!ls o" 1lluvi1 lr0111tlll Hai-11 l1kt1 

1 m1p onl1 Sols BRIJNS :Mf 1/llrMM dts '-es lh l'Hlftr 

----9°30 

• • • • 

MI NERAL HYDRO M ORPHIC SOI LS SOLS HYDROM ORPHES MINÉRAUX 
SOILS WITH PSEUD OGLEY SOLS A PSEUOOGLEY 

W ith powdery Ume A OBICdim poudN1u• 

0•7 UGHT BROWN soils on 11nd, tlluvoa hom W1b1 Sli•belle 11V11 1"4 1ttl111 nt1 
Sais 8RllN CIA/R s~r 11/wions u/Ji111u1 du W1//l-Shrbrlil 11 If Sii 1ff!U1ar• 

W ith nodules A amas 11r 11odulr1s calcail'fls 

61B on 1/ 250 OO O GRAY 1oi!1 on colhwn dtrive<! f!om G11om1 sindstono 
m1p onlv Sa/1 CRIS sur co/IU.ÎMI iuvts ths fris dt Gasom1 

Cnide so it& • ·· SODIC SOILS 

S ols celci quos 

YEUOWISH BAOWN 1oil• oo Sijndy tllu•i• frorn tht Errtr 1nd Oa~1!1 rivtrs and eHl~tn11 
Soir RlillNJAIJNE sur ;,1111.;,,,,s $Hku:r1s ~ rtrrw n 111 {)1hta 1/ H 1#1111 1Hlwms 

SOLS SODIQUES 
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LIS T 0 F PLA TES

Plate l - The Wabi Shebelle alluvial plain (near Kelafo)
- Flood zone (Shehelle plainJ

Plate II - Fringing forest with Tamarix nilotica on the convex
banks of the river (near Gode)

_ Fringing forest witt~·.Hyph~ene thebaica on the natural levee
of the river (surronndings of mustahil)

Plate III - Dust column due to a whirlwind (Gode plain, Southern
ba~k of the river)

- Dune formations with tall Acacias (Gode plain,
Southern bank of the river)

Plate IV - Interstratified soil with predominating sand from the
natural levee (Imi region)

- Grumosolic limestone vertisol (Mustahil region)



- The eleven soil maps of the Lower Valley of the Wabi-Shebelle

are included in a special file.

,
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INTRODUCTION

Of aIl the soils survèys of the Wabi Shebelle Basin, the most worthy of attention
are those on the Lower Valley, this region presenting possibilities for hydro
agricultural development.

Consequently, a systematic survey was carried out from Imi to Ferfer along a
450 kilometers'distance. A map at 1/50 000 was drafted representing an area of
1,3 million hectares among which 380 000 ha are suitable for irrigation, and
many soil samples were analys~d,in order to deterrnine their different charac
teristics and their potentialities.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ZONE

The Wabi Shebelle flows along approximately 400 km in a steep canyon and,
40 km North of Imi, it enters a plain which spreads out downstream. Sometimes
bounded by limestone or gypsum escarpments, it generally gives place in its
surroundings to a glacis due to the temporary rivers of Ogaden which seldom
join the main river.

The ancient meanderings of the river in its alluvial flats give the Wabi
Shebelle the aspect of a succession of crescents alternating on either side of
the river, linked end to end and spreading out downstream. The mean width of
this plain is about 2 to 3 km in the Imi region and 10 km in the Gode region
and Shebelle plain.

The Wabi flows embanked from 5 to 10 meters deep in its alluvium between Imi
and Kelafo, but from Kelafo to Mustahil the river is divided into many shallow
arms. Some large areas are flooded during each peak flood (Juncaceae zone)
whereas other areas are permanently flooded (Cyperaceae zones).

l. NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

A. CLIMATE

The climate of the Lower Valley of the Wabi Shebelle belongs to the Ogadenian
semi-arid type and is characteristic of equatorial latitude, i.e

- Lower thermie amplitudes throughout the year and between night and day
than in other arid regions.

A regime of rainfall with two rainy seasons.

1. Temperatures

The mean annual temperature is 28°2, the mean maximum and m1n1mum being
respectively 28°7 and 26°6 and the extremes being 34°4 and 23°4.

The variations from one month to the next are small : 3°2 (maximum) and
4°6 (minimum).

The mean daily variation is )1°2 for the year with a maximum of 14° in
December and a minimum of 9°4 in July. Consequently, the Valley of the Wabi
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Shebelle enjoys relatively mild temperatures (the highest ]_s always under 40°)
and low thermie amplitudes though nights are quite cool.

2. Rainfall-- See table 1

Rainfall in the Lower Valley has a xerique regime. But the sun reaches .
its zenith twice a year, hence two short rainy seasons.

- The first in March-April-May which is the longest.

- The second in September-October.

This is considered as an "equatorial cycle" though .the rainfall inten
sity is completely different from that observed in classic equatorial climates.

In fact, the mean annual rainfall never exceeds 35Q mm and is usually
about 200 mm. A considerable rainfall variation may be observed from one year
to the next, for instance, at lmi and Kelafo stations, the difference is 1 to
2 for 1970 and 1971. Furthermore, for the same months, important interannual
variations are recorded (from 1 to 5).

Rains are due to heavy and localized storms and form grey columns
swiftly blown on by a very strong wind but in general the soil is not deeply
soaked, owing to previous long arid periods. An hourIs rainfall turns the
plain into a huge lake where water only seeps into the soil some hours later.
The depressed areas are soaked for 4 or 5 days if other storms do not occur.

--: Gode weather station (Wabi Shebelle Project Survey)
Pluviometrie stations of lmi, Gode, Kelafo, Mustahil.
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TABLE 1

RAINFALL IN THE LOWER VALLEY OF THE WAHl for 3 years

1969 - 1970 - 1971 in millimeters.·

Locality Year Ist rainy season 2nd rainy season Total annul1 Total Mean
(March - April - May) (October - November) rainfall rainfall

for 3 years
Mean Mean 1

rainfall rainfall
for 3 years for 3 years

1969 68,0 68,9 136,9

lMl
1970 147,6 90,5 95,5 78,5 243,1 ·169,0

1971 56, 1 71,2 127,3

1969 114,7 144,9 259,6

GODE
1970 236,0 175,4 54,7 108,4 290,7 283,8

1971 175,7 125,8 301,5

1969 91, 1 153,7 244,8

KELAFO
1970 162, 1 107,3 57,1 81,8 219,2 189, 1

1971 68,9 34,9 103,8

1969 162,0 151,5 313,5
-

MUSTAHlL 1970 117,3 187,1 90,3 127,8 207,6 314,7

1971 282,1 141 ,6 423,7

1969 40,6 123,6 166,2

FERFER 1970 157,0 82,3 54,1 93,6 211 , 1 175,9

1971 49,4 103,2 152,6

• Short rainfalls in the 2 months before or after the rainy season are not included in the
total rainfall as they do not influence the hydrologie balance of soil.
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In these semi-arid regions where no natural barriers exist, a calm at
mospheric situation is unfrequent and wind is one of the main features of the
Ogadenian climate.

In the Wabi Shebelle plain, the wind rises at about 10 a.m, blows until
evening and at about 7 p.m. stops suddenly to blow again violently at 1 a.m.
and drop at sunset.

The wind condition is determined mainly by the breeze effect from the
Indian Ocean. This is the case of nightwind due to the gale which started blowing
on the previous afternoon on the Somalian coast.

The ma1n direction of wind is S.W. and its mean annual velocity is 3,6 mIs.

The minimum velocity corresponding to the rainy seasons in October, November
and December is 2,5 mIs and the maximum velocity during the dry months of June,
July, August and September is about 5 rn/s. These values are relatively low for a
subarid region with no natural wind barrier.

When the atmospheric situation is calm, very important whirlwinds materia
lized by a dust column slowly moving across the plain, contribute to the general
powdering of soil with a film of fine particles.

4. Hygrometry

The mean annual hygrometry is 53.2 %
6 p.m. : 39,2 7..

at 6 a.m. it is 67,8 %, and at

In the morning, the maximum hygrometric degree never exceeds 88 7. during
the rainy season but minimum values are always under 50 % at 6 p.m.

Consequently, hygrometric conditions are moderate in the morning and
poorer in the afternoon but the saturation degree of atmosphere is never under
25 %, which is very different from hygrometric conditions in other arid zones.

5. Soil evaporation and water deficiency : S. Table 2

Evaporation was measured with a Piche evaporameter and an evaporation pan of
Colorado type.

Mean annual evaporation measured on evaporation pan Ep is
Piche : EP = 2.976 mm, the ratio being :

3810 rrnn and on

EP = 0,81 Ep ; these data calI forth some remarks :

- Evaporation data Ep are distinctly higher than EP !~iche data), this
owing to the "oasis effect" observed around the evaporation pan.

- However, evaporation values are in both cases very high and can only be
accounted for by the hygrometric deficiency in the afternoon and the permanent
influence of steady and relatively high wind. It is difficult to relate these data
to real evaporation in soils, for want of measurements directly carried out on the
field.

• Gode station.
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To characterize with some accuracy the water deficiency of soils, the
ETP (calculated by the Turc formula applied to arid zones) was used. The
monthly water deficiency : DM is consequently the difference between monthly
rainfall PM and ETP calculated for the month considered : ETPm. Thus ;

Dm = Pm - ETPm

TABLE 2

MONTHLY WATER DEFICIENCY in the LOWER VALLEY of the WAHl SHEBELLE.

Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec·

tETPm 157 186. ' 173 168 138 135 110 136 145 116 141 151

• ) Pm 0 4,2 26,8 23,8 57,4 2,7 0 0 0 112, 1 32,8 0

Pm-ETPm - 157 -181,8 -146,2 -144,2 - 80,6 -132,3 -110 -136 -145 - 3,9 -108,2 -151

bTPM 159 181 166,0 134 139 102 131 130 131 127 155 155

) Pm 0 4,2 50,7 150,7 34,6 0 0 0 0,8 54,7 0 0

Pm-ETPm - 159 -176,8 -115,3 + 16,7 -104,4 -102 -131 -130 -130,2 - 72,3 -155 -155

JETPm 173 196 176 150 127 107 118 143 158 129 154 155

) Pm 0 0 2,6 10,3 162,8 0 0 0 0 112,3 13,5 0

Pm-ETPm - 173 -196 -173,4 -139,7 + 35,8 -107 -118 -143 -158 + 16,7 -140,5 -155

Table 2 representing 1969, 1970, 1971 shows that the soil can theoretically
supply water to a continuous vegetative cover during 2 periods of one month each
and sometimes only during a period of two weeks.

These data correspond relatively well to observations made in the Wabi
Shebelle plain. In this very flat zone, runoff is weak and can only be observed
in tpe depressed zone of the plain itself, where drainage conditions can
therefore exist for about one month during each rainy season. However, trees
growing in the lower areas have a longer vegetative cycle due to deeper infiltrati,
water.

Nevertheless, during approximately 10 months of the year, the soil is
subject to intense evaporation conditions which deeply influence the evolution
of soils and the dynamics of soil solutions, as will be seen later.

B. VEGETATION

According to the botanical survey by J.L. GUILLAUMET, one may note in the
Wabi Shebelle and its vicinity 5 types of vegetation related both to the nature
of the soil and to its hydrological regime.

- Fringing forest along the Wabi Shebelle.
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- Graminea Community in the alluvial zones which are not or scarcely flooded.

- Bushy communities in flood zones.

- Gyrocarpus habeb~nsis and Cassia ind. communities in the valley periphery on
colluvial deposits and alluvia of temporary rivers.

- Halophyte groups on saline soils.

- Thicket with Commiphora sp. and Andropogon cyrtecladus on limestone plateaus.

- Thicket with Boswellia spp. and Jatropha rivae on gypsum hills.

~I. Wabi Shebelle alluvial plain.

- The fringing forest along the Wabi Shebelle stretches over the
sandy natural levees of the river and is seldom more than 200 meters wide.

North of Imi and South of Kelafo, a palmgrove with Hyphaene thebaica
predominates.

Between Imi and Kelafo, the fringing forest with Tamarix nilotica prevails
and also grows in the Shebelle' plain on the sides of an ancient natural levee
of the Wabi where it is approximately 200 m wide.

- Gramineae communities in zones which are not or seldom flooded,
suddenly appear and turn the dry plain into a very large and green 20 cm thick
carpet, where Aristidà spp. and Cenchrus spp. predominate.

- The bushy communities of alluvial zones not liable to flooding
include two types

· The Suaeda fruticosa and Cadaba glandulosa group growing on top of
small dunes near the Wabi or on fIat areas where they may constitute thick
covers (zone E and F and South-East and North-West ends of Gode plain).

· The Cassia spp.group consisting of a thick or loose thicket of
small thorny shrubs about l,50 m high, is frequently seen at the limits of the
alluvia of the Wabi and of temporary rivers.

- Savannah with Acacia spp. is a very dense tree savannah with tall
acacias (mean height : 10 m) in weakly flooded zones of the Kelafo region.

• In zone E, to the North-East of Gode, a real "park-savannah"
exists with very tall flat-domed acacias.

- Swampy communities of flood zones.

In the flood zones of Shebelle and Mustahil, the prevailing
COillillun1t1es mainly consist of Halophytes, namely : Scirpus maritimus, Cyperus
cf fenzelianium, Ipomea sp, Indigofera sp, Dichantium annulatum.

2. Alluvia of temporary rivers and colluvia on th~ periphery of the plain,

On the periphery of the brown and yellowish, brown alluvia of the
Wabi Shebélle, on the yellowish-red alluvia of temporary rivers and on the
reddish-yellow colluvial deposits of hills, the following groups can be seen
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- Groups with Gyrocarpus habebensis and Cassia inde

These two plants form a shrubby community, 3 to 6 m high, but
here and there one or the other of these 2 species grows in a practically unmingled
stand.

- Halophyte community

It grows on the saline soils of the alluvial fans of temporary
rivers, particularly in the extreme South-Eastern part of the Valley,between
Burkur and Ferfer, where : Urochondra setulosa, Cenchrus biflorus and also
Cucumella Kelleri predominate.

3. Hill zones and plateaus on either side of the plain :

On the gypsum hills grows a more or less dense thicket of Boswellia spp.
and Jatropha rivae.

- On the limestone plateaus grows a usually dense thicket of
Commiphora sp. and Andropogon cyrtocladus.

4. Action of man on the vegetation.

- The vegetation is hardly modified by man.

- Land clearing only was undertaken in the Kelafo and Mustahil region
for cultivation after waters subside.

- Generalized bush-fires do not exist, fires being limited to cultural
and pastoral areas (Mustahil, Kelafo and Bu-Y zone). Consequently, the climacic
vegetation is practically unchanged, especially in the periphery of the Valley.

- Conversely, if trees no longer exist in several zones, this is due
to the presence of livestock and to overgrazing conditions.

- Nevertheless, the local population generally~pares trees which
provide a meagre shade.

As to the irrigable zones of the Lower Valley, the study of vegetation is
resumed as regards the physiognomical aspect, density and location zones, in
paragraph : IV. 2.6. : "Nature and density of the vegetative cover and fitness of
soils for land-clearing".

C. GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS.

The Wabi Shebelle Valley is covered with alluvial deposits from the
NortherTh and North-Eastern basa~tic high Plateaus, and is commanded at a
variable distance from the river by the Ogaden Jurassic and Cretaceous formations
and their weathered deposits. Consequently, two completely different geologic
formations may be studied alternatively, i.e. :

1. Jurassic and Cretaceous formations in the outskirts of the Wabi
Shebelle valley :

1.1. Stratigraphy
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1.1.1. The main gypsum formation (Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous)
consists of a series of weIl stratified gypsum layers, either transparent
slabs or crystallized beds sometimes grooved by superficial weathering.
These layers are approximately 50 cm thick and are intercaiated withscarcely
fossiliferous greyish-green marI, 5 to ID m thick. Thin limestone beds (1 to
2 m thick) are frequent in the Mustahil, Kelafo and Gode regions.

It constitutes aIl the hills below the levelof the limestone
bluff. Its morphological structure is usually circular, re~embling ~ flattened
half-orange, and is relatively thick (20 to 30 cm) with concentric lines marking
out the gypsum beds. The characteristic "cockade" aspect of these hills is
very distinct, for instance towards the Northern bank of t~e Wabi around
Gode and near Kelafo. .

The main gypsum formation, at the limit of the alluvia of the
Wabi Shebelle, often presents a small vertical bluff 5 to ID meters high,
laterally alternated with the alluvial fans of temporary ~ivers to the
South-West of the Gode plain. This formation generally lim~ts the Wabi alluvial
plain to the North-East of the Madiso temporary river. DOWllstream, on the
right bank of the Wabi Shebelle betwe~n Kelafo and Mustahil and beyond, it
forros large fIat zones scarcely scoured by temporary river~. It is situated
only a few meters above the' level of the Shebelle plain tovards which the
formation gently slopes, the limit between alluvial deposits being marked out
by saline gypsum crusts.

In Imi region, especially to the North of this locality and on
both Wabi banks, a layer of red zoogenous sandstone with numerous molluscs
constitutes the upper part of 15~ 20 m high tabular hills rising above the
gypsum plateaus. The morphological structure of these hills is characterized
by a very broken up bluff displaying sharp angles due to the heterogeneous
nature of sandstone.

1.1.2. Mustahil limestone (Barremian, Lower Cenomanian).

Consisting of reddish-brown limestone at the base, and dolomitic
limestone on top with numerous red siliceous segregations, it is 20 to 30 cm
thick in the Mustahil and Gode regions. This limestone is rich in fossils
forming large beds with Brachiopods, Echinids, Lamellibranches, Gastropods,
Belemnits, and AWmonits.

This formation surmounting the main gypsum only remains North
of Imi and far enough from the Wabi : Godja hills 30 km North of lmi and the
hills West of lmi.

The Mustahil limestone which forms high horizontal tabular hills
in the distance is relatively ftear the river .• In the South of Gode,only 30 km
to the South of this town, it cornes very close to the Wabi hetween Gode and
Kelafo and forros the Didjinober hill on the Northern bank and two other hills
on the left bank, the big ~aluen hill dominating Kelafo townon the Southern
bank.

Between Kelafo and Burkur, the Mustahil limestone scarp on the
Northern bank culminates over the Wabi at approximately 100 m height, but on
the left bank only two important remnants exist"in the Mustaliil zone facing
Burkur (Menelik mountain).
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Karstification of this formation is unfrequent and is only
observed on the Burkur-Mustahil track where caves exist in the limestone
bluff.

1.1.3. Ferfer gypsum (Cenomanian)

Consisting of greenish-grey and sometimes multicoloured gypsum
intercalated with marlstone layers rich in sodium chlorid~ and fossils
(Lumachelle type), this formation is only represented between Burkur and
Ferfer, on the Northern bank of the Wabi, by a low and lev.el zone where temporary
rivers from the North meander.

1.1.4. Belet Uen limestone .(Upper Cenomanian Turonian)

Consisting of limestone conglomerates with ~any-eoloured gypsum
intercalations, it outcrops to the East of Ferfer and its'weathered material
is transported to the Burkur Ferfer region.

1.1.5. Gesoma sandstone (Upper Cretaceous)

It outcrops on the vast Shilavo plateau and on the Duhun tabular
mass. This sandstone is very friable and the sand resul~ing from weathering
is transported by temporary rivers to the Wabi banks in' the Imi and Burkur 
Ferfer regions.

1.2. Parent material derived from these formations.

Erosion and weathering of geologic formations give the following
material

- For the main gypsum formation : a silty powdery weathered material
of a greyish colour mainly composed of gypsum micro-elements. This material is
àlso calcareous with a large quantity of sodium chloride. t

- For the Mustahil limestone, a very fine sandy and powdery material,
yellowish-red to red and poor in gypsum and sodium chloride.

- In the foot-hill formations, the material derived from both these
series are deeply mixed and constitute a yellowish-red limestone material with
abundant gypsum and sodium chloride.

- In Imi region:, from the zoogenous sandstone is derived through
weathering a distinctly red'material with medium sands and a small quantity
of gypsum.

1.3. Parent material from the alluvia of temporary r~vers.

The or~g~n of these alluvia is more complex owing to the fact that
they,have been transported along great distances.
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1.3.1. Alluvia of temporary rivers of Imi zone are rich in coarse sands.
They mainly consist of weathered Gesoma sandstone from Duhun region in the East
and from the limit of the Basin in the West. They are calcareous, scarcely
saline and with a low gypsum content. .

1.3.2. Alluvia of temporary rivers between Gode and Burkur.

Their texture is fine but usually without much clay. They are
composed of yellowish-red mixed materials resulting from the weathering of
Mustahil limestone and main gypsum and consequently, are rich in limestone,
gypsum and sodium chloride.

1.3.3. Burkur and Ferfer alluvia of temporary rivers.

These deep red, very saline alluvial deposits have a medium gypsum
texture. Their origin is complex : the red colour being due to the weathering
of Gesoma sandstone from the El Habred region, and the very high salinity, to
the weathering of Ferfer gypsum ; besides, weathering material from Belet Den
limestone is also mixed with these alluvia.

2. The alluvial plain of the Wabi Shebelle.

The alluvial deposits of the Wabi which flows down from the High
Plateaus, constitute the parent material on which the soils of the Wabi Shebelle
Valley are developed. They are completely different from those of the local
environment and consist of :

Brown alluvia with a remote basal tic origin and composed of clay
to clayey silt with a predominance of montmo~llonite concentrating especially
in weakly depressed zones.

- Yellowish-brown more sandy alluvia forming the ancient natural
levees of the Wabi and presenting a large quantity of mica (phlogopite) derived
from Harar granite and transported to the river by the left bank tributaries.

- AlI intermediate forms exist : the alluvial deposits are frequently
interstratified with pr~dominating clayey or sandy beds and crossbeddings in
the sand can often be observed. The non-weathered clay deposits usually
display a conchoidal or ~ounded structure.

- As revealed by observations made on the Wabi banks and in the
periphery of the plain, these alluvia are 2 to 6 m thick and overlay the
main gypsum formation or weathered material on which the bed of the Wabi
rests, from Imi to Burkur. This also explains the important sulphate and
chloride contamination in the deeper parts of the alluvial deposits.

3. BasaIt formations of the Wabi Shebelle Valley.

The basaIt formations existing along the Northern border of the
Wabi Shebelle Valley from Gode to lmi, are rich in ferromagnesian mineraIs,
especially olivine. They form hills 20 to 50 m high with a characteristic.
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caterpi11ar or "crescent" morpho10gica1 structure and are usua11y 10cated in
the gypsum formations but a1so, in severa1 places, in the midst of the Wabi
Shebe11e a11uvia. This is the case of the "crescent-shaped" hi11s, about 20
meters high,3 km away from Gode bridge, and of two sma11 outcrops on1y 2 to 3 m
high, 14 km to the South-East of Gode and a1so on the right bank.

These basa1t formations are very different from the sedimentary
soi1s through which they jut and, consequent1y, they raise a stratigraphie
prob1em : as will be seen further on, they are probab1y re1ated to the tectonic
movements which caused the formation of the Wabi Shebe11e Valley.

D. GEOMORPHOLOGY OF THE LOWER VAlLEY OF THE WAHl SHEBELLE AND ITS SURROUNDINGS.

1. Formation of the Lower Valley of the Wabi Shebe11e.

The Wabi Shebe11e Valley between lmi and Ferfer is not a c1assic
valley with encased terraces but consists'of a chain of basins a10ng which the
river f10ws. In fact, it is a tectonic basin resulting from tectonic movements
as shown by the fo110wing observations

- The valley is recti1inea1 from lmi to Ferfer and its N~W - S.E
direction corresponds to one of the main directions of fau1ts in East Africa.

- Ti1ted rocks due to a secondary S.W - N.E fau1t can be seen in the
Ke1afo region.

- Sedimentary 1ayers distinct1y slope towards the valley between
Mustahi1 and Burkur on the 1eft bank of the Wabi.

- Fina11y, the basa1tic f10ws with olivine seen a10ng a S.E. - N.W.
1ine in the Wabi Shebe11e Valley (from Gode to the North of lmi) , are most
probab1y the remains of a fracturation of sedimentary series.

Therefore, a tectonic movement upsetting the equi1ibrium profile of
the stream pattern, occurred at a probab1y contemporary age with the formation
of the great Ethiopian 1akes. This was fo110wed for the Wabi Shebe11e by an
active recurrence of regressive erosion upstream from lmi and by the quick
fi11ing in of co11apsed areas with alluvial deposits from the High P1ateaus.
Even now, during the flood period, the Wabi Shebe11e still transports large
quantities of suspended 10ad : up to 70 kg/m3 as measured at Gode. This quick
sedimentation is revea1ed by the existence of ancient river channe1s still we11
preserved in Gode plain and particu1ar1y upstream from Ke1afo on the 1eft bank

~ and in the Shebe11e plain between Ke1afo anè Mustahi1. The inhabitants of the
region often speak of an "ancient Wabi" and of 'now-abandoned villages which
existed on the river bank.

This intense sedimentation still continues, the river and its tribu
taries upstream from lmi being in an active degradation phase. This fact 1S

emphasized

- Upstream, by the presence of Ma1ka - Wakana fa11s and of canyons
characteri~ing the Ma1ka-wakana valley up to the North of lrni with gorges more
than 800 m deep in the Lagahida region. In this area, the Wabi f10ws very
swift1y to reach the 1eve1 of the Lower Valley where the river recovers its
equi1ibrium profile and becomes a "mature" and sinuous river cross-cutting
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its own meanders in Imi region, leaving its former channel for another in the
Gode and Kelafo zones or dividing into various arms between Kelafo and
Mustahil~

- Downstream, the level of the Wabi bed progressively rises owing to
the deposits left by the river. It must be noted that everywhere the river
bed is higher than the level of ancient alluvial deposits in the outskirts
and consequently, the Wabi alluvial flats slope down from the river to the
farthest part of the alluvial plain. This fact is very important as regards
hydro-agricultural developments.

2. Valley peripheral alluvial formation.

There is no visible connection between the Wabi Shebelle and the
temporary rivers flowing from the Ogaden hills towards the river between Imi
and Ferfer, except for the most important such as the Madiso and several
others, or when these rivers merge in a zone where the Wabi alluvial deposits
are not largely spread : particularly in the North of Imi.

In fact, two large alluvial formations existed on the border of the
Wabi Shebelle Valley :

- A very important ancient alluvial formation contemporary with the
fault which caused the formation of vast alluvial fans with numerous big boul
ders (limestone and basaIt at Gode and calcareous-basalt, granite, granite
gneiss, quartzite at lmi and Northern Gode on the left bank of the Wabi
Shebelle). Gode town is built on an ancient alluvial fan.

This active erosion can be explained by the action of a semi-arid
climate of the same pattern as the actual climate but with very concentrated
and more important rainfall.

- The present alluvial formation is characterized by a relatively
weak climate - erosion with, in the downstream part of temporary rivers, allu
vial fans consisting only of fine elements. The characteristic "causse" aspect
of the landscape around the valley with its scarp and concave slope turned
towards the Wabi Shebelle is due to this present eroding process.

3. Limits between the alluvial deposits of the Ogaden alluvial forma
tion and the Wabi Shebelle alluvia.

3.1. Limi ts

The limits between the red alluvia of temporary rivers and the
brown Wabi Shebelle alluvia are very distinct. But in fact, a cross-section
in these alluvia shows that those of the Wabi Shebelle always cover the peri
pheral alluvia of temporary rivers, which confirms the weak character of the
sedimentation process of the Ogaden alluvial system. This is probably true for
the whole valley.

Thus; the tectonic basin was probably originally filled in by the
red alluvia of temporary rivers. This can be observed in the Gode, Northern
Gode and Imi regions where these alluvia (either presenting many boulders as
in Gode or none at aIl in Northern Gode) rest directly on the gypsum substra
tum (Gode) or on the limestone layers of the main gypsum formation (Northern
Gode).
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Later on, the Wabi probably covered these red deposits with its
own alluvia, while progressively moving its bed from one edge of the basin.to
the other.

The alluvial layer of the Wabi is never more than 5 to 6 m thick in
the centre of the basin and becomes progressively thinner at the periphery.
At Gode, on the Northern bank of the Wabi, the ~ransition from red to brown
alluvia can distinctly be seen, the former progressively disappearing under
the latter towards the Wabi, this brown alluvial layer being less than 1 m
thick.

The presence of alluvia of temporary rivers underlying those of
the Wabi largely explains the salinity of the deep water table in the Gode
and Shebelle regions.

3.2. Natural drains in the ~utskirts of the Wabi Shebelle alluvia.

The Wabi Shebelle alluvia slope down from the river bank to the
periphery, conversely, the slope of the alluvia of temporary rivers is positi
ve as it turns away from the Wabi. Consequently, a hollow hinge is formed at
the limit of two types of alluvial deposits and is usually occupied by one or
several small ditches. The latter drain water from temporary rivers and bring
it to the Wabi, sometimes very far downstream. This is a very favourable fac
tor for soil-ieclamation as it largely prevents the contamination of Wabial
luvia by saline waters from the gypsum environment.

These natural drains can be seen, in particular Il km to the South
of Gode at the limit of the Adamboi plain, in the plains upstream from Kelafo
and in most of the other Wabi Shebelle alluvial plains.

E. FLOOD ZONES

The climatic context of the Lower Valley is largely modified by the in
fluence of flooding which occurs when the Wabi Shebelle overflows in different
points of the valley,for instance in the ox-bows of Imi region and particular
ly south of Kelafo in the Shebelle and Mustahil plains, or on areas where
runoff water spreads over the alluvial fans of large temporary rivers during
rainfall on the plateaus commanding the valley.

1. Wabi Shebelle floodings.

This flooding occurs twice a year in June-July and in September
October and corresponds to the two rainy seasons on the High Plateaus. It
more or less affects zones considered here because of their topographie
situation with regard to the Wabi Shebelle.

1.1. Zones of long-duration flooding.

1.1.1. Shebelle plain.

In this plain, the zone of long-duration flooding spreads down
stream from the Kelafo gully over approximately la 000 ha, and presents a
dense Cyperaceae vegetation. Here, the river separates iuto many anabranches.
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- This zone is characterized by important f100ding : approxima
te1y 0,50 to 1 m during severa1 months, but the rest of the year, ground wa
ter is never under l,50 m depth and the capi11ary fringe never 1ess than 30cm
be10w the surface.

1.1.2. Mustahi1 plain.

On the 1eft bank of the Wabi, North of ~lustahi1, the flood
area is approximate1y 4 000 hectares with a dense Gramineae vegetation. The
ground water 1eve1 is sometimes 10wer than in the Shebe11e plain during the
dry season : approximate1y 2 m deep in the midd1e of the plain with a capi1
1ary fringe about 80 cm be10w the surface.

1.2. Zones of temporary f100ding.

1.2.1. Shebe11e zone

The zone of temporary f100ding begins 6 kms to the East of
Ke1afo and is the 1argest f100ded area during peak f100ds. It stretches a10ng
the border of the 10ng-f100ded zone of the Shebe11e plain on approximate1y
3 500 ha, and a1so to the South, beyond the ancient natura1 1evee of the Wabi
where water is supp1ied by the river through functiona1 arms on1y during high
f10w ; here the f100ded area is about 25 000 ha.

F100ding is 50 cm high during peak f100ds but in the dry period,
the ground water 1eve1 fa11s to a 4 meters'depth, the capi11ary fringe remai
ning at l,50 m depth. Natura1 vegetation consists of a dense copse to the
North of Ke1afo but, to the East in the Shebe11e plain, rushes predominate
with stands of ta11 Acacias.

1.2.2. Ox-bows of the Wabi.

Between, the North of Imi and the South of Kugno, the Wabi cross
cuts many of its ox-bows and consequent1y,the latter are regu1ar1y f100ded at
each peak flood a10ng a 90 ki10meters'distance : 6 000 hectares are then f100
ded. The highest water 1eve1 varies from 0,60 to 1 m above ground and natura1
vegetation consists of trees with a very dense undergrowth.

2. F100dings of the Ogaden alluvial formation.

This f100ding usua11y occurs during the rainy season in the 10wer
part of alluvial fans of temporary rivers throughout Ogaden. In the Wabi
Shebe11e Valley, it can be observed in the same circumstances and especia11y
at the 1imit between the a11uvia of temporary rivers and of the main river.
The intensity and duration of f100ding vary according to the importance of
temporary rivers and of their drainage basin. The amplitude is usua11y 10w
and gives rise to saline water spreadings : Southern end of Gode plain,
Southern part of the Shebe11e plain, Northern part of the Mustahi1 plain.

In other cases, important and 10ng-duration f100ding occurs in
Ogaden,in vast zones which are main1y :
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2.1. The BU-Y flood zone.

Located in the Northern peripheral part of the Gode North-Eastern
plain, 60 km away from Gode, it spreads over 7 000 hectares and its natural
vegetation is rich in graminea and numerous acacias. Moreover, the flood
zone stretches far up to thé lower course of the temporary river. 5 km to the
East of BU-Y, another flood zone corresponding to a smaller temporary river is
approximately 3 000 hectares.

zone.2.2. Southern-Kelafo flood-------'"-

Kelafo lake is supplied by a large temporary river flowing from
the South. Aiso in the South, a weakly flooded zone stretches on about
3 000 ha.

2.3. Flood zone, South East of Mustahil.

Behind the Mustahil hills, 20 km to the South East, a very large
and intensely flooded zone receives water from a group of· temporary rivers
originating from the Somalian borders and spreads on approximately 6 000 ha.
Many small anabranches of temporary rivers run across this zone and are often
marked out by trees, the rest of the vegetation consistingof a thick carpet
of dense gramineae.

F. DUNE FORMATIONS

Two types of dune formations are known :

1. Small round dunes along the Wabi Shebelle and especially on the
Southern bank of Gode plain. They consist of sandy ta silty mounds : 3 ta 4
meters'diameter at the base and 2 -to 3 m high, they are crowned with a bush
of Sueda fruticosa or of Cadaba glandulosa.

These symmetrical dunes are formedby whirlwinds around a vertical
axis. During the warmer hours of the day, dust colurons slowly whirling about
the plain, sometimes meet a shrub : the dust from the lower part of the co
luron is checked by the leaves and falls. Progressively, the ground level rises
and the leaves of the shrub grow longer until the latter is smothered by the
growth of the dune : the live dune becomes a dead dune, and itsmaterial can
again be b,lown away by wind.

2. Large dunes.

More important dune formations exist in Gode plain, 12 km to the
South-East on the Kelafo track. Approximately 15 meters high, they form small
rows on which Sueda fruticosa bushes or tall Acacias grow.

Ta the East of this dune formation, a small barkane with a 20 meters
diameter is the only example of this type seen in the Lower Valley.
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II. SOIL FORMING PROCESSES

The semi-arid climate characterizing this region has a mean rainfall under
300 mm and two rainy seasons with intense evaporation in relation with a
permanent dry wind. It conditions :

- A vegetation of limited growth with a short vegetative cycle and conse
quently a low and soon mineralized accumulation of organic matter.

- A frequent accumulation in soils of soluble salts such as gypsum and
sodium chloride.

However, when the pedoclimate becomes damp, and such is the case in flood
zones, pedologie differenciation processes distinctly appear, for instance:

- Soluble salts are washed down and tend to accumulate in the depth, es
pecially gypsum.

- In ~iayey soils, vertic features appear very distinctly, their permanent
character being the presence of a thick grumosolic horizon.

- In permanently flooded zones (Cyperaceae zones), a considerable accumula
tion of organic matter forms alto 2 m thick layer.

A. MIGRATION AND ACCUMULATION OF SALTS.

Owing to the pedoclimate, draining conditions last about one month
during each rainy season, and consequently, only the most soluble salts can
be washed down and accumulate.

Calcium and sodium exist in large quantities in the sedimentary mate
rials and are therefore the predominant cations ; the migration of these two
elements takes place as follows :

- Calcium bicarbonate (C03H)2 Ca not very soluble: 2 me/lof water.

- Gypsum : S04Ca, 2 H20, more soluble : 24 me/l of ~ater.

- Sodium chloride ClNa, very soluble : 6 200 me/lof water.

The solubility of gypsum being deeply affected by the concentration of
sodi?m chloride, dissolved gypsum in soil solutions may reach much higher
value~.

1. Limestone.

The soils of the plain and its surroundings are generally affected
. by limes tone •
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1.1. Types of limestone accu~ulation.

1.1.1. Powdery lime

Lime remains powdery in the recent alluvia of the Wabi Shebelle
and in those of temporary rivers in spite of the high content (respectively
20 to 30 %) of total limestone. Calcareous nodules are only formed when there
is a frequent low-amplitude pulsation of water-table : Wabi Shebelle banks
between Burkur and the Somalian border and foothills with ground-water flow
(Mustahil region).

1.1.2. Limestone accumulations and nodules.

On the plateaus surrounding. the valley, the limestone presents
very individual characteristics such as accumulations and abundant hard
nodules resting on the parent-rock. This is' also true for the ancient allu
vial fans of Gode region. Howeyer,the powdery lime content in the fine
earth-coating remains very high : approximately 30 %.

These observations allow to note that :

- The climate seems unsuitable for the migration of calcium
carbonate as, despite the abundance of total limestone in soils, there is no
individualization of this limestone in recent alluvia.

- The nodules of plateaus and alluvial fans are probably after
effects of a former and damper climate with more deeply contrasted rainy and
dry seasons. This is confirmed by observations on the formation of alluvial
fans containingstones.

1.2. Origin of lime in recent alluvia.

The yellowish-brown and brown Wabi Shebelle alluvia with a 20 %
average content of lime..., have no calcareous gradient with depth, conse-
quently, lime is a specific feature of the alluvial material. This
lime. is undistinguishable by the unaidedeye and consists of particles
the size of very fine granular material (silt). Therefore, non-calcareotis
alluvia from the basaIt and granite High Plateaus (respectively Arussi 
Chercher and Harar) were contaminated during their transportation by
calcareous erosion material torn from the vast plateaus of the Middle Belt.

The peripheral al~uvia of temporary rivers resulting from the.
erosion of limestone from plateaus, are richer in powdery lime (30 % of total
calcium carbonate in soils), this fact confirming that a calcareous contami-
nation of Wabi-Shebelle exists. .

The erosion by whirlwinds at the periphery of the valley and the
powdering of the plain by fine calcareous elements, probably also contributed
during successive sedimentations to an increase of the calcium carbonate
percentage in materials in general.
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1.3. Specific case of basal tic weathering.

In the lithic soils of basaIt hills, whitish calcareous films cover
small weathered basaIt boulders.

. This individual aspect corresponding to the weathering of basaIt
is due to the semi-arid climate preventing the elimination of calcium ions
which become carbonated.·

2. Gypsum.

2;1. Some data on gypsum dynamics.

The Ogadenian climate is favourable for the mobilization of gyp
sum, in fact, the latter can be found everywhere, this owing to :

formation
- The inexhaustible gypsum source constitued by the main gypsum
low round hills preceding the large limestone plateaus.

- The solubility in water of gypsum which is 15 times higher than
that of limestone and which increases in direct proportion to the concentra
tion in sodium chloride of the solution.

2.2. Types of gypsum accumulation.

In the Wabi Shebelle zone, gypsum presents two individual aspects
corresponding to different gypsum concentrations, i.e.

- Crusts in some of the alluvia of temporary rivers.

- Powdery gypsum accumulation consisting of crystals 1n the Wabi
Shebelle alluvia and in part of the alluvia of temporary rivers.

2.2.1. Gypsum crusts.

An important gypsum accumulation can be observed in the lower
areas of the alluvial fans of temporary rivers which are regularly flooded by
water with gypsum (and very often chlorides) from the upstream part, and in
the beds of temporary rivers where this water flows.

In the deposits of alluvial fans, the accumulation begins at a
50 cm to 1 m depth and is often 1 to 2 m thick. It consists of a reddish
friable crust with many small gypsum crescent-shaped and transluscent crystals
welded by a gypseous cement.

These crusts are probably formed as follows :

- During the rainy season, runoff water from gypsum hills and
loaded with sulphates uses the ramifications of the main beds of temporary
rivers and spreads over the lower part of alluvial fans. Water seeps into the
soil and gypsum is then deposited at variable levels, depending on the quan
tity of seepage water. This explains the large amount of gypsum clustering in
the thick deposits, either.of alluvial fans of temporary rivers, or of thé
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valleys.of the two large temporary rivers of Imi at Mustahi.l on both sides of
the Wabi Shebelle Valley, and on the left bank betwecn Mustahil and Burkur.

- Less frequently, gypsum forms in the alluvial deposits concre
tionary accumulations similar to the sand-roses of deserts but with a finer
crystallisation.

Soils developed on these materials belong to the soil class with
gypsum differenciation and to the crust sub-class.

2.2.2. Powdery gypsum accumulation

This type of gypsum accumulation with crystals of saccharoïd
type, either separated or forming very small cemented and friable heaps, exists
in the lower part of alluvial fans of temporary rivers and in aIl the Wabi
Shebelle alluvial plain.

In the higher parts of alluvial fans

As seen further above, in the lower parts of alluvial fans, gyp
sum crusts are usually very thick. Conversely, in the higher parts, infiltra
tion of water is episodic and most of the gypsum is supplied in small quanti
ties by ground-water flow and the individual aspect of gypsum is not very
pronounced.

In the Wabi Shebelle plain, there is no surface runoff owing to
the absence of slope and because no direct connection exists between the
drainage systems of temporary rivers and of the plain. The gypsum sources
constituted by the underlying alluvia of temporary rivers are often deep and
only small quantities of gypsum are liable to be supplied by the water - table
as the latter does not often reach upper alluvial flats . Consequently, the
gypsum accumulation remains powdery and canbe observed in particular in soils
with a clayey texture at a 80 cm to 1 meter's depth, mainly in vertisols. In
more sandy soils, gypsum crystals exist only in small interstratified clayey
deposits.

Soils developed on this materïal belong to the soil-class with
gypsum differenciation, sub-class with powdery gypsum and vertisol class.

2.2.3. Weathering in situ of gypsum rock.

On the large, fIat, level zones with gypsum slab of the right
bank of the Wabi Shebelle from Kelafo to Burkur and beyond, the slopes are
gent le and runoff and drainage of rainwater are weak. A very fine disaggrega
tion of the gypsum slab can therefore be observed as weIl as a low grade
gypsum reprecipitation on flinty calcareous nodules resting on the slab. This
is a very limited and weakly-developed process, especially in colluvial and
level zones.

Soils formed on these materials are called xeric soils in early
stage of development.

Even on gypsum hills and their colluvia, the weathering of
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gypsum is but a very fine disaggregation of gypsum material resting directly
on the slab in situ. 'Soils formed here belong ta the class of erosion soils
in early stage of development.

3. Sodium chloride

Marly-gypseous formations are usually rich in sodium chloride. Salt
apparently originates from the thick grey marlstone layers intercalated bet
ween the gypsum beds of the main gypsum formation between Imi and Burkur, and
in the Ferfer gypsum formation (zone between Burkur and the Somalian border).

3.1. Extension and intensity of sail salinity.

Sodium chloride being a very soluble salt, it can be found in aIl
the soils of the valley, its concentration varying according ta the type of
alluvial deposits and ta the geographical position.

The lower zones of alluvial fans are generally very saline in the
depth with al: 2 extract la me/IOO g of sail. Conversely, Wabi alluvial
soils are scarcely saline with 1 : 2 extract 2 me/IOO g of sail. Alluvial
soils with a low salt content in the Wabi plain are consequently "framed" by
often very saline soils in the depth. This "framing" i~ geographically repre:
sented as follows :

Between Imi and Kelafo, chlorides only appear in several places as
efflorescences on gypsum crusts between Gode and Didjinober on the left bank
of the Wabi. Chloride exists at a mean depth (from 0,50 - ta 1 m) in the
alluvial fans of temporary rivers (lower parts).

From Kelafo ta Mustahil, chlorides appear on the Southern bank of
the Wabi between Galue and Mustahil where they leave whitish deposits on the
gypsum crusts at the limit of the Wabi alluvia. Upstreanl from Mustahil, the
soils of alluvial fans of temporary rivers are generally very saline up ta the
surface but saline efflorescences are scarce.

Between Burkur and Ferfer, salinity affects a very large zone: ap
proximately 7 500 hectares. Saline layers or efflorescences can be seen on
vast areas covered with halophytic vegetation. The rnean content of the 1 : 2
extract then exceeds 15 me/IOO g of sail.

3.2. Origin of sail salinity

3.2.1. Alluvia of ternporary rivers

As previously said, sodium chloride sources are frequent in the
Ogadenian landscape, particularly in the gypseous marI of low hills near the
valley, or forming the lower parts of limestone plateaus. Salinity mainly
affects the lower areas of alluvial fans at the lirnit of the alluvia of the
Wabi Shebelle. This is probably due ta the same reason as for gypsum. Water
with gypsum chloride originating from the remote parts of tlle country seeps
into the downstream parts of the alluvia of ten~orary rivers, with salt con
centration in the depth when the alluvia are permeable, or forming whitish
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efflorescences when the salt deposit rests on a surface impervious material
generally consisting of a gypsum crust : outskirts of the Shebelle plain bet~

ween Kelafo and Mustahil.

- In the Burkur
tant owing to the abundance of
(Ferfer gypsum), as weIl as to
valley.

Ferfer zone, salt concentration is moreimpor
chloride in the neighbouring geologic material
a drier climate than in other parts of the

3.2.2. Alluvia of the Wabi Shebelle.

The alluvia of the river are scarcely saline
chloride of soil (1 : 2 extract).

2 me/IOO g sodium

Piezometers placed in Gode plain revealed that at a 12 to 15
meters'depth, according to location, saline ground-water at 10 me/l could be
found. Its leveJ. practically does not vary during the rainy season in Ogaden
and the chloride concentration does not change either. Consequently, on~ may
consider that the influénce of runoff water from the hills is negligible and
especially, that the lateral supplies of chloride are pr~ctically non~existent.

As in the case of gypsum, there is a distinct' "discontinuity", and
the evolution of chloride dynamics is vractically independent in the Wabi
Shebelle plain, compared to that of alluvia of temporary rivers. This important
feature is studied in the chapter on soil reclamation.

3.3. Salinity and alkalinization of soils.

Sodium in soil may present two aspects

- Sodium chloride : Cl Na which is part of the composition of
solutions shows efflorescences at the surface or crystals within the soil when
the latter dries up.

- Sodium at 1.0nl.C stage (Na +) fixed on the absorbing complexe When
ratio E.S.P exceeds 15 %, the soil is alkalinized : a finely structured sodic
clày is formed that can be easily eroded under irrigation by washing away of
sodium ions.

3.3.1. For saline alluvi~of temporary rivers and for the Wabi alluvia,
numerous analytical data show that tliere is no alkalinization of the solution.
In fact, the study of ionic balance and of the absorbing complex after extrac
tion of solutions 1 : 2 and 1 : 10; show that :

- The washing out of sodium isalmost complete in the first ex
traction (1 : 2 extract) in the f~rm of chloride, and practically non-existent
in the second extraction (1 : 10 extract). Therefore, only a small quantity of
sodium is fixed on the complexe

- Ratio E.S.P. remains under 3 % . The oversaturation of soil
with calcium resulting from the dissolution of gypsum and limestone (in smaller
quantity), prevents the fixation of sodium on the complex and consequently, the
alkalinizàtion of the solution.
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- The fact that no sodium bicarbonate (a salt indicating the
beginning of alkalinization) exists, is moreover confirmed by a pH close to
8,0.

- Data concerning pH show that the differences between pH 1/2,5
and pH 1/10 do not exceed 2/10 pH unit. These data indicate that there is no
hydrolysis of sodium in the solution (see table 3).

- From these analytical data may be drawn the conclusion that
no alkalinization takes place in the alluvia oftemporary rivers and of the
Wabi Shebelle~ this being proved by field observations.

The types of soils formed on these materials belong to the soil
class with gypsum differenciation, salinity probably being a superimposed
feature.

3.3.2. Saline s~lLs of the Burkur-Ferfer region.

Analytical data reveal a very slight alKalinization for horizon
0-10 cm of the soil~ zone.

As a matter offact, 1n the upper horizon can be observed

Sodium bicarbonate (C03NaH) 0,3 me/IOO g of soil (1 : 2 extract)

- Ration E.S.P. : under 5 % whereas, in the depth, it is under
3 %.

- A decrease of pH of 0,4 pH unit 1n the upper horizon between
pH 1/2,5 and pH 1/10.

Besides, this vèry slight alkalinization can be observed on the,field
in the surface horizon which presents in some places only, 10 cm thick very
hard parts when dry.

Conversely, in lower horizons, soils have a high salinity degree
but do not tend to alkalinization.

These soils are classed aDong sodic soils with no deterior~ted
structure.

3.4. Conclusions on the influence of sodium in soils.

Apart from the saline soils of the Burkur-Ferfer region, the soils
of the valley present no alkalinization process owing to the general over
saturation of soils in Ca++ resulting from the solubilisation of gypsum and
also in small proportions, of limestone, these two elements mainly composing
the parent materials.

, Salinity due to sodium chloride is therefore a superimposed fea-
ture of soil. Sodium practically only exists as a salt moving freely in the
soil solutions. This is'very important as regards soil-reclamation by irriga
tion in this zone, as the risk for agriculture is not the deterioration
of the structure, but mainly toxicity phenomenons due to saline solutions.
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However, these may be controlled by adequate drainage.

TABLEAU 3.

General data on salinity (Cl Na) of soils 1n the Wabi Shebelle Valley.

1 : 2 extract 1:10 extract·
Cl Na Cl Na E.S.P. pH 1/2,5 pH 1/10

me/IOO g me/ 100 g ~
.

Wabi alluvia 1 0, 1 3 % 8,1 8,0

All. of tempo 2,5 1,2 3 % 8,2 8,2
rivers

0 - ID cm. 39,7 14,4 5 % 8,0 7,6

Saline soils

cm +
17,0 7,0 3 % 8,2 7,6

ID

B. VERTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SOILS.

Ver tic characters are permanent features in soils presenting a fine
clayey texture of montmorillonitic type and subject to weak or moderate floods
and pronounced dry periods. Vertic characters usually present two aspects in
the areg under study.

1. The weakly-developed "vertisolisation" of vertic soils is revealed
by some vertical cracks in the depth with a prismatic structure and not yet
well-developed gilgai microrelief. These characters are also seen in the
clayey and unfrequently flooded alluvia of the Lower Valley of the Wabi
Shebelle as weIl as in the lower zones of alluvial fans of temporary rivers
for instance in the outskirts of the Valley where they occupy a large area.

2. "Vertisolisation s.s. "characterizes vertisols and affects zones
which are regularly and strongly flooded by theWabi Shebelle or its "tribu
taries". It is particularly developed between Kugno and the frontier but es
pecially between Kelafo and Mustahil in the Shebelle and Mustahil plains.

Vertisols in this case present very pronounced features such as
broad shrinkage cracks and a very coarse prismatic structure largely developed
in the depth and with distinct slickensides. At the surface can be seen a
strongly-developed horizon with rounded structure and very pronounced gilgai
relief.

• 1 : 10 extract uses the same earth sample as for 2 extract.
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3. Grumosolic surface horizons.

Furthermore, there is a characteristic development of a 20 to 40 cm
thick crumbly or granular surface horizon, progressively changing as it dee
pens into a coarseangular blocky structure and finally, into a prismatic
structure. This type of horizon is essential for soil reclamation as its
friable character considerably facilitates cultivation.

It is difficult to explain the forming process of this horizon,
nevertheless, one may envisage the influence of the root system of gramineae
covering the horizon which, combined together with the presence of limestone
in soils, could be defined as a granular to subangular blocky structure.

C. ACCUMULATION OF ORGANIC MATTER (see Table 4)

J. It is difficult to distinguish a ·humic surface horizon in zones
not liable to flooding or in other words, in soils where the pedoclimate only
depends on regional climatic conditions. The colouring is scarcely different
in surface horizons and in deep horizons and the content of organic matter
which is approximately 1 i. in the first 20 cm soon falls to 0,5 %.

The C/N ratio is approximately 9.

Because of the semi-arid climate, the tree or graminea vegetation
has a short vegetative cycle and soil receives only a poor supply of organic
matter. Futhermore, during rainy periods, the temperature is always high and
favourable for a quick mineralization and does not allow accumulation of or
ganic matter or the development of even a week huinic horizon.

2. In flood zones, the content of organic matter increases with the
duration and intensity of flood, these determining the type of soil as weIl
as the nature of the vegetative cover. For instance :

- Vertisols of· weakly-flooded zones contain 2,4 % of organic matter
forming.a 30 c~ thick layer, and lower down, the content is approximately 1 %
under a graminea cover.

- Soils of highly-flooded (during the flood period) ox-bows, have a
relatively low content of organic matter : 2,2 % from 0 to 30 cm depth and
0,3 % below, probably becauseof the existence in the vegetative cover, of
trees which provide but a scant litter (Tamarix nilotica).

Conversely, strongly flooded zones presenting a Gramineae cover
have a very high content of organic matter : 6,6 % from 0 to 10 cm depth and
below : less than 1 %.

- Practically permanently-flooded soils with a Papyrus cover have ~

high content of organic matter ,.11 % from.O to 15 cm depth andl,5 % from 1:.>

to 20 cm;depth.

In the two last cases, the horizon with abundant humus is not very
thick·and the content of organic matter suddenly decreases. B:caus: of th: warm
and damp conditions of the pedoclimate in these zones, humus 1S qU1ckly m1ne-
ralized.



TABLE 4

Mean content of organic matter ïn % in the main types of soils in the Wabi $hebel1i zone and mean C/N

Wabi alluvia C/N

Not flooded
Soils with gypsum differenciation ° - 20 cm 20 - 80 cm. 80 cm+

Medium texture 1,° 0,8 0,4 8

Not flooded
Soils with gypsum differenciation °- 20 cm 20 - 80 cm. 80 cm+

Sandy texture 0,6 0,4 0,3
'9

Vertisols 0.-'"" 30· cm 30 - 90 cm. 90 cm+ 12
. Weakly flooded 2,4 1,0 0,8

Strongly flooded Soils with gypsum differenciation o - 30 cm 30 cm+

Tree vegetation. 2,2 0,3

Strongly flooded Organic hydiomorphic soils o - 10 cm 10 - 80 cm. 80 cm+
Gramineae. 6,6 0,9 0,4

Practically permanently o - 15 - 50
+

cm 15 cm 50 cm
flooded Organic hydromorphic soils
Papyrus Il ,0 1,5 0,8

, Alluviâ of temporary Rivers

Not - flooded Soils with gypsum differenciation o - 10 cm 10 - 80 cm. 80 cm+
90,7 0,6 0,3

1
N
I..n
1
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This observation is true for aIl the soils of the 'Lower Valley, the
C/N always being very low : approximately 10 and characterizing a mull of cal
cic type quickly disappearing through a mineralizing process. This gives an
idea of the difficulties which must be solved in order to keep a maximum of
organic matter in irrigated soils.

III. SOIL SURVEY.

Note : In this part dedicated to the description and study of soil physi
co-chemical characteristics, the various soil series are presented in the same
order as in the legend of the soil map at 1/50 000.

- Non-irrigable soils are described very shortly as they are studied in
the general report on the soils of the Wabi Shebelle Basin.

- In the chapter on soil-reclamation, soils are grouped together in clas
ses corresponding to their fitness for irrigation.

A. LEGEND OF SOIL MAP.

SOILS IN EARLY STAG~ O~ DEVELOPMENT.

Xeric

• Gypseous.

- derived from gypseous marI.

1. Yellowish-grey soils : fine sands.in situ with surface gypsum
slab large flats : rmi, Kelafo, Mustahil, Burkur.

2. Yellowish - grey soils : loam with gypsum buried 50 cm deep under
colluvial deposits ; large flats : Imi, Kelafo, Mustahil, Burkur.

Non climatic

. Lithic eroded soils with powdery lime.

- ~erived from gypseous marI

3. Yellowish - grey .soils : sandy loam l.n situ with surface gypsum
slab low hills.

4. Whitish- yellow soils : loam with not very deep gypsum slab
resting on colluvia ; glacis at the foot of low hills. ,

5. Yellowish - red soils : loam to clay loam with debris and cal
careoUs nodules on colluvia ; slopes under the bluffs of limestone plateaus.

6. Red soils : s{lty loam with gypsum slab, 20 cm under colluvia
near Gode (Glacis) and Ferfer(Plateaus).·



fine sand to very stony loam on weathered
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- derived from basalts

7. Light-brown soils
basait boulders ; hills.

Soils of eolian origin with powdery lime.

8. Yellow soils : fine sand to loam on dunes, near Gode.

VERTISOLS AND VERTIC SOILS.

with grumosolic topsoil

Brown to reddish-brown vertisols with powdery lime and crystals or
gypsum crusts 1n the depth.

On reddish-brown alluvia of temporary rivers, derived from limestone.

9~ Reddish-brown grumosolic vertisols ; clayey to silty clay layer,
40 cm thick with gypsum crust at 1 meter's depth ; easily flooded : alluvia
of BU-Y temporary river.

On brown alluvia of temporary rivers, derived from basait.

10. Brown grumosolic vertisols : clay to silty clay, 40 cm thick,
and further down : gypsum crystals ; easily flooded ; alluvia of temporary
rivers, North West of Gode.

- On brown alluvia of the Wabi Shebelle.

Imi - Gode series.

Il. Brown grumosolic vertisols
crystals under 60 cm depth ; flooded.

clay 30 cm thick a few gypsum

12. Brown vertic and grumosolic soils
sum crystals under 30 cm depth.

clay 30 cm thick, some gyp-

13. Brown vertic grumosolic soils, 20 cm thick
clay loam with gypsum crystals in the depth.

Kelafo - Mustahil - Burkur series.

clay - silty loam to

14. Brown grumosolic vertisols, 30 cm thick clay, silty to clayey
loam with gypsum crystals 90 cm below - Weakly flooded.

15. Reddish - brown grumosolic soils on clay layer 20 cm thick, with
gypsum crystals under 1 m depth (Kelafo only).

16. Brown grumosolic soils on 30 cm thick clay with many gypsum
crystals in the depth ; strongly flooded ;.Mustahil plain.

17. Brown vertic grumosolic soils on 20 cm thick clay layer
kly flooded ; Shebelle plain.

wea-
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SOILS WITH LIMESTONE DIFFERENCIATION.

Under melanic horizon.

• With modal powdery lime.

- On colluvia derived from limestone.

18. Yellowish-red soils with fine sand rich in limestone ; weakly
developed debris : debris slope under limestone plateaus : Gode to Burkur.

19. Yellowish-red soils with medium and fine sand ; limestone and
basaIt pebbles ; small hillocks of largeâlluvial flats : Imi.

· With accumulation and nodules.

- Derived from limestone.

20. Yellowish-red soils
reous nodules : limestone plateaus

- Derived from sandstone.

.
silty loam to loam in situ with calca-
Gode to Burkur.

21. Red soils
in situ - Lower plateaus

fine sand and loam with calcareous heaps and nodules
Imi.

On alluvia of ancient temporary rivers.

22. Yellowish-red soils : coarse and fine sands with limestone
boulders forming conglomerates at a smali depth ; hillocks of large alluvial
fans : Gode.

SOILS WITH GYPSUM DIFFERENCIATION

· With modal powdery gypsum.

- On brown alluvia of the Wabi Shebelle.

Imi - Gode series.

23. Brown silty clay and not very humic soils
bows of the Wabi Shebelle.

fine sand ox-

24. Brown to yellowish-brown silty loam to silty clay soils 1n the
depth.

25. Brown clay soils, fine sand: Gode.

26. Brown soils

27. Brown soils

silty loam to silty clay in depth

clay loam : Gode

Gode.

flooded

Southern Kelafo - Mustahil, Burkur series.

28. Clay brown soils and brownish yellow loam ; weakly flooded to
Kelafo.
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29. Brown soils ; silty to clayey loam in the depth.

- On brownish-yellow Wabi Shebelle alluvia.

Imi-Northern Gode series.

30. Brownish-yellow soils with fine and coarse sands.

Wabi Shebelle natural levees.

31. Brownish - yellow soils ; sand to clayey fine sand.

Imi - Northern Gode-Kelafo series.

32. Brownish yellow soils : silty loam and fine sand ancient or
recent natural levees of the Wabi Shébelle.

Southern Kelafo - Mustahil - Burkur series.

33. Brownish - yellow soils : silty loam to fine sand and medium
sand in the depth : Wabi Shebelle natural levees.

34. Brownish - yellow soils : silty loam to clayey silty loam in
the depth.

On reddish - yellow alluvia of temporary r~vers.

35. Reddish - yellow soils. Often saline, fine sand to loam with
boulders in the depth. Alluvia of alluvial fans. Low position; Gode to
Burkur.

36. Reddish - yellow soils with loam and medium sand. Alluvia of
alluvial fans - low position; Imi.

37. Reddish - yellow sands
temporary r~vers.

silty loam recent alluvia of large

38. Reddish - yellow soils with fine sand to silty loam
alluvia of large temporary rivers ; Madiso .

• Vertic with powdery gypsum.

- On brown alluvia of the Wabi Shebelle.

Northern Gode series.

39. Brown soils with dominant silty clay.

Gode - Kelafo series.

40. Brown clay soils.

On yellowish-red alluvia of temporary rivers.

recent

41. Yellowish-red soils ; silty to clayey loam
small temporary rivers.

recent alluvia of
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- On yellowish - brown alluvia of the Wabi Shebelle, overlaying red
basal tic alluvia.

42. Yellowish - brown soilp
Modal with crusts.

silty loam to red clayey loam. Gode

- On red colluvial deposits derived from basal tic formations.

43. Red sands ; clayey fine sand to clay with gypsum crusts ata
60 cm depth ; debris slope of basaIt hills ; Gode.

- On yellowish-red alluvia of temporary rivers.

44. Yellowish-red soils ; loam to silty loam with a gypsum crust
at approximately 70 cm depth. These soils are saline in depth alluvial fans.
Law position ; Gode.

45. Yellowish-red soils; silty loam to silty clay with a gypsum
crust at a 70 cmdepth. These soils are saline when not very deep ; alluvial
fans ; low position ; from Gode to Burkur.

46. Yellowish-red soils, clayey loam to silty loam with gypsum
accumulation of sand-roses; alluvial fans; low position; Imi- Gode.

~ On yellowish-brown alluvia of the Wabi Shebelle, overlaying the
yellowish-red alluvia of temporary rivers.

47. Yellowish-brown soils ; clayey sand to yellowish-red clay
Gode.

HYDROMORPHIC sons.

Moderately organic soils.

• Humic gley.

- On brown alluvia of the Wabi Shebelle.

Shebelle plain series.

48. Brown clay soils ; strongly flooded (Papyrus zones)

Mustahil plain series.

49. Brown clay soils ; strongly flooded (Gramineae zones).

SODIC sons

- With non.deteriorated structure
rescences.

saline soils with saline effluo-

50. Red soils ; silty loam to clay loam with gypsum slab at a mo
derate depth : Burkur - Ferfer.
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B. DESCRIPTION OF SOILS.

I. SOILS IN EARLY STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT: (series 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8)

Soils in early stage of development are consequently not very thick. De
pending on their type of formation, two categories may be considered : xeric
and non-climatic soils in early stage of development.

1.1. Xeric soils in early stage of development (series 1-2)

They spread over large gypsum zones between Kelafo and Mustahil and
beyond, on the Southern bank of the Wabi and, from Kugno to Imi on the Nor
thern bank of the Wabi.

The yellowish-grey (2,5 Y 8/4) upper horizon consists of a fine gyp
sum pow~er, the real texture of which cannot be easily determined and seems
to be composed of loam to silty loam resting on a gypsum slab. The depth of
the latter varies according to local colluvial depositions and leads to dis
tinguish two types of soils

Series 1 Yellowish-grey soils (2,5 Y 8/4), loam ~n situ with surface gyp
sum slab.

!lE~_E!~~!l~_~:_~:f!~

a - 5 cm Yellowish-grey (2,5 Y 8/4) ; silty loam ; single-grained powdery
structure; no rootlets ; distinct' transition to :

5 - 25 cm Many-coloured gypsum stones and yellowish-brown gypsum crystals
(la YR 7/6) or light yellow (5 Y 8/3) mixed with a yellowish
grey material (2,5 Y 8/4) ; silty loam with single-grained struc
ture ; dry and compact ; no rootlets ; sudden transition to :

25 cm+ Gypsum slab.

Series 2 Yellowish-grey soils (2,5 Y 8/4)
70 cm below thecolluvia.,

silty loam with gypsum slab,

a - 20 cm Yellowish-grey (2,5 Y 8/4) ; silty loam ; single-grained struc
ture ; dry, friable and powdery ; no rootlets ; distinct transi
tion to :

20 - 70 cm Yellowish-grey (2,5 Y 8/4) ; silty loam, single-grained struc
ture ; powdery, flattened and friable angular fragments ; no
rootlets ; sudden and regular transition to :

+70 cm : Greyish gypsum slab.

These two soil series are closely associated and characterize zones
with a "tiger-bush" vegetation but do not enable to de termine relations bet
ween types of soils and zones with or without vegetation (see chapter on
vegetation).
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Kain characteristics of series 1 and 2

Gypsum dissolution : Surtace soil consists of desintegrated gypsum,
nevertheless low grade reprecipitations are observed when vertical movement of
water occurs during the ra1ny season.

- These soils are composed of 21 % of calcium carbonate in the upper
horizon"but of less than 10 % in the horizon resting on the gypsum slab.

- Water pH : 1/2,5 is approximately : 8,0.

- The average content of organic matter is 1,1 %, but in the colluvial
type, the content is higher (1,5 %) than in the type in situ (0,8 %).

- Conductivity is high : 1,9 to 2,8 nnnhos/cm of 1 : 10 extract corres
ponding to the abundance of gypsum and to the presence of sodium chloride in
large quantities, but varying up to 21 me/IOO g of soil or 1,2 %.

1.2. Non-climatic soils in early stage of development (series 3-4-5-6-7-8).

1.2.1. Erosion so~~s__in_~arly sta~ of development (series 3-4-5-6-7).

These soils are formed in zones with steep slopes or on glacis where
sheet erosion is particularly important and consequently, they can be found
in the outskirts of the valley bordering limestone plateaus. These soils are
shallow ; they contain Many stones and their vegetation consists of small
Acaci~ and Connniphora and a discontinued or non-existent" graminea carpet. The
soil mass is composed of limestone which remains powdery.

1.2.1.1. Soils derived from~seous marI (series_3 and 4).

They are formed on gypsum hills in front of limestone plateaus and
on the latter's colluvia :

Series 3

o - 8 cm

Series 4

Yellowish-grey soils (2,5 Y 8/4) ; silty loam in situ with sur
face gypsum slab.

Ile~_e!~!!l~_~_g:§:!!! : gypsum hill position.

Yellowish-grey (2,5 Y 8/4) : silty loam ; single-grained struc
ture ; powdery ; a few rootle~s ; sudden transition to :

Greyish-white and transluscent gypsum slab.

Whitish-yellow soils (5 Y 8/3) ; loam with not very deep gypsum
slab on colluvial glacis on low hills.

Il~~_~E~!!!~_~_§:!!Q

°- 20 cm Whitish-yellow (5 Y 8/3) loam single-grained structure



very powdery
to :
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a few rootlets short and regular transition

20 - 50 cm Whitish-yellow (5 Y 8/3) ; loam coating gypsum ; not very hard
elements forming powder ; not very compact mass ; few rootlets
sudden transition to

Gypsum slab in situ.

Main characteristics of series 3 and 4.

The only difference between these two soil series is the depth of the
gypsum slab. These soils also consist of a powdery horizon of disagregated
gypsum resting on the slab.

- In the first 10 cm (5) as well as in the 20 first centimeters (6), the
organic matter content is approximately 1 %.

- These soils are composed of limestone to powdery lime (from 10 to 20 %).

- 1/2,5 water pH is approximately 8,0.

- Conductivity of 1 :10 extract is high : 2,2 to 3,5 mmhos/cm, on ac
count of the saturation of the extract with gypsum.

- Sodium chloride contents are lower than in series 1 and 2 with : 0,5
to 2,9 me/IOO g of sodium chloride, i.e. : 0,02 to 0,16 % of soil, this owing
to steeper slopes which facilitate lateral drainage.

1.2.1.2. Soils derived from limestone (series 5-6).

Series 5

o - 20 cm

20 - 70 cm

Yellowish-red (5 YR 5/8) ; loam to clay loam with calcareous
debris and nodules on colluvia : slope under the scarps of
limestone plateaus.

!~E~_E!~~!l~_l_§_}}Q

Light brownish-yellow (10 YR 6/6) ; loam ; fine subangular
blocky structure, weakly developed and tending to single-grai
ned structure; 70 % of coarse elements consisting of limestone
blocks and drifted calcareous nodules ; numerous roots and
rootlets ; gradual transition to :

Yellowish-red (5 YR 5/8) ; clay loam ; subangular blocky and
weakly developed structure tending to single-grained structure;
80 % of the same coarse elements ; numerous roots and rootlets;
sudden transition to :

Reddish massive and medium grained limestone slab (Mustahil
limestone).
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Main characteristics.

These soi1s are formed direct1y at the foot of the 1imestone p1ateaus
surrounding the valley. They are very stony and a1so contain ca1careous nodu
les originating from superficia1 formations of p1ateaus.

- The content of organic matter is re1ative1y higher than the average
content of these types of soi1s (1,7 %), as the vegetation is more deve10ped
(owing to numerous stones which cause the condensation of water vapour from
atmosphere) and keeps the pedoc1imate in a more humid condition. Besides, the
cracking of the 1imestone rock is favourab1e for the deve10pment of a re1ati
ve1y dense vegetation with trees.

- These soi1s contain 47 % of calcium carbonate as powdery lime.

- pH is approximate1y : 8,0.

- Conductivity is very 10w
these soi1s are we11 drained.

0,06 mmhos/cm of 1 10 extract because

Series 6

°- 5 cm

Ye110wish-red to red soi1s (5 YR 5/8). Si1ty 10am with gypsum
slab 20 cm deep on a11uvia near Gode (Glacis) and Ferfer
(P1ateaus).

!YE~_EE~!!1~_~_2:~~2·

Reddish-ye110w (5 YR 6/8) ; 10am; crumb1y to medium granu1ar
and fipe granu1ar structure; friable aggregates ; no root1ets;
friable structure ; sma11 black 1imestone grave1s ; gradua1
transition to

5 - 20 cm

20 c~

Ye110wish-red to red (5 YR 5/8) ; si1ty 10am with medium
granu1ar structure tending to sing1e-grained structure
friable ; some root1ets ; sudden transition to :

Gypsum slab.

to fine
very

Main characteristics.

These soi1s are not thick and are formed on 1imestone co11uvia resting on
a gypsum slab. They are very frequent in the North of Imi and near Gode, for
ming glacis be10w the gypsum hi11s, the co11uvia1 materia1 being derived in
this case from Mustahi1 1imestone. This type of soi1 can a1so be observed to
the East and North East of Burkur, but this time, on the Ferfer gypsum forma
tion, the red co11uvia1 deposits being derived from Be1et lien 1imestone.

- The content of organic matter is 10w
deve10ped, probab1y because of the existence
ponding to the reddish co10ur)~

0,9 % but the structure is we11
of abundant iron oxides (corres-

- Ca1careous soi1s "(19 to 22 % of powdery lime).

- Water pH : 1/2,5 is approximate1y : 8,0.

- Conductivity is high : 2,8 mmhos/cm of 1 10 extract.



Series ~.;

o - 5 cm

5 - 15 cm

15 - 50 cm

+50 cm
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Light brown soils (7,5 YR 6/4) ; fine sand to very stony loam
on weathered basaIt boulders from basaIt hills.

!XE~_EE2Ki!~_~_§:2! : hilltop of the basaIt hill ~n Gode plain.

Light brown (7,5 YR 6/4) ; loam ; single-grained structure;
numerous basaIt gravels ; no rootlets ; sudden transition to

Light greyish-brown (7,5 YR 6/4) ; loam ; fine to medium sub
angular blocky structure ; sorne basaIt gravels ; distinct tran
sition to :

Small basaIt pebbles, weakly developed or very rounded (balls)
as a résult of the disaggregation of the rock in situ. (Ave
rage size 5 to 7 cm) coated with yellowish-brown fine earth
(10 YR 5/6) ; loam with single-grained structure, distinct
transition to :

BasaIt in situ belonging to the "organ" type with calcareous
film in the cracks.

AlI these basaIt stones and gravel are coated with a fine white
calcareous film.

10 extract, the soil

Main characteristics.

These soils exist on small basaIt hills between Gode and Imi, on the
Northern bank of the Wabi and on the hill of Gode plain.

The weathering of basaIt is weak and its only manifestation is the for-
mation of boulders with a fine superficial calcareous film (see chapter II A).

- Consequently, soils are very pebbly.

- Content of organic matter is very low : 0,5 %.

- Content of calcium carbonate is moderate : Il to 19 %

- pH 1/2,5 is approximately : 8,3.

- Conductivity is very low : 0,1 rnrnhos/cm of 1
being very weIl drained and salt sources being few.

1.2.2. Soils derived from wind-blown material.

Series 8 Yellow soils (2,5 YR 8/4) : fine sand to loam on dunes
nity of Gode.

!XE~_EE2Ki!~_§:2§~

v~c~-

o - 10 cm

10 - 20 cm

Yellowish-grey (10 YR 7/4) ; sand to fine single-grained loose
sand ; numerous rootlets distinct transition to :

Light yellow (2,5 Y 8/4) ; loam with hori~ontal stratifications;
numerous small yellow micas; loose ; numerous rootlets.
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Main characteristics.

These soils are developed on small round dunes, 3 to 4 m. high, to the
South of the Wabi, to the West of Gode and on bigger dune formations to the
East of Gode ; the latter are approximately 10 m high and vegetation consists
of tall flat-domed Acacias.

The fine elements which usually const~tute these soils are mainly deri
ved from the weathered alluvia of the Wabi, micas being abundant.

Calcium carbonate eontent is moderate : 17 to 21 %

- pH 1/2,5 is approximately : 8,1.

- Conductivity is low : 0, 1 mmhos/cm of 1 10 extract.

2. VERTISOLS AND VERT1C S011S W1TH A GRUMOS011C STRUCTURE •

(Series 9-10-11-12-13-14-15-16-17).

These soils are weIl represented in the Lower Valley and are formed on
three types of clay alluvia from different origins :

- Brown and reddish-brown alluvia of basal tic origin (alluvia of tempo
rary rivers to the ~orth West of Gode).

- Alluvia derived from Mustahil limestone (alluvia of ~U-Y temporary
rivers, North West of Gode).

- Brown alluvia of the Wabi Shebelle spreading on the largest area.

- The forming process of vertisols and vertic soils are described in
chapter lIB.

2.1. Morphological and mean texturaI characteristics and variations between
series.

2.1.1. Mean profile.

At the surface
vegetation.

pronounced gilgai microrelief and dense graminea

o - 15 cm

15 - 30 cm

Brown to dark reddish-brown (5 YR 3/2) ; clay to silty loam;
medium to fine strongly developed subangular blocky struc
ture ; dry and very friable numerous rootlets ; graduaI
and regular transition to

Brown to reddish-brown (5 YR 4/4) ; clay ; medium to coarse
strongly developed angular blocky structure ; friable ;

• When the soil series for a group, sub-group or family are numerous, they
are studied together with the description and physico-chemical characte
ris tics of a mean profile and variations according to each series.
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numerous rootlets, distinct transition to :

30 - 80 cm Brown to reddish-brown (5 YR 4/4) ; clay ; subvertical shrin
kage cracks (when dry) ; 0,5 to 3 cm wide and limiting a
coarse prismatic structure with slickensides ; dry and com
pact ; rootlets ; graduaI transition to :

Same type of horizon with small,gypsum crystals.

- In this mean profile the structure is very divided up in the first
horizon and more homogeneous in the second (15 to 30 cm). Both these horizons
are described as "grumosolic" or friable, compared to the massive and dry,
compact deeper horizon.

The transition between these two horizons is very sudden.

The deeper horizons are very compact and they present a prismatic struc
ture. Prisms measuring 50 x 30 x 20 cm have often been separated from the pro
files. Slickensides are very distinct in vertisols and non-existent in vertic
soils, but in both cases, shrinkage cracks are always numerous and from 1 to
5 cm wide.

The gypsum accumulation is always powdery and can be observed at about
80 cm depth. It never becomes crusty.

2.1.2. Morphological and texturaI variations between series.

Limestone BasaIt Wabi Shebelle brown alluvia.
alluvia alluvia

.
Series 9 10 1.1 1.2 13 14 15 1 16 17

Depth.-l.n cm

10

20 sil CSiL
CSiL

C C-Sic C C C C
30

40

50

60 C
C C ,

70
C C C

80 C
C C

90

100 C .
110 C

C C
120 C

C
130 C
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- The grumosolic horizon is very weIl developed on alluvia from basal tic
and limestone (40 cm thick) origin, of the BU-Y and other nearly ternporary
rivers (series 9 and 10).

In the Wabi plain it is only 20 to 30 cm thick.

- The prismatic horizon is weIl differenciated in aIl the series with
distinct slickensides on prisms, except in vertic soils (12 to 17) where only
shrinkage cracks canbe seen.

- The powdery gypsum accumulation of crystals, the formation of which
was alluded to in chapter II A, is present at a more or less high level in
the profile, depending on the pulsation level of water table or of perched
water table. It reaches the base of the grumosolic horizon in series 10 and
12 and in other series it remains between 90 cm and 120 cm.

The texture always consists of clay and heavy clay in depth. Conversely
in the grumosolic horizon the texture is lighter in some series (series 12-13
14) •

2.2. Mean chemical characteristics and variations between series.

2.2.1. Mean profile.

Depth C03Ca Organic pH Saturation K+ Na+ Saturation extract

matter extract Total

conductivity E.S.P. NaCl %0 S04Ca, 2H2O P205
cm %. % 1/2,5 nnnhos/cm me/l00 g me/l00g of soi~%0 of soil. %0

0-30 19 2,4 8,1 2,0 1,4 0,2 0,8 0,09 0,70 1,9

~0-80 20 1,0 8,0 4,3 0,9. 0,3 1, 1 0,27 1,06 1,8

80'" 19 0,8 7,9 7,4 0,7 0,3 1,2 0,92 1,70 1,8

In natural conditions, the content of organic matter is high for the
region 2,4 % owing to the topographie position of vertisols usually located
in low and weakly flooded areas or in basins collecting rain-water.

- These soils contain 19 to 20 % of calcium carbonate and pH 1S ap
proximately 8,0.

- The exchangeable potassium content varies from medium to low whe
reas in the depth can be noted a slight increase of exchangeable sodium in
invariable and very low quantities : 0,2 to 0,3 me/lüü g •

• - The E.S.P. ratio varies from 0,8 to 1,2 and shows no sign of
alkalinization.
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- Conductivity of sattirated paste xemains low at the surface and
is moderate in the depth.

- Soluble salts can be divided into two groups

- Chloride (mainly sodium chloride).

- Sulphate (mainly gypsum).

The chloride content increases in the deeper parts : from 0,2 to
0,5 g/1000, but is still low though not negligible : without drainage, a toxi
city-effect due to the cQncentration of chloride may be observed under irriga
tion in horizons at a medium depth.

Gypsum also increases with the depth from 0,5 to 0,8 g/1000. The
gypsum concentration indicates that the saturation extract dissolves aIl the
gypsum in soils, the highest gypsum solubility being approximately : 1,1 g/1000.
Consequently, gypsum accumulation is low in vertisols and this is confirmed by
observations.

2.2.2. Variation between series.

Variation mainly concern organic matter,exchangeable potassium E.S.P.,
and soluble salts of saturation extract measured in %0 (see table in following
page).

The content of organic matter varies according to the flood degree,
consequently, to the degree of development of graminea vegetation in the
series considered. For instance, for horizon 0-30 cm, the content varies from
0,9 % in the alluvia of BU-Y temporary river (series 9), to 7,8 % in the
Mustahil flood area (series 16).

- Series 9-11-12-14 : low organic matter content.

- Series 10 - 13 - 15 - 17 : medium organic matter content.

- Series 16 •••• : high organic matter.

Conductivity of the saturation extract increases with the depth. At
80 cm depth and deeper down, conductivity is high in series 9-13-14-16 and 17.
In the other series it varies from medium to low.

Exchangeable sodium : Na+ (sodium fixed on the complex) exists in
small quantities with a maximum of 0,8 me/1DD g in series Il and a minimum of
0,2 me/1DO g in series 9 and 14.

- The ratio E.S.P. is also very low with a maximum of 2,2 1n series
11 and a minimum of 0,4 in series 12.

Soluble salts

Chloride concentration increases with the depth and its maximum is
1,2 %0 of soil in series 10 and the minimum is 0,06 %0 of soil in series 9 and
12, these values being low. The chloride content enables to classify these
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Depth Series 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
cm

°- 30 0,9 2,0 1, 1 1,2 3,0 1, 1 2,4 7,8 2,6
30 - 80 Organic

0,7 0,6 0,9 1,° 1,° 0,6 1,2 0,9 0,6matter

80+ % 0,7 0,6 0,8 l,° l,° 0,5 1, 1 0,5 0,6

°- 30 Saturation extract 1,6 0,5 1,6 2,6 2,0 3,1 2, 1 2,0 5,0

30 - 80 conductivi ty 9,0 0,7 3,2 2,2 5,0 3,3 3,1 4,0 8,0

80+ nnnhos/cm 11,2 0,5 6,6 2,2 12,0 II,° 3, 1 12,0 10,0
-

°- 30 Exchangeable Na+ 0,2 0,3 0,10 - 0,4 0,3 -

30 - 80 0,2 0,3 0,8 0,15 - 0,2 0,3 -

80+ me/100 g 0,3 0,2 0,5 0,10 - 0,3 0,6 -

°- 30 1,5 0,4 - 0,6 - 1,6 0,6 -

30 - 80 E.S,P. 1,3 0,6 4,0 0,9 - 0,4 0,6 -
80+ 1,3 0,6 2,2 0,4 - 1,6 1,2 -

°- 30 Saturation extract 0,23 0,01 0,10 0,03 . 0,04 0,08 . 0,02 j 0,07 1 0,23

-
30 - 80 1,00 0,06 0,08 0,03 0,23 0,04 0,07 0,14 0,92

80+ NaCl %0 of soil l, 1O 0,01 0,78 0,04 1,85 1, 16 0,07 1,85 1, 16

o - 30 Saturation extract 0,44 0, 17 0,34 1,03 0,58 1,13 0,75 0,58 1,37

30 - 80 C04Ca, 2 (H2O) %0 l, 13 0,20 l,1O 0,79 1,37 0,99 1,03 1,06 1,72

80+ of soil. l,2O 0,14 l,4O 0,79 2,75 2,0 1,03 2,75 2,06

,
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soils in scarcely saline soils in the depth (10 - II - 12 - 15) and ~n mode
rately saline soils in depth (9 - 13 - 14 - 16 - 17).

The gypsum content varies from 0,17 %0 and 1,5 %0 of soil, which
shows that the gypsum supply in soils is poor.

2.3. Conclusion on vertisols and vertic soils.

Vertisols and vertic soils of the Wabi Shebelle Valley present the
following main characteristics :

- Texture consisting of clay and occasionally, of silty loam at the
surface.

- Grumosolic topsoil, very weIl developéd and moderately thick (30cm).

- A weak accumulation in the depth of chloride which may concentrate
when irrigated and insufficiently drained.

- Poor gypsum supply.

- No profile alkalinization.

3. SOILS WITH A CALCAREOUS DIFFERENCIATION W!THOUT A MELANIC HORIZON (series
18 to 22)

This class of soils includes

- Soils with powdery lime.

- Soils with calcareous accumulation and nodules.

The genesis of these two types of calcareous accumulation is described in
chapter lIA.

These soils exist in the surroundings of the valley on ancient stony
lime colluvia or alluvia and present no agricultural value. Nevertheless, they
constitute the environment of irrigable zones and are shortly described herein.

3.1. Soils with powdery lime.

Series 18

o - 15 cm

Yellowish-red soils (5 YR 5/8) ; fine sand, rich in calcareous
debris and weakly developed ; debris slopes under limestone
plateaus from Gode to Burkur.

!~E~_EE~É!1~_l_~:21~·

Light grey (10 YR 7/8) ; fine sand; medium and weakly deve
loped granular structure tending to single-grained structure;
loose and powdery dry with 50 % of coarse elements (calcareous
weakly-developed gravel and coarse and scarcely developed
elements, 2 to 20 cm, of fine limestone) ; many rootlets ;
short transition to :
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Reddish-yellow (5 YR 6/8) ; fine sand ; scarcely developed
subangular blocky structure tending to single grained struc
ture ; 50 % of the same coarse elements as further above ;
very many rootlets ; gradual transition to :

Yellowish-red (5 YR 5/8) ; fine sand ; weakly developed fine
subangular blocky structure tending to single-grained struc
ture ; 90 % of the same coarse elements as above described.

These colluvial soils spread on the slopes of the large limestone pla
teaus. They consist of fine earth with fine predominating sand as well as of
coarse calcareous and weakly developed elements of various sizes, the quanti
ty of which increases with the depth.

There ~s no gypsum or sodium chloride accumulation.

Series 19 Yellowish-red soils (5 YR 5/8) ; medium and fine sand with
limestone and basalt boulders ; small hillocks of large allu
vial fans : Imi.

These soils do·not extend far on the Northern bank of the Wabi between
Kugno and Imi, and they spread on small hillocks which may be considered as
previously existing alluvial fans of temporary rivers rich in limestone and
basalt boulders. Fine soil has a relatively coarse texture with medium and
fine sands and is probably derived from ancient sandstone alluvia, the latter
originating from Duhun sandstone and from the dismantling of the upper parts
o~ the Godja hills. Imi - Ogaden is built on one of these hillocks.

3.2. Soils with calcareous accumulations and nodules.

Series 20 Red soils (5 YR 4/8) ; silty loam and residual loam with
calcareous nodules limestone plateaus from Gode to Burkur.

These soils largely spread on the limestone plateaus rising above the
valleys of the Wabi and of temporary rivers. They are surface soils consisting
of yellowish-red material : silty loam rich in calcareous nodules resting,
15 cm below the surface on a limestone slab in situ.

These soils have a high percentage of calcium carbonate (24 to 33 %) anda
relatively high organic matter content : 1,4 % which is in relation to the existence
of a large thicket growing on all the plateaus not given to grazing because of
difficulties of access. Gypsum and sodium chloride accumulations do not exist.

Series 21 Red soils (5 YR 4/8) ; silty loam and loam with calcareous
accumulations and nodules : Imi low - Plateaus.

These soils spread on the broken up low Plateaus, the upper scarp of
which consists of zoogeneous sandstone. They are surface soils composed of a
red material : silty loam to loam with few calcareous nodules resting on the
sandstone slab in situ.

The percentage of calcium carbonate is moderate : 20 %, and these soils are
poor in organic matter: ·0,8 %, and present no gypsum o~ sodium chloride accumu
lation.



Series 22

a - 8 cm

8 - 30 cm

30 cm+
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Yellowish-red soils (5 YR 5/8) ; coarse to fine sands with cal
careous boulders often forming not very deep conglomerates
hillocks of large alluvial fans, Gode.

Brownish-yellow (la YR 6/6) ; loam ; subangular blocky
structure tending to single-grained structure ; 60 % of very
weakly developed limestone boulders (size 0,5 cm to la cm)
with numerous. limestone pebbles ; friable ; graduaI tran
sition to :

Yellowish-red (5 YR 6/8) ; loam ; 80 % round limestone boul
ders from 0,5 cm to 15 cm with a redistribution of lime
forming nodules and white films ; distinct and steady
transition to

Conglomerated blocks of limestone boulders coated with reddish
yellow calcareous films and numerous white nodules stiking
on the boulders.

This type of soil largely spreads on the vast and ancient alluvial fans,
North of the Wabi between Gode and Madiso temporary river. Gode town is built
on one of these.

The individual characters of limestone are more pronounced in this case
than for the two previous types.

Numerous nodules exist and in the base can be observed a discontinuous
limestone shell. This process, described in Chapter II a. is surely contemporary
with more humid climatic conditions. Sometimes, a powdery sympsum accumulation
is superimposed on the calcareous accumulation. The fine soil texture consists
of very calcareous, coarse to fine sands (3,5 % of calcium carbonate in the
medium horizon), and the organic matter content is low : 0,7 ï..

4. SOI1S WITH GYPSUM DIFFERENCIATION (series 23 to 47)

This class of soils is the most frequently represented in the Wabi
Shebelle Valley as it includes aIl the soils formed on alluvia (Wabi and
temporary rivers) except vertisols and hydromorphic soils.

As regards the soil group, the differenciations depend on the intensity
of gypsum accumulation (powdery or with crusts) and for the sub-group they are
function of the existence of vertic characters.

TexturaI classification of soils

- on Wabi alluvia : the texturaI profile of soils is 'usually complex
and presents alternated yellowish-brown sandy deposits and brown clay deposits
and brown clay deposits from a few centimetres to 50 cm thick.

- the sandy deposits consist of fine sand and loam. They are brownish
yellow with a single-grained structure. When dry they are "loose".
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- The clay deposits consist of brown silty loam. They have a coarse
angular blocky structure often tending to a cubic or platy structure. Small
vertical shrinkage cracks close to one another are frequently seen. The whole
structure is compact and small gypsum crystals exist in the deeper deposits.

Depending on the relative importance of these two deposits, the alluvia
have been classed in two types :

- Brown alluvia with dominant clay and a medium texture of silty loam.

- Yellowish-brown alluvia where sand is dominant and presenting a mean
texture of fine sand.

The distinctions between the textures of the different deposits constitu
ting the soil profile are established for each series.

It is therefore difficult to describe a mean profile but the necessity
of synthetizing the results of analyses have led to suggest using physico
chemical models, taking into account the maximum frequency of a type of
horizon with the depth. Nevertheless, in order to situate the different series,
six type profiles representative of largely developed soil series are described.

- On the alluvia of temporary rivers : the morphological profile is
texturaI and simple the alluvial deposits of temporary rivers have an homogeneous
character in relation to transport and deposition in regular hydrological
conditions.

4.1. Soils with powdery gypsum

This group includes two sub-groups
vertic soils with powdery gypsum.

, modal soils with powdery gypsum;

4.1.1. Modal soils with powdery gypsum

4.1.1.1. On the brown alluvia of the Wabi Shebelle - series 23 to 29

These soils which largely spread between Kugno and the Shebelle plain,
often form the transition between the soils on the brownish-yellow alluvia
along the Wabi and the vertisols generally seen in the outskirts of the alluvial
plain.

4.1.1.1.1. Mean morphological and texturaI characteristics and variations
between series

Mean texturaI profile and morphological features

o - 20 cm

20 - 90 cm

90 cm +

silty loam

silty loam

fine or clayey sand.

The mean texture consists of silty loam, 90 cm thick, with a basis of
fine or clayey sand in depth. It has already been observed that the profile is
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made up of stratifications of various textures. Here, clay type horizons
predominate and give the whole profile a mean silty-Ioam texture.

- The structure is directly linked to the texture : sandy loose horizons
have a single grained structure, whereas clay horizons are compact and
present a weakly developed prisrnatic structure or cubic structure. Conversely,
these horizons are sometimes friable with a fine cubic structure and aggrega
tes with conchoidal fracture. Generally considered, the profile may be descri
bed as friable to firm.

- The gypsum accumulation is powdery, forms crystals and only exists in
clay horizons.

Morphological and texturaI variations between series

Types profiles 3 type profiles represent the most extended series of
this group.

Series 24 Type profile 6 - 89 : Gode plain, two kilometers to the
South-West of Gode bridge.

o - 10 cm Light brown (10 YR 6/3); silty loam; relatively weIl
developed fine subangular blocky structure; very friable;
many rootlets; uniform and distinct transition to:

10 - 30 cm Light greyish-brown (10 YR 6/4); silty loam; a fine sub
angular blocky structure tending to a single grained
structure; friable; numerous rootlets; distinct and
steady transition to:

30 - 80 cm Reddish-brown (5 YR 5/4); silty-clay; small shrinkage
cracks giving prismatic fragments; friable; sorne gypsum
crystals; sorne rootlets; distinct and steady transition to

80 cm + Yellowish-brown (10 YR 5/4) and striped brownish-black
(7,5 YR 3/2); clay; subvertical shrinkage cracks giving
prismatic and friable fragments with a mean well-developed
subangular blocky structure; rnany gypsum crystals with
sodium chloride.

Series 25 Type profile 6-11
of Gode bridge.

Gode plain, one kilometer to the South

o - 15 cm

15 - 70 cm

70 - 85 cm

Yellowish-grey (10 YR 6/4) : silty loam; subangular blocky
structure, tending to a single grained structure; friable
and very powdery, a few rootlet~; distinct and steady
transition to :

Light-brown (10 YR 6/3); clay with medium angular blocky
fragments giving a medium relatively well-developed sub
angular blocky structure; sorne subvertical shrinkage cracks,
1 to 3 mm broad; friable; a few rootlets, distinct and
steady transition to

Yellowish-brown; (10 YR 6/4); silty loam; single-grained
structure; dry and loose; a few rootlets; distinct and
steady transition to :



85 - 200 cm

Series 28

a - 3 cm

3 - 20 cm

20 - 85 cm

85 cm +
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Horizon with 2 to 3 cm thick clay stratifications alter~

nated with layers of light-yellow fine sand la to20 cm
thick, and single-grained structure; powdery; aIl the
horizon is very friable.

: "Type profile 6.250 : Track of the two Gode bridges

Brown (la YR 5/3); clay; very fine to fine angular
blocky pseudo-structure; loose; soil mixed with leafmold
composed of thorny mimosas; no rootlets; distinct and
steady transition to :

Brown (la YR 5/3); clay; 0,5 to 2 cm; shrinkage cracks in
aIl directions delimiting medium to coarse and friable
blocky fragments giving a fine angular pseudo-structure;
quite friable; many rootlets; distinct and steady transition
to :

Brown to reddish-brown (la YR 5/3 to 5 YR 5/4); clay streaked
with white fine sand; 0,5 to 3 cm broad shrinkage cracks
delimiting big and quite friable blocky fragments giving
a medium to coarse angular pseudo-structure; firm; many
rootlets; distinct and steady transition to :

Brownish-yellow (la YR 6/6) streaked with brown; loam;
single-grained structure; very friable : numerous rootlets.

Profile observations

- The horizons above described are not real soil horizons
but merely layers of non-weathered alluvial deposits. This is coufirmed by
the distinct limits observed between the different texturaI layers.

- Great differences in the compacity of the various layers
are consequences of the texturaI variations.

- Powdery gypsum accumulation can only be observed 1n
horizons with clay structures.

Morph~~gical and texturaI variations of aIl these series

These comparative data allow to give precisions as regards the texturaI
variations and depth of the gypsum accumulation (when the latter exists)
for each mapped soil series in this soil family on brown alluvia.

-TexturaI variations between series are important as the texturaI types
are frequently inverted.

-Nevertheless, for horizon 30-90 cm, the sandy texture distinctly pre
dominates with silty loam, loam and fine san~ and allows to consider that
these series present a medium texture.

-In the depth (+ 80 cm), variations are important; sorne series consist
of fine sand (23-25) and others of clay (26-29). These variations must be
taken into consideration when studying the importance of the drainage system to
be installed for irrigatiop purposes.
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- A powdery gypsum accumulation is distinctly seen in series 24-26-27
29 and 34. It is not considerable in series 28 and is scarcely visible in
series 23 and 25.

BROWN WABI SHEBELLE ALLUVIA

-

Depth cm 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 34.

1O Sil Sil S.ic Cl C

20 SiC Fs+Sil

30 Sil Fs

40 Sil

50 SCL C C

60 Fs SiL L SiL

70

80 vfSC

90

10O

11O SiC-L Fs

12O C CL L C

13O SiL + C

14O

150

Type profile 6-89 6-11 6-250

4.1.1.1.2. Mean chemical characteristics and variations between series

-Mean profile

+ + Saturation extract
Depth Organic pH Saturation K Na P2 °5

C03Ca extract NaCI S04Ca, 2H2O %0

cm matter 1/2,5 conductivitYme/IOOg me/IOOg
%

o of of soil total

mmhos/cm soil %0

o - 20 20 l, ° 8,1 2,7 1,5 0,2 0,32 0,51 1,8

20 - 90 19 0~8 8,2 2,6 0,4 1, 1 0,05 0,39 1,6

90 cm 20 0,4 9,5 9,5 0,8 1, ° 1.60 1.90 1.6
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The content of organic matter is low : 1,0 % is the content
of most of the soils where no flooding occurs and no depression effects can be
observed (except for series 23 and 28) ..

The average calcium carbonate content in these.soils ~s 20% and
pH is slightly over 8,0.

- The content of exchangeable K+ .is high.
- The content of total P205 is also high.

Conductivity of the saturation extract increases with
depth and its mean value is 9,5 mmhos below 90 cm.

The soluble salt content is still low but,under irrigation
if drainage is insufficient, sodium chloride may concentrate and have a toxic
effect on plants.

Variations between series

These variations mainly affect organic matter and soluble
salts measured in the saturation extract in 0/00 of soil.

Depth cm Series 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

°- 20 Organic 2,3 1, 1 0,9 0,8 1,° 2,3 0,6

20 - 90 matter 0,3 0,9 0,9 0,7 0,6 1,° 0,8

90 + 0/0 0,3 0,6 0,4 0,8 0,3 0,6 . 0,5

°- 20 Saturation 10,0 1,° 0,8 1,° 1,° 2,0 3,0
20 - 90 extract

3,0 0,7 4,1 2,0 3,0 3,0 2,8conductivity
90 + .nnnhos/ cm 3,8 22,7 12,0 6,0 4,1 8,3

°- 20 Saturation 1,40 0,03 0,02 0,03 0,02 0,05 0,7

20 - 90 extract 0,05 0,25 0,02. 0,03 0,02 0,02-Na Cl
90 + 0/00 of soil 0, 14 4,6 1,85 0,50 0,23 1,04

°- 20 Saturation 1,70 0,26 0,27 0,29 0,31 0,51 0,20
20 - 90 extract 1,03 0,24 1,20 0,68 1,03 1,03 0,96S04CI,2(H20)
90 + 0/00 of soil 1,23 3,44 2,06 1,7 1,20 1,72
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The organic matter content is approximately ].7 % or lower
but in series 23 and 28 it ~x~eeds 2 % owing to the influence of floods which
considerably stimulates the growth of the tree vegetation

- In series 23, the soils are formed in the ox - bows of the
Wabi which are periodically flooded : Imi and Northern Gode zones.

- In series 28, general floods with a low amplitude affect
the dense thicket zone North of Kelafo, and the cultivated zone downstream
from Kelafo.

Conductivity of the saturation extract is variable.

It is low at the surface except 1n series 23 where it r1ses
to ]0 rnrnhos/cm.

Conversely, conductivity increases with the depth and is high
in series 25 and 26 and below a 90 cm depth. Consequently, the sodium chloride
content largely increases in these series (respectively 4,6 0/00 and 1,85 0/00

of soil). The other series are not very saline even in depth.

4.1.1.2. On yellowish-brown alluvia of the Wabi Shebelle
Series 30-34

These series are located on the recent or ancient natural
levees of the Wabi : along the river, from Imi to the Somalian frontier where
they stretch discontinuously and along the abandoned channels of the river
where they usually largely spread : Gode plain : series 32, Northern Kelafo
plain: series 32 and Shebelle plain: series 34.

4. ].].2.]. Mean morphological and texturaI characteristics and
variations between series

Mean texturaI profile and morphological features

o - ]0 cm

]0 - 60 cm

60 - ]00 cm

+100 cm

Fine sand; silty loam.

Fine sand.

Fine and coarse sands.

Loam and fine sand.

- The texture is mainly sandy to fine sand, which does not
exclude stratifications of clay,loam and silt in the upper horizons, or clay
horizons in the depth (V. series).

- The structure is single-grained and the horizons are
friable and loose.

The gypsum accumulation is more powdery than in the series
on brown alluvia.

Morphological and texturaI variations between series.
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Type profiles: 2 profiles are described and represent
the two most largely spread series of the valley : series 32 and 34.

Series 32

Type profile: nO 6-17 : Gode plain, 7 km to the South of
Gode bridge; previously existing natural levee of the
Wabi, discontinuous graminea carpet :

o - ID cm

ID - 30 cm

30 - 65 cm

65 - 95 cm

95 - 165 cm

+165 cm

Light brown (ID YR 6/3); loam; single-grained structure;
loose and powdery; many rootlets; graduaI transition to

Light yellowish-brown (5 YR 6/4); loam; single-grained
structure; friable and powdery; sorne rootlets; distinct
transition to :

Light yellowish brown (ID YR 6/4); loam; single grained
structure; very friable; a few rootlets; distinct and
uniform transition to

Light yellowish brown (ID YR 6/4); silty; friable
angular blocky fragments; powdery leading to single-grained
structure; generally friable; distinct and steady
transition to :

Light brown (75 YR 6/4); silty loam; 1 to 8 mm broad sub~

vertical shrinkage cracks delimiting fragments tending
to be prismatic. Relatively compact horizon; no rootlets;
distinct and uniform transition to :

Yellowish brown ( ID YR 5/6); silty loam; platy structure;
friable; no rootlets.

Series 34 Type
Wabi
some

profile : nO 6-223
Shebelle, palm-tree
graminea tufts.

ancient natural levee of the
vegetation : Hyphaene thebaica,

o - 25 cm

25 - 60 cm

60 - 95 cm

95 - 135 cm

Light brown (7,5 YR 6/4); silty loam; subangular blocky
structure with single-grained trend; very friable; powdery;
numerous rootlets; distinct and uniform cransition to :

White (ID YR 8/2); fine sand; single-grained structure;
loose; numerous mica crystals; some rootlets; distinct
and uniform transition to :

Brownish - black (ID YR 4/3); clay; shrinkage cracks
in aIl directions delimiting medium to coarse angular
fragments with many gypsum crystals; friable; sorne rootlets;
distinct and uniform transition to :

Whitish - yellow (ID YR 8/4): silty loam; fine subangular
blocky structure tending to single-grained structure;
powdery; very friable; very few rootlets; distinct and
uniform transition to :



135 - 160 cm

+
160 cm
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Brown (10 YR 5/3); silty; cracks in aIl directions
delimiting small fragments forming a coarse subangular
blocky structure; many gypsum crystals; no rootlets;
distinct and uniform transition to :

Fine stratification of fine sands and loam; single-grained
structure; friable;

Observations on profiles

The horizons described are in fact layers of alluvial deposit
characterised by very distinct limits.

- TexturaI variations are considerable : sandy layers
consisting of fine sand, fine silty sand and clay layers, but loose or friable
sandy layers predominate; besides, the clay layers are not very thick (10 to
30 cm) and are usually friable (except for series 31).

Powdery gypsum accumulation can only be observed in clay
horizons or in deep silty horizons.

Morphological and texturaI variations in aIl the series

On brownish yellow Wabi Shebelle alluvia

Imi Southern Kelafo
Series Imi-Northern Gode Northern Gode Kelafo Mustahil-Burkux.

Series 30 31 32 33 34
Depth

cm L SiL fs SiL SiL fs - SiL10

20 SiL L

30

40 fs

50 csfs SiL

60 SiL

70 CL

80

90 cs C SiL

100

110

120 fs

130 L fs SiL + C

140

150

Type 6 - 17 6 - 223
profile
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- The sandy type texture
largely predominates.

silty loam and fine sand,

- Clay forms a thick deposit in series 31.

- In general, the texture of deposits of natural levees
becomes finer from the upstream part to the downstream part. It is rich in fine
sand and coarse sand in Imi region (Series 30), turns into silty loam towards
Gode and Kelafo (series 32) and even into silty loam + clay in the Shebelle
plain (series 33).

- The powdery gypsum accumulation is' usually scarcely visible
in clay or silt accumulations. Gypsum crystals generally appear at 1 m. depth.
However; they can also be observed higher in the profile when clay deposits
are present not far from the surface (series 31, Imi region).

4.1.1.2.2. Mean chemical characteristics and variations between series

• •Mean profl.le

+ Saturation extract
Depth C0

3
Ca Organic pH Saturation extract ·K P2 05

matter conductivity NaCl S04Ca,2 H20 0/00

cm % 1/2,5 me/IOOg
0/00

of soil total

% . mmhos/cm of soil 0/00

o - 10 18 1,3 8,2 t,8 3,8 0,07 0,48 1,3

10 - 60 14 1,2 8,3 1,8 3,6 0,03 0,45 1,4

60 -100 17 . 0,9 8,2 3,6 3,1 0,16 0,92 1,5

100 + 17 0,5 8,1 4,0 1,0 0,2 1,20 1,9

- The organic matter content is slightlyhigher than' the mean
content observed in the local climatic conditions. This is due mainly to the
development of a rather dense tree vegetation (Tamarix, Hypha~ne thebaica) on
the natural levees (see : survey of different series) where shallow ground
water exists :

- Soils contain 14 to 18 % of calcium carbonate and the
pH is approximately 8,2.

+- The content of exchangeable K is higher : over 3 me/IOO g
of soil, this corresponding to the abundance of phogopite mica observedin

-the sandy stratifications of most of the series.

• Series 31 is ~ery saline and is not taken into account in the average
percentage.
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- The total phosphorus content is high.

- Conductivity steadily increases with the depth but the values
remain low. This is also true for soil salinity due to sodium chloride.

Variations between ser1es

Depth cm Series 30 31 32 33 34

o - 10 cm Organic 0,6 1,3 1,3
10 - 60 matter 0,4 1,3 1,2
60 - 100 % 0,3 1,3 0,9

100 + 0,3 0,7 0,5

o - 10 Saturation 2,0 17 1,0 2,2 2,0
10 - 60 extract 2,0 27 1, 1 1,0 3,0
60 - 100 conductivity 4,0 55 3,9 1,0 4,0

100 + mmhos/cm 6,0 50 3, 1 2,7 22,0

o - 10 Saturation 0,2 2,70 0,03 0,18 0,02
10 - 60 extract 0,2 5,30 0,03 0,04 0,04
60 - 100 NaCl 0/00 0,20 12,30 0,23 0,04 0,25

100 + of soil 22,00 13,40 0,07 0,03 4,60

o - 10 Saturation 0,70 0,70 0,26 0,58 0,65
10 - 60 extract 0,72 1,30 0,26 0,30 1,05
60 - 100 S04Ca,2 H20 1,20 8,3 1,23 0,30 1, 10

100 + 0/00 of soil 1,70 5, 1 1,0 1,0 2,3

- The organic matter conten in series 32 is very low. In series
33 and 34 it is slightly above the average percentage owing to the existence
of a rather dense tree vegetation.

- Conductivity of the saturation extract is generally low
except in series 31 in which conductivity is high at the surface, and in series
34 in which it is high in the depth.

- Chloride content,is also high 1n series 31 and medium 1n
the depth for series 34.
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On yellowish-red alluvia of temporary rivers.
Series 35 - 36 - 37 - 38

These series are formed on the alluvial fans in a hlgh
(series 35) or medium (series 36) position and also on recent alluvia of
temporary rivers (series 36 and 38).

Series 35 These reddish-yellow soils consisting of fine sand to
loam with boulders in the depth are often saline. They
occupy the higher part of alluvial fans of temporary
rivers from Gode to Burkur. They are usually cut into
strips by the ramifications of temporary rivers which
continue downstream.

Series 36-37-38 These three series are interesting for land reclamation
and will be described in detai!.

4.1.1.3.1. Mean morphological and texturaI characteristics and
variations between series

Mean profile

Unlike the series resting on Wabi alluvia, the texturaI
homogeneous character of the series on the alluvia of temporary rivers enable
to reconstruct a mean profile.

o - 30 cm

+30 cm

becomes massive.

very pronounced.

Reddish-yellow (5 YR 6/8); silty loam to loam; sub
angular blocky structure tending to single-grained
structure; very friable; graduaI and uniform transition to

Reddish-yellow (5 YR 6/8); silty loam to loam; fIat
friable fragments giving a subangular blocky structure
tending ta a single grained structure; the whole structure
is scarcely friable; numerous small gypsum crystals.

The mean texture consequently consists of silty loam to loam.

The structure is single-grained but in the depth the soil

The gypsum accumulation i~ not very deep (30 cm) and not

Variations between series
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Series
Depth

cm
36 37 38

10
20 L ms SiL
30
40 fs
50
60 L ms SiL
70 SiL
80
90

100
110
120
130

- TexturaI variations within a same series are small and
are linked to the regime of temporary rivers to which is due the deposition
of material presenting an homogeneous texture.

- The texturaI variations between series are linked to the
origin of sedimentation.

For instance, in Imi region can be observed for series 36,
the existence of medium sand resulting from the disaggregation of Gesoma
sandstone in the Duhun region.

The fine sands of series 38 (Madiso temporary river) also
originate from this region.

Conversely, series 37 is typically derived from weathered
Mustahil limestone.

Therefore, no clay exists in the texture and the following
consequences may be observed

- For series 36 and 37 the non-clayey texture consisting of
silty loam de termines very unfavourable conditions as regards water infiltra
tion in soils.

- For series 36, the very permeable soi1 ~s due to
the presence of medium sandy elements.
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4.1.1.3.2. Mean chemical characteristics and variations between series

Mean profile

lDepth C0
3
Ca Organic pH Saturation + Saturation extractK Total

matter extract Na Cl 80
4

Ca2 H
2

0 P2 05
conductivity 0/00

cm % % 1/2,5 mmhos/cm me /100 g of soil 0/00 of soi" 0/00

P-30 21 0,7 8, 1 3,0 0,8 0, II 1,03 1,2

30 + 22 0~5 8,0 14,0 1,3 2,87 2,13 2,4
1

- The organic matter content is low owing to the fact that
the surface is not subject to temporary r1ver flooding.

- Soils are composed of 21 to 22 % of limestone and pH 1S
about 8, O.

- Exchangeable potassium content is high.

- The total phosphorus content has a medium value at the
surface and is high in the depth.

Conductivity rapidly increases with depth and reaches
rather high values. However, the sodium chloride content has a medium value.

Variations between the series

These variations are very low. Great differences only
exist as regards the conductivity of the saturation extract :

1

Conductivity of the saturation extract mmhos/cm

Series
Depth

cm 36 37 38

o - 30 3,0 3,0 3,0

30 + 2,0 12,0 28,0

..
For the Imi "sandy" series(36), conductivity is very low

~n depth and conversely, in series 38 it largely increases in depth :
28 mmhos/cm, this owing to the influence of the Madiso water table during the
rainy season and to its soluble salt content.
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Conclusions

Consequently, the general characters of these soils are :

- a texture with dominant fine and non-clayey elements,
high infiltration capacity or very low permeability.

- a low and variable conductivity for series 36 (Imi) but
a high conductivity for series 38 (Madiso).

4.1.2. Vertic soils with powdery gypsum : series 39-40-41-42

These soils are formed on the brown alluvia of the Wab~

on yellowish-red alluvia of temporary rivers and on the Wabi yellowish-brown
alluvia overlaying red basal tic alluvial deposits.

They are characterised by vertic features appearing in the
depth and linked to a clayey texture with shrinkage cracks and slickensides
in sorne places.

4.1.2.1. On brown alluvia of the Wabi Shebelle.

Series 39 is not largely spread in the plain to the North
West of Gode near the Madiso temporary river. On the contrary, series 40
largely spreads in Gode plain and in the plain to the North-West of Kelafo,
downs tream from Didj inober hill.

4.1.2.1.1. Morphological and texturaI characteristics

Type profile: series 40, profile n° 6-61, 6 km away from
the Wabi, to the South East of Gode; sorne graminea tufts.

0-10 cm

10-30 cm

30-75 cm

75-180 cm

Brown (10 YR 5/3); silty loam; subangular blocky structure
tending to single grained structure; friable; powdery;
short and uniform transition to :

Dark brown (10 YR 4/3); silty loam; shrinkage cracks in
aIl directions delimiting medium, friable and weakly
developed subangular blocky fragments; numerous rootlets,
friable; short and undulated transition

Dark yellowish-brown (10 YR 4/4); clay; shrinkage cracks
in aIl directions delimiting medium to coarse subangular
blocky fragments; quite friable; very few rootlets; graduaI
transition to :

Dark brown (10 YR 4/3); clay; small shrinkage cracks in
aIl directions delimiting coarse angular blocky fragments
with sorne horizontal slickensides; no rootlets"; sorne
gypsum crystals; compact.

The 30 first centimeters consist of silty loam but, in the
depth, the profile is mainly composed of clay.
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The structure is weakly developed at the surface and is

subangular blocky. In the depth a "superstructure" of subangular blocky type
becoming gradually coarser and delimited by vertical and oblique shrinkage
cracks, confers a certain friability to the horizons. The slickensides are
distinct in some places but only affect the horizontal sides of fragments.

The gypsum accumulation is still weak and forms crystals in
the depth.

Compared texturaI characteristics of series 39 and 40

Depth Series

cm 39 40

10 SiL SiL
20
30
40 Sic
50 C
60
70
80
90 Sic C

100 C
110
120
130
140 Sic
150

Type profile 6-61

The texturaI differences between these series are small.
However series 39 is lessclayey and richer in fine silt.

In both series can be seen a silty loam horizon at the
surface and approximately 10 cm thick.

Gypsum accumulation forming crystals is observed below
60 cm.

4.1.2.1.2. Chemical characteristics

They are almost similar 1n there two series. The average
values are given in the following table.

+
Saturation extract

Depth C0
3

Ca Organic Saturation +pH K Na Total
matter extract Na Cl S04Ca,2 H20 P2 05

~onductivity 0/00 %0
cm % % 1/2,5 nnnhos/cm 'lfne/IOOg me/IOO

~of soi 0/00 of soil

0-10 21 1, 1 8,3 1,5 1,2 0,5 0,05 0,45 2,4

10-60 21 1,0 8, 1 4,5 0,8 0,7 0,16 1,37 2, 1

60 + 21 0,5 8,0 II ,0 0,5 1,4 1,6 2,20 2,2
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The organic matter content is low and corresponds to the
contents usually observed in soils in semi arid climates.

- An average of 20 % of calcium carbonate ~n the soils wit11 a
p H slightly above 8,0.

- High content of exchangeable potassium.

- High total phosphorus content.

- Low conductivity of saturation extract at the surface,
and relatively high conductivity in the depth. However, chloride contents
are still rather low.

4.1.2.2. On yellowish-red alluvia of temporary r~vers (series 41)

This series consists of yellowish-red soils with silty loam
and clay formed on the recent alluvia of temporary rivers, from Imi to Kelafo
and stretching along these rivers for a generally short distance of about
100 to·200 m and sometimes more (2 km, to the South of Kelafo lake) as weIl as
in the lower part of alluvial fans of temporary rivers (in particular : South
of Gode plain).

The vegetative cover consists of a thicket of thorny shrubs of
Acacia and Commiphora type. The graminea carpet is dense.

Type profile : nO 6-218, 4 km to the South West of Kelafo.
Rough and broken up microrelief with large cracks.

o - 20 cm Reddish - yellow - brown (7,5 YR 5/6); silty loam; medium
to fine well-developed subangular blocky structure; powdery
and unstable aggregates; many small shrinkage cracks;
friable; short and uniform transition to :

20 - 100 cm Reddish - yellow (5 YR 6/8); silty loam and clay; big
subvertical shrinkage cracks (1 to 3 cm) delimiting large
friable subangular fragments tending to a single-grained
structure; compact; some gypsum crystals; some rootlets;
graduaI transition to

+
100 cm Yellowish - red (5 YR 5/8); clay; small shrinkage cracks;

small fIat angular fragments; massive and very compact;
numerous small gypsum crystals, very few or no rootlets.

4.1.2.2.1. Mean morphological and texturaI characteristics

Depth cm Iserie 41

10 SiC
20
30
40 SiC
50
60
70 C

Type profile 6-218

Reddish-yellow to yellowish-red soil
with a texture of silty loam to silty
clay loam forming a 20 cm thick layer.
However, the texture is always clayey in the
depth.

The structure is characterized by a
general cracking of the profile when dry,
these cracks going in aIl directions and
delimiting subangular blocks, the size of
which increases as they are deeper.
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The latter are still friable with a powdery single-grained
structure in horizons ° to 60 cm.

In the depth, the structure becomes massive and tends to
become a prismatic structure and this appears at the surface in the form
of a gilgai microrelief. Slickensides seldom exist.

- The gypsum accumulation is for more distinct than in the
previously described series. It appears at approximately a 60 cm depth in the
clay horizon, but always as a powdery accumulation (separate crystals).

4.1.2.2.2. Mean chemical characteristics

Depth C0
3

Ca Organic pH Saturation + +
K Na Saturation extract

matter extract + Total

conductivity E S P Na Cl S04Ca,2 H ° P20S
0/00

2
cm % % 1/2,S nnnhos/cm me/100 g me/IOOg 0/00 of soil 0/00

of soil

,.
0-10 32 0,6 8,2 l,° 0,9 0,1 2 0,01 0,30 1,9

10-60 32 O,S 8,2 O,S O,S 0,1 2 0,01 0,17 1,7

60 + 27 0,4 8, 1 28 O,S 10,4 10,4 6,3 1,72 1,7

The organic matter content is very low despitethe important
thicket cover. In fact, vegetation is only active for a short period in the
year and the litter of Acacia and Connniphora is not very abundant and is soon
mineralized.

- Large quantities of calcium carbonate in the soils and
pH approximately : 8,2.

- Exchangèable potassium contents are high.

- Total phosphorus contents are also high.

Soluble salts

The chloride accumulation in the depth is high 6.3 % of soil.
Besides, alcalinization below 60 cm depth can be observed and E.S.P. is above
10. However, alcalinization is low owing to the presence of abundant sulphates
the gypsum content of the saturation extract shows that after this extraction,
gypsum supplies still exist in the soils.
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Conclusion

The existence in soils of abundant chlorides constitute a
major difficulty for soil reclamation, as the toxicity level may soon be
reached in the upper horizons if drainage is insufficient. In fact, as will
be seen further on, these.soils should not be used for agricultural purposes
and should be separated from the Wabi Shebelle alluvial soils by a drainage
"belt" •

4.1.2.3. Yellowish-brown alluvia of the Wabi Shebelle overlaying
red basal tic alluvia : series 42

This series only covers a 320 ha. area approximately between
the basaIt hills and the river, 25 km to the North West of Gode.

4.1.2.3.1. Morphological and texturaI characteristics

These yellowish - brown soils consist of silty loam to red
clay. Their texture is distinctly discontinuous on the level of the overlap
contact, at about 120 cm depth.

- Medium total phosphorus contents.

- Limestone content is low with
13 to 16 %.

4.1.2.3.2. Chemical characteristics

Conductivity is low as weIl as the
soluble salt content.

Medium organic matter content is
about 1,3 %.

Wabi Shelle
alluvia

Basaltic
alluvia

The structure in the higher level is
subangular blocky tending to a single
grained structure. But in the higher level
vertic characters appear with cracks and
sorne slickensides.

Depth cm Serie 42

la
20
30 SiL
40
50
60
70
80
90 SiL

100
1la
120
130
140
150
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Depth C0
3

Ca Organic pH Saturation Saturation extract Total

matter extract Na Cl ~04ca,2 H20 P2 05

<.:onductivit %0

cm % % 1/2,5 nnnhos/cm of soil <> / a a of soil 0/00

0-60 13 1,3 8,5 2,0 0, 1 0,6 1, 1

60-120 15 0,7 8,5 2,0 0, 1 0,6 1,0

120 + 16 0,4 8,4 2,0 0, 1 0,6 1, 1

4.2. Soils with gypsum crusts series 43 to 47

Soils with gypsum crusts exist in

- The lower parts of alluvial fans of temporary rivers in the
outskirts of the Wabi Shebelle from Imi to Burkur.

- The slopes of basaIt hills between Gode and Imi which do
not extend far.

- The yellowish - brown Wabi Shebelle alluvia between Gode
and Didjinober hill.

The genesis of gypsum crusts 1S described in Chapter lIA.

4.2. I. Soils on colluvia derived from basal tic formations,series 43

This series is composed of red soils with sandy clay loam
to clay with gypsum crust at about a 60 cm depth on the debris slopes of
basaltic hills between the Madiso temporary river and Gode, on the Northern
bank of the Wabi Shebelle. The soil structure is generally single-grained at
the surface,but becomes prismatic at a medium depth just above the gypsum
capping. This gypsum capping is very friable and consists of light red gypsum
crystals. The weakly developed basaIt pebbles are numerous throughout the
whole profile. Many small runoff guI lies run across the soil surface which
is unfit for any soil-reclamation purpose. Moreover, analyses show :

- a high conductivity of saturated paste : 22 rnrnhos/cm.

Sodium chloride contents exceeding 2 % of soil just above
the gypsum capping which is crust.
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Soils on the yellowish-red alluvia of temporary rivers
series 44 - 45 - 46.

These series are formed in the lower parts of alluvial fans
of temporary rivers from Imi to Burkur. They largely spread along the Northern
bank of the Wabi Shebelle between Madiso and Didjinober hill. The global area
measured on the map exceeds 50 000 ha.

4.2.2.1.

Series 44

o - 30 cm

30 - 80 cm

80 - 125 cm

125 - 185 cm

Series 45

o - 8 cm

8 - 35 cm

35 - 75 cm

75 - 150 cm

Morphological and texturai characteristics

Type profiles

Type profile: nO 6-181 : alluvia of temporary rivers near
the Water Resources camp recently subject to land clearing.

Light red; clay loam; subangular blocky structure tending
to a single-grained structure; dry very friable and
powdery; dense root network; small limestone black and white
pebbles; graduai transition to :

Red clay; medium to fine weil developed subangular
blocky structure; relatively humid; compact; few small and
hard weakly developed pebbles; a few rootlets; graduai
transition to :

Deep red; clay; massive and very compact;relatively humid;
saline; no rootlets; graduai transition to :

Deep red; clay; massive and compact with progressive accu
mulation in the depth of gypsum crystals forming a mass;
no rootlets.

Type profile: 6-317 North of Mustahil plain; alluvial fans
of temporary rivers; sorne small halophyte plants.

Grey fine sand :weakly developed angular blocky structure
tending to a single-grained structure; numerous white
sodium chloride crystals; graduai and steady transition to

Yellowish-brown: sandy clay loam; single-grained structure;
20 to 30 % of gravels with sorne fine limestone pebbles
saline but no visible sodium chloride crystals; humid and
friable; sorne dead rootlets; distinct and steady transition
to :

Fine and many-coloured; light greyish-red and dark grey
soils; loam; many gypsum crystals; single-grained structure;
humid and friable; progressive and steady transition to :

Weil contrasted multicoloured~grey (gypsum crystals) and
light red clay single grained structure; sorne fine limestone
pebbles; humid and friable; no rootlets; sudden transition
to :
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Saline,compact gypsum crust giving friable fragments.

Profile observations

Gypsum crusts are formed progressively. The quantity of
crystals increases from the medium part down to the base of the profile
where they form a masse This cruet is usually massive but the fragments are
always friable. Series 46 shows a specific example of crystals caught in the
mass and forming small "sand roses" which are miniatures of those seen in
deserts.

The single-grained structure in the upper horizons frequently
presents a coarse prismatic character in the depth and small cracks. This is
due to the temporary waterlogging caused by the gypsurn crust.

Morphological and texture characteristics of the three series

Depth Series

cm 44 45 46

0 SiL SiL L

10
20
30
40 SiL SiC SiC
50
60
70
80
90 gypsum gypsum

100
110 crust crust gypsum
120
130 crust
140
150

Type profile 6-181 6-317

The texture varies from silty loam (series 44) to silty clay
(series 45 and 46) but the upper horizon (0 - 10 cm) presents a silty loam,
silty clay or loam texture.

This texturaI type determines :

- A powdery character in the surface horizon, but 1n the
depth the horizon is compact to dry.
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- The general permeability is low as can be observed from
the presence of residual puddles which are still visible at the surface long
af ter r ainfaH.

4.2.2.2. Mean chemical characteristics

Deptb C0
3

Ca Organic pH Saturation K + Saturation extract

extract Na Cl S04Ca ,2 H20
conductivitlT 0/00

cm % % 1/2,5 romhos/cm me/IOOg of soil 0/00 of soil

0-10· 25 0,9 8,1 1,6 0,6 0,02 0,62

0-70 26 0,6 8,0 2,9 0,5 0, II 1,03

o + 35 0,3 8,1 24,0 1, 1 5,6 2,54

• In the first horizon of -series 45 which may be considered as a saline
crust, the conductivity of the saturated paste is 143 mmhos/cm. The organic
matter content is low : 0,9 % at the surface; the C0

3
Ca content varies from

medium to high : 25 to 35 %; pH is close to 8,0 and indicates that there is no
soil alkalinisation; exchangeable potassium is medium to high.

But the considerable increase of conductivity ~n the depth
must be noted.

~

Conductivity of the saturation extract remains low, down to a
30 cm depth : 1,6 to 2,9 mmhos/cm, but it considerably rises in the depth and
is 24 mmhos/cm at the level of the gypsumcrust. This is mostly due to the
increasing chloride concentration which is multiplied by 50 compared to the
horizon situated immediately above and which reaches : 5,6 % of soil.

The sulphate content is close to the saturation
degree below a 10 cm depth, and indicates that the sulphate supplies ar~

important practically from the soil surface and deeper down.

The large quantities of chlorides contained in the depth of
these soils constitute a major difficulty as regards soil reclamation.
Moreover, the available boron content is very high : approximately 75 ppm,
and t?is concentration is extremely toxic for most cultivated plants.

4.2.3. Soils on yellowish-brown alluvia of the Wabi Shebelle
overlaying the yellowish red alluvia of temporary rivers
Series 47

This series composed of yellowish-brown soils with sandy
clay loam and yellowish-red clay ~preads over 4 900 ha on the Northern bank
of the Wabi Shebelle. .
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Morphological and texturaI characteristics

Type profile nO 6-182. situated 1 km to the South of the
Water Resources camp.

Relatively dense graminea vegetation; sorne thorny shrubs.

o - 15 cm

15 - 60 cm

60 - 75 cm

+
75 cm

Observations

Greyish-brown (10 YR 5/2); fine sand; subangular blocky
structure tending to a single-grained structure dry and
loose; numerous rootlets; short steady transition to :

Yellowish-brown (10 YR 5/4); fine sand; subangular blocky
structure tending to a single-grained structure; loose and
dry; many rootlets; some loam stratifications; distinct
and steady transition to :

Dark brown (10 YR 4/3); clay; medium to fine well
developed angular blocky pseudo-structure with dry friable
conchoidal fracture; rootlets still exist; distinct and
steady transition to :

Yellowish-red (5 YR 5/6); clay; massive; scarcely friable
fragments giving a fine angular blocky structure; many

'gypsum crystals tending to forro a crust; no rootlets;
compact, dry.

- The superimpos~t~on of the two types of alluvia : grey
for the Wabi and red for triose of temporary rivers, is delimited by the
differencc in the colouring below 75 cm.

The texture consists of :

· Fine sand for grey alluvia. However. the characters, of
Wabi deposits being varied, not very thick clay layers can be observed from
a 60 to 75 cm depth.

· Clay for the subjacent alluvia of temporary rivers

• The gypsum crust is more or less distinct. It is not very
pronounced in the case of the profile above described, but it is very distinct
to the East of Gode towards Machekoke village.
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Mean chemical characteristics

Saturation extract
C0

3
Ca Organic pH Saturation K + + TotalDepth Na

matter extract Pz 05
r"onductivity Na Cl S04Ca ,2 H20 .

o ,
100 %0cm % 7- ·1/2,5 mmhos/cm lme/IOOg me/IOO of soi

0/ 00 of soil

0-10 23 1,0 8,0 ·0,4 0, 1 0,01 0,15 1,6

10-60 23 0,8 7,9 2,9 0,1 0,.13 1,0 2, 1

60 + 22 0,6 7,8 4,0 0,44 0,86 1,8

-
The organic matter content is very close to the average

content in the considered zone : 1 % at the surface.

The calcium carbonate content has a medium value
and pH varies from 7,7 to 8,0.

The total phosphorus content is high.

22 to 23 %

Cànductivity of the saturatiun extract though it increases
with the depth, remains low : 4 mmhos/cm, with a low chloride content: 0,44 0/00

of soiL

These soils might consequently be irrigated, reservations
being made as regards the depth of the gypsum crust (still 60 ·to 70 cm but more
or less consolidated) as weIl as regards the available boron content which is
also probably high.

5. 110DERATELY ORGANIC HYDROMORPHIC SOILS series 48 and 49

These soils only exist on the Wabi alluvia of flood zones.
Their originality consists in an accumulation of organic matter which is quite
unusual in this region (see chapter II C).

5.1. Soil series of the Wabi Shebelle plain : series 48

Consisting of brown clay soils, it spreads over more than
10 000 ha to the North of the Shebelle plain in a long-duration flood zone,
downstream from Kelafo where the river divides into many never dry branches.
Overflowing exceeds a 50 cm level during thé floods but the water table is
never below a 1 m, 5 depth during the minimum flow period with a capillary
fringe less than 30 cm below the surface.

Vegetation mainly consists of Cyperaceae of Papyrus type
but also of tall trees with ligneous thorns.
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o - 15 cm

15 - 50 cm

+50 cm

Observations
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Morphological and textural characteristics

Type profile: nO 6-227, at 2 km from the old Kelafo 
Mustahil track.

Very dark grey ( 5 YR 3/1); silty clay; very organic,
plastic and wet; mimerous small roots and rootlets;
short and slightly undulated transition to :

Reddish-brown (5 YR 4/3); clay; plastic and wet
numerous small roots and rootlets; angular fragments
easily separated from the profile; some rootlets can
still be f9und; short and uniform transition to :

Reddish-brown (5 YR 4/3) with red stripes (2,5 YR 4/6) ;
small very clayey gyps~m crystals ; wet ; plastic ; angular
fragments which can be easily separated from the profile;
some rootlets.

Very clayey texture throughout the profile, in relation
with the alluvial deposition by slow flow.

- The structure is not well defined, the whole profile
being usually wet. The whole soil is plastic and sticky; in some cases the
pseudo-structure linked to the type of alluvial deposits, gives the horizons
a very friable character.

- After a 50 cm depth, gypsum crystals can often be observed
and 1n some places, brick-red manganese blots~

5.1.2. Chemical characteristics

Saturation extract
C0

3
Ca Organic Saturation + + TotalDepth pH K Na

matter extract Na Cl S04Ca,2 H20 P2 05
conductivi ty 0/00

cm % % 1/2)5 mmhos/cm ~e/IOOg me/IOO Pof soi 0/00 of soil
%0

-
,

0-15 14 11,.0 7,9 3,9 1,2 0,8 ~,04 1,51 2,6

15-50 17 1,5 8,0 3,2 0,4 0,9 0,07 1,03. 2,0

50 + 16 0,8 8,1 3,6 0,7 0,7 0,09 1,03 2,0
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- Accumulation of organic matter is high : Il % for 15 cm,
but it suddenly falls to 1,5 % and less in the depth. This surface humus
concentration is due to the quick mineralization of the latter which soon
disappears under a large and permanent addition of organic matter.

~ Calcium carbonate content is low and pH is close to 8,0.

- Medium to high exchangeable potassium content.

- Total phosphorus : high content.

- Conductivity of saturated paste throughout the profile
is less than 4 romhos/cm.

- Sodium chloride content is low and the gypsum content
shows that powdery gypsum supplies exist in the soils.

5.2. Soil series of the Mustahil plain : series 49

It consists of brown clay soils and stretches over 1 800 ha
1n the Northern part of Mustahil plain under a dense graminea vegetation. The
water level is 50 cm high during the floods. However, in the dry season the
ground-water level is 2 meters below the surface and the capillary fringe at
80 cm below the surface.

5.2.1.

0-7~

7cm - 45 cm

45- 90 cm

+90 cm

Observations

Morphological and texturaI characteristics

Type profile nO 6 273 at 4 km to the North of the Wabi,
Mustahil plain, dense vegetation of tall graminea.

Dark grey (la YR 4/1); clay-organic; medium to fine,
well-developed crumb-structure; numerous rootlets;
distinct and uniform transition to

Yello~ish-brown (la YR 5/4); loam; small 1/2 mm subvertical
shrinkage cracks; fine to medium friable subangular blocky
fragments giving a fine to medium subangular blocky structure
tending to a single-grained structures; humid and friable;
many rootlets; graduaI and uniform transition to :

Yellowish - brown (la YR 5/4); clay;friable flattened
angular fragments giving a fine weakly developed sub
angular blocky structure; many rootlets; progressive
transition to :

Light yellowish-brown (la YR 6/4); clay with many yellow
translucent gypsum crystals; medium angular fragments;
humid with slickensides; still numerous rootlets.

Clay predominates in the texture but this does not exclude
the presence of horizons with loam, linked to the nature of alluvial deposits.
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In clay horizons, the structure is well developed and
crumbly at the surface, and coarse angular blocky with depth. In loam and
silty loam horizons, the structure is scarcely developed and subangular blocky
tending to a single-grained structure.

In the depth can be observed an accumulation of numerous
gypsum crystals which ao'not form a masse The size of these yellowish trans
lucent crystals is 1 mm, and they are round like lenses.

5.2.2. Chemical characteristics

Depth C03Ca Organic pH Saturation K + Saturation extract Total

matter extract Na Cl S04Ca,2 (H2O) P2 05
conductivity

0/00

cm % % 1/2,5 mmhos/cm me/l00g of soil 0/00 of soil 0/00

0-10 23 6,6 7,7 2,8 1,2 0,03 1,0 2,3

10-80 24 0,9 8,0 2,3 1, 1 0,01 0,72 2,3

80 + 28 0,4 7,8 4,3 • 0,8 0,17 1,03 1,8

The organic matter content is high : 6,6 % in horizon 0 to
10 cm but it suddenly decreases below 10 cm. However, the content is lower
than in the previously described series owing to shorter floods in Mustahil
plain. This is confirmed by the fact that gramineaewith an annual vegetative
cycle appear instead of big perennialcyperaceae.

Medium calcium carbonate : from 23 to 28 % and pH close to
7,8. High exchangeable potassium content, and high total phosphorus content.
Conductivity of saturated paste increases with the depth but is never high.

Chloride concentration is low : 0,17 i. in the depth.
The gypsum concentration reveals the presence of gypsum supplies.

Conclusion

These soils are suitable for land reclamation because of their
high organic matter content and their low chloride concentration. However,
many land clearing and levelling problems exist (see chapter on soil-reclarnation).
Furthermore, flood control is necessary until the regulation dam is built
upstream from Imi.
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SaDIe SOILS

Sodic soils with saline efflorescences : series 50,

These are red soils with loam to clay loam and a gypsum slab
at a medium depth. They spread over more than 7 000 ha between Burkur and
Ferfer on the red alluvia resulting from the junction of several temporary
rivers which form a large alluvial fan.

The soil surface is not even as wind has formed small,
20 to 30 cm high mounds at the top of which mainly graw Urochondra setulosa'.
Salt efflorescences are frequently seen.

6.I.}' Morphological and texturaI characteristics

Type profile: nO 6-339 at 1,5 km to the North of the Burkur
Ferfer track. No vegetation. Saline efflorescences.

o - 1 cm

1 - 7 cm

7 - 45 cm

45 - 100 cm

100 - 140 cm

SaI t crus t composed of fine soil mixed wi th sodium clüoride.
Short transition to

Red (2,5 YR 5/8); single-grained and slightly humid silty
loam; friable; salty; graduaI transition to :

Red (2,5 YR 5/8); clay loam; single-grained; many salt
"needl~s", humid; very friable; graduaI transition to

Red (2,5 YR 5/8) clay to silty clay; medium angular
blocky fragments giving a scarcely developed subangular
blocky structures; salt "needles" and numerous salt crystals;
distinct transition to :

Light grey : weathering of gypsum in situ; mallY SOÙiUlU
chloride crystals; rot very compact.

The texture usually consists of loam at the surface, and
clay loam to loam at a medium depth.

The fine subangular blocky structure is usually weIl
developed when the texture is sufficiently clayey. It is massive and 10 cm
thick in sorne places at the surface, owing to a beginning of alkalinization of
the upper horizon (see chapter II A paragraph 3.3.).

The existence of a shallow gypsum slab about 40 cm below
the surface or sometimes deeper (1,2 m to 1,8 m) depends on the thickness of
alluvial deposits. This slab is of geologic origin and belongs to the main
gypsum formation.

i.e.
A double system of salt accumulation exists ~n these soils,

- a gypsum accumulation just above the gypsum slab and due
to a dissolution-precipitation process.
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- a great sodium chloride concentration forming efflorescences
at the soil surface and "salt needles" below.

Very often the soil presents an "oily" aspect. Stains at the
surface are due to the hygroscopicity of sodium chloride crystals.

6.1.2. Chemical characteristics

Depth C0
3
Ca 1: 2 extract 1: JO extract 1 : 2 and 1: JO

CIl ~ extract >-'l
00 'd III n-li ::t: n- + IIIOQ . () c:: tz:l

III o li o Z CIl o Z CIl 1 t-'

=:1 ~=:I1ll CIl H11ll iN! 0 H11ll <Ni 0 "'d
% 1-'- - o.n- 0 .J:'- 0 .J:'- N

% () - c:: 1-" "'d tn C":l C":l tn C":l C":l C03NaH 0r-.: o () 0 e o t-' 0 III o t-' 0 III Ute - tn n- =:1 ID 1-'- H1 - 1-' H1 .-
III Ut -1-'- - t-' iN! N t-'<Ni N
n- () <: ID - c rn 0 rn
n- e 1-'->: 0 0 ::t: 0 ::t:
ID n-n- 0 1-'- N I-"N %0li '< li t-' 0 t-' 0

III OQ
iN! ()

n-

0-1-7 15,6 0,7 8,3 84 4,8 5 33,0 8,2 Il ,6 22,5 ° 0,95

7-45 18,5 0,5 8,4 126 3,1 3 51,0 10,0 23,0 17,2 ° 0,92

45-100 16,7 U,5 8,5 80 3,0 3 24,9 6,7 11,8 4,0 ° 1,1O

100+ 20,0 0,4 8,5 56 1,5 3 1,),8 6,2 8,2 16,5 ° 1,10

- Organic matter content is low right from the surface.
- A medium calcium carbonate content : less than 20 %.
- pH close to 8,4 is alkali but less than in the pH in which

alkalinization processes clearly exist (see table above).
- Very high exchangeable potassium percentage.
- Total phosphorus content is low.
- Conductivity of saturation extract is very high but a

reconstruction as an hypothesis of the salts in 1 : 2 extract and 1 : 10
extract reveals that

- Sodium chloride is very abundant : it can be found in large
quantities in 1 : 10 extract.

- Gypsum also exists in large quantities. The inverted
proportions of sodium chloride and gypsum in 1 : 10 extract is due to the
fact that most of the very soluble sodium chloride disappeared in 1 : 2
extract, whereas less soluble gypsum can be found in a relatively larger
quantity in the more diluated 1 : 10 extract ..

- The fact that no acid sodium carbonate is formed implies
that there is no soil alkalinization. However, in sorne cases (see chapter
II 3.3), alkalinization takes place in the first 10 centimetres of soils and
is revealed on the field by the existence of a very compact upper horizon,
and in analyses, by the presence of acid sodium carbonate in a very small
quantity (0,025 %0 of soil). But this process is always limited by the
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++
presence of abu~dant Ca ions due to gypsum and limestone which prevents the
fixation of Na ions on the absorbing complexe

Consequently, there is no fundamental objection in theory to
soil reclamation by a preliminary unsalting achieved through flooding, and by
the installation of a suitable drainage system.

Nevertheless, irrigation of these soils is not advisable
owing to the following reasons:

Large non-saline areas exist in the vicinity.

- Serious risks that the soil should contaminate the drainage
water of scarcely saline Wabi alluvial soils and even the Wabi water.

- It would be more advisable to use these soils as natural
grazing grounds which would prove very useful during the rainy season for
livestock and wild animaIs.,

IV. RECLAMATION OF THE SOILS OF THE LOWER VALLEY BY IRRIGATION

A. CLASSIFICATION OF SOILS FOR IRRIGATION PURPOSES

Three classes of soils are distinguished as regards their
fitness for irrigation :

Class l

Class II

Very suitable soils for irrigation

Not very suitable for irrigation

Class III: Non-irrigable.

The appreciation of soil quality for irrigation in class l
and class II mainly rests on the respective situation of these two classes.

Class l represents the Wabi alluvia and a small part of the
alluvia of temporary rivers (series 1 and la) which are very slightly saline
in the depth and cannot easily be contaminated by runoff water from the Ogaden
hills.

Class II consists of the alluvia of temporary rivers and
saline soils. Situated in the outskirts of the valley, they are saline in
depth but can also be easily contaminated by water containing chlorides from
the gypsum environment when rainfall occurs in this zone.

Class III is situated in the stony zones around plateaus,
slopes and glacis. This class also includes thë dune soils of the Wabi Shebelle
valley.

Unfavourable factors for irrigation are indicated ~n the
map; i.e.

R Abundant coarse elements;
T Steep slopes;
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TABLE 5 _ Soil series classified in-texturai sub-classes ABCOA_ Classes 1 and "
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U Limestone or gypsum surface slab;
W Depth of soil below 50 cm;
y Dunes.

Subdivisions of classes l and II

Each of these classes is divided into a subclass according
to a texturaI criterium :

Sub-class A
Sub-class B
Sub-class C
Sub-class DA

25 to 40 % of clay
less than 25 % of clay
more than 40 % of clay
more than 40 % of flooded clay.

.1\

The triangle of textures (table 5) shows the texturaI
distribution of the different series within each sub-class. Soils being
classed according to their texture in each series (even for vertisols and
hydromorphic soils which are clay soils) but also according to the parent
material, the overlapping corresponds to the classification of soils in irri
gable zones (see table 6).

The following correspondences are established

Classification of soils Pedologie classification
for irrigation purposes Level of soil family

Class Sub-class

l A Soils with powdery gypsum on Wabi brown alluvia

B Soils with powdery gypsum on yellowish brown
alluvia of Wabi

C Vertisols on brown alluvia of Wabi and reddish
brown alluvia of temporary rivers

DA Vertisols and hydromorphic soils on brown
alluvia of Wabi

II B Powdery gypsum soils on yellowish red alluvia
of temporary rivers

C Vertic powdery gypsum soils on yellowish-red
alluvia of temporary rivers

Table 6 Correspondences of classes and sub-classes of irrigable soils

and pedologie classification.
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Consequently, each sub-class has its own specific characters
as regards permeability, water-holding capacity, drainage and finally different
cultivation fitness. '

2. Factors changing the quality of the soils as to the fitness for
irrigation.

In each sub-class symbols are assigned to the series and
indicate modifications as to the fitness for irrigation of each ser~es, taking
into account the texture, salinity, microrelief of the soil and its depth.
Following features have been noted on the 1/50.000 map.

2.1. Drainage and soil salinity

These are two very important factors as regards soil
reclamation and they are studied in detail in the following chapter.

2.2. Soil texture : St

The permeability of sorne series in class II (series 44-45-46)
is very low and the texture varies from silty loam to silty clay. This is
probably due to the existence of numerous fIat limestone particles the size
of silt which prevents penetration of water.

2.3. Microrelief : m and M:

m : this microrelief is not very even and requires a slight
levelling of vertisols and ver tic soils which are characterised by rolling
lands, 1 m. long and 10 cm high with, in some places, collapse holes, sorne
of them 80 cm deep.

M : Uneven microrelief which requires important levelling
It is characterised by the existence of numerous flood ramifications in
the alluvial fans of temporary rivers.

As to strongly-flooded soils of class l (series 16-48-49),
the existence of flood channels is not taken into consideration as the latter
may eventually be used as natural drainage channels.

2.4. Depth of soil P :

The soils of class l which may be irrigated, do not contain
any coarse elements, and no limestone and gypsum slab or crust existe Conse
quently, no limit has to be con~idered as regards the depth of this class.

As to class II, the acceptable depth limit for irrigation
varies from 1 m to 50 cm below which soils may beconsidered as non-irrigable.
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Topography

Glass l : Topographic conditions are very favourable :

- The Wabi tributaries never cross the alluvial plain but
remain in the outskirts (dejection zone)

- There are no termitaries.

- Slopes are not steep : less than 1 % which reduces the
work but presents some difficulties as regards the necessity of a sufficient
declivity for irrigation and drainage canals.

Glass II : Slopes are steeper : approximately 2 to 3 %
and soils are cut into ribbons by the guI lies of runoff water from temporary
rivers.

2.6. Gharacter and density of vegetative cover and fitness of
soils for land clearing

This factor was not mentioned in the map legend as it varies
within the same series. However, it plays an important part as regards the
cost of the irrigation project. Here, will only be considered the types of
associated vegetation and their important consequences as regards the land
clearing work to be undertaken.

2.6.1.

Series 23

Series 24 to 27

Series 28

Series 29

Series· 34

Series 30

Series 31

Series 32

Series 33

Gharacter and density of vegetative cover for each series

Sub-class A :

pense fringing forest with Tamarix and other tall trees;

Discontinuous and very loose graminea cover;

Dense thicket with medium size shrubs;

Not very dense shrubs;

Dense bushes along the abandoned Wabi channel, palmgrove
stretching along 100 to 200 m.

Sub-class B :

Dense forest with Tamarix palm trees or tall Acacias

Dense bushes at Imi or sparse bushes South of Imi(Northern
bank of the Wabi).

Discontinuous and very loose graminea cover.

Dense forest with Tamarix tall Acacias and dense thickets
at Kelafo; dense forest wit~palm-trees at Mustahil.



Series 9

Series 10

Series Il

Series 12

Series 13

Series 14

Series 15

Series 16

Series 17

Series 39

Series 40

Series 42

Series 48

Series 49

Series 36

Series 37

Series 38
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Sub-class C :

Dense forest with tall Acacias

Dense vegetation of small thorny plants.

Scattered bushes and some tall Acacias, dense gramineae at
Gode, Imi, along the Madiso (Northern bank of the Wabi)
and at Kugno.

Dense gramineae: Gode; dense graminea and small thorny
bushes North of Gode.

Dense gramineae.

Dense gramineae and some tall Acacias

Forest with tall Acacias, undergrowth with grarnineae and
very dense small Cyperaceae.

Tall gramineae and very dense rushes with sorne trees and
bushes along flood channels~

Dense gramineaewith some tall Acacias (Shebelle plain),
dense bus~es at the South Eastern end of the Shebelle
plain).

Vegetation consisting of a sparse and discontinuous
graminea cover at Gode and North of Gode.

Sparse bushes.

Discontinuous gramineae and sorne srnall thorny bushes.

Sub-class DA:

Tall Cyperaceae alternated with' small Juncaceae and, 1n
largely flooded zones, tall thorny trees.

Tall gramineae and dense rushes.

Class II :

Sub-class B

Discontinuous gramineae cove~, scattered bushes.

Dense vegetation of small thorny plants and bushes.

Tall Acacias and undergrowth of fairly dense bushes.
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Sub-class C :

Series 41

Series 44

Series 45

Series 46

Series 47

Series 50

2.6.2.

Small thorny plants.

Dense, small thorny plants and Cornmiphora

Small thorny plants and dense Commiphora, halophyte
vegetation.

Dense small thorny plants.

Discontinuous gramineaecover and some small thorny plants.

Sparse vegetation of halophyte type only.

Vegetative cover and its consequences on land clearing

The importance of the land clearing to be undertaken for soil
reclamation has been codified from 1 to 10, function of the increasing expense.
Table 7 summarizes the types of vegetative cover and indicates the clearing
work to be undertaken for each series. The fitness of soil series for irrigation
decreases from thebeginning to the end of the table.

3. Classification of the various series according to the
factors modifying or preventing irrigation

This classification is a reproduction of the classification
on the map at 1/50.000 of "cultural fitness of soils".

ClassI

Sub-class l A

lAds
lADS

series 24- 25- 26
series 23- 27- 28- 29

Sub-clas s l B

l B ds
l B DS

series 30 - 32 - 33 - 34
series 31

Sub-class l C

l C sm series 9 - 10 - 12 - 13 - 14 - 15 - 17 - 39 - 40 - 42

Sub-class IDA

IDA D Sm series Il - 16 - 48 - 49

Class II

Sub-class II B

II B dm series 36 - 37 - 38
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Sub-class IIC

II CD sm series 41 - 47
II CDSGM series 44 - 45 - 46
II CDSP series 50

Class III

Sub-class

III y series 8
III RU series 1 - 2 - 4
III RT series 3 - 5 - 7 - 18 - 19 - 22 - 35 - 43
III U series 6
III W series 2



TABLE 7

FITNESS OF SOILS FOR LAND CLEARING IN VIEW OF IRRIGATION

Fitness Cartographical units
for Type of vegetative cover Land clearing work

land-clearing Class l Class II

1 Discontinuous gramineae Light ploughing. 24-25-26-27 36-50

2 Tall dense gramineae Burning, if possible, and 11 (Kugno) -12(Gode) 37
deep ploughing. 13

3 Dense gramineae and small Uprooting of bushes by trac 9 (between Gode and Kugno 47
scarce thorny plants tion and light ploughing. southern bank)12Northern GOdE

4 Sparse bushes Diggingup of bushes and 40-12(between Gode and Imi
light ploughing southern bank)

--- -
5 Dense small thorny plants Uprooting of shrubs and 10 37-41-44-45

light ploughing
,

6 Dense gramineae and some i Uprooting of tall trees and 11-14-17 (Shebelle plain)
tall Acacia deep ploughing

__0- - ..._--------- -
7 . Juncaceae Burning if possible and 16-49

deep ploughing
--- -- -

8 Cyperaceae of Papyrus type Crushing "disking" and 48
burying by deep ploughing

r-- ______...__ --- --- ___ 0_' - _._-.__ ..__ ..__ .. - --_._-----------~------_._--_._--- ----------- - --_._-----
9 Dense bushes Digging up roots , important 17 (SE Shebelle. plain) 29-31

levelling and light - 34 (Shebelle plain)
ploughing 39 (Northern Gode)

--f-------. -- -- ._.--- .---- _.- -----_.- -----------------~-------
10 Tree vegetation of Acacias Digging up roots important 9-15-23-28-30-33-34-(ancient

and palm-trees and dense levellingand Wabi Shebelle natural levee)
thicket with medium size ploughing 48-(certain flood zones) of

• trees the Wabi Shebelle near the
main Wabi channel).

1
co
o
1
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B. EXTENSION OF IRRIGABLE ZONES

). Total irrigable area

The total surface of irrigable zones in the Wabi Shebelle
Lower Valley between Imi and Ferfer is 353.416 ha~ This is the largest area
corresponding to the irrigation possibili ties defined in the soil map. It
consists of

Glass l

Glass II

264.724 ha i.e.:75 % of the total area.

88.692 ha i.e.:25 % of the total area.

1.1. Extension of sub-classes

Table 8 indicates the surface areas of sub-classes respectively
on the Northern bank and on the Southern bank of the Wabi, and their total
surface and percentage compared with the extension of the class.

A B G DA.
N. bank S. bank N. bank S. bank N. bank S. bank N. bank S. bank

Glass l :,

Total surface area 25.018 57.078 20.834 19.916 45.988 58.859 13.012 24.019
264.724 ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha

Total of each sub-class 82.096 ha 40.750 ha 104.847 ha 37.031 ha

% compared with the total 31 % 15,4 % 39,6 % 14 %surface area of class l

Glass il : N. bank S. bank N. bank S. bank
!

Total surface area ,
88.692 ha 6.920 6.171 46.313 29.288

ha ha ha ha

Total area of each sub-
class 13.091 ha 75.601 ha

14,8 % 85,2 %

TABLE 8: Surface of soil sub-classes

·Planimetry on the soil map.
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1.2. Extension of series in each sub-class

The following table indicates the extension of each series
on either side of the Wabi, its total surface and the percentage to which
the latter corresponds in the surface of the sub-class to which it belongs.

Table 9 : Extension of irrigable soil series

Surface in ha Surface in ha Surface in ha % in the
Sub-class Series for

N. bank S. bank each series sub class

24 10.274 12.619 22.893 27,9

C
25 4.582 4.582 5,6

L
26 9.094 9.094 11,0

A A 34 1.433 ' 10.;;.560 11.990 14,7

S 23 3.148 3.059 6.207 7,5

S 27 1.327 1.327 1,7
28 3.808 9.000 12.808 15,6
29 6.355 6.837 13. 192 16,0

l 30 3.246 4.529 7'.775 18,9

B
32 15.603 13.967 29.570 72,1
33 , 770 1.690 2.460 6,0
31 1.215 1.215 3,0

9 5.990 9.371 15.361 14,6
10 3.297 3.297 , 3,1
12 14.101 3.681 17.782 16,9
13 ·4.190 4.190 4,0

C 14 2.604 4.801 7.405 7, 1
15 7.555 192 7.747 7,4
17 31.143 ' 31. 143 29,7
39 2.909 1.384 4.293 4, 1
40 5.025 8.287 13.312 12,7
42 317 317 0,4

11 8.255 14.814 23.069 62,3
DA 16 1.000 ' 1.000 2,7

48 2.007 8.803 10.810 29,2
49 1.750 402 2.152 5,8

36 2.717 862 3.579 27,3
C B 37 3.386 5.309 8.695 66,4
L 38 817 817 6,3
A
S 41 3.044 8.320 11.364 15, 1
S 47 4.898 4.898 6,5

C
44 4.985 918 5.903 7,8

l l 45 4.077 15.288 19.365 25,6
46 21.862 4.762 26.624 35,2
50 7.447 7.447 9,8



TABLE 10 SURFACE OF LARGE IRRIGABLE ZONES

NORTHERN BANK SOUTHERN BANK

Total of soil sub-classes (ha) Total of soil sub-classes (ha)Surface Surface
(ha) (ha)

l A l B l C l DA IIB l A l B l C l DA II B

~- Imi zone 3.516 284 2.142 1.090

B- Kugno zone 9.921 5.007 2.318 1.432 1. 162
.,- See map 5.651 464 1.732...

D- See map 8.649 1.307 1.417 957 4.851 127

E- S.E. Madiso 7.162 357 2.561 3.744 500

F- S.E. Madiso 10.393 5"75 1.592 6.561 1.665

G- N.W. Gode 25.887 4.037 2.480 13.740 5.630

H.- Gode area 54.951 14.498 12. 190 10.563 7.700 1

1- Kelafo 26.304 5.982 13.842 . 6.460
Did]inober ..

J- Southern Kelafo 2.401 582 1.819

K- Northern Shebelle 60.504 20.740 30.539 9.205

L- Northern Shebelle 3.965 1.958 2.007

M- Mustahil plain 3.620 100 770 2.750

N- S.W. Burkur 14. 163 4.262 4.901

0- Burkur 8.899 7.042 1.857

1
00
w
1

TOTAL 245.986 ha
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Delimitation and extension of large areas in v~ew of irrigation

Large areas were delimited for hydro-agricultural development,
on the map at 1/50.000. Their total surface area is 245.986 and they are indi
cated on the map by the letters A to o.

These areas only include the soils of class l which are very
favourable for irrigation except in zones Band D. To the latter can also be
added some soils of class II in order to facilitate the eventual execution of
a general irrigation network.

As the total surface of these zones largely exceeds the
possibilities of irrigation by the river, the selection of zones or of parts
of zones will be decided upon by the competent authorities who will take into
account the economic and political local conditions. Nevertheless it would
also be useful to consider, when selecting these areas, the main crops to be
cultivated, the latter varying from one zone to the other according to the
sub-class to which the soil belongs and also to the land-clearing possibilities
in these zones (see table on soil series).

Table la indicates the surface of each zone, the extension
in each zone of the various sub-classes and their situation in regard to .the
Wabi. For an accurate delimitation of zones, see map.

C. MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF SOILS IN THE LOWER VALLEY AS REGARDS
IRRIGATION :

1• Salinity of soils :

The soil survey revealsthat soluble salts consist mainly
of sodium chloride and calcium sulphate (gypsum).

The sodium chloride content (the only toxic salt for plants)
being weIl correlated with the conductivity of soil saturated paste, the latter
only will be considered in the development study.

"Saline and Alkali Soils" (Agricultural Handbook nO 60, United
States, Department of Agriculture) gives the following informations concerning
the relation between the tolerance of plants and conductivity (table II).

Saturated paste
conductivity a 2 2 4 4 8 8 16 16

nmhos/cm

Effect of Negligible Reduced Low yield of Only plants Only a few
salinity on salinity crop many cultiva tolerant to plants, very
cultivated effect produce ted crops. salt have tolerant to
crops a normal salt, have a

yield normal yield

Table II Relation plant tolerance to salinity and conductivity
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The conductivity of the soil solution should not exceed a
maximum value of 4 mmhos/cm in the area where a root system exists, in order
to obtain a satisfactory yield of aIl cultivated crops.

A B C DA

Depth nnnhos/cm 1 Depth mmhos/cm . Depth mmhos/cm Depth nnnhos/cm

0-20 cm 2,6 0, 10 1,7 0-30 2, 1 3,3
Class

20-90 2,9 10-60 1,8 30-80 4,1 2,7
l

90 cm + 11,9 60-100 3,6 80 cm + 7,7 5,4

100 + 3,9

0-30 cm 3 0-10 cm 1,3
Class

30 cm 17,3 10-80 cm 9,2
II

.
80 cm + 24,5

1

Table 12 Mean conductivity of saturated paste nnnhos/cm
at 25 0 for classes l and II

These data concerning the conductivity of saturated paste of
classes l and II suggests the following comments :

Class l

- Only sub-class B has a conductivity less than 4 mmhos/cm
below 1 m. depth.

- On the other hand, for sub-classes A, C and DA the
conductivity ~s greater than 4 romhos/cm.

Il,9 mmhos/cm below 90 cm for sub-class A.

7,7 mmhos/cm below 80 cm for sub-class C.

5,4 mmhos/cm below 90 cm for sub-class D A'

These relatively high values concern a zone where many roots
of trees and of annual or perennial pLants can be found. It is therefore
necessary to bring down the conductivity to approximately 4 romhos/cm by draina
ge and leaching methods which will be described later.
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Class II

Conductivity is already very high at a small depth and this
is incompatible with a high yield for most crops. In order to bring conducti
vity down to 4 mmhos, the necessary drainage and leaching work will have to
be far more considerable than above described. Otherwise, the effîciency
of one of those factors may be insufficient and leâve the soil unfit for any
type of cultivation.

2. Content of available boron in soils

Boron is absolutely necessary for the growth of plants but
the required quantity is very low which indicates that the poverty - toxicity
interval is very narrow.lf measurements carried out in similar types of soils,
in Rajasthan in India, (MOCHB V.B. and al. 1966) are compared, one may observe
for instance :

- poverty ~n available boron for contents under 0,35 ppm.

- an excess of available boron when the content is greater than
1,5 ppm.

Nevertheless, the quantity of boron required by one plant may
correspond to the limit of toxicity for another plant.

For instance, for citrus fruit trees and avocado trees, a
boron excess is very unfavourable but it can be tolerated by plants such as
cotton, wheat, barley and tomatoes.

The contents of water soluble boron were determined for
several types of soils in the lower valley. The latter are aIl situated in the
Gode region (see table 13).

Class and
l A l B l C IlC

sub-class

Series an 25 32 1) 44
0 of profile 6 - ) 1 6 - )7 6 - 20 6 - 18 )n

Depth cm 0-10 10-70 0-10 30-70 0-10 80-100 0-30 80-125

Available
boron content 0-40 0,38 0,24 0,30 0,40 0,16 0,16 75,0
in ppm

Table 13 Available boron content (ppm) of sorne soils of
Gode plain
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For soils of class l, the contents of water-soluble boron
seem to be very favourable for the growth of plants even if the latter
scarcely tolerate an excess of boron. Considering the lower limit indicated
above, a certain boron poverty could even exist. However, supposing this to be
true,the poverty cannot be evaluated accurately for the present time. One could
try incorporating borax to soils in the experiment plots of Gode.

But as regards soil analysed in class II and sampled in the
red-soil regions of the Northern bank of the Wabi at Gode, the water-soluble
boron content is very high : 75 ppm at an 80 cm. depth and considerably exceeds
the toxicity level of aIl cultivated plants. This probably accounts for conkers
and burns visible on the leaves of citrus trees at the old experimental Gode
farm.

One may believe that aIl the soils derived from gypsum and
limestone material (geological sedimentation of ancient sea) are also rich in
available boron.

3.

from these data.

Moisture equivalent and apparent specifie gravity of soils

The extent of irrigation to be undertaken may be calculated

3.1. Moisture equivalent : M Eq. is determined by the difference
of the moisture percentage between pF 4,2 and pF 2,5. The quantity of water
soon available for irrigated plants corresponds to 75 % of the moisture equi
valent.

3.2 Apparent density : Ad was measured on the field by the cylin-
der sampling method. Results may be considered as valid as regards sandy soils
and medium clayey soils but they are questionable for vertisols (sub-class IC).
In this particular case, only measurements carried out on a large enough"

. irrigated area, for insbance 100 m2, can give more valid results.

In both cases, the results are given in compensated values
for a 70 cm thick layer (annual plants), and for a 120 cm thick layer
(perennial plants).

These compensated values result from the addition of the
moisture equivalents·or apparent densities in the different horizons downto a
given depth corresponding to the thickness of these horizons.
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M. Eq. M. Eq. A B. A d.
Sub-class compensated compensated compensated compensated

for 70 cm for ]20 cm for 70 cm for 120 cm

l A 13,4 13,2 1,24 1,30

l B 9,5 9,6 1,33 . 1,35

• •l C 14,9 14,7 1,32 1,35

l DA 17,5 17,3 1, 12 1,24

Table ]4 : Moisture equivalent and apparent density of the
various sub-classes of irrigable soils

·see following observations.

- Moisture equivalent, that isto say, which is still
available for plants after the free drainage of the soils.

• medium for l A
• low for l B
• medium for l C
• medium to high for l D (see table 14).

Apparentdensity is usually the highest in soils where sand
predominates (l.B.). For vertisols, the given value is probably rather high
and must be measured again on an irrigated plot (see table 14).

4. Permeability :

Soil permeability is one of the most important factors
to be known in view of irrigation as it de termines the soil drainage possibi
lities. The quantity of salt contained in a soil is of minor importance if the
latter is sufficiently permeable and if the water used enables to wash away
the excess of salt.

Permeability tests were carried out using the well-known
double cylinder method and this was repeated three times at each site.

12 measurements were undertaken on the series of class l at
representative sites selected in the Kugno, Gode and Kelafo zones. The results
are given in table ]5.
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Permeability
Sub-class on Permeability on humid soil Permeability

dry soil cm/h cm/24 h

A 3,3 2,0 48 Relatively permeable

B 4, 1 3,0 72 Permeable

C 2,0 0,8 19,2 Scarcely permeable

DA 2,0 0,8 19,2 Scarcely permeable

Table 15 Permeability of soils of various sub-classes of
irrigable soils

Convenient conditions for irrigation correspond to the data
comprised between the figures indicated for permeability of dry soil and those
given for permeability of humid soil. For instance, for a 10 hours irrigation,
runoff lasts one hour at the infiltration rate on dry soil, and 9 hours at the
infiltration rate on humid soil.

The data on permeability calls forth sorne comments :

- The permeability of the different sub-classes seems direc-
tly linked to the soil-texture. For instance sandy soils of class B are per
meable whereas soils with a medium texture and belonging to class A are relat~vely

permeable and those of sub-classes C and DA (clay soils) are scarcely permeable.

- Thus, these provide interesting informations as to the
importance of drainage installations to be undertaken for each sub-class (see
table 15).

- The data on permeability obtained by using the cylinder
method does not replace full-size measurements carried out on the field. This is
also true for most soils which in fact consist of interstratified profiles
with a variable permeability, particularly for vertisols which present
swelling and.shrinkage features with cracks deeply affecting the permeability.

5. Drainage

Soil drainage is necessary in order :

- to bring down, when irrigation begins, the amount of toxic
salts to an acceptable quantity.

- to avoid the eventual secondary salinization of soil by
irrigation water.

- to keep saline phreatic water at a low level.
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A general drainage system in irrigated zones is therefore
absolutely neccssary. The suggestions to be made further below concerning
tile-drain spacing and the "depth of drains, correspond to the results of
experience acquired in other similar regions in the world. In fact, the uti
lization of these data is generally a complex affair in which several factors
which could not be measured must be considered.

5. I. Tile-drain spacing

This spacing is in relation to the soil permeability which
has been defined above for each sub-class, but is also linked to the non
existence or existence of an impervious horizon for the series. For this
reason, a light drainage : d and a drainage D have been distinguished on.
the soil map (see table 16)-

Drainage symbol Spacing of open
Sub-class Series on the drainsmap

24-25-26-34 d 150 m

I-A
23-27-28-29 D 100 m

30-32-33 d 150 m

I-B
31 D 100 m

I-C
9-10-12-13~14-15-17-39-

D 80 4- -+ 100 m
40-42

I-D 11-16-18:""49 D 80 4- -+ 100 m
A

Table 16 Symbols conccrning drainage and tile-drain spacing
for different sub-classes of irrigable soils.

A tile-drain spacing of 100 m for sub-classes C and DA
would be more convenient. Taking into account the low permeability of
these two sub-classes, the evolution of chloride content in the root zone
of cultivated crops should be controlled.

5.2. Depth of drains

The thickness of the drained and "decontaminated" soil
layer, that is to say with a "conductivity under or equal to 4 romhos/cm, depends
on the type of cultivation."
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For annual plants with short roots or perennial plants with
a not very important root system, a decontaminated layer from 0,8 m to 1 meter
deep.is sufficient. A 1,5 meters depth is necessary for trees.

Consequently, for annual plants, the drains should be 1,3 m
deep and for trees : 1,8 m deep, this being understood for a medium depth of
tertiary drains. These drainagedepths may seem considerable but they are
only reasonable if a progressive salt contamination ort large areas is to be
avoided in the years to come, which otherwise would require the installation
of deeper drains, to say nothing of the waste of water used for leaching and
of the reduced yield of crops (see table 17).

Type of cultivated crop Decontaminated layer Depth of tertiary
drains

Annual or perennial crops

with not very important 0,8 - 1 m 1,3 m

rooting

Trees 1,5 m 1,8 m

Table 17 Depth of drainage

5.3. Protection of irrigated zones from saline contamination
originating from the surroundings of the valley

Soils of class II, are often saline in the depth but
that is also true in the outskirts of the valley for many soils of class III.

It is therefore necessary to protect the soils of class l
against the salt contamination ~hich occurs during rainfall in Ogaden and is due
to the gypsum environment.

In the case of large irrigation areas, it will only be
necessary to complete the natural drain already existing in contact with the
alluvia of the Wabi and of the temporary rivers, and in this way ta avoid
the risk of flooding of irrigable zones by saline water (see other details
in chapter l C 3).

6. Neces.sit.y--ofwin~ screens

The dry wind which constantly blows in the Lower Valley at
a mean velocity of 3,6 mis throughout the year, largely increases evaporation.
This explains the great difference (double) observed between evaporation
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measured on evaporationpan or calculated potential evapotranspiration (see
chapter paragraph 5).

Apart from the fact that cultivated plants are damaged by
the mechanical and physiological action of strong<wind '(intense evaporation
regime of leave stomas) it is also responsible for the waste of a large
quantity of water though the exact amount cannot be estimated accurately as
experimental data are lacking.

It is therefore necessary before undertaking an irrigation
device, first of aIl to plant wind-screens consisting of trees with a rapid
growth (Cassia, Tamarix, etc ••• )

A wind-screen protects crops along a distance equal to 20
times its height. For instance, a 10 m. high wind-screen protects crops
stretching along a 200 m distance about.

It would be advisable :

- To place wind-screens every 100 m along the tertiary
channels in S.E. - N.W. directions in other words, perpendicularly to the
direction of dominant winds.

- 5 years later, it should be possible, if necessary, to
remove one wind-screen out of two in order to bring the spacing between two
of them to 200 m.

Two important principles must be applied :

- The wind-screen must be sufficiently supplied with
water without finding it in the cultivated zone.

- The wind-screen must not be too thick and must only
reduce the wind velocity as a too sudden barrier would in fact cause whirl
winds which might be even more damageable for crops than wind itself.

D. QUALITY OF IRRIGATION WATER LEACHING REQUIREMENTS

Only Wibi water will be used for irrigation as ground water
from drillings is very saline.

The two following cases will be studied :

- Quality of the Wabi water supplied either by pumping or
diversion before constructing the regulation dam.

- Quality of the Wabi water once the regulation dam is cons-
tructed.

- Richards' method (1954) set up by the laboratory for
saline soils, classifies irrigation waters taking into account two characte
ris tics of water :
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- Salinity hazard (C), linked to the conductivity which
indicates the salinity hazard in regard to the soil and which is based upon
water conductivity expressed in mmhos/cm.

Sodium Alkali Hazard (S) in regard to the absorbing
complex of the soil to be irrigated, expressed in S A R (Sodium absorption
ratio).

+

S A R
Na

~a++ + Mg++

2

ionic data in me/l

c1assified.
By combining these two factors, irrigation waters may be

The hypothetic reconstruction by the Bazilevitch method
of salts existing in water in the ionic form, accounts for an eventual
reprecipitation of a determined type of salt in irrigated soils.

1. Quality of Wabi Shebelle water usedfor' irrigation by pumping or
diversion before constructing dam II bis

Hydrological data reveal that the regime of the Wabi
presents three different types

- Low water regime

- Regime of high water or floods originating from the
High Plateaus

- Regime of peak floods corresponding to rainfall in Ogaden

Tables 17 - 18 - 19 show that only the water salinity (C)
varies, but the sodium alkali hazard (S) does not vary much and remains low.

Table 18 Low water

Immhos - - -- K+ + Ca++ Mg++ fA I c
Water

Localisation . pH C03H Cl S04 Na SAR ESP
/em classes

lM! 0,736 7,6 2,70 0,68 3,33 0,12 1, 13 2,9 2,27 6,71 ~,42 0,71 0, C2 - SI

GODE 0,777 7,6 2,49 0,95 4,10 0,12 1,03 4,0 2,27 7,54 ~,42 0,77 C2 - S
1

KELAFO 0,777 7,3 2,59 0,97 4,69 0,14 1,43 4,40 2,37 8,25 ~,33 0,77 C2 - SI
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High water of floods from the High Plateaus

Localisation mmhos/cm Na + ++. ++ WaterCa Mg SAR
classes

HAMARO 0,310 0,5 1,8 0,9 0,3 C2 - SI

Table 20 Floods corresponding to rainfal1 in Ogaden

Localisation mmhos/cm + ++ ++ WaterNa Ca Mg SAR
classes

GODE 1,980 9,3 9, 1 1,4 4,0 C3 - SI

1.1. Sodiuni·alkali hazard : table 21

The S A R varies from 0,3 to 4 and water can be classified
in : SI. This water has a low sodium content and miy be used for soils, the
probab11ity being sma1l that a large quantity of exchangeable sodium should
forme This is aIl the more certain as large quantities of calcium exist in the
soils (carbonates and especial1y gypsum) thus reducing to a minimum the
sodium alka1i hazard.

1. 2. Secondary sa1inity hazard due to irrigation water

The previous tables show that conductivity in the global
salinity of water considerab1y varies : from 1 to 6 depending on the hydrolo
gical regime.

- Low and high waters may be classified in C (see table 21),
i.e. : with medium saline water. This type of water may be usea if a minimum
drainage is undertaken. However for plants with a moderate salt-tolerance, it
is not necessary to control the sa1inity which is in relation to the water.

- Flood water. due to rainfa1l in Ogaden is classified in
C3 (see table 21) or very saline water. Even if special methods are applied,
plants with a good sa1t-to1erance must be se1ected.

Secondary salinity hazard is important in the case of
flood water from Ogaden. Consequent1y irrigation using this type of water
must absolutely be avoided. Neverthe1ess, floods do not last more than a day
or two and conductivity soon cornes down to a similar value to that observed
for 10w f10w. These instructions can generally be easily fol10wed as this
period corresponds to the rainy season in the Lower Valley during which the
water requirements of plants are low.
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Boron content in irrigation water

It has already been noted that boron is vital to the growth
of plants but the required quantity is smaii.

Analyses of low-water samples reveal that the boron content
is : 0,09 ppm. This is a very low content and Wabi water may be classified
as very favourable irrigation water, even for plants which do not tolerate
an excess of boron. .

J. 4. Salts from irrigation water which are likely to concentrate in
soils if drainage conditions are poor

Salt exists in the ionic form in water and soil solutions.

However, if soil solutions are concentrated at a certain
depth (usually corresponding to the root zone) owing to the lackof soil
drainage (irrigation too unfrequent,insufficient quantity of water or poor
drainage system), ions are combined together and precipitated in the form
of salt.

If conditions are identical during a long enough period, the
content of precipitated toxic salts may rise to values affecting not only the
yield but even the survival of crops.

The Bazilevitch method enables to undertake an hypothetic
reconstruction of salts from the ions existing in the solution and, in this
particular case, to foresee the types of salts which might he accumulated in
the soils by irrigation water. This has heen done for Wabi low water (see
table 22).

..Salts (C03H) 2Ca (C03H) 2Mg C0
3
H Na

in the form : in forro : in form of S04Ca,ZHZO S04Mg Cl Na

Pl.i C03
Ca C0

3
Mg C0

3
NaZ

7t 3 0t 16 O,OZI 0,016 0,196 0,15 0,058

Table 22 Salts of irri ation water whichare likely to
concentrate in soils t in g 1.

The acid calcium carbonate {C03H)ZCa which is precipitated in
the form of calcium carbonate C03 Ca and gypsum S04 Ca, Z HZ 0 are neutral
salts as regards crops.
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The other salts only may be considered as toxic when concen
trations are too high

The magnesium bicarbonate (C03H)2 Mg and acid sodium carbonate
C0

3
H Na contents are very low.

Furthermore, magnesium sulphate (504 Mg), which is a very
toxic salt, may appear when drainage conditions are poor. Its hypothetic content
in irrigation water is relatively high.

This is also true for sodium chloride (Cl Na) with low but
not negligible contents which are likely to accumulate.

1.5. Leaching requirement

It is therefore necessary to keep down in the root zone
the toxic salt concentration of the soil solution (in particular magnesium
sulphate and sodium chloride) so that it may be compatible with a normal
growth of plants. This concentration is linked to the conductivity of draina
ge water which passes through the root zone and depends on the crop tolerance
to toxic salts. Consequently, it determines the quantity of water which must
percolate outside the root zone. This corresponds to the leaching requirement

Leacning requirement (L.R.) =
Conductivity of irrigation water ciw
----------------- x 100
Conductivity of drainage water Cdw

Irrigation Ciw Cdw Cdw

water mmhos/cm nnnhos/cm LR % nnnhos/cm LR %

Low water 0,770 4 20 8 9,5

High water 0,310 4 8 8 4

Ogaden floods 1,980 4 49 8 24,5

Table 23 Conductivity of irrigation water and leaching
requirement (L.R.)

drainage water
In table 23, two maximum values for the conductivity of

Cdw = 4 and 8 mmhos/cm and the corresponding L.R. are indicated.
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For most of the plants suggested in the list concerning
the cultural fitness of soils, Cdw should he less than 4 rombos/cm in order to
correspond to the best crop yielding conditions as regards salinity.

This means that :

The percentage of water drained outside the root zone must.
correspond during irrigation to :

- 19 % for low flow.
8 % for high flow.

- 49 % for flood water from Ogaden.

Irrigat:i,.on with the latter type of water require s drainage
corresponding to approximately half the water used. This is scarcely compatible
with rational irrigation conditions : important utilization of power and even
tuaI leaching of fertilizers.

Otherwise, for the other two types of water, the leaching
requirement is relatively low : 1/5 at most of the water used.

For calculations, and in order to have a large enough security
range when undertaking irrigation projects, a leaching requirement of 20 %
will be taken into account.

2. Quality of Wabi Shebelle water used for irrigation once the
storage dam is constructed.

The question is to determine the quality of the water of the
storage dam, once the latter is full. One May reasonably think :

- That the quantity of salts (especially chlorides) dissolved
at the level of the wetted part of the reservoir will be small as this part of
the reservoir is mainly constituted by the geologic limestone formation of
Kebri Dahar where saline gypsum stratifications seldom exist.

- That the Wabi tributaries which directly flow into the
reservoir, 1n the part comprised between the dam and the Wabi-Daketa junction,
and which drain a large zone (approximately 2.600 km2) of gypsum formations,
will bring a certain amount of chlorides in this region during the rainy season.

- Consequently, the quality of irrigation water should not
change noy;:. its qualitative composition : these waters May still be classified
1n C2 SI like the present low and medium waters.

- The leaching requirement only could possibly vary though
it would remain under 20 % (data corresponding to present low water).

Estimated data

For calculations in the scheme outlines and preliminary
projects on irrigation, should be looked upon :

- a conductivity of 0.750 romhos/cm
- a leaching requirement of 20 %.
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E. SaIL FERTILITY ,(See table 24)

When optimum irrigation and drainage conditions are fulfilled.
the crop yield depends on the fertility of soil. The elements determining sail
fertility are :

- Organic matter
Nitrogen. phosphorus. potassium. sulphur (major elements)

- Trace elements (minor elements).

1. Organic matter

Humus. besides its favourable effect on the hydrologie
budget of soil. also contains major elements and trace-elements which are
easily available for the plant growth. This is particularly tiue for
nitrogen and phosphorus.

In the Lower Valley. as was already seen. the organic
matter content in the soil is linked to pedoclimatic conditions:

In non-flooded zones, the content is low : about 1%
or less.

In weakly flooded zones. a medium content (2.4 %) can be
observed.

In long-duration flood zones. only the content is high and
may exceed 8 %.

Humus belongs to the calcic mull type, that is to say that
it is soon mineralized in the soil and its level decreases rapidly if it is
not progressively reconstituted.

When soil is irrigated. the percentage (2 % or above) of
organic matter is sufficient. This can be obtained by returning to the soil
crop residues leys, etc ...•

In the table joined to this report. the levels of organic
matter are classified as follows

Content of organic matter

Less than 1,5 %
from 1.5 to 3 %

Greater than 3 %

Level

Low
Medium
High

2. Nitrogen

In the Wabi Shebelle Lower Valley the contents of total
nitrogen are correlative to the organic matter content.

These contents are usually very low (less than 1 %0).
they are medium in soils IC and high in organic soils (IDA).
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The fertility scale concerning nitrogen is, as follows
c

Nitrogen content

Less than 1 0/00

From 1 0/00 to 1,5 0/00

Above 1,5 0/00

Fertility level :

Low
Medium
High

The nitrogen content only, has a relative value and must be
compared to the phosphorus content in order to determine if the nutritional
balance between these two components is consistent with a suitable growth of
crops (see ratio Total N )

Total P2 05

3. Phosphorus

The measurement of total phosphorus allows to know the
phosphorus percentage in soil. Part of this total phosphorus can be used by
plants: this is available phosphorus.

In the soils of the Lower Valley, where the average calcium
carbonate percentage is 20 %, 'it is difficult to appreciate the level of available
phosphorus. Most of the phosphorus appears in fact as tricalcic phosphorus,
scarcely soluble in water.

However, there is always a high total phosphorus level.
Moreover, limestone is divided up in fine grains the size of silt. A weak
but progressive solubilization of tricalcic phosphorus may therefore occur
under irrigation and be utilized for crops.

Available phosphorus may be estimated as corresponding to
1/20 of the total phosphorus content.

The fertility scale corresponding to total phosphorus is
as follows, i.e.

4.

Total phosphorus in 0/00 (PZ 05)

Less than 0,50 0/00

From 0,50 to 1,50 0/00

Greater than 1,50 0/00

Potassium

Potassium exists in soils in three forms

Fertility

Low

Medium

High

A complex form : constituting a fine net between thin
mineraI slabs (muscovite and biotite).
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A form fixed in clay of montmorillonitic type; potassium
tends to migrate from the external sides to the internaI sides of clay layers.
This feature is known under the name of potassium retrogression and potassium
is then only very slightly exchangeable. This fixed ferm is most often
observed in vertisols.

An exchangeable form fixed on the external sides of clay
layers and directly available plants.

A balance exists between these three forms, the two first
types constituting the potassium storage.

The soils of the Lower Valley are always rich or very rich
in potassium.

The fertility scale accepted for potassium is the following

K in me/100 g of soil

Less than 0,2
From 0,2 to 0,4
Greater than 0,4

Fertility

Low
Medium
High

5. Utilization of ratio. Total N 0/00

Total P2 05 %0

This ratio gives indications concerning the nutritional
balance between phosphorus and nitrogen as regards crops.

It was used for the first time by DABIN from O.R.S.T.O.M.
on acid soils or soils with neutral pH, in West Africa.

In the soils of the Wabi Lower Valley where the medium calcium
carbonate content is 20 %, one may consider that the efficiency of total
phosphorus isreduced by half as far as plants are concerned (see paragraph 2).
Consequently the following ratio may be used :

N / P2 05 > 2,5: soils very poor in phosphorus.

N / P2 05 < : soils very poor in nitrogen.

If the ratio value falls between these two extreme
values, the nutritional balance is favourable but plants then depend on the
contents of each of these elements in soil.

In aIl the irrigable soils of the Lower.Valley, nitrogen is
very scarce.

The nitrogen content is high in l A, l B, l C, and medium
in IDA.



6. Sulphur :
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In the Lower Valley the soils cannot be poor in sulphur as
they contain large quantities of gypsum (S04Ca, 2H20).

7. Trace-elements

Trace-elements are absolutely necessary for nutrition as
they are diastase or vitamin catalysers. Consequently, on the one hand,
requirements are very moderate and, on the other hand, the toxicity level is
reached very soon.

For instance, as regards soils II B and II C in the outskirts
of the Lower Valley, the available boron content is very high and is greater
than 75 ppm in the Gode area. This value largely exceeds the toxicity critical
level which may be accepted for many cultivated crops. (See details in chapter
IV, C 2).

8. Types of fertilizers advised for irrigated zones

The soils of the Lower Valley are very poor in nitrogen and
rich in phosphorus and potassium. The fertilizers which must be added will
therefore mainly consist of carriers of nitrogen. Further below are indicated
the types of phosphorus and potassium carriers that could possibly be used.

Nitrogen carriers

- Urea is very useful because of its strong concentration
and because it ca~ be easily stored to be utilized in the Lower Valley. However
some reservations must be made

- To convert urea into ammonia nitrogen, a suitable biologie
activity in the soil is necessary, in other words, the humus content must
correspond at least to 2 ï..

- If such is not the case, urea 1S not hydrolysed and may
be washed away from the root absorption zone.

- Ammonium sulphate is strongly advised as it has the
particular advantage of acidifying the soil, which is very favourable for the
limestone soils of the Lower Valley and in particular, allows a better assimi
lation of phosphorus.

- Ammonium nitrate is also a suitable fertilizer but cannot be
be recommended here as its storage requires some safety measures.

Nitrogen carriers are generally used in two ways

- Basal dressing before a cultivation cycle.
- Fractional adding, in proportion with the needs of plants.



TABLEAU 24 FERT1L1TY LEVEL OF SOILS - Major elements NPK and deficiencies

Organic Total P in Total N in
. Sub-class Depth cm N 0/00 'IJIJ.e/l00 g Poverty

matter % P2 05 0/00 P2 0
5

0/00

0-20 1,0 L 0,50 L 1,8 E 1,5 E 0,33

l A 20-90 0,8 L 0,38 L 1,6 E 0,4 M-E 0,23 Very poor in nitrogen

90 + 0,4 L 0,20 L 1,6 E 0,8 E 0,25

0-10 1,3 L 0,54 L 1,3 E 3,8 E 0,41

10-60 1,2 L 0,57 L 1,4 E 3,6 E 0,40
l B Very poor in nitrogen

60-100 0,9 L 0,43 L 1,5 E 3,1 E 0,28

100 + 0,5 L 0,24 L 1,9 E 1,0 E 0,13

0-30 2,4 M 1,20 M 1,9 E 1,4 E 0,62

l C 30-80 1,0 L 0,50 L 1,8 E 0,9 E 0,27 Very poor in nitrogen

80 + 0,8 L 0,40 L 1,8 E 0,7 E ·0,22

0-10 8,8 E 4,15 E 2,4 E 1,2 E 1,70
Moderately poor in nitrogen

l DA 10-80 0,9 L 0,43 L 2,2 E 0,8 E 0,22

1

o
N
1

Scales Total
Scale O.M. % ND/DO Kme / 100 g

P2 05 ·/00

Low (L) < 2 < 1 < 0,25 < 0,2

Medium (M) 2-3 1-1,5 0,25-0,75 0,2-0,4

High (H) > 3 > 1,5 > 0,75 > 0,4
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Carriers of phosphorus

If phosphorus is required in soil, lime-superphosphate or
better still, ammonium phosphate can be supplied, but the latter is more
expensive.

Carriers of potassium

The soils have a high content of potash. Nevertheless if a
potassium deficiency occurred it couId be adjusted by adding potassium sulphate.

Using potassium chloride is not advisable as this fertilizer
contains a non-negligible residue of sodium chloride, the removal of which
in irrigated soils, is already a serious problem.

F. CULTURAL FITNESS OF SOILS

AlI the required conditions being met for an optimum
potential yield of the soil, namely :

- salinity less than 4 romhos/cm,
adjusted nitrogen poverty,

the cultural fitness of soils may be directly correlated
with the texture (and eventually with the structure as regards vertisols),
this texture directly influencing the depth of root penetration and conse
quently, the volume of reclaimed soil.

Class l

l A

Very favourable soils for irrigation

Soils favourable for most tropical crops 1n a semi-arid
climate

Series 23 - 24 - 25 - 26 - 27 - 28 - 29.

These soils with a medium silty loam texture (see chapter
III B paragraph 4 - 1.1.1.), consist in fact of fine interstratifications of
fine sand and clay.

After ploughing, the upper horizons allow a good penetration
of the root system of annual plants. Furthermore, thin clay interstratifica
tions allow the roots of perennial plants and trees to penetrate deeply .

Class l B .: Suitab~_ soUs f~~ tropical fruit-trees L_<:..Ï:.trus-trees,
eineapples, tomatoes(for juice), vegetables, maize,
sorghum, wheat, groundnut and other oil seeds, forage·
gramineae •

Series 30 - 31 - 32 - 33 - 34.
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These fine sandy soils, consisting of silty loam to loam
and fine sand, therefore with a light texture (see chapter III B, paragraph
4. 1.1.2.), exist on the actualor ancient natural levees of the WabL

They can be easily ploughed, are sound from a physiosanitary
point of view owing to a quick infiltration of irrigation water and are very
favourable for the cultivation of vegetables, tomatoes, pineapple (for juice)
cereals such as maize, sorghum, wheat, oil seeds, in particular sesame as weIl
as ground nuts which grow weIl in light and warm soils. Forage gramineae
can also be cultivated for livestock-raising.

A good penetration of the root-system is favourable for the
cultivation of trees which require an important volume of soil for proper
growth : tropical fruit-trees and citrus.

Class l C Suitable soils for sugar cane, cotton artificial pastures,
maize, sorghum, wheat, fibre plants, oil plants

Series 10 - 12 - 13 - 14 - 15 - 17.

These are vertic soils and vertisols. Their texture is
heavy, clayey and of montmorillonitic type. The moisture-capacity is relatively
high and the exchangeable capacity or field capacity of fertilizirig elements
is also high (see chapter II Band chapter III B). But the most interesting
feature is the existence at the surface of a 20 to 40 cm thick very friable
"grumosolic" horizon, facilitating the cultural practices and the rooting and
aeration of the root system of plants. But the swelling process and the
formation of large shrinkage cracks due to dessication, are very unsuitable for
perennial plants with a deep rooting, for instance: fruit trees and citrus.

With an adequate drainage system (see chapter III B, CS)
the following crops may be cultivated : sugar cane, cotton, artificial pastures,
maize, sorghum, wheat and fibre plants, especially ramie. ail plants also grow
weIl on these soils. However, the cultivation of groundnut is not advisable.

Class l DA Suitable soils for sugar cane, cotton and rainfed rice

Series Il - 16 - 48 - 49

. Apart from series 11 which can also be observed in the Northern
Gode and Gode areas, these soils are particularly developed in the Shebelle plain
between Kelafo and Mustahil and in the Mustahil plain. They are episodically
flooded (series Il), or permanently flooded or under the influence of shallow
ground-water. On the soil grows a dense gramineae or cyperaceae ve~etAtiQn.

- These are clay and organic soils except for series Il,
forming a 10 to 20 cm thick layer (see chapter III B, paragraph 2 and 5).
Once they are reclaimed, these soils are very suitable for the cultivation
of cotton, sugar cane and especially for rainfed rice during periodical
fl.ooding.
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: Scarcely suitable soils for irrigation

It is altogether unadvisable to 1rrigate these soils,
owing to the risk of chloride contamin~tion of the soils of class 1. Furthermore,
toxicity corresponding to a boron excess may occur and is wholly unfavourable
for the cultivation ot fruit trees and citrus. However, if irrigation proved
to be absolutely necessary because of the too limited extent of soils of
class l in the development area, the following crops could be cultivated there,

"i.e.

Class Il B

Class II C

Possible crops : pineapple and tomatoes (juice) vegetables,
maize, sorghum, wheat, groundnut and other oil seeds.

Series 36 - 37 - 38.

Poss1ble crofs •••••• sugar cane, cotton, artiticial
pastures, ma1ze, sorghum, wheat, fibre plants, oil plants.

Series 41 - 44 - 45 - 46 - 47 - 50.
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,
CONCLUSION

the Lower Valley of the Wabi Shebelle from Imi to Ferfer
presents original features which allow considering this region as a specifie
entity in the Ogadenian contexte

The Wabi Shebelle is the only river in Ogaden with a
permanent flow. The Valley has a semi-arid climate of Ogadenian type, but the
pedoclimate is modified in many areas by temporary or permanent floodings
from the river.

The Wabi Shebelle flows along an almost straight fault following
a North-West-South East direction, with here and there some small limestone
outcrops from Imi to Gode. This fault is marked by the tilted limestone beds
in the Kelafo region.

This depression is partly filled in by yellowish red alluvia
derived from neighbouring calcareous gypsum formations outcropping in the
surroundings of the Valley.

In the latter, theY,are covered with a thick layer of brown
to yellowish - brown alluvial deposits transported by the Wabi Shebelle and
derived mostly from weathered basaIt and granite (in a small proportion) of
the High Plateaus.

The river's alluvial deposits are alternated on either
bank and forro a series of crescents widening as one goes from the North-West
to the South-East.

The drainage system presents a very particular aspect : most
of the Wabi Shebelle tributaries, between Imi and Ferfer, wnich are in fact
but ephemeral streams (rivers with a temporary flow), do not reach the main river
but end up in alluvial fans at the limit of the Valley.

Soils : 50 soils series are mapped on the soil map at 1/50 000.

These are calcareous soils (average: 20 %) with'powdery lime.

On the contrary, gypsum and sodium chloride are solubilized
and are deposited once more in suitable parts of the area.

The soluble salt content (gypsum and sodium chloride) varies
according to the type of alluvial deposits.

- on the brown to yellowish-brown alluvia of the Wabi
Shebelle, the sodium chloride content is low as weIl as the gypsum content.

- on the reddish-yellow alluvia of temPorary rivers, the sodium
chloride and gypsum contents are usually high and available boron also exists
in large quantities.

alluvia.
Layers of coarse elements are non-existent in the Wabi Shebelle
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Utilization of soils for irrigation purposes :

Irrigation soils have been classified 1n three categories

Class l

Very favourable for irrigation; on brown to yellowish-brown
Wabi Shebelle alluvia and reddish-brown alluvia of temporary rivers, spreading
over 264.724 ha.

Class II

Not very favourable for irrigation; on reddish-yellow alluvia
of temporary rivers spreading over 88.692 ha.

Class III

Non-irrigable, and consisting in stony soils or in soils with
limestone or gypsum slabs derived from flats, slopes and hills in the outskirts
of the Valley.

These three soil classes are studied in detail in this report,
but only the characteristics of the class are described here as its extent
exceeds the irrigation potentials of the Wabi Shebelle.

This class includes three sub-classes corresponding to
different textures (as for class II).

Sub-class A
Sub-class B
Sub-class C
Sub-class DA

Sandy soils
~Iedium textured soils
Clay soila (vertisols and vertic soils)
Organic soils

The data on texture, permeability, apparent density and
drainage have been studied. They condition in particular the irrigation methods
and cultural fitness of soils.

However, the fertility of soils' does not vary much from
one sub-class to the other.

The main factor limiting fertility is nitrogen, as potassium
and phosphorus contents are high.

The soluble salt content is usually low but the sodium chloride
concentration in the soil solution may soon reach the toxicity critical level
for many cultivated crops if the drainage system and the leaching requirement
of soils are not taken into account.

The available boron content is low in soils of class land
keeps within compatible limits for a suitable growth of plants. But as regards
the soils of class II, they reach considerably high values which are very
unfavourable for most plants.

The alkali hazard or risk of a modification of the physical
qualities of plants is low considering that a large quantity of calcium is
fixed on the absorbing complex and in the soil solution ..
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The quality of irriga~ion water is determined in the present
conditions for different hydrologic regimes characterizing the river during
the year, as weIl as for the water of the storage dam, once it is constructed.
The water of the river belongs to the type of water with a medium salinity .
hazard and a low alkali hazard, consequently it is very favourable for irriga
tion if the proposed leaching requirement is taken into account.

Finally, the soils of the Lower Valley of the Wabi Shebelle
between Imi and Ferfer seem to be very favourable for irrigation (Class 1):

- The soils are deep, weIl supplied with potassium and phos
phorus, but as in most semi-arid regions, they are very poor in nitrogen and
this will be compensated for by adding carriers of nitrogen.

- Management by irrigation is made easier as reclamation .
work is not considerable (exceptfor the Kelafo - ~hebelle area) ,
ana as termitaries and temporary rivers join1ng the river do not exist in the
selected areas.

Nevertheless, the successful execution of a general irriga
tion project depends on the application of the following instructions

- Installation of an efficacious general drainage system to
protect the irrigation areas from saline contaminations originating from the
gypsum surroundings (outskirts of the valley).

- To keep rules indicated in this report concerning the
drainage and leaching of soils, in order to prevent any saline concentration
in the soil root zone.

- To plant wind-screens in order to check the evapotranspira
tion of plants, cons equently , to limit water-consumption : and reduce the capillary
rise of salts as weIl as the mechanical effects of wind on vegetation.
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Plate 1

The Wabi Shebelle alluvial plain (near KELAFO)

- One must note the very distinct contact limit between the brown alluvial
deposits of the Wabi and the yellowish red alluvial deposits of the'
temporary rivers

Flood zone

(SHEBELLE plain)



Plate Il

Fringing Forest with Tamarix njloliee on the eonvex banks of the river
(near GODE)

Fringing fore st with Hyphoene theboïea on the naturol levees of the river
(surroundings of MUSTAHIL)



Plate 111_

Dust column due to a whirlwind
(GODE plain, Southern bank of the river)

Dune formations with tall Acacias
(GODE plain, Southern bank of the river)



Plate IV

"

Inte~stratified soi 1 with predominating sand
From the natural levee (IMI region)

Grumosolic limestonp. vertisol (MUSTAHIL region)

• the diffuse gypsum accumulation in crysta 15

must 0150 be noted
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SOILS MAP-CARTE DES SOLS 

Lower Valley- Basse Vallée 

JAN UARY 1973 
MAP N' 1 

BURKUR 

SOILS FEATURES 
FAVOURING IRRIGATION 

APTITUDES DES SOLS 
A L'IRRIGATION 

1" CLASS - VERY SUITABLE SOILS FOR IRRIGATION 
CLASSE I 

IA 
SOLS TRES FAVORABLES A L IRRIGATION 

for all tropi cal crops 1n ar1d zone 
pour toutes culture s tropicales de zone aride 

1 A d s 

1 AD S 

24 . 

23 . 

2 5 . 26 . 

27 - 2 8 . 29 -1 B for tropical fruit trees citrus p1ne apples tomatoes (ju1ce) 
vegetables ma1ze sorghum wheat groundnuts other 
01lseeds forag es (gram1nea) 
pour arbres fru1t1ers tropicaux agrumes ananas 
toma tes f1us) cultures /egumteres mais sorgho blé 
arachide autres oléagineux graminées fourrageres 

IC 

IBds 3 0 - 32~ 33~ 34~ 

BOS 31~ 

for sugar cane cotton art1f1c1al pastures 
wheat t extile f1ber plants 01lseeds 

ma1ze 

pour canne a sucre coton pâturages 
sorgho blé plantes a fibres plantes 

art1f1c1els 
a huile 

1 C 0 s m 
• 111 1 0~ 12 m 13 

1 5 Œ.m nm 39~ 40~ 

for sugar ca ne coton h1ll r1ce 
pour canne a sucre coton riz pluvial 

48~ 49 

LOW SUITABILITY FOR IRRIGATION 

SOLS PEU FAVORABLES A L IRRIGATION 

sorghum 

mais 

14 . 

42~ 

2 N D CLASS 

CLASSE Il 

Il B possible crops tropical fru1t-trees 
tomatoes (Ju1cel vegetables ma1ze 
groundnuts other 01lseeds 

c itrus p1ne apples 
sorghum wheat 

cultures p ossibles arbres fru1t1ers tropicaux agrumes 
ananas tomates f1us) cultures legum1ères mais sorgho 
ble arachide autres oleag1neux 

Il Bd m 3 6 . 37 ill!ll1l 38. 

Il C possible crops sugar cane cotton art1f1c1al pastures 
ma1ze sorghum wheat textile f1ber plants 
cultures possibles canne a sucre coton pâturages 
art1f1c1els mais sorgho blé plantes a fibres tex tiles 

llCOSm 41 0 47~ 

llCOSGM44 . 45 . 46~ 

llCDSP 50 Bill!II 
UNSUITABLE FOR IRRIGATION 3 RD CLASS 

CLASSE Ill 

Ill y 

SOLS NON IRRIGABLES 

Ill R U 

Ill R T 

Ill U 

Ill w 

•Li 
1 1€i;~~ 

3 ff]] 
19 ~ 

6œ 
2og 

~ 
2~ 

5~ 

22 C) 

2162§ 

18~ L.L..-'I 

43~ 

EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS 
SIGNIFICATION DES SYMBOLES 

Fact ors c hang1ng 
Facteurs alterant 

the quahty of the so1ls su1table 
les qualités des sols 1rr1gables 

d S ~h da n•g• nttell&a'I' 
0 • naga lég• "'''Sl!IJ re 

0 D • n1ge n1cessa v on a age sca 1 
Dra nag• mpo ~n nkessa ,. 

S Woakaanv ln htdeph 

Sa il• fa b/e en p afandeil 

s HghH n 1•f•t ng hewhoo•nl 
S•lu e Io e a!ftt aa / 1nsom///f dil s<J/ 

G fnenonc•veV e~ueun•ul•h•fo go on 
Granillamt! n• fi1>11 non arg leun lf~fa...,rah e /, 1 ng• on 

m Sghvhohnm<roellel equ ngvtv•gh evtng 
Mc oœliel µu un fa m• nk~ an dts p/1n•ges ~s lig1 s 

M Boken m<o • tl equ ng 1 gl& dea ot '"' ng 
Mc ""' e peu un Io m• ""'"" /1/n des pkm•gl> mp/Ylln s 

P Oeohulthe1ull1,."" m 
P (lfofllku du sol nfentu11! a J m 

Symbols concern1ng non 1rr1gable so1ls 
Symboli!S concernant les sols non 1rr1gables 

R Abundon 001 .. • •m•nl• 
(/èmen s gross 1 s 1~rmdsn s 

T S1eep 1 ope1 
Pen•• fanes 

U Supe i 01 1 mes one o ovpsum r •os 
O•les <a/ca ,. DU IYP""""" supetfie /Nits 

W Oophol•ul .. 1 h•n5Gtm 
Profolld•u du sol nfineu • .i 50 &m 

y 

f or 1rr1gat1o n 

, 

, 
/ 

-
-- -

Pla n1m et n c sk et ch executed fr om t h e mos a1cs 
of 19 64 67 aenal photos 
Esquisse p/an1n1 etr1 que exe cute e d ap res l es mosa1ques 
pho tographiques d e 1964 67 

IND EX S H EET 

8 • 4 3 
IMl

11 10 
IMI 

9 GODE 
7 

GOOE
5 

MADISD GODE KELAFO MUSTAH!L IMI WEST EAST WEST \V EST EAST 2 fl 
MUS!AH ' faûRKUR'I 

• 0 0 

, 

---

A 

' 

L1m1te 
of ir ri ga b le so d s 
des sols 1rr1gables 

1st Class 
Classe 1 

lnd 1cat 1on of large 1rrrgab le zones 
lnd1cat1on des grandes zones 1rr1gables 

• " . ~. 
•• • • 0 

• • 

Milel J!.i 

M 1000 

Fa 
Sca l e 1 50 000" a pp ro x rm at e 

C E 

D 2 0 

''" D 2 3 4 5 Km 

Flooded area (h 1gh l y ) 
Zone f ortement inonda b le 

W at e r le v e l 
Cote d eau 

Benc h ma r k 
B oulon; borne 

• • ~~~~~~·~~~~ .. •• • 

m S Med um sand 
sm saM~ur A "~~s mnJIOns 

a 

0 •• 
Oo 

• 
ABREVIATIONS 

mlS M1dum 1nd fn1 •••d "' n p~omn1nci1 of m~um sond 
smsf ublt11> 1 lllihles mll)IOn• e ssb/fs hns 
IS Fn!und 
s.I illlbltux .! Slb ~s fins 
<.n S Coo .. • 0 rr1110um ••.0 w h pt<lomno cou , .... sa d 
sgsf sabklix à sab~s grou • s e saMes fins 

fo:.S fne ond '""'" .. nd 
sfsg .. ~leu« i sH es flhS Il HO H NfflSJJlfn 

t m S Fine ond omd um und 
sfsm uOllWI à saltles fins • ubMs moyons 

S LL Sandy kl•m 11 oom 
ststf ublluJ J :!HIS""' 11 s.ab/ts lits !i1>1 
SCL Sindy cl1y a1m 

shl :!Ha.• g "''" .+ ublts ~"s 

• • 

• :~J "'~ ~rnu111 ml 1 ttH<I+ t:t 1:rm~ 

t ·w ~ IW I +l 

L la1m 
sll sahltur 1 sable• td• ~as 
SLSltyo1m 
stf/ ublo li""""1i/r .i ul!/fs ,.s hns 

CL C111 oam 
slf• sal!/lJ 1rg Mw ' illlb/ts t,.s fins 
S CL SI y d•Y <"' 

~maM •rg 'lt!ux 

c.s c Cl•v s 1..,. cl1y 
~s/H f g 'kl uMu firr!IJfleur i p~lfs Iris fins 

S C SIW cl•Y 
1! arglalm/JMIJX 

c c •v 
• •'!11/elJr 
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LEGEND OF THE SOILS MAP 
LEGENDE DE 

LA CARTE PEDOLOG/QUE 
WEAKLY DEVELOPED SOILS SOLS PEU EVOLUES 

XE ROSOLS XERIQUES 
GVPSEOUS SO ILS Der ved from ma 1 and gypsum 
GYPSEUX Issus d es ma nes gypseuses 

Y1llaw •hg •Y so 11 l w th iupt f çi1I g~tum lla1 lARGE FlATS { Ml KElAfO MUSTAHIL. BURKURI 
Sols gns'}lull8 stf"" plae>; dalle Ife gyps1 s~µrficiellll GRANDS fLAfS /!.Il lELAFO M/JSTAHfL S/JRK/JR 

lAllif FlATS Ye\law sh i ay IO s S L w h a g1p•Um "li a 50 tm d•Plh on COll\NIA 
~ llMI KELAFO MUSTAHIL 8URKUR) 

2 ~ S<J/s gnSJ11J11e stf, o1 H'k H gypll •n•do o1 50 cm su COU/JVIONS 
{IM KEIAFO. MUSrAHll 8/JRKIJR) 

GRANDS FUTS 

NON CLIMATIC SOILS NON CL IMATI QUES 
LITH I C ER ODED S01 LS WIT H POWD~ RV LIME Oerved from mar i and gypsum 
SOLS D EROSIO N LI THI QUES A CAL CA I RE D I FFUS Issus des marnes gypseus es 

3 [[[] 
V"l ow sh Q 1y sols S l wth suporl c 11 ~P•um liag lOWER H lLS 

So !J"' f"Ullr stf, en p ""' J Ils/• d~ !JYP" superfic /Nh COil NES SASSFS 

4~ 
Wh t •h y1 low •a s L shot llW w h gyp1um tlag on COllUV A llEBmS SLOPE o th!! LOWER HlllS 
So/3 pu~" D~llC slf 1 dB k tk gypse peil p ofotuk su COU/JVIONS OESRS SlDPES sou• Ms COil NES BASSES 

Der ved from hmnst one fssus d es r:a lce res 

6~ 

Yellaw sh red sa I• l to O. "'rh 1 n •son• J 11men s •nd calca oous nodules 
TA US bolow t~o BlUFF a he UMESTDNE PlATEAUS 
So s ouga pum slf A slf• à d•b s •I nailu/es e1 ca r. su COll/JV ONS 
TAlUS sous lts CORNICHES lies PLAffAIJ)( CA/CAIRES 

Rod •o ls S l w li gypsum l ag al 20 om dop li on COlLUVIA 
GOO< 1"' OEBRIS SlOPE ana fERFER on Pl.ATEAUS 
Sols IDUl}es srh 8 ih Ïll dt "'pse 1 20 cm da prolom/eil su COll/JVIONS 
•nwrons H GODE /OEBRS-SlOPE/ e tk FERFER /Pl./ITEAIJX/ 

D a lved f rom base lls Issus des beseltes 

on COllUV A 

~ P•lt>-b own so s Sl o •rv stany an WEATHERED Bnal1 BQU OERS HILLS 
7 ~ S<J/s brun< 1 sf ol stf ll!S <lll/HJ~1 Sil AlrERAnON en 80/JlE des !mu u COil/NES 

S0 1LS OEVE LOPE O O N W ! NO S LOWN MATERIAL W IT H POWDERV LIMEST ONE 

SOLS D APP OR TS EO LI E N S A CALCAIRE DIFFUS 

B f':"""""()I YeJ ow 10 s Sl ta L on DUNES 
~ Sots f"U/le sf il srf Sil Ol!NES 

GDOE 1 ra 
o!Wtlfl/IS dt GODE 

VERTISOLS AND VERTIC SOILS VERT/SOLS ET SOLS VERTIQUES 
WlTH CURVEO STRU CTUR E A STRUCTURE ARRONDIE 

BROWN OR R ED D IS H BROW N VERTISOLS WITH POWD ER V L IM E 
AND POWOERV G VPSUM I N T H E OEPTH 

VERT/SOLS B R U N S A BRU N ROUGE A CAL CAIRE DIFFUS 
E T C RISTA U X D E GYPSE EN PROFO NDEUR 

On RED BROWN ou" d ALLUVIA der v"d fr om hmeston e 
S u ALLUVIONS BRUN ROUGE üoued ssu es des ca/1:8 r es 

Rodd 1h b own ""1'o1 If 11111•01' on 40 cm C 10 S ~ w h pa>Nderv g!'P'um OO <m dop il 
9 ~ •HIV !loodod ouod Bu Y ALLUVIA. 
~ Ven Ws Il un roYp g umos<Jf"11Ji!S tu "O cm a 1 •I il ""aux ~ !IY!JS• "'" 100 em 

momfables AlUJVfONS Il• IDUrd Bil Y. 

On BRO WN ou ed A LLUVIA der ved from b ase!ts 
Sur ALLUVIO NS BRUNES d ooed ISSUS des b asa /tes 

B awn 10 •d vtrt so s i '"""""I c on 40 cm C to S C. w th powd• y gy~•um al 40 cm d1 i 1h ••• ly floodod 

10 ~ ,:: ~v, ouod ALLU\llA Nonh w,11 GOOE e ea 
·~~ ( V.niso/s ~nms à rougH grum11SiJ/"1U1S su " O cm • i a ' cnstaur tk !IWSI :t plus ile Ill) cm nondablls 

ALLUVIONS lf'IWIHI Non/ Ouest 600E 

O n SROWN ALLU VJA of h a Web Shaballa Sur A LLUVION S BRUNES du Web S h ebelle 

GO D E 1 M 1 se 1es S6nes /Ml G O DE 

11 ~ 

12~ 

13~ 

B awn vM •ois v umœol c on '.JO cm C ""11i ttle ~dl y fip•um be uw 60 tJa ••s ly !looded 
Yrrr s/lfs Il uns 11 ilmOSolif/IJIS Sil 30 cm • qlJl!/qlJl!s cns aux d• gypse il µrr; dt 60 <m nolldBblts. 

8 own ver c .a I& oromoscf c on 30 c:m C 1 Io pawderv gypsum betow 30 c:m 
Sos b uns "'""""' o umoso q111s sw 30 cm. a que//}/Ji!s c"s aur tla !1'111!fil .! µm de 30 cm 

Bawn •• c '° 1 gumo"' o~ 20 cm SC o C w h iwwdty gy~sum n ,.,,pt1 
Sols b uns Ffl!rli//IJl!S !I um~so 111111s sur ZO cm stf, 1 a il en; aur de gypso on profand"u 

14 

15 

16 

KE LAFO MUSTAHI L SURKUR seres S9~ as KELAFO M USTAHIL BURKUR -SB 
œ 

B ow •• r .as g umu.ol c un 30 om SC o C .,.,,th l)Q'Wdlry gypsum be aw SO om .. 1dam ll®llod 
Vell' soit. bflf~S 1rumoS1J q111s su 30 <m asrf If• 1111C c $/l!u~ de gypso i pils~ 90 cm hl~llmen nomkibh11. 

Redd 1h b own vo t sol• g •mosol c on 20 cm C w 1li powde'I' Q\'PW!'n h!!low 1 OO cm (llElAFO un Y~ 

Ven sols brun IDUl}e grumo o ques su ZO m ' avec c11stau1 do gyyse 8 pus d• 100 cm (Kfl.AFO saultmen '/ 

B own •tri sols g umo,ol' an JO cm C w 1h powdery gypsum b1law HO cm ""'I' eos i flooded IMUSTAH l p 1 ni 
Ve Qso/s bNns g umasol.q es su 30 rm a 1vec nombreux cn;l3Uk d• !!!'PSI A /11US de 80 cm 
fa em•n nomlsb/ts /pk11>11 d8 MIJSTAH.I/ 

17m 
0 awn ve c so s g umon c on 211 cm C w h l>OWd• y gyp;.um 0.low 80 cm seldom llooded lSH[BELLE pla ni 
Sols bruns •en111111& 1rumoso q"es Sil 10 cm a """' cns aux tk gWtse li p us lie 80 cm. f1 ~ 1men1 nomf1// es 
(pa11r do SHE8EUE/ 

SOILS WITH CALCAREOUS DIFFERENCIATION 
SOLS A DIFFERENCIATION CALCAIRE 

W ITHOUT M ELANI C HORIZON SANS HORIZON MELANIQUE 

18 

19 

2 0 

21 

22 

WITH POWDERY LIME MODAL A CALCA IRE DIFFU S M O D A UX 

COLLUVI A d er ved from 1 mest one COLLUVI ONS ssues des cafca r9s 

r-:-;i 
~ 

Y•llowuh •d sa ls JS w th m•ny 1 m•• one dob s and pebbl•• 
OEBRIS SlOPE tlolow h1 LIMESTCNE PLATEAUS IGllDE to BURKURI 
Sos roup au11e sf nch•s en ~b s C8k8 /tlli /J/NI •rr>DUssos 
OESR S SlOPE sous lts f'IATEA/JX CAlCA RES (GOOE ' S/JRKUR/ 

Y1 l0W11h lffi so 1~ mf1 w !h 1 mes one and b1u c pobbles tt LlOCKS ol the lJ.RGE Al lNIAL FANS 1 Mii 
Sos roug• f"Une smsf o !Jllkls cal•"'' • lnso qurs PmTS MAMElONS tks GRA NDS CONES de OEJECrtON(IM 1 

W IT H NODULES A A M AS ET NODULES 

D er ved ! rom hmestona Issus d es c alc e r es 

~ Yellow •h •d so s S o l w h e1 r:n 10u1 nodulH LIM[S!QNE PLATEAUX GOOE 10 0UR~URI 

t=::c:::J Sos rouge !•~ne stf, ~ si/. il nodu/fs ~a • res 1111 p ace f'l.ArEAIJX CAlCAIRES (600E .! S/JHKIJR/ 

De ved from sandstone I ssus des gr6s 

~ Rod 1ols S l wtli calcareous nadues lOWER PLATEAUS Mii 
~ Sols ro11gos sfsrf li smH el nodules cararrs, en P•" SAS PLATEAIJ)( ( M. / 

On anc ent oued ALLUV IA S u a111:1ennes A LLUVI ONS d oued 

W 
Ye low •h od 10 I• CmS w h Cl <1 oous ptbb es of11n cemen ed n wn~ omo a e u ht '" lace 
H OCKS n the lAflGE AllUV AL fA~S IGOOE! 
So s rouge f"Vne sgsf ; pie s caka res sau""n slJINfes •n cong/11111#rot I la~ a ptQftmdeu 
MAMELONS des GRANDS CONES de OfJECT/ON IGOOE! 

SOILS WITH GYPSEOUS DIFFERENCIATION 
SOLS A DIFFERENCIATION GYPSEUSE 

23 

24 

W ITH POWOERV GVPSUM M O DAL A G YPSE DIFFUS MODAUX 

O n BROWN A LLUVIA o f he Web Shebelle 
Sur ALLUVIONS BRUNES du Wab Sheb ef/e 

1M 1 GO DE seres S6res /M l GODE 

e awn '° s SC we~kly organ c/1$ (ANC ENT MEAN CERS of !ho W1b Shebe t 

Sols D111n!. 1/ f1 hlem'n ~ull!lliffs/s MEANOf/ES MORrS du WASI SHESEllf) 

Brown •1!Hlaw•hbown•ol1Sl oSC ndeph 
So s bflfnli A brun,..,,,, stf, A a tn prof111>d•o 

2 5 ITIII!Il 
26[JJ] 

27~ 

B own '" s C/h llOOEI 
Sols b uns a/si !GODE/ 

B awn sa I• S o C n iepth GOIJE) 
Sos h111ns stf, 8 1 •n p olofl/ku /GODE/ 

B ow" sols Cl jGODE) 
Sols b uns slfi 16otkl 

Sou t h K ELAFO MUSTAH IL S UR KUR ser es S 9t es S u d KELAFO MUSTA H IL BURKUR 

28~ 

29 []Il[] 

B own so s C/b own sh yolow l so dom ffooded a .. , y 1 ooc!od IKELAFDI 
Sos b uns •ft•u1>11 bruni Il! stl. µu nomfablts /J nrwkblls '/((/.AFO) 

Bown•ol1Sl oC.nioph 
Sols b uns stfl Il 8 tn ptDfondeu 

3 0 

3 1 

32 

33 

34 

35 

3 6 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

4 2 

4 3 
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45 

On B ROWN IS H VELLOW A LLUVIA of the Web Shebelte 
S ur ALL U VI ONS J A UNE BRUN du Wab S h ebef/e 

1M 1 N orth GOOE se• es S9r es IMf Nord GOD E 

8 own sh l'8 low so 11 kS BANKS of h1 Wab Sli1boll1 
Sols fl1ilne b "" 1 sfsg ilO/JflflflfTS d• BERGE du Wab SM/Jtllt! 

B nwn sh ye! (Il> IS/C 
Sas !'""" b111n sf/1 

1 M 1 N orth GODE KELAFO set es S6r e f M f Nord GODE K ELAFO 

~ a own 1h iellaw !Oils S l to !S RECENT o ANC ENT BANKS ol he We b Sheb,illo 
~ Sols t•u11e Il un srh sf SO/JRRElETS do SERGE du Wab Sirob1 le ACroEIS /HJ ~NC/ENS 

Sou!h KELAFO M USTAHI L S URKUA seres S er es Sud KELAFO M U STA HfL B URK U R 

Bawn1hy1IO>N 1011 SL o lmS n depli 

Sos 11u11e b ~n srfl , sfsm "" profDlllkli 

Bawnshyoow sol&SL oSLC o doph 
Sols 11unt b un s/JI I stflo 1n profomfau 

BANKS ot h~ Wob Sh•hli 1 
SO/JRf/ElfTS da BERGE du Wah Sh•be le 

O n REOOISH VELLOW ouBd A LLUVIA Sur ALL U VIONS J A U N E ROUGE d es oued$ 

Rtdd sh V9f aw so 11 IS a l w th pebb es n the d•p ti otton sal y 
A(L\N Al FANS HIGHER poo 1 on (GODE o BURKUlll 
Sols . ,,,,. "'"P gf ' gtf Il 1•/tts ·~ profondtiu <OYWn ,.,.. 
AllWIONS tks CONES lh DEJECTION p1JSton HA/JTE /GODF fi S/JHKIJR! 

R1dd ,i, yellow sols L ind mS ALLUV Al FANS llM J 

Sos au1>11 "'"!!' stf et sm All/JVIONS des CONES de n(JfCT,ON //Ml/ 

Rodd •h ye aw so s S l RECENT AllllVIA ol the • ~ oueds 
Sos /BUl>l!roilg• sH All/JVONS RECENTES des gt1111ds au#s 

Rodd sn ye low 10 I• tS Sil RECENT AllUV A ot ho la ge oueds IMAOISOJ 
Sos f"U/le rougr sf stf. 4llUVIONS RECENTES tks 11t11ods ou111fs /MAO/SOI 

WITH POWOERV GVPSU M VER T IC A GYPSE DIFFUS VER TIOUES 

On BROWN A LLUVIA ol the W ab Shebella Sur ALLUVIO NS B R UNES du W ab Shebe/fe 

N orth GOO E ser e S 6n• Non/ GOOE 

~ Bawn sol• w h SC petomn1nee 
~ Sols b uns ol dom riaou •I 

GOD E KELAFO ser e S ltr o GODE KELA F O 

f'777À B awn .. I• C 
rL..CLLi Sul> h u ' ~ 

On YELLOWIS H RED ou~d A LLU V IA Su A LLUVIONS R OUGE-JAUNE des Oueds 

~ Yel ow sh ed soli S L a C RECENl AlLUVIA o he >mt 11 au•ds 
l!::...::,L.j So/3 ouge !"une srh 1 a AllUVIONS RECENTES dos µ1 ts oueds 

O n W ab Shebe lle VELLOWIS H BR OWN A LLUVIA over RED baS2lt c A LLUVIA 
Sur ALLUVI O NS BRUN-JAUNE du Wab S h ebe/fe recou vrant les A LL U VIO NS ROUGES basait q ues 

~ Yollow1libown ••' Sl}ed C (GOOEJ 
~ S<J/s b111n J8Ul>li srfl/rou91 1 (600E/ 

WI T H GVPS EO US CRUST MOOAL ENCROUTES M ODAUX 

F om RED CO L LUVIA de 1ved !rom basa lts Sur COLLUVIO N S R OUGES ssues des b as altes 

Red 10 ls SCL 0 c ,. h ~j pSOOUI ~ UI 1 50 om deo n QEBRIS SLOPE belO>N ho 11a .. 1t < H llS IG OD E Not111 GOOEI 
Sols roügts sfa i a i c'IW1' ~ IJYPS• vers 60 zm bEBf/IS SlOPE dos COUINES tk //auto /GODE Non/ 600E/ 

Fro m VE LLOWISH RED oued ALLUV IA Sur A LLU VIO N S R OUGE-JA UNE des o u eds 

, , , 
,,,,_~, 

Y•llow si! rec1 solls L o S L w 1h gyp•um t u1 1 70 <m dep h sa ty n d!p1h All\NIAL fANS LOWER pos on IGOOE) 
Sols Ollgtif1une < fi srfl a troll• k gypll ,..rs 70 çm saMs en pofrmdou AllW.ONS dos CONES tk OEJECT/ON 
pos/111> SASSE /GOOEJ 

Yol ow stl ed •o I• Sil ro S Cl w th gyp1um c U•t a1 70 em dtp h ni y nH Il• su fo•• 
AlLUVAl FANS LOWER ~· on !GODE a BURKURI 
Sos roU§f! 18•"" srf/ 8 h ; '""' • d• !1'111'" • 70 cm. sa/ts ; f• bill prof111>deu 
AllUVIONS lies CONFS lie OfJECTON µsitan BASSE /600E a 8/JRKIJR) 

46 t~~~~ 
Ytl OW1Sh td so s l o SC "' Th g1115um aocumu tt on SANO ROSE tyJM! Allllll Al fANS l OWER pos 1 on UM GOOE) 
Sos roupf"ill>li sri 1 •li accilmYl•ton d1 §i'fJSI sous fume dr ROSE des SABlES 

AL/WIONS des CONES dti DEJECTION posi/Jon BASSE f/MfEOO[) 

On Wab1 Shebelle Y ELLOWISH B ROWN ALLU V IA over V ELLOWISH RED oued ALLU VIA 
Sur A LLUV IONS B RUN-JAUNE d u Wab Sheb elfa ffll:ouvrant les A LLUVIONS R OUGE-JA U N E d es ooeds .. . 

47 "',. ........ 
•• 

Yo law 1h b awn to 11 Sel/ye IOW1sh ed C IGOOE) 
Sas ~flf~J•ill!f sf;V~I"""" a (GODE/ 

HYDROMORPHIC SOILS SOLS HYOROMORPHES 
MEDIUM ORGANIC M OYENNEMENT ORGANIQUES 

H UM IC G LEV WIT H PO W OER V LIM E HUMIQ U ES A GLEY A CALCAIRE DIFFUS 
On BRO WN ALLUVIA o f t he Wab Sh abelle S<1r A LLUVI O NS B R UN ES du W ab Shebef/e 

S HES ELLE pla n se r e S6r e de la pie ne de SHEBE LLE 

48 
~ 8 awn 111 ls C ver; HS li lloodod (PAPYRUS 1 01) 
L..::::::::::I Soif ~rrtnf 1 fo!l'lmeq •olllkitks fw~~ ~ f'APYffl/S 

M UST A HIL p lai n san e S~l'la de /a plana de M USTAHIL 

~ B own sa s C VI V """'Il Huuded !GRAMINEA t rai 
49 ~ Sols b uns a lortfmtl'I 1116ndabfos (1an1 // GRAM/NEFS) 

SOOIC SOILS SOLS SODIQUES 
WITH NON OEGRADED STRUCTURE A STRUCTURE NON DEGRADEE 

SA LI NE SOI LS W IT H S ALT EFFLORESCENCES SOLS SA LINS A EFFLORESCENCES SALINES 

On RE D oued ALLU VI A Sur A L L U VI O NS ROUGES d oued 

50~ 
Rod SC< 1 S l !a C wnh g1~um fla; a1 !Md um dep li IBUAllUA FE RFERI 
Sas rouges stll J , a lil/M de gtps• a moyo"~ prolondeu (SIJRKUR ffRFER. 
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SOILS MAP -CARTE DES SOLS 

Lower Valley - Basse Vallée 

JANUARY 1973 
MAP N' 2 

MUSTAHIL 

SOILS FEATURES 
FAVOURING IRRIGATION 

APTITUDES DES SOLS 
A L'IRRIGATION 

l St CLASS 

CLASSE I 
VERY SU ITABLE SOILS FOR IRRIGATION 

SOLS TRES FAVORABLES A L IRRIGATION 
1 A Io• a il tropical crops on arod ZorlB 

pour routes cultures ttop1ca/9s de J!one aride 

1 Ad s 24. 25. 25. 
t A OS 23. 27- 28. 29. 

t a ~ for tropical fruit lntes, citrus, ptne apples. tomatoes (Ju1ce/ 
vegetabl11s, ma•ze. 5D<ghum wheat , g roundn•lls, 01her 
01lseeds, forages (grammeal 
pour arbres fn11lft1rs trop1cau;rc. ayrumes. ananss 
romates f1usJ. cultures l6gum1ères. maïs, sorgho b/tj, 
arachide, autres altlsg1neux, graminées faurragéres 

•C 

1eds Jom 12~ JJ~ 34~ 

I BDS 31~ 

for suga<·cane, cotton, art1F1c1al pastures matze 
wheat, textile f,ber plants 01lseeds 
pour canne tJ sucre cofon plitureges tJrt1f1culls 
sorgho, blé, p/ntrfflS li fibres, planfes a huile 

1 C Dsm 
9a 10~ 12 m 
15Œœ 17~ 39~ 

1 DA - for sugBr-cane coton , h1ll rice 
pour canna A sucra coton, nz plu>1Ja/ 

IDAOSm 11~ 1~w 48~ 49 r.;;:::t"'I 
~ 

2N D CLASS LOW SUITABILITV FOR IRRIGATION 
CLASSE Il SOLS PEU FAVORABLES A L IRRIGATION 

sorghum, 

mars, 

Il B - possible ctops tropical ltull-trees c itrus pme-apples 
tomatoes (Ju1ce) vegetablas, ma1ze sorghum wheat 
groundnuts other 01l~e11ds 

culturas poss!bles . arbres fruitiers tropicaux, sgrumfJs 
a11anas, tom11tes l1usi. cultures légum1eres, m11fs, sorgho, 
b/6 arach1dt1, autres ol8ag1neu>< 

l i Bd m 36 !illiilll 37l fi~q ~j :ief'{-;_fj 
Il C possible crops sugar-cane, cotton art1ficiat pastures 

ma1ze, sorghum whtn>I taxule liber plants 
cultures poss1bltJs canne a sucre cotan pllurages 
art1flc1els, mais sorgho blrJ, plantes a fibres le><t1/es 

llCOSm 41~ 47m 
Il C D S G M 44 lfl-i~'l 46 !iID,ill 46 IJ:fl& :J 
llCOSP so 61'.ZI 

3R D CLASS 

CLASSE Ill 

Ill V 

111 R U 

Ill R T 

Ill u 

Ill W 

UNSUITABLE FOR IRRIGATI ON 
SOLS NON 

eE::::QJ 
~&'B 

' [illl 
190 
' 0.l1l 
wg 

IRRIGABLES 

18 ro:--;i u:_; 

EXPLANATION OF THE SVMBOLS 
SIGNIFICATION DES SYMBOLES 

Factors ctlangtng the qualll'il a f the so1ls su1table lat 1n1ga11an . 
FacttJurs altérant les qunlirrJs des sais 1rngables 

d --""""" 

_..,.._ 
D --"''"'"'~"' ----s __ .... _ --- ... -s ...,,_,,_ .. __ 

, ... ,,,,.,-.. .. ,- .... 
G ~ .. -"''"' '"~" """'"•"' '""'"" ~-..... ,,.. --~ ,,.,..,_. ,_ 
m ~'"~ '"''" ~-·•• '""'"' "'' "''" ·-• .,_ ,.., _ _.. ....... ,,._,"" ""'' 
M ;,.,., ...,. •• ~ '"""'"' • •" ' "" "' •~1 ., 

w~,-"' - """'""''., ,,...,., _,..,, 
p ..... ~ ... '"" ......... -·--·'· Symbols cancernong non trrigable sa1ls 

Symboles co11cernant les sols non 1tngables 

R -----' ----u - .... -~ .. - .... -- .. --w -"'""""" ....... ~ ,,_ ..... -.0/!,. 

PlanlniOlt<c s ketch e~ecuted f,o,.; !11e mo~alcs 
11! 1964 67 ae .. al pho<os 
E"1u1sse IJ/RnimB/nqu" e"1u:urae dapres l1;s 1no s~1ques 

phol"!l'tl/! IHQUB~ de 1964 67 

INDEX S HE ET 
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8 GOor1 e 5 • 
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- riolll 8Ullktlll 

-
A 
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:; 

Lomit s o f ,., /g,.ble •od• 1" Class 
L!m11e des sol• fff1gal>l~s C/8sse 1 

lnd•catoon of large 1 .. 1112bl~ ~anes 
lnd,cat'"" d~s 9'~ndes .zone• lrngables 

Mllr l '4 ., ... 0 

0 

.. 
o• 

Scale 1 SOOOO "approxunate 

.. 
' "' · '?·o~"' -

· ·~"'-'"'·~-,o-----o----~o----~,o-----c-----<,,. 

F a 

" 
0 

Flouded 1 .. ea lh•ghly) 
zo .. e for/emenr 1no1Jdt1ble 

Wa1e1 le vel 
Core dc;,u 

8omch ma•k 
Bou/011,borne 

. "j. ;.o • ,o 

. "'· 0 

44 "4D 
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LEGEND OF THE SOILS MAP 
LEGENDE DE 

LA CARTE PEDOLOGIQUE 
WEAKLV DEVELOPED SOILS SOLS PEU EVOLUES 

XEROSOlS Xfll/OUCS 
O>PSIOUS SOILS o .. ., .. ~om ., .. 1 - ..,..,.... 
GVPS(U~ ,,_, - """""' ,,.,.,_, .. 

•-"•" - 1 - _.,, .,,....... """ 1u.1s "Ml Mu•a wi;t....i -,.,.,.,_, ... ....,,-,.,,...--w.m""'' "'1 "'""'Ml!S""" -"' 
'''-~" ""' !' ... o.,_ •11 ~ ~Q"' "'~,. ~Dll.IN'O "'""' ''-'" 
l'MI <l'-'f~ ""''" ~ 61tl"U" 
'"' ''"~"' "". - ... ,.,, """" •!JIJ .. ,., œ!llll'/fJll& ..,.,,_, f/Afj 

"'" '""" MIJJ"l'li ,,_11/lt 
NON CLIMATIC SOILS NON CL!MAr/OUES 

UTMIC E•<JOED sons WITM POWOEH • u ... ,,,,, •• , .. .... ' '" "" "'"'"" 
SO<S 0 CR0""" '""'""c• ~ CA<CMRE DIFFUS ••• • • .,., m•m•• j ......... 

3 PrPnl '-'P"_ .. ,.,.__.....,.., ... ll)Yll~lol1l5 

lliJdJ Soi ,,,._ U!I .. - • .... "..,,. - /:OjlMf WJIS 

4 i::::;:-1 ..,. ""' - '°" L - - ,,_ ... " Ulll""" DlloN S.Dll .. 101 ~tt<l!O IO"S 
~s.. __ ,.,,_,._,__,_1>11,_J ilf-lilllt'f>- ., Ulll/lilSIASJll 

-·- h••· .......... , .... - --.-........ , .. r.t ____ ... ___ ... ,_ 

5 ~ l __ ... llU!'" ... ...-s>Olli<uttU 
l.'llJtal S... --•• - • - " - - - a;,,_, """ -.... _ ... , .... ,_ ""....,. ..,,..,si. ... _,., .. , • ..,...., .. m, .... 

6 ~ ..,.. ........... " .... _,, .. ,. ~.,, .... ,,...,., 
~ ... _,,,, ..... ,,.,....,;ID .... -,,,(1111_, 

- • - /Dll!IOJS!.111'[1 ~ .. ,,.,,."""'""tri 
o ..... , .. ................... "'"'""' 
~ , ... ,_ ... "~''""""''"""'"'""""'"'0""11> """ 

7 ~ ···~"''"''''.""''-"" """''Hlll .. lllllU ....... ,.., f;/!111/ifS 
$Dits o•vUr>PED o .. WIND ••OWN MATtHIAl W<î>I POWOERY UMeSTONE 
SO<S OA!'PORT5 EOllEN• ~ CA<C~/Rl 0/FfUS 

r::-t=il , ......... •1 ~ l .. Oii~ '*" ... 
a l.!:!........:. '"'-"''"""'-'$_,. • .., 
VERTISOLS AND VERTIC SOILS VERT/SOLS ET SOLS VERTIQUES 

WITH CURVED STRUCTURE A STRUCTURE ARRONDIE. 
tROWN (J~ REDOIS~ ftR<JWN VIO~TISOUI WPî" P<JWO<•Y U ME 
AN(J ~DW<J[~Y (aPSU M •N TtlE DEPTM 
~El'11SOU BltUNS il BRUN ROUGE A CALCAIRE ""~US 
,;r CRISIAUlt DE GVl'St Hf PRO•ONDEUR 

Oo ••D· ••<JWN .... ALLUV!A poo .... ' """ -·· 
S°' AHUVIONS BltUN ltOUIJE ,,..,,.,, ....,., - • •'"-•• _,.._..., ... ,_ ...... , ..... ___ ............. 

li~ ... ,.- _ ... i.ww. 551 ._,.,,,. .. __ ..,.,,,,. .... , .. ,._ .. __ ,,,,, .. 
-· J,/i/Ml}//f .. ,_ .... 

0• H•OWN ouOd A<LUVIA """"" '' ""' '"'"'" 
••~ •UUVIONS BR UNES d .. •d '""' " " b• .. ltn ·- ., ,._,.,,, ·-· , ...... ~ ~ "" .. ~ ... ~ ........ .," ... ...... .. ,,I _ 

1 0 ~ '"" OLl""' IK<IO ''" !ôiM ~N 
~ ........... .,._. __ ..... ,,,.. '" '""~"."'" '""'' .. '""' ·-· 

"<l'WOM '"" ""'...., '""' 
On •R <JWN Al.LUVIA ot •ho Wobo """"°''° '"' llUUVIONS BltUNES "" W""' 5hoboNo 

GODE • < M 1 .. ,,., S<!rl., /Ml GODE 

~ 1- ....... _ ..... .,.., ... ~ .. ·---•1 ....... -
11 ~- ..... ..- ... JIJ .... _, .. ,_ .. _.._ ...... -

12 R"i')(l ----·Jll '"'t""" - --JO ... ~ "" ___ ...... ~--......... . _ .. ..... 
13 ~ ____ .. ,. ........ , --·-.. -
~----_.., .... ~ .. - .,.. .... -

•«•"'0 MUSTAHIL BUA•U~ -·- S- /((lA FD M<,.TAl/11· 811/t/(Ufi ffiftril ___ .. 30 ... \,IC~' ..,,,_, __ .,_ --
14 EH.El ,..,...,.__,,,:.11 ... ..,..,_ ....... . .,. •• ,.. .... __ _ 

llli'TI ---~- .. 1<1,.. c. .... - ""'~- •oo~ 1<fWll...., 
1 & [Ill] .... ,.,, - - ,,,... ........ , .. ·" ... - ·-............ , .. - """" ,,_ 
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'"'-"fi"'"'"" SOI LS WITH CALCAREDUS DIFFERENCIATION 
SOLS A DIFFERENCIATION CALCAIRE 

WITHOUT M Et.ANtC HORIZON SANS HORIZON MELAN/OUE 
"""" ~owaE•• UME M<JOIU- A IOA<CAIA( DIFFUS MDDllUlt 

C<JLLU~IA _ _. • ..., - COl<UVION5 - - .,.,._ 

.-.. ... -.. ----~ ... -18 ~ _Wft_ ................ I ..... ---
~ "''--"-··----· DUM51111 - W ~tf,OI# .:>l/"MlfS lllllilf' -

"w ·-.. - ....... ~ - .. ..,_ - .. ,ot:>s ... wu .llilf<W , ... !Ml .... ___ ,,...,_ .. _,.,,,. _ l'•J .......... mw> .. rx.fOJllJI-

Wl1H NOPUl.o!~ A AMAS E1 N00UtE5 

Doo••"" """' '"'"'- ,...,, dK <•I<•-
~ """"'""' .... '" ~ < wlh ,.,.,_, ~"'" lPMI011111t PU,ll~Ok <OOlll ~ -~ 

20~ 1 ............ "' "'" ''"'"'-'"""' "'""~"'"'"''""°''""""""' 
O•""'- "Orn , ... .,.,.,. ""'' ~ ... g,.. 

FF'1 IW ... !1 1 '"" """"* _,,, LOV.1' •l'1"!11 l l<•tl 
21 ~ ,,.,,_,....,,,...,,._,.._,M _ <ASW.11<"'1""' 

0• ,...,,., O•Od AU.UV•A Su'""'""''"' AHUVIQNS dO•O~ • C) ,._ ....... .,.... ......... __ .... _..,._.,._, .. ...... 
c 22 '"""'" • 1" WU lU"'"' flt<> IOCIDll 
" ... __ ,,,,, ___ .. _ .. _, __ 
"' _,.., ......... ,,, taMS • /Jf.JWllJll _, 

c SOILS WITH GYPSEOUS OlFfERENCIATIQN 
"SOLS A DIFFERENCIATION GYPSEUSE 

"""" ~<JWO!RY G•PSU M "'(IOAI. A G•PSC {)ll~US MODAU>< 
O. B~OW'I ALl.UVIA "' '"° W• S-
S"' AL<UV!0N$ ~RUNES "" W- $-

1 M' aaa• - s-. "'" GOOE 

--a-~.- lll<Ct<Nl"'"' ... '~"'"'"'-'" Stil"""d--~ /l;IPmllfS-'> • -Sl<ill"IJ 

·-~- ........... ~·~..:--
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o. IAOWNISlt YHLOW AL<UV•A "' ... Wobt ........... 
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SOILS MAP-CARTE DES SOLS 

Lower Valley - Basse Vallée 

JANUARY 1973 
rvlAP N'3 
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SOILS FEATURES 
FAVOURING IRRIGATION 

APTITUDES DES SOLS 
A L'IRRIGATION 

1"' CLASS ,.. VERY SUIT ABLE SOILS FOR IRRIGATI ON 
CLASSE 1 - SOLS TRES FAVORABLES A L IRRIGATION 

1 A for ail tropica l crops in arid zone 
pour toutes cu/1ures tropicales de zone aride 

1 A d s 

1 AD S 

B - fof tropocal lru1t- 1rees. citrus pine apples, tomatoes (Juicel 
vegetables, ma1~e . sorghum, wheat groundnuts, other 
01lseeds , forages (grammeal 
pour arbres fru1t1ers tropicaux. ayrumes, ananas, 
tomates /1us/, cultures Mgum18res, maïs, sorgho, blê, 
arachide, autres oléag1neu1<, graminées fourrageras. 

oc 

IBds 30~ 3Z~ 33~ 34~ 

I BDS 31m 
lot sugar cane, cotto,,, ar11hc1al pastures ma1ze, 
wheat, textile lober plants, 01lseeds 
pour canne ;l sucre, coron, plirurages an1fic1e/s, 
sorgho, bli), plantes a fibres, plantes a huile 

C 0 sm 
9~ 10~ 12~ 

1s !H.t1 17 m 39~ 

1 0 A - for sugar-can e coton, h1tt "ce 
pour canne à s ucre, coton, riz pluvial 
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2N° CLASS - LOW SUITABIUTY FOR IR RI GATION 

CLASSE // SOLS PEU FAVORABLES A L'IRRIGATION 

sorghum 

n!ll/S, 

Il B possible crops tropical fru1t- lfees citrus, pme-a pples. 
tomatoe:; !Ju•ce) vegetabJe s, ma'le, sorghurn , wheat, 
groundnuts, othet 01ls11eds 
c,,ftures possibles arbres fru1r1ers rrop1caux. agrumes. 
ananas. tomates (1us), c,,/t,,res légum1Bres. mais. sorgho, 
bla. arachide, autres o/éag1nau" 

Il Bd m 36 [illill! 31 l:.H1tll Ja r{{fü 
Il C possib le crops sug111 -cane. cotton, art1flc111I pastures. 

rna1ze, sorghurn, wheat , te1<t1le tiber plants 
cultur"s passibles . canne a sucre coran. pllturegas 
art1f1c1els, me1s. sorgho. blé, plantes a fibres te>ttillJS 
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EXPLANATION OF TH E SYMBOLS 

SIGNIFICATION DES SYMBOLES 

Factor s chang(ng the quahty of the soils su1tabl11 
Facteurs alterent les q,,a/1tas des sols lfrrgeb/es 
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VERTISOLS AND VERTIC SOI LS VERT!SOLS ET SOLS VERTIQUES 
WIT H CURVED STRUCTURE A STRUCTURE ARRO NDIE 

BROWN OR REOOISH 8R0WN •ER,.SOlS WITH POWOERV UME 
A"b POWO••Y OYPSVM IN THE bEPT~ 
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SOILS W ITH CALCAREOUS DIFFERE N CIATION 
SOLS A OIFFERENCIATION CALCAIRE 

WITHOUT MELANIC HORIZON SANS HORIZON MEIANIOUE 
W<!H POWDE•V UM' MODAL A CAtCM/fC a/FFUS 1 MODAUX 
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SOILS WITH GYPSEOUS DI FFERENCIATION 
SOLS A DIFFERENCIATION GYPSEUSE 

W ITH POwo••• GYPSUM MOOA< A GYPSE OIFF,,S Mal>AU~ 
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SODI C SOILS SOLS SODIQUES 
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IMPERIAL ETH l OP l AN GOVERNMENT 
NATIONAL WATER RESOURCES COMM ISS ION 

ETHIOPIA - FRANCE COOPERATIVE PROGRAM 

W ABI SHEBELLE SURVEY 

IN CO llABORATION WITH 

FRENCH MINISlRY 
OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

NATIONAL WATER RESOURCES 
COMMISSION 

BCEQM_ORSTOM EDF 
IGN - BOPA 

V 

SOILS MAP-CARTE DES SOLS 

Lower Valley- Basse Vallée 

JANUARY 1973 
MAP N' 4 

KELAFO 

SOILS FEATURES 
FAVOURING IRRIGATION 

APTITUDES DES SOLS 
A L'IRRIGATION 

1sr CLASS - VERY SUITABLE SOILS FOR IRRIGATION 
CLASSE 1 SOLS TRES FAVORABLES A L IRRIGATION 

1 A - for ail tropica l c rops 1n arid zone 
po u r tour11s cultures rrop1ca/es de ~one aude 

IAd s <!4 . 25 . 26 . 

IADS 23 . 27 - 28 . 29 . 

1 B for tro p1 ea l fruit uees e1uus p•ne apples rometoes (j u1 oel 
vege11:1bl11s mail " sorghum wheat groundnu1s other 
01lset:tds forages lg•am1nea) 
pl)ur arbres fru111ers trapu:au"il, agrumes ananas 
1omates (1us) cultures légumières, maïs sorgho blé 
9r11ch<de autres o/éa91'1eU>e grami,,ées fourragères 

IBd s 30 a11 .32~ 33~ 34~ 

IBOS 31 m 
'c . for sug&r c11ne conon !lrt1flc18I pastures maoze 

wheat texhle liber plan!s oolseeds 
pour canne a sucre coton piiturages artd1c11J/s 
sorgho blé plentes tl ftbres p/a,,tes tl huile 

, i!1il "~ ,,m 
11 m 39~ 

1 C O s m 

t DA - for suger cana coton h1ll roce 
p our canne a sucr tJ coton riz p/uv.af 

1 OADS m l l m 1sWil] 48~ 49 l'"-~,::1 

2H D CLASS • LDW SUlTABILITY FOR IRRIGATION 
CLASSE Il SOLS PEU FAVORABLES A l IRRIGATION 

mais 

Il B - possoblfl crops tro pical fruit trees ci trus pone a pples 
to ma1oes [] u1ctJ) vegetablas ma"e sorghum whea t 
groundnuts other oitseells 
c u/tuflts possibles arbres frurt1ers tropicaux, ag rum es 
ananas tomates f1us) culrures /égum1eres me1s sorgho 
blé arachide autres o léagineux 

Il B 11 m 36~ 37[]TI} 38~ 
Il C possible crops 51,1g~r cane cotton anif1c1al pastures 

m8lze sorghum whaat textile lober plants 
c ultures possibles canna Il sucre colon p iiturages 
art1f1c1els m1J1S sorgho blé p/anles tl fibres te1<l1f1Js 

11cDsm 410 41E:j::;'.J 
11 CDS G M 44 ~ 46filti>ll 46 ~~~~f 1 
Il cos p 60~ 

JffO CLASS 

CLASSE Ill 

Ill Y 

111 RU 

Ill R T 

Ill U 

!I! W 

UNSUITABLE fOR IRRIG ATION 
SOLS NON IRRIGABlES 

B~ 

~Wl 

'[Il] 10 r.-:oi '-"-" 

EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS 
SIGNIFICATION OES SYMBOLES 

Fact or• chang1n9 th11 quahiv of the soots su1table 
F11c teurs a ltéra rtl /1Js qua lités des sols 1rflg1Jbles 

d $""" ·-.. "" .. '' 
~-·--0 D,,.,.,_,.,,.,,..,_ ,,__,_......, 

s ""' """" • "' ... " ,.,.,,, ....... ,,o1o ... 

s .......... ~,, ~ .... ~ ....... 
~-~ ' ... ~ . .,,u. .. -~ .. 

G '" ""'"'" "'""'" '"'"'""'" ·~-··~ ...... -~,..,._, -,,., .... . ., ... .,,~.~ ""'"' ., ... . ....... .. _, ................. ~~ ... -.... ....,. 
M ~,.,.•<•"'"-'"'"' "' ~"''" ... -,~-·--•"'"""" •""'m _, 
p llop ~ ............ ~ 

-·""-l'• 
Syn>bols conc11rnm9 non 11 tl gabl11 sot ls 
S ymboltJs conc1Jtn1Jnr las sols n o n 1tflg1Jbles 

R _...,M_! 
·-·--~ 

T ----u - ... --~- .... -·-·--w -~ ........... .. - .. "'_,,,,_ 
V --

for 1rnga11on 

' -

P l ~ """ " " C s k e!ch e • ecu t ad h <>n t h e nosalc• 
o! 1964 67 a e< al phot os 
EsQU'5't' plan11> elrrque "'"' utee dCJpie s le~ mose1q<1es 
p//o•Dgraph1ques dli 1964 67 

11~1" 
W!S T " '"' 

IM I g 
!~SI 

IND EX SHEET 

• GODE 
' . GODE ~ElAf!I M S'TA~~ r--,,\--

EAST Wl!r ~'°' t 
n,_,o.>\ll BU~~U~ 

-
A 

Lltn ts o f ""9"bl q •ools 1><c 1ass 
!un re des sols 1rt g~bles CmssP.I 

l"d1cauo" ot l~•ge "'Y"ble tones 
lr,d•ca•mn des grandes 10118• irfl gables 

Sca le 1 50000' opp•o~ rnote 

M•l• 1 \ ' 
••• "' • ' • 

Fa 

3Molu 0 ... 

Floodod ~ •O a ( hoo t• l y) 

Zane lcn eme111 lnon ctai>lo 

W a te r le vel 
Cote daa" 

8er1r.h mark 
801J/an,b1Jr111< 

AB~ l• Al O N~ 

~s .,_~ .. .. . .. .,,,. .......... ,.... 
"" """"''"''"'"'""'•"'·~·-·~- .... 
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U! , ,. ... _.,., .. 
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"'~ -··--~--
"' __ .. _ --·-- ........... . •ü too., .... -

"' --··-·"'· 

·.................. . ' ... ..., ,., .... ._ ............. , 
" '" ··~ ... ...,,.,._, ......... , .. 
f ~· S,Of ...... 

h i-·~""' 
~l'"' !ol<Y! .. 

,, ... ~ .. --·-·""'"' IJ~ a. ..... . --" ., -

LEGEND OF THE SOILS MAP 
LEGENDE DE 

LA CARTE PEDOLOGIQUE 
WEAKLV DEVELOPEO SOILS SOlS PEU EVOLUES 

XER OS OLS Jt;ERIOUES 

Ç•PS•OU$ SO!lS "°'"°" ~""' "'"' ood ..... .., 
Gt~scu• '""' •• ........ , .. , .. ,.. 

·-· .. - • - - - ........ .,..,. .... ·~ ... Il. _,....,......,., : .. ,,,,_,,, .. _,_ ... __ ... _,,,,,,, ,,,.,.,,_ .... , __ 
·-~ .. -"'- _ . _ ....... _ .. CD.l ............... " 

~ -til.lil<GTllOL-2 ~ s,.,.,_,.,_,, __ , ,.,. _..,_,. /111#.,f/~<$ 

O>lld/,l/1111'$--
NO N CU MATI C SO!LS NON CLIMATIQUES 

ltTH IC ••OOEO SO•LS WOTI! POWOlR• LI'"< .,.., ... hom "'"'' ..,. ., • ....,. 
sots OCROSION urmou~s A CAICA/lf~ OIFFUS 1 .... - - g_ .... 

l'Tl"ll1 ·-11' .. - ...... -- - ... '""'' "'1U J l..ld.JdJ U,.._,.,,.,.,,.,..,.,.,,...._ œ/1/lllSAUI>.< 

4 ~ 111'" .. __ c _ _.._..,,...._UM• .............. uwooou.<. 
b:2.W "* - -- ,~ • - "' - ,.. - ""<'IOjU>'lll•« °'""'$.$1/JlfS - .. /;JW.~!i JA,<$1S 

01< - ~ .... ""'"'°"" ...... - """"'""' 
·-· .. _, .. Il. .. •-·-· .. --- .. ÇQllLlll• 

5 ~ " '"' - ... ""'' ,, .. ' "'"°"" l'Ull"'8 ~ ... __ ,~., ........... -.... --""'"-' 
l"U< "'" ... C~'"' lüll.,,, CAIC."1$ ... ~·~·~ ........... "'"'""'"'"""""' 6 ~ 'llD' "" IOU~I llJll'll '"' !!Of(•~" .... l lAU!il 

~ ... '""'"""'' _ .. ,.,..,,._.,,.~-· .. '"''"'""' 
- " Gœ! ID/81'11-S/fJl'fl " "' ffMtll rl'Vff~IJQ 

Do - ! om ., .. ,,. '""' </•• .. ._~,. 
~ '"~''"~ll"l"'o"o"''"\\tATHCOl,OOm•IOlllO!'I 'lei 
~ .. ,,-,,.,~I"'""-"'"'" •r/ .. lt{JN .. IJl1!JU"'"""" Ll/"NlS 
50 u DlVnD~(D ON WOND ••OWN MATEH•Al w ., .. POWDERY " MESTD N• 
SOtS DAPPQRro EDUENS A CA<CA/RF DIFFUS 

r:--nl ·- <••" ~ 1 " ..... ""'l .N 
8 ~ ,,._.,,, • ..,Dli,,U """"'"W!JI 
VERTISOLS AND VERTIC SOILS VERTISOlS ET Sots VERTIQUES 

WO TH CU RVE O STRUCTU RE A STFI UCTUllE AffflOND/é 
•ROWH OR ••OO•SH IROW H VEAllSOUl W TH PO WOEA>' <'ME 
AND POWOERV O>'f'SU .. IN ~ltl OE~Tft 
VCllflSO<S •RUN$ A 81<UN ROUGE A CA•C~//lt; DIFFUS 
ET Cll!S1AU~ OE GYPSE EN f'llOFONOEUll 

On ••o BROW" .... Al<llVOA ...... ho ........ .,.. 
s.., A<LUVIONS BRUN •OUGE •- ,. ........ """"""' 

~ -·---....... c,....,.,.._,,_,.,.,.., ..... 
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SOILS WITH CALCAREOUS DIFFERENCIATION 
SOLS A O/FFERENCIATION CALCAIRE 

WI THOUT M ELA NI C HO RIZO N SANS H OR IZON M ELANIQUE 
W Ht OOWO<R• ""'' MOCA<. A CA<CAIRC DIFFU' MOOA<J~ 

tOc•~VIA ··-·~m ........... COUUWONS i. ..... "'" <'-
1e8 
1s W 
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SOILS WITH GVPSEOUS DIFFERENCIATION 
..., SOLS A OIFFERENCIATION GYPSEUSE 
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36 EJ 
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HVDROMORPHIC SOILS SOLS HYDROMORPHES 
M( OIUM O RGANI C M OYENNEMENT Of1 GANIOUES 

HUM•C CU> """" POWD<RY LIM • HUM/OUES A G<f~ A CALC~ IR~ OIFfUS 
On ••OW~ ACLUV1A "' ,,,. W•l>l s-... '"' AILU•IONS en u~ liS .......... , s ... .,.. 
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SODI C S OILS SOLS SODIQUES 
Wll H NON OE<lRAOEO SlllUCTl/R E A STRUCrURE NON Of.GRA DEE 

SAUNE SOll.S WITH ! AlT t"lO~tSCENC•S SDLS SALJNS A EFF<ORESCENCES SAl!rlCS 
o" ~ED - AltUVOA s~· •UU\llONS ROUGCS d"-
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ETHIOPIAN IMPERIAL GOVERNMENT 
.,~~~ 

NATI O NAL WATE R RESOU RC ES CO M MISS IO N 

ETHIOPIA - FRANCE COOPERATIVE PROGRAM 

W ABI SHEBELLE SURVEY 

FRENCH MINISTRY 
OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

IN COL LABORAT I ON WI TH 

NATIONAL WATER RESOURCES 
COMMISSION 

V 

BCEOM ORSTOM EDF 
IGN_BOPA 

SOILS MAP-CARTE DES SOLS 

Lower Valley-Basse Vallée 

JANUARY 1973 
MAP N°5 

GODE EAST 

SOILS FEATURES 
FAVOURING IRRIGATION 

APTITUDES DES SOLS 
A L'IRRIGATION 

1sr CLASS VERY SU ITABLE SOILS FOR IRRIGATION 
CLASSE 1 SOLS TRES FAVORABLES A l IRRIGATION 

1 A for ail tropical crops in arod zone 
pour toutes cultures tropicales de zone sr1de 

1 Ad s 

1 AD S 

24 11!1 25 111 26 . 
Zllll 27 . 28 Ill 29 

1 B for tropical lruot trees citrus pme apples tomatoes (Ju•ce) 
vegetables malle sorghum wheat groundnuts otlle r 
01!se11ds forages lgramonea) 
pour t1rbres fru1t1ers tropicaux agrumes ananas 
tomat11s f1us/ cultur11s l6gum1èr11s m8/s sorgho bf6 
arachide autres o/éeg1neu;x, graminées fourrageres 

'c 

1ads 3o œ 32~ 33~ 34~ 

IBDS 3 1 ~ 
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Brftf1c1t1/s rn/l1S, sorg ho bit} plantes a f1brt1s t t11<lllt1s 

Il CDS m 41 ~ 47E::::C,j 
11 C D S G M 44 f*.1{1 45 illlliJ 46 li~f, j 
l lCDSP 50~ 
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GODE WEST 

SOILS FEATURES 
FAVOURING IRRIGATION 

APTITUDES DES SOLS 
A L 'IRRIGATION 

1sT CLASS - VERV SUITA8LE SOILS FOR IRRIGATION 
CLASSE 1 - SOLS TRES FAVORABLES A L'IRRIGATION 

1 A - fo• all trop1cal crops m ar ld zone 
pour touft1S culturtis trop1ca/1J!S de zone aride 

IAds 24 . 25 . 26 . 

IADS 23 . 27 .. 28 . Z'l 

1 B for tro p1cet fruit trees c itrus pme apples, tomatofl s ijuoce ) 
vegetables ma1ze sorghum whe al groundnuts o ther 
01l seeds, forages (gramn11111! 
pour arbrt1s fru1t1ers tropicau>t. 11yrumes anana s 
tom1Jtt1s (jus), cultures lég um1eres. mats s orgho blé 
erach1da autres o/ésg1neux. gram1nées fourrsg6 res 

tBds 30 111 3 2~ 33~ 34~ 

IBOS 3 1 ~ 

'c for suger-cane, cotton art1f1c1al pastures ma1z 11 
wheat textile fiber plant& 01lseeds 
pour cenne ,. sucre coton, p l turagos artif1c10/s 
sorg ho blé, plantas il f1bras plantes a hu1/11 

1 CD sm 
9~ 1 0~ 12m 

16mm 17~ 39 m 

1 0 A - for sugar cane coton holl t1 ce 
pour ca,,ne A sucre coton, 111 plu>11al 

lOAOSm 11œ 16w 48~ 49 jv..,:;·1 
2 ND CLASS - LOW SUITABIUTY FO R IRRIGATION 
CLASSE 11 - SOLS PEU FAVORABLES A L IRFUGATION 

s orghum 

m aFs 

Il B - possible c rops tropical fru1t-trees citrus p1ne app les 
1o ma1oes (1u1cel vegetables, ma1ze , so rghum wheat. 
groundnuts other 01lseads 
c11/tures possibles arbros fruit1ors trop1cs"x agrumes 
ont1nHS tomatos !;us/ cu/rures /égumioras, nrBtS, sorgho, 
blé, art1ch1de, autres oléag1nt1ux 

Il Bd m 36 ')f,;' 37 []fil 38r~~}:j 
11 C - po ss ibl e c ro ps sugar-cane , canon, aruf1c1al pastures 

ma1ze sorghum wheat 1ext1le fiber ph•nts 
cuhures passibles canne il su c re cotan pAturag es 
ert1f1c1e/s, mais sorgho blé p lantes à fibres relrl lles 
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~ ow d$0 S oC RECN1A UVAo m"' t d 
4 1 L:..:...:..!:I Sc ro 9 /BUl>t If i 1 Il /JV IJNS flfCCN fS d• pr o tif. 

On Wab Shebe e YELLOW SH BROWN A LLUV A ove RED b11s11 ç AllUV A 
S A LUV ONS BRUN..JAUNE du WBb Sheb6 B "o an BS ALLUV ONS ROUGES bssa quB 

~ ow baw o Sl/ed C GOOE 
4 2 ~ Sol ~ro }1 nt l!i'#vgr # 'GODE. 

W TH GYPSEOUS CRUST MODAL ENCROUTES MODAUX 
F üm RED COLLUV A d61 v61d om b11sa ts Su COLLUV ONS ROUGES ssues d61s b11s11 es 

P"s:'llfl H SC ot: wh~p <ll o 60 md h OEB k SSOP~lielow h b o H S GODE NohGQOE 
43 ~ S ro g f. i • i ,. r. do pypu ,.. 60 m DE8R S.S OPE tk CO. NES tt /11/:u e GODE N ni GODE 

f om VELLOW SH RED oued ALLUV A Su AlLUV ONS ROUGE.JAUNE d8 ousds 

ANS lOWER ~$ on M COD 

On Wab Shebe e VELLOW S H BROWN ALLUV A o e YELLOWIS H RED oued A LLUVIA 
Su ALLiJV ONS BRUN.JAUNE du W11b Shebe B ecouu 11n es ALLUV ONS ROUGE..JAUNE des OUB 

4 7 
~ t aw hbow Sil SCL/ft ow h ed C GOOE 
~ Sul!; IN >IN.l)Uft! " GOOF. 

HYDROMORPHIC SOILS SOLS HYOROMORPHES 
M EDIUM OR GANI C MOYENNEMENT ORGA NIQUES 

HUM C GLEY W TH POWDERY L ME HUM DUES A GLEY A CALCA RE 0 FFUS 
On B ROWN A UV A o 1 e Wab Sheba e Su A LL UV ONS BRUNES rlu Web Sh•b• • 

SHEBE LLE p 11 n se e Sé " dB B p 11 n61 de SHEBELLE 

se e de a pane de MUS T AH L 

~Bw C e ddGflAMNEA•a 
49 ~ So b n 1 oncm• no d k """" 61/AMN!!S 

SODIC SOILS SOLS SODIQUES 
W IT H NON DEG RA DED STRU CTURE A STRUCTURE N ON D EGRADEE 

SAL NE sa LS w TH SALT EFFLORESCENCES SOLS SAL NS A EFFLORESCENCES SAl NES 
On RED oued ALLUV A Su A LLUVONS ROUGES doued 

ç;:m Re so S wh9psm oa med mdeph BURKURFERER 
50 l±.'.:..LJ So rQUI} If. j ~ j iJ, '18 d1 gyp o ' moYf ' fi o/Dnit '8/Jl//(/JI/ fERFEll 
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IMPERIAL E J Hl Q Pl AN GOVERNMENT 
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SOILS MAP-CARTE DES SOLS 

Lower Valley-Basse Vallée 

JANUARY 1973 

MAP N ° 11 

IMI WEST 

SOILS FEATURES 
FAVOURING IRRIGATION 

APTITUDES DES SOLS 
A L'IRRIGATION 

1" CLASS VERY SUITABLE SOILS FOR IRRIGATION 
CLASSE J S OLS TRES FAVORABLES A L IRRIGATION 

1 A for ait tropical crops 1n ar1d zone 
pour toutes cultures tropicales de zone aride 

IA ds 24 . 25 . 26 . 

IADS 23 . 27 - 28 . 29 -

1 8 for tropical fruit trees citrus p1ne apples tomatoes (Ju1ce) 
vegetables ma1ze sorghum, wheat groundnuts other 
01lseeds forages (gram1nea) 
pour arbres fru1t1ers tropicaux, agrumes ananas 
tomates (Jus) cultures légumières mars sorgho ble, 
arachide au tres oléag1neu~ graminées fourrageres 

IBds 30 - 32~ 33~ 34~ 

1 BD S 31~ 

1 c - for sugar-cane cotton art1f1c1al pastures ma1ze 
wheat textile f1ber plants 01lseeds 
pour canne a sucre coton pâturages art1f1c1els 
sorgho, hie plantes a fibres, plantes a huile 

1 C 0 s m 
9• 10~ 12m 13~ 

15~ 11m 39~ 40~ 

1 0 A for sugar cane coton h1ll r1ce 
pour canne à sucre coton riz pluvial 

1 D AO Sm 1 1~ 16. 4B g 49 =~ 

2ND CLASS LOW SUITABILITY FOR IRRIGATION 

SOLS PEU FAVORABLES A L IRRIGATION 

sorghum 

mais 

14 . 

42~ 

CLASSE Il 

Il B possible crops tropical fruit trees citrus p1ne apples 
tomatoes (Ju1ce) vegetables ma1ze sorghum wheat 
ground nuts, other oilseeds 
cultures possibles arbres fru1t1ers tropicaux, agri1mes 
ananas, tomates (JUS), cultures /egum1eres, mais, sorgho, 
ble, arachide, autres oleag1neux 

Il Bd m 36 . 31lilllJil 3amJ 
Il c possible c rops sugar cane cotton art1f1c1al pastures 

ma1ze sorghum wheat textile f tber plants 
cultures possibles canne a sucre, coton paturages 
art1f1c1els, mais sorgho blé, plantes a fibres textiles 

Il COS m 41 . 

llCDSGM44 m 

Il C 0 S P 50 IIBTIJl 

47 illlll{J 
45 . 46-

3RD CLASS 

CLASSE Ill 

Ill y 

UNSUITABLE FOR IRRIGATION 

111 R U 

Ill R T 

Ill u 

Ill w 

SOLS NON 

•Ll 
~WA 

3 [El] 
19~ 

6œ 

IRRIGABLES 

35t.~:~~~ 

20§ 2 1~ 

18~ 

43~ 

EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS 
SIG NIF/CA TION DES SYMBOLES 

Factors chang'ing t he quahty of the so1ls su1table 
Facteurs alterant les qualités des sols 1rr1gables 

d S glil da n11e OKB>SI 1 
0,. n~1 Nitr '''"ss• ,. 

0 D 1 no;1 n1u111r1 on • 1,r9tr 1u t 
o,. 111191 mHn•n nk.su ,. 

S WHk sel n IV n lhe d•plh 

SQ Ull! '' ~lt M prrifonrhur 

S Hghsa ntv1ttec n;thewho11oll 
~R uro Io Io o//"/8n/ / <nsemlt/e du wl 

G F "' """ d•i•i lulu o ""'" 11bl• ro 911 on 
(ifonu/Dmttna fiM non llJ ~Ulf l/ll11'!J 1b/t 1 1 m911 QH 

m SI uh11 b o~en m c o ier.11 eqlil nu wrv tll;ht lelltl nu 
Mtrortl.rf ptu UHIOI~ ~f$$18flr dff ,m,,.,.. lrk !;g8rs 

M B oken m ao •l •f qqu • ng • g,.a1 dHI ol Io•• n1 
M < 0 """' JN!l1 u lu n• i«ess fa 1 .Ms pJa sges npu ta IX 

P ll•ph ol lho •• 1""111• 1 m 
P ulom/eu ilu •ol 'nlllfffurt // ( m 

Symbols concern1ng non 1rr1gable so1ls 
Symboles concernant les sols non 1rr1gables 

R AbundnM ~0~1i1 t 11111nt! 

T s1 .. p slop., 
P~n/ts lar111s 

U Super! ci1I 1 me,tone a gy~um f a~s 

Oa/181 ""' Il! Oii IJ'IMIUU su/If/fi' e/Ws 

W Dep!h o! •O 1 us 1h1n 50 C"I 
f' olollileu du 10/ lnNnturt 1 50 rm 

y 

for 1rr19at1on 

Pl an 1metnc ske tch executed from the mosa1cs 
o f 1964 67 aer1a l photo s 
Esquisse plan1metr1que executee dapres les mosa1ques 
phorographrques de 1964 67. 

INDE X SHEET 

8 7 • • 3 
'''' iM:i~1 IMI 

9 GOOE
5 10 MAOISO GODE GODE KELAFO MUSTAHIL 

IMI 
W~:t EAST WEST EAST WEST 

6 30 

2 
MUSTAHIL ' BURKUR 

A 
L1m1t s of i r rigabl e so ils 1st Class 
L1m1te des sols rrr1gables Classe 1 

lnd1ca t 1o n of large 1rr1gable zones 
lnd1cac1on des grandes zones 1rr1gables 

Fa 
Sea le 1 50000 ~ app ro x1mate 

CE 

Mtlal '-~Y.~.-~~~-:,,.~, --:::0--------;--------~,~-------;3 Miles 0 

""~'7,~~,~,,:---0ô-----C-------:,~-----:,~-----;4-----:s,m 

42 OO' 

Flooded area (h 1gh l y) 
ZonE fortement inondable 

Water leve l 
Cote d eau 

Bene h mark 
Boulon~ borne 

ABREVIATIONS 

nS Mm!omsa"~ 

Sii} U/llliJk ' U/J/fS /OOflnS 

111 I S Mid um 1nd fine ur>d w lh p !dam nontt ot mttl um Hn~ 
smsl si//Jlur ' 111!/1& moyrms li u~ll!s !Ms 
rs fn1und 
sf Jft/J/lui 8 111Nrs fins 

'm S c.., .. 1nd med um und w 1h prtdoin n•na of •!NI Ja un~ 

$!J1f J8/ihu1 1 111/Jles f/flJU~ •I sn/Jks / /ls 

lcS Fini •nd ,,. ... s.nd 
sfsg .,,IJOOH 1 "1hl•.r fi11• 11 ,..111 ... 1 o""'* s 
lmS F"' 1nd modum und 
sl!im 1Bbltu1 i ub/ls fins Il sllllts moylns 
S LL S.ndy loin lo I011 
sfstl s1b/tli1 1 sH/1& fins 11 u0/11 tris fi11s 
SCL Stndy dav lo,am 
s/1 110/D .. rp lt!IJJI li '8blt1s ~ns 

J 

' 
' 1 

' 

' 

I 

, 

' "' sd fH/t/JJI I m1,. 1ri1 fins 
S L Sl1v 101111 

1 , 

tif! ll~ln limltM/JJI i 1U/t$ rr6s fiHS 

CL Cl1v l09m 
$/Il sH/o llJ ~ • JHll!s 1/#s ~"' 
S C.L S lty <111 lllllm 
/JI h nOl1h ll'l /flfJI 

CSCCb.v s11vci•1 
1>tfl 1 1 ln Mbla hma11t1u.: i Mbl8s lits fins 
S C SllV div 
.i 1rgil~b1t10/!Hj 

c. City 
' l!J/il!qt 

LEGEND OF THE SOILS MAP 
LEGENDE DE 

LA CARTE PEDOLOGIQUE 
WEAKLY D EVELOPED SOILS SOLS PEU EVOLUES 

XEROSOLS XER/QUES 
GYPSEOUS SOILS Do< ved Iron n1arl anll gypsunl 
GYPSEUX Issus das , a'nes gypseuses 

~ Vèl ow 1h ~1ay ..o 1~ L w n supe fic al 9\'PS.Um lia; LAR"GE FlAîS l!MI l(El.A.FD MUST AH IL BU~KU~) 
1 ~ Sit!< 1ns,.u1111 sri ~n p/M:o i thl/I ik 1ypu supllflr"t/11 GRANDS fLATS /Ml KELAFO Ml)$(AHll BIJRK/JR 

Yollowt•h; 1y lll Il S l w lh 1 g)'Jlum fl1g 1\ 50 cm il!P h o" COLUMA lARGl fLAlS 
~ (Ml KEWO MUSTAH l. 8UllKUR) 

2 ~ Sais 111sf1un1 1111 i Hiii 61 IYPSf 1m1rr11 i ~O rm •~r COUl)VIONS BllANfJS FlArS 
{/Mt KELAFO MIJSTAHIL BIJllKUH} 

NON CLIMATIC SOILS NON CLIMATIQUES 
LITHIC ERODED SOILS WITH POWDERY LIME Denved !rom mati and gyp&um 
SOLS D EROSION LITHIQUES A CALCAIRE DIFFUS Issus des ma,nes gypseuse,; 

PrPîTI Yolluw •h Day '" • S l w !! • Jiii t a•I ;1~•"n Il•; lOWER HlllS 
3 Ud..J.d.I Sa/ 111• µw1111 slf/ en p/8u 8 da/li rk 9fPSI Sll/lfrfiCM/18 CQll!NfS BASSES 

~ Wh t1sh yellow LO b l 1h1 low w lh 9yp1um !11; an OOLlUVIA OtB RIS SLDPE of lhe LCIWER HllLS 
4 ~ Sais JIUilll'0/1tnc stf i ri.Jiii de 9Yfl~ pou pro!INldf su COllUYIONS OE8111S.SLOF'ES 1au• /11 COtllNfS BASSfS 

Denved from 1 mestooe f,;sus dfJ,; en/es""" 
Y1I ow ih 1d S4l ls L Io Cl, w h 1 mo1lone tr~;m1n11 ••d calca aou! nl!dulH Dfi CDLLUVlA 

~ TALUS balow the BLUff ol the L MESTON[ rLATEAUS 
6 lllml Sa/1 011f18 /BUii* srf à slfa li de/ms el n•du/ls ~•li:• l'f$ su COU/JVIONS 

TAIUS !IOU1 /ls COI/NICHES 1111 f't.ArEAuX CAtCA!ll!S 

Red •O 1 S1L w Th ii~um Jl1q •! 20 cm doptl1 on COltUVIA 
6 ~ GOOE """ IDEBl!IS SLOPEI and FfRFER • .. IPl.A.TlAUSI 
~ Sais roufU stfl .i dr/11 ile l(PSf 1 10 <m ilt p~oniltUI $U COll/JVIONS 

"""'""'' de GOOE (O!(JR/$ SIOPE/ n 1k FERFEH (Pl.AftAUX/ 

Derlved lfom b!>salts /,;,;us de,; ba,;sltes 

m:::.t] P•. b ""'" 10~• SL 10 l Yll'I S!O•V Qh WlATHEREa a .... 11 BOU LOERS Hus 
7 ~ S~s ~ronc/lt/ 11 ~$///lis c;,ihwt••• ,,, AITERAnON 111OOUl!111111111/tes COll!NfS 

SOILS OEVELOPEO ON WIND BLOWN MATER IAL W ITH POWDERY LIMESTONE 
SOLS 0 APPORTS EOLIENS A CALCAIRE DIFFUS 

8 
r:-c5J Vtllow tOilf SL 10 L an DUNES GODE a N L2........:J Sols J'UM sf J 1/1 sut O/JN!S ~IMIVllS dr üOOE. 

V ERTISOLS AND VERTIC SOILS VERT/SOLS ET SOLS VERT/QUES 
WITH CURVED STR U CTURE A STRUCTURE ARRONDIE 

BRDWN OR REDDISH BROWN VERTISOLS WITH POWDERY LIME 
AND POWDERY GYPSUM IN THE DEPTH 
VERT/SOLS BRUNS A BRUN ROUGE A CALCAIRE DIFFUS 
ET CRISTAUX DE GYPSE EN PROFONDEUR 

On RED BROWN oued ALLUVIA derlved fl'om hmestone 
Sut ALLUVIONS BRUN ROUGE doued issues des calc#1rts 

R!'<J~ sh brown VII t •olJ il Ulflllll<I ç on 40 Gm C Io SC W lh powdory QVptum Il 100 Cll'I d1P1h 

g ~ IH ly llaodtrl outd Bu Y ALLUV A. 
~ V'!fSO/< tunto111t 1romtJltll.~ut1 1ur 40 cm r i o/ ~ crr~t1u; ih! ~ypu wn 100 <m. 

nullilalms AllWIONS û loutd 8~ I'. 

On BROWN oued A LLUVIA de• ved from bfJselts 
Sur ALLUVIONS BRUNES ri oued ssus dss blilsa/res 

O own to ttd •l!lt!sal1 gr"mo»ohc on 40 ~m C 10 s C. ... 1h P<>Wd•rv 9Vil'"m a 40 cm d1pth 1nll1 floç.dtd 
·-~2=, "'~ ouod ALLUV1A North W111 GOllE • .. 

I '~ <{ V1ff/$Q/$ bnHIS • flJ//IN 1romc$(///q1,11S su 4Q cm' ',1' <11•/1ur "'IYPIW I plut dl 40 cm. iwllt/1b/fs 
All/J'l/ONS dol!# Nan/ 011111 QOOl 

Dn BROWN ALLUVIA of the Web1 Shebelle Sur ALLUVIONS BRUNES du Wsb Sheba/1# 
GODE 1 M 1 1er., Sfrle11 IMI GODE 

~ 6 own •e-nl1ols Q11Jmo1ol c on 30 cm C w lh 1 t!lo ixrwd•l'I UYP• m bdow 60 r:m ••< ly Haod!d 
1 1 ~ Vt!rlJ/llS bnm• ttumo10J vue• 111 30 cm ~ quelq 111s cnz/.aur titi IYP"' .i Jllrlll da 60 &m "'1nd11!/u. 

fX')()(1 Brown 111uc so 11 urnmo1ol c an 30 trn C r.1111 ixrwd•ry gypsum bolow 30 cm 
, 2 ~ Sais btunJ VWllQWS 'qmGSa/IQIJliS SOI 30 011, 8 Qlllil~aes cnSllll>: dl 9YflSI 8 Pllf dl 30 (Ill 

~ B own '"'1' 10 11 i umo•a 1c on 20 cm SC tD C w th pOWlllry U~J»Um n d1pth 
13 ~ Sais ~tunl Vlltifuti 1111mosa/iq111s sur 20 cm •lfl J I 1 Ull/11/X" dt fYf!ff ~n prrJ/D/liJelJ 

KELAl'O MUSTAHIL 8URKUR ser es SBuu KELAFO MUSTAHIL BURKUR 

fEEIIE8 B own '' tlsols g umasol c on 30 cm SC !O C wnh POl"'OIIY iil'l'•m bu ow 90 cm 11ldo111 1 oodlld. 
14 HfE333 Ven !IOfs b un$ g umo$11/1quts '" 30 en as li ~ ' "'''" r sûur rJt gypu i plus H !10 'm fil Oll~nt /Honda~/11 

IEEl3l ARdshbown 1<1!1011 grumosolc an 20 cm C wth ixrwd•l'l llVP••m bellM' 100 cm (KELAFD anli) 
15 Van !IOI$ hron flJ//I~ gromo!IOf!Qflf• $Ur 20 cm • """ ""/'"' de !lfPS~ I plus ik 100 cm fKEl.AFO SIWhmlnrJ 

m Brown w111ols 911Jmasol c "" JO cm C w !h powdtry gypsum below 8D cm very ias I~ tlooO.d (MUSTAMIL pla ni 
1 6 VS1Ntols l!runs gtua osal.qutJi su 30 &m a '""' nomb11ux rnstaw 1/1 9l'Pl' ' plus ik 80 &m. 

f/Jfl:l!mon/ "°"d•M~s /p'811t1 d• Ml)SfAHll/ 

m Brown "nie $0111 g umo1ol t on 20 cm C w lh _.t"ll' Yfll•"m below 80 'm Hldr>m lloodod 1SHEllH1E P a1n) 
17 Sais b11111S W!f f<llS 9 umQSOiqutJs JU JO cm ' ll"U" fflJllU1 1/1 gyp!le 8 plus 1/1 80 Cii!, f~ Ml!llffJn/ 11/Jlllki~Ms 

(pl•"" tfa SHfBElLE) 

SOILS WITH CALCAREOUS DIFFERENCIATION 
SOLS A DIFFERENCIAT/ON CALCAIRE 

W ITHO UT MELANIC HORIZON SANS HORIZON MELAN/QUE 
WlTH POWOERY LIME MODAL A CALCAIRE DIFFUS MODAUX 

COLLUVIA darved from 1 mastone COLLUVIONS Issues das calea1u1s 
Ytllow s~ rld '" ls fS wtth manv mt"on1 deb ' 1nd ~bblH 

l B ~ DEBR S SlOPE bohrw th• l MESTONE PLATEAUS IGOOE 10 0URKURI 
~ Sa/.< ITlllfJll µw"" </ c/11.s ~ iMb s t8/ca rts P"' 1moussis 

0!811/S SLOf'( $DUS Ils PLArEAJJX CAlCAIRES !GODE • fi/lllK/JRI 

~ Yel owish Id .., I• mis wi1h murono and bH1h c pobbl'" HlltOCKS a! the LARGE AllWIAl FANS 1 Mi i 
19 ~ ~nJs nµig• /o' "" sm<I A g• •ts cakat2s 11 //8saff~uts PET!TS MAMflONS lfH GRANDS CON(S dl O!JECr/ONf!MIJ 

WITH NOOULES A AMAS ET NODULES 
Der vad Iton 1 mestone Issus des celc1t1rt1$ 

h=I=rl Y1 ow 1h !d so I• S L 10 L w lh "'lti t11us nadultl llMESTONE PLATEAUX !GOOE co 8UR~URI 

20 t:=c::::i Sos uup'jllune sd/ •sil il nlJf!ults &ak•lr&S la pMco PlATfAl)X CAlCA/llfS l600E ,j !IURl</JRJ 

OerlvGd from $1111d$tOne l11sus d9s gn}s 

~ Red 1011 Sl l w 1+. celte aous nodules UJWER PLATEAl!S OMO 
2 1 ~ So# ouµs si;/ ;t l/118.S e1 11(}1/u/ls t1k;,irt1 1a pfllct BAS Pl.Arf.Al.IX flMI/ 

On ancoent oulld ALLUVIA Sur anciennes ALLUVIONS doued 
V•l ow •h 1ed "°' s t:mS w 1h cal<o1reou• pebbln ol110 C11mtn1tr1 n canolamtrate n11 1~1 Jur!1cr 

l'"""T""'1'J !!ILLOCKS n 1h1 1.A.ACE ALlUVfAl fANS !GODE! 
22 LI....tJ Sols rouµJ'uM spsf 8 91œ11 c1c1/fi1 "'"'""n slJIJi/81 "" cong/omem1; lttbh: pnJQn</e 

MAMEUJNS d•S GRANDS CONES th OEJfCTION (600E/ 

SO ILS WITH GYPSEOUS DI FFERE NCIATION 
SOLS A DIFFERENCIATION GYPSEUSE 

WITH PDWOERY GYPSUM MDOAL A GYPSE DIFFUS MOOAUX 
On BROWN ALLUVIA of the Wab1 SheblJ'lle 
Sur ALLUVIONS BRUNES du Web/ Shebelle 

1 M 1 GODE senas S6nes /Ml GODE 

[ '' I~ B own ""ls SC w .. 1 y u ~o>t/b jll.NCl!Nl MEANOlRS vl lln1 Wab Shebef ot 
23 = ~ 1 Sais 11 uns 1111~/till#nt hum fi11sls1 (MfANORES MOll TS ilv WAB/ SHE8fllf) 

24 ~--=-;i 8own 10 ytlowbh~own !()Ils Sil to SC n d!Olil 
SnJ.< •1110• ~ h111n1•un• ;tri à 8/ en p o/Oiidour 

2• IITIITIJ 
26 ŒIIlJ 
27~ 

B own •• I• rJI• IGOOE! 
Sois ~uns 1/ sf ((iOO!J 

S own sols S L 10 C n depth IGODEl 
Sais b1un1 sdl ' a l'fJ fl"l/l!lldeiJ !GOOE! 

Brown 1011 CL !COOE) 
Sols 111un1 srh (Qalft) 

$01.1ttl KELAFO MUSTAHIL BURKUR seres S6nes Sud KELAFO MUSTAHIL BURKUR 

28 f j 
29 ITIITI 

S own '" I' C/b own •h r•llaw L ,.Idem Hoallld lo Hl 1 floodld IKELAfO) 
Sais bruns 1/µu111 btullltrt slf p1u mo/11111!181 1 nQ/ld~llS (K(lAfO/ 

Bown1ol1SL10C ndtpth 
Sa/J &un• s/f, a a"' 11<lfonltu 

On SROWNISH YELLOW ALLUVIA of th/il Wlb Shebelle 
Sur ALLUVIDNS JAUNE BRUN du Wabl Shebelle 

1 M 1 North GODE sene& Sen1s /Ml Nord GODE 

30~ 

31~ 

S ow"llh )'Il ow 1°' 1 kS BANKS o1 lh~ W1b Shobollo. 
Sols ,.u11111!run 1 <lfl 80/Jl/llEICTS 4 8!/16! l/u W1bi S~/~ 

B own11h yell(IW IS/C 
~r>ls ou1111bu r.1/1 

1 M 1 Nonh GODE KELAFO serles Sene !Ml Nord GODE KElAFO 

~ B Qwn •h .,..1.,... "'I• S L Io IS l!ECENT Q ANCIENl llANKS al ho Wab Shebtll1 
32 ~ Sais l"Ulll! /lrun stfl si 80111/RtlrrS de 8!1/6[ du w~~ Shm/11 ACTl)flS DU ANCJ€NS 

South KELAFO MUSTAHIL 8URK UR ser es Séries Sud KELAFO MUSTAHIL BURKUR 

r:?f:71 e ciwn 1h yel ow 1011 S l to 1111S 1n d1p1h BANKS of !he Wabl Shebe 1, 
3 3 Ll.J...d Sols 11u1tt1 Il u~ stfl ; 1'sm en prolonlf•ur 80U/lllEL[r$ d• Blfl(J( du Wobl Sh.m.111' 

ITTill Bown•h)'<llOWl°''SltoSLC n~plh 
34 Wilij Sais Jlll!M /mm stfl .t slfla en pnJfol!deu 

On REDDISH YELLOW oued ALLUVIA Su' ALLUVIONS JAUNE ROUGE des ou•dS 

35 ~!~ ~ • • 

A1dd 1h 11now LO ls IS to l w th ~1bbl11 " he dop1li oll1n salr; 
A[lUVIAl FANS H GHER !)OS t oo (GOOE Io BU~KUR! 
s~ /il ""m Ill" ,r' rtf 1 p ~t• o" fi utol//lku souvwit ulé& 
All/JVIONS das CONES dr OE.lfCrJllN pa/iltl/Jli HAUTE /60fJF .t HUllK/Jll/ 

Rtdd lh v• luw 'IO ls l '"d ms ALLllVIAL FANS ll Ml l 
Sa, J11 ni flJUge slf al sm Ali/NIONS lks C(IN(~ di! (lfJfC~/JN {/Ml/ 
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This pedologie note is a summary of the studies carried out by
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A soil map at 1/60.000 of the Lower Valley of the Fafen delineates
the flood zones located between the Jerer-Fafen junction and Iglole, thus
enabling to determine the agro-pastoral potential.

1. NATURAL BNVIRONMENT

. A. CLlMATOLOGY

This zone is characterized by a sub-arid climate of Ogadenian
~.

1. Rainfall

Annual rainfall is approximatëly 300 mm or less, distributed in
two rainy seasons (characteristic of equatorial latitudes), the most important
being in march-april-may and the other in october-november. The rainfall data
of Kebri-Dahar station, for 8 observation-years, gives a Mean annual rainfal1
of 277 mm distributed as follows : .

Month J F M A M J Jt A S 0 N D Total in mm

monthly 0,.7 0.1 10.9 26.5 19.5 0 0.4 0.1 2.5 27.9 9 .. 6 0 .. 9 277
%

. 1

1

lst rainy
season

1

'2ndrainy
1
1 season
1

Though the percentage of rainfall for each month seems correct
whatever the importance of total rainfall MaY be in the region, on the
other hand, inter-annual variations are sometimes considerable. The highest
and lowest rainfall data respectively correspond to more than 400 mm and less
than 100 mm. But the recurrence of such unusual years is not known.

2. Temperatures

Another characteristic of equatorial latitudes is the very small
inter-monthly temperature variation, the difference being only 1°9 between
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the "coo1est" month (Ju1y) and the hottest month (February). The mean
annual temperature is 26°,4.

1 Mean annua1
Month J F M A M J J A S 0 N D Temperature

Temp. 26. J 26.9 27.8 26.7 26.5 26.8 25.0 26. J 26.9 26.6 26.0 25.9 26.4

3. Winds and whirlwinds

Strong winds blow regularly in this zone as in a11 Lower-Ogaden
and a still atmosphere is seldom observed. The highest winds blow from the
South West in Ju1y and August.

During the warm hours of the day ascending currents give rise to huge
dust whirlwinds(sometimes several hundred meters high) which cover the plain.

B. VEGETATION

The vegetation on the outskirts of the Fafen Valley is very
distinct from that of the valley.

J. Vegetation on the outskirsts of the valley

On limestone plateaux and on foothi1ls grows a more or 1ess dense
thicket of Acacia spp. and Commiphora and a discontinuous gramineae carpet.

2. Vegetation in the Fafen valley

It is main1y herbaceous with a predominance of gramineae forming
a loose carpet in non-flooded zones and growing denser as the flood
intensity increases •

In strongly-flooded zones or in areas where a ground water table
exists near the surface, a usua11y dense shrubby vegetation grows with
predominant Acacia me11ifera.
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C. GEOLOGY

The Lower Valley ot the Fafen is framed by limestone hills to the
North and gypsum hills to the South, the altitude of which does not exceed
50 m compared to the general level of the plain.

Though the marine sedimentary series seem to be horizontal, they
slightly dip from the North-West to the South-East, the stratigraphie succession
being as follows, i.e. :

- Kebri Dahar limestone

- Main gypsum formation

Jurassic

Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous

- Hustahil limestone : Berriasian - Lower Cenomanian

- Belet Uen limestone : Cenomanian

- Gesoma sandstone : Cretaceous

The limits between these various series are distinct except in
the case of Kebri Dahar limestone and of the main gypsum formation.

A very distinct discontinuity in the Kebri Dahar latitude may be
observed : the Kebri Dahar limestone seeros to sink suddenly and the main
gypsum formation appears instead. This is probably due to the existence of
a fault at this level.

From the geologic point of view, the alluvial deposits of the Fafen
or of temporary rivera may be classed as quaternary sediments.

The stratigraphie succession above mentioned is not wholly identical
from the North to the South of the Valley :

North of Kebri Dahar, the hills consist only of Kebri Dahar limestone
forming white to grey beds. In the Shekosh-Bircot region, very hard, brownish
to black limestone intercalations may be observed. These hills present very
steep slopes and are broken up by the hydrographie system of temporary rivers.

South of Kebri Dahar, the hills are constituted by the main gypsum
formation which includes thick marl layers intercalated with gypsum beds. The
relief is not so pronounced as in the North but, in the Iglole region, the higher
parts of hills are crowned with the thin Mustahil limestone formation to which
is due their tabular aspect.

East of the Dobowein plain, the vast and very low limestone plateaux
consist of Belet Uen limestone.

In this zone, Gesoma sandstone only appears in the form ot reddish
weathered material either of alluvial or colluvial origin or wind-transported.
They distinctly outcrop to the East near Shilavo.
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D. GEOMORPHOLOGY

1. Formation of the Lower Valley of the Fafen

The Lower Valley of the Fafen is apparently due to the slight
subsidence of a sedimentary block along a N.W. S.E., fault line which is
probably contemporary with the fault which caused the formation of the
Lower Valley of the Wabi Shebelle. This assumption rests on the following
features, Le. :

- The valley is rectilineal from Shekosh to Fanhad and from
Fanhad to the Dobowein plain.

- The presence to the South of the Kebri Dahar "unconformity"
with the three large plains or "depressions" of Korahe, Dobowein and
Iglole.

- The presence of intrusive basait, East of Korahe and West of
Dobowein(which does not appear on the map as it is located just outside
the limits of the mapped area).

2. Sedimentation in the Lower Valley of the Fafen

Consecutive to this land subsidence, a considerable recurrence
of erosion occurred in the upstream part as well as an accelerated filling-in
in the downstream part. But the drainage system of the Lower Valley of the
Fafen is divided into two

- the Fafen

- the Fafen "tributaries" (témporary rivers) which are not
real tributaries as they seldom reach the river but end in the outskirts forming
detrital fans.

Consequently, two distinct types of sedimentation are observed

- the brown Fafen alluvial deposits derived from the weathered
basait, limestone and granite of the High Plateaus mainly spreading in'the
Korahe and Dobowein plains owing to the meandering of the river in these
zones.

- the reddish alluvial deposits of temporary rivers derîved from
reddish weathered local limestone and which occupy ail the valley between
Fanhad and Shekosh. In this zone, the flow of temporary rivers 1S strong
and may transport a greater quantity of material than the deeply embanked
Fafen. Conversely, to the South, the temporary rivers being shorter-have
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a weaker flow and their alluvial deposits are less extended and often
limited to detrital fans in the outskirts of the Valley.

E. HYDROLOGICAL REGIME OF FLOODS

The independent characteristics of the drainage systems should
result into different hydrological conditions of floods.

However, the problem is more complex, the Fafen runoff being .
slowed down since it supplies water to the deficient alluvial water tables
which largely extend from Fanhad to Kebri Dahar. This accretion occurs during
rainfall in the upstream part of the basin which precedes rainfall in the
downstream part.

Runoff in the Fafen is therefore observed at the same period as in
temporary rivers, during the rainy months in Ogaden: April-May and October
November.

Both drainage systems communicate, though indirectly, through the
alluvial water-table.

Flood intensity and duration

It is difficult to get an accurate idea of the intensity and
duration of floods since observations bearing on long periods are lacking.
Nonetheless, taking into account the aspect of vegetation, floods may be
clàssed according to their "value" without any important mistake being made.

The classification used on the map is as follows, i.e. :

- Fafen floods :

• very highly flooded zones
highly flooded zones

• easily flooded zones
· scarcely flooded zones

- Floods of Fafen "tributaries"

· flooded zones (large temporary rivers)
• flooded zones (small temporary rivers)

The quantitative knowledge of the depth of runoff and of the flood
duration could be acquired later if needed.
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As an indication, the hydrological data concerning the annual
volume of water for Kebri Dahar are given below, i.e. :

Year 1969 1970 1971

Annual 18.921.600 36.266.400 22.075.200Volume : m3

II. SOIL-FORMING PROCESS

The sub-arid climate of this region with a mean rainfall under
300 mm distributed in two rainy seasons and with intense evaporation linked
to the latitude and permanent wind, conditions

- a vegetation characterized by its reduced growth and short
vegetative cycle, and consequently, a very small accumulation of organic
matter which is soon mineralized.

- a frequent accumulation of soluble salts, especially gypsum,
in the soil.

However, as soon as the pedo-climate becomes more humid, as in
flooded zones, the following features may be observed, i.e.

- vertic characters appear in clayey soils and a thick grumosolic
horizon always exists.

- the content of organic matter increases but is never greater
than 3 percent, even in highly flooded zones.

A. SALT MIGRATION ACCUMULATION

1. Limestone

The entire plain and its surroundings consist of limestone.
Two types of calcareous differenciation may be observed : powdery lime and
calcareous heaps and nodules.
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1.1. Powdery lime

Limestone remains powdery and invisible in the alluvial deposits
although calcium carbonate attains more than 20 percent.

1.2. Calcareous accumulations and nodules

•
On the hills surrounding the valley, limestone is well individua-

lized in the forro of numerous and hard calcareous accumulations and nodules
resting on the bed-rock.

These facts bring about the following observations :

- the climate is not at present suitable for the migration and
accumulation of calcium carbonate, despite the large quantity of total
limestone existent in the soil.

- the calcareous nodules of plateaux are probably remnants left
by a previous more humid climate.

2. Gypsum

Gypsum being far more soluble than limestone, it migrates and
accumulates in aclimate of this type.

However, gypsum sources are not'so abundant as in the Lower
Valley of the Wabi Shebelle where the environment wholly consists of gypsum.
Consequently, the gypsurn accumulation is low in most soils.

2.1. Powdery' gypsum

This forro of accumulation of crystals, mainly of saccharoid type,
not linked to one another or cemented in very small friable heaps, may be
observed in the Fafen alluvia as well as in those of temporary rivers.

2.2. Gypsum crusts

Real gypsum crusts are only observed in the last spreading zone of
the Fafen where all the surrounding hills consist of gypsum. This crust is
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composed of gypsum crysta1s or heaps cemented together. It is often cavernous
with infiltrations of fine and a1ways friable soi1.

In some places, on the banks of the Fafen(for instance at the
Kebri Dahar bridge), gypsum crusts may a1so be observed, but in this case,
they are on1y superficia1 formations and do not extend 1atera11y.

3. Sodium ch10ride

This is the most soluble salt and it consequent1y moves easi1y
under a subarid c1imate. Yet, no saline efflorescences or horizons are
ever seen in the soi1s.

As in the case of gypsum, this is due to the 1ack of considerable
sources of sodium ch10ride. Besides, soi1 is not a1ka1inized because of the
large quantity of calcium on the absorbing comp1ex.

B. VERTIC CHARACTERS

Vertic characters appear in c1ayey soi1s of montmori110nitic type
1iab1e to be f100ded but which a1so present pronounced drying up periods.
They are characterized by :

- the presence, when dry, of vertical shrinkage cracks de1imiting
a prismatic structure with distinct (vertiso1s) or not very distinct (vertië
soi1s) slickensides.

- a surface horizon, with a very divided-up granu1ar or crumb
structure, about 25 cm deep (grumoso1ic horizon).

C. ACCUMULATION OF ORGANIC MATTER

1. In non-f100ded zones,

that is to say in soi1s where the pedo-c1imate is on1y affected
by regiona1 c1imatic conditions, a humic surface horizon is not easi1y
distinguished. The content of organic matter is approximate1y 1 percent in
the first 20 centimeters.
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2. In flooded zones,

The content of organic matter increases together with the duration
of flooding.

Vertisols present 2 to 2,5 percent of organic matter for 60 cm
about, and hydromorphic soils, scarcely more than 2,7 percent for 60 cm.

The C/N of organic matter is approximately JO and characterizes
a calcic humus which is easily mineralized and which consequently soon disap
pears if it is not reconstituted, for instance, for cultivation needs.

III. DESCRIPTION OF SOILS

Soils are described in the same order as in the soil map at J/60.000.
Besides, soil series presenting an agricultural or pastoral interest are
studied in detail.

A. CLASS OF SOILS IN EARLY STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT

This class is only represented here by the sub-class of non-climatic
soils in early stage of development with two groups which are differenciated
by their forming processes.

- erosion soil-group
- wind-transported soil group

Erosion soil-group

Not very thick erosion soils with numerous coarse elements
(especially on limestone) develop in steeply sloping zones or on glacis where
sheet erosion is considerable.

The vegetation consists of small Acacia and Commiphora, the size
and density of which vary according to the type of soils. The graminea carpet
is discontinuous.

The soil mass is calcareous and powdery lime may be observed in
fine earth.
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1. Yellowish-red soils, very fine silt to very fine sandy clay

These soils develop at the foot of the plateaus surrounding the
valley and also on narrow-topped hills which are affected by very strong
erosion.

The vegetation consists of small and usually dense Acacia and
Commiphora with a discontinuous graminea carpet.

These soils are very stony with limestone fragments of various
sizes as weIl as calcareous nodules due to the weathering of calcareous
accumulation layers of plateaus.

The pastoral aptitudes of these soils are not considerable even
during the rainy season, owing the steepness of slopes.

2. Yellowish-white superficial loam soils

They exist on the tops and slopes of round gypsum hills located
between the valley and the limestone plateaus, West of the Korahe plain.

The vegetation consists of a very loose thicket of small Acacia
and Commiphora with a very discontinuous graminea carpet.

These are superficial soils. When fine earth exists, it consists
of a thin yellowish-white gypsum powder resting directly on thegypsum slab
which outcrops almost everywhere.

The pastoral fitness of these soils is relatively good during the
rainy. season.

3. Yellowish-white not very deep loam soils

They exist on colluvial deposits at the foot of gypsum hills
West of Korahe and on the large gypsum fIat of Iglole.

The vegetation consists of a relatively dense thicket of small
Acacia and Commiphora with a discontinuous graminea carpet.

These soils are moderately deep : from la to 20 cm. The fine .earth
consists of colluvial powdery weathered gypsum resting directly on the gypsum
slab in situ. The latter outcrops in places owing to the varying thickness
of colluvial deposits, and may present sodium chloride efflorescences.
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The pastoral fitness of these soi1s is moderate during the rainy
season. Owing to their usua11y high salt content, and consequent1y, to the
presence of grazing plants, they constitute pasture grounds which are
sought forby 1ivestock and wi1d anima1s.

Group of wind-transported soi1s

4. Ye110w sandy soi1s

These soi1s deve10p on sma11 areas a11 a10ng the Valley, between
Bircot and the Dobowein plain. The original materia1 from the previous1y
existing natura1 1evees of the Fafen has often been transported by the wind
and form sma11 iso1ated round dunes never more than 2 to 3 meters high.
Converse1y, to the North of the Dobowein plain, a range of higher dunes
(3 to 6 meters) may beobserved•.

Pastoral fitness

A re1ative1y dense bushy vegetation grows on these soi1s (except on
the dunes of Dobowein plain) and the herbaceous carpet is usua11y dense and
varied. These soi1s constitute good grazing-grounds during and after the rainy
season.

B. VERTISOL CLASS

SUB-CLA~S OF VERTISOLS WITH A DIVIDED STRUCTURE (GRUMOSOLS)

Vertiso1s are c1ayey soi1s the evo1ution of which is characterized
by a predominance of montmori110nitic clay. The latter deve10ps in a base
satured milieu which is 1iab1e to be weak1y or moderate1y f100ded but a1so
presents very dry periods. These soi1s on1y exist in the 10wer zones of the
Fafen Valley and in the MOSt depressed areas of the detrita1 fans of
temporary rivers.

The vertic features of vertiso1s are very pronounced in this
region, for instance : broad vertical cracks de1imiting a very weak1y deve10ped
prismatic structure, slickensides on the prisms and a surface gi1gaï micro
relief.

They are a1so characterized by the presence of a very thick crumb
or granu1ar surface horizon and consequent1y be10ng to the sub-c1ass of
vertiso1s with a divided structure or grumoso1s.

A11 these soi1s are carbonated but lime is not visible and on1y
exists ina powdery form : this is the carbonated vertiso1 groups at the base.
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of profiles, a gypsum individualization in the form of crystals may
often be observed.

Carbonated group

5. Brown grumosolic vertisols
depth : easily flooded

silty loam to clay loam in the

These soils exist on the brown alluvial deposits of the Valley and
spread on large areas South of Kebri Dahar. They areregularly flooded by the
Fafen floods but the flood intensity which is considerable in the Kebri Dahar
region and in the Korahe plain, decreases in the Dobowein plain though it is
still important there.

Trees and shrubs grow 1n the Kebri Dahar and Maharato regions with
a very dense herbaceous carpet.

In Dobowein plain, the vegetation is only herbaceous and not so
dense.

Morphology

Profile N° 7-24, 3 km tO.the East of Maharoto.

A very dense vegetation of ~ramineae and tall Acacia 1n some places.
Very pronounced gilgai microrelief with large holes.

0-4 cm :

4-35 cm

Brown (10 YR R/3) ; clay; well-developed medium to fine granular
dry and loose ; numerous bits of straw ; distinct and rolling
transition to :

Brown (10 YR 5/3) ; clay and fine sand; numerous small shrinkage
cracks in aIl directions delimiting friable fragments and giving
a fine granular pseudostructure ; generally dry and friable
numerous rootlets graduaI and uniform transition to :

35-150 cm: Brown (10 YR 5/3) ; clay; 1 to 30 cm broad, big vertical
and deeper shrinkage cracks delimiting very coarse prisms with distinct

slickensides; generally relatively humid and compact; few rootlets.
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Physico-chemical characteristics

Conductivity
Soil Depth tex- C03Ca Org.m. N C/N pH of satur. Total

Series cm ture % % %0 extract P2 05
rmnhos/~m %0

0.5 SiL 28.8 1.2 0.70 10 8.4 2.8 2. 17

5.35 C 27.3 0.9 0.55 10 8.3 3.3 1.97

35 + C 28.8 0.8 0.43 11 8.3 2.9 1.97

These soils are brown with a clayey to heavy clayey texture and
a small,silty loam superficial horizon.

They present a very divided-up structure in the first horizon and
a less divided structure of granular type in the second. Both these horizons
are grumosolic, which means that they remain friable when drying-up ("self
mulching" horizon). In the depth, the structure,is gradually larger and coarsely
prismatic with distinct slickensidesand very wide shrinkage cracks. At this
level, the soil turns very compact when dry. A noticeable difference between
surface and deep horizons may therefore be observed and this is due to the
variations of the structure and of the soil consistency only, and not of the
texture. This characterizes grumosolic vertisols which are friable at the
surface and compact in the depth. -

The calcium carbonate content is medium and does not vary in the
profile.

The content of organic matter-is low but only decreases very
slowly with the depth.

The nitrogen content is also low and C/N, approximately 10, reveals
that humus is soon mineralized.

pH is alkaline but the conductivity of the saturation extract
remains low. Soil is not alkalinized.

Total phosphorus is abundant.

The Total N
Total phosphorus

an unbalance detrimental to nitrogen.
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Cultural and pastoral fitness of soils

Vertisols have a very high water retention. The agricultural
and pastoral potential depends for these types of soils on the intens1ty and
duration of the Fafen floods.

In the Korahe plain, to the West, North and South of Maharato,
strong floods are favourable to the growth of a very dense herbaceous carpet
much grazed by livestock. However, small installations such as a partial
diversion of the Fafen waters through pennate gullies would enable developing
in a considerable way the cultivation of sorghum and especially of maize
which is not damaged by birds. In this case, nitrogen carriers (ammonium
nitrate and ammonium sulphate) should allow a large increase of the yield.

In the Dobowein plain, floods are not so considerable but the
herbaceous carpet nevert?ele~s remains quite dense. Grazing-grounds çoul~ be .
used during a longer per10d 1f floods were controlled for a better d1str1but10n
of water in this large plain (see chap. IV A-I. 1-2).

6. Brown scarcely flooded clay grumosolic vertisols

These vertisols are located in slightly higher areas than for
the previously described soils to which they are linked. They may be
observed South of the Korahe plain and in the central part of the Dobowein
plain.

They present the same morphological and physico-chemical
characteristics as the vertisolsof series 5, but they are scarcely flooded.

Their pastoral fitness is therefore much less considerable than for
the preceding soils. The vegetation is herbaceous and continuous but very
loose, with a mean height of 15 cm, and a very short vegetative cycle.

7. Reddish fine sandy clay grumosolic vertisols on alluvia of
temporary rivers

These vertisols spread on aIl the Fafen Valley from Bircot in the
North to the Fanhad hill in the South. AlI this zone is covered with the
reddish alluvia of strong temporary rivers flowing from the East and West.
Conversely, the Fafen is deeply embanked,hence flooding is only due to
temporary rivers when rainfalls occur in this region.
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Morphology

Profile 7-100, 3 km to the South of Shekosh.

Very dense vegetation with dry gramineae and tall Acacia mellifera
in some places. Very pronounced gilgaï microrelief with large holes.

At the surface : 2 to 3 mm thick reddish-brown platy deposits ;
silty-clay due to floods of temporary rivers.

0-20 cm

20-60 cm

60-200 cm
and deeper

Brown (7,5 YR 5/4) ; clay; well-developed,
medium to fine granular ; dry and friable ;
very dense graminea rootlets ; graduaI and
uniform transition to :

Reddish-brown (5 YR 4/4) clay; vertical, 0.5 to
2 cm broad shrinkage cracks, delimiting a Mean
prismatic structure with distinct slickensides ;
friable prisms giving a well-developed Mean
subangular blocky sub-structure ; dry and scarcely
compact ; dense graminea rootlets ; graduaI and
uniform transition to :

Reddish-brown to red (2,5 YR 4/4 to 4/6) clay;
some vertical shrinkage cracks ; compact medium
prismatic fragments with distinct slickensides
generally relatively humid and compact ; Many
graminea rootlets.

Physico-chemical characteristics

orge m.
Conductivity of Total
saturation ex-Soil Depth Texture co~ca N C/N pH
tract in

P2 05
Series cm % %0 %

mmhos/cm 25°C

0-20 C 47.0 2.7 0.9 17 7.8 1.8 1.6

6 20-60 C 45.5 2.0 0.7 17 7.9 2.0 1.8

60 + C 42.5 1.0 0.4 15 8.5 4.0 1.7
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These yellowish to reddish soils in the depth have a clayey
to heavy clayey texture.

They present a very well-developed crumb structure in the surface
horizon but it is still very divided-up down to about a 60 cm depth,
conferring to these horizons a very friable character. Conversely, in the
depth, the structure broadens and becomes prismatic and soil is very compact.

The calcium carbonate content i8 high and practically always the
same throughout the profile.

The content of organic matter is medium and decreases very slowly
with the depth.

The nitrogen content 1S low and C/N = 17 shows that humus is soon
mineralized.

pH is scarcely alkaline in the surface but increases with the depth.
However the conductivity of the saturation extract remains low and soil is not
alkalinizéd.

The percentage of total phosphorous is high.

Th Total N .. . 1 2 d 1 h 2eT 1 h h rat10 1S approx1mate y an ess t an atota p osp orous
a small depth which reveals a slight unbalance detrimental to nitrogen and
which will increase when soils are cultivated.

Cultural and pastoral fitness

A small proportion of these soils is now cropped to sorghum,
particularly in the Shekosh region. Improving the efficaciousness of flooding
due to temporary rivers by flood-control should allow extending cultivation
zones for sorghum and even maize. Nitrogen carriers (ammonium nitrate and
ammonium sulphate) would considerably increase the yield.

A more or less dense and much grazed graminea carpet stretches
on the largest portion of the extension zone of these soils. Improving the
quality and the length of grazing periods on these pastures depends, as in
the case of crop-growing, on a better distribution in time of flood water.

C. SOIL-CLASS WITH A CALCAREOUS DIFFERENCIATION

This class includes soils the profiles of which are characterized
by a redistribution of limestone. It is only represented here by the soil sub
class with a pallid horizon. It consequently includes soils with a too
lightly-coloured upper horizon and a too weak content of organic matter to be
considered as "melanic". The content of organic matter is generally less than
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1 percent for 20 cm.

The two following sub-groups were observed on the field, i.e.

~ sub-group with powdery lime :

lime is not visible but fine earth reacts with hydrochloric acid.

- sub-group with accumulations and nodules :

lime is accumulated at a medium depth or in the depth and forms more
or less hard heaps and nodules.

Soil sub-class with a pallid horizon

Soil-group with a powdery lime

. 8. Yellowish-red soils
fragments

fine sand to loam rich in limestone

These soils cover the glacis or "debris slopes" of the limestone
hills surrounding the Valley and the heads of thalwegs of the small temporary
rivers which flow down to the Fafen from Bircot to Iglole.

The vegetation of Acacia and Comndphora is sometimes dense and
presents a discontinuous carpet of ligneous plants.

These soils are rich in. coarse elements mainly consisting of weakly
subangular and relatively coarse limestone elements which constitute approxi
mately 80 % of the volume of soil.20 % is consequently composed of fine earth
used by vegetation.

Pastoral fitness

The pastoral fitness is low during the dry season and medium
during the rainy·season.

9. Red soUs fine sand and loam to fine and coarse sand

These soils spread on the alluvial deposits of.the large tempora
ry rivers which are tributaries of the Fafen Valley from Bircot to Iglole.

The vegetation consists of usually scattered Acacia 'and Commiphora.
The soil cover is very discontinuous and presents small woody plants and
gramineae.
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These are deep and weil drained soils owing to their sandy texture.

Pastoral fitness of soils

It is not considerable even during the rainy season. Nevertheless,
in the lower zones, suitable pastures with gramineae and small ligneous
plants may be observed.

Group of soils with accumulations and nodules

This group includes two sub-groups :

- carbonated

calcic

the profile is wholly calcareous

the profile is not calcareous except in the
area where nodules are concentrated.

Sub-group of carbonated soils

10. Yellowish-red soils loam to clay loam

These soils spread on the limestone plateaux stretching along the
Fafen Valley from Bircot to Iglole.

These plateaux are relatively extended South of Kebri-Daharbut,
in the Kebri Dahar-Shekosh region, they are deeply cut by rivers.

The shrubby vegetation forms dense groups where Commiphora and
Acacia prevail. Many sub-ligneous plants also grow as weil as a grarnineae
carpet which is relatively dense in sorne places.

In this zone, soils are generally shallow. Numerous outcroppings
of the limestone in situ may be observed. When soil exists, it presents the
following profile :

0-10 cm Yellowish-red (5 YR 5/6) ; silty loam ; fine subangular blocky
structure giving a single-grained structure ; dry very friable
and uniform ; numerous angular limestone pebbles. Short transition
to :

10-30 cm Yellowish-red (5 YR 5/8) ; clay loam ; abundant round calcareous
nodules approximately 2 cm in diameter and sometimes cemented
together and forming a calcareous heap. Sudden and irregular
transition to :

30 cm Limestone slab in situ.
~d -

deeper
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Pastoral fitness of soils

Limestone plateaus when they are not too narrow, forro relatively
good pasture zones during and even after the rainy season since part of the
gramineae may be grazed in the form of straw.

Il. Yellowish-red soils, loam to clay loam

These soils only stretch on the large limestone plateaus which
gently slope down to the Dobowein plain, on either side of the latter, and to
the East of Iglole plain.

They are characterized by a fine "striped" bush which includes
strips with a very dense Acacia and Commiphora vegetation and spaces with
small gramineae only.

On these large plateaux, the lower parts are covered with colluvial
deposits. In this case, themorphology is the same as for soil series nO II,
but soil is deeper and the fine earth layer covering the horizon with nodules
is sometimes more than 50 cm thick. However, in most cases, the limestone slab
is less than 30 cm deep from the ground surface

Pastoral fitness of soils

These vast "striped - bush" zones form moderately good grazing
areas during the rainy season after which some of the gramineae are eaten
in the form of straw by livestock.

12. Red soils loam to loam and clay

These soils are developed on the large gently sloping colluvium
covered banks of the limestone hills, South of Kebri Dahar and down to Iglole,
as weIl as on the alluvial and colluvial material surrounding the Dobowein
plain.

The vegetation is characterized by a "loose striped bush" with
relatively tallAcacia and Commiphora. Almost bare spaces prevail with small
gramineae which soon dry up after the rainy season.

These soils are usually thick with a large quantity of limestone
deeper than 50 cm. In the lower zones, glacis presenting vertic characters
may be observed as on the Kebri-Dahar-Shilavo track, 15 km to the East of the
Korahe bridge.
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Pastoral fitness of soils

These soils form relatively good grazing-grounds during the rainy
season but even after the latter, the animaIs may still graze on dry gramineae.

13. Reddish-yellow soils : medium and coarse sands to medium
and coarse sandy clay

These soils may only be observed in the central and higher part of
the Dobowein plain which delimits to the East the largest extension zone of
the Fafen floods.

This never-flooded zone presents a vegetation consisting of groups
of dense gramineae, the stalks of which (50 cm high) form tufts during the
dry season.

Morphology

Profile 7-43 Dobowein plain.

Separate gramineae tufts on small la to 20 cm high wind-built
mounds. Numerous greatly worn quartz pebbles at the surface.

0-10 cm: Reddish-yellow (5 Y~ 6/6) ; medium and coarse sand
very friable.

10-60 cm Yellowish-red (5 YR 4/6) clayey medium,coarse sand
gular blocky structure ; friable.

single-grained

medium suban-

60 cm and:
deeper

Yellowish-red (5 YR 4/6) ; medium and coarse sand and clay ;
medium and fineangulàr blocky"- ; numerous friable limestone
co~cretions ; relatively friable.

In fact, these soils develop on complex alluvial and wind-transpor
ted material mostly derived from the dismantling of the sandstone formation
observed in the Shilavo region (Gesoma sandstone).

This explains the large quantity of subangular quartz stones and
of dark brown limestone pebbles in the soil. On the ground, numerous quartz
pebbles may be seen. Wind erosion has in fact blown away the fine elements
and left the coarser quartz.

On aerial photographs, these charatteristic white patches must not
be mistaken for saline efflorescences.
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Pastoral fitness of soils

It is relatively poor. Nevertheless, during the rainy season the
tops of gramineaetufts are grazed by livestock.

14. Grey soils silty loamto fine sand and loam

These grey soils spread in the Fafen Valley, 25 km North of Kebri
Dahar and up to Fanhad hill.

On these soils grows a dense vegetation of trees with Acacia melli
fera and Acacia tortilis.

Morphology ,

Profile 7-102, 36 km to the North of the Kebri Dahar. Vegetation
of tall'Acacia mellifera and a dense graminea·carpet.

0-5 cm

5-60 cm

Light grey (10 YR 7/1) ; silty loam ; single-grained dry and
powdery ; short and uniform transition to :

Grey (10 YR 6/1) ; sandy loam to loam ; single-grained dry and
loose ;.cshort 'snd-.uniform transition to

60-100 cm: Light grey (10 YR 6/1) ; sandy loam to dry loam massive and compact
relatively numerous calcareous patches forming concretions in some
places. .

100·-;" ':
180 cm

White (10 YR 8il) and verylight bro~ (10 YR 8/3) striR~d horizon
dry, massive and compact ; numerous calcareous nodules forming
larger accumulations in some places.

The considerable calcareous accumulation at the base of the profile
shows that the ground water table is at less than 1 m depth from the surface
for relatively long periods. Besides, the dense and strong vegetation of trees
confirms that water exists at a small depth throughout the year.

Pastoral and hydrological fitness of soils

The gramineaevegetation of these soils is relished by animaIs and
constitutes good pastures during most of the year.
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The hydrologieal possibilities of this zone are interesting.
Digging a well would allow reaching very quickly the alluvial water table of
the Fafen.

Calcie soil-group

15. Bright red soils coarse and medium sands

These soils exist North of Korahe plain. They form in this region
the farthest stretch to the West of colluvial and alluvial deposits resulting
from the dismantling of the vast sandstone plateaus of the Shilavo-Warder
zone (Gesoma sandstone).

The vegetation is a relatively dense thicket of Gardenieae and
Cordia gharaf with a very discontinuous herbaceous carpet.

These soils are deep and very sandy and often present small
calcareous nodules in the depth but fine earth is not calcareous, the original
material being very poor in ca1èium carbonate.

Pastoral fitness of soils

These soils are we1l-drained owing to their coarse structure
hence, the sandy deposit zones are scarce1y fit for pastures.

D. SOIL CLASS WITH A GYPSUM DIFFERENCIATION

This c1ass includes soils with profiles on1y characterized
by a gypsum redistribution. It is on1y represented by the sub-class of soi1s
with a pallid horizon. As a matter of fact the. upper horizon is always lightly
coloured and its content of organic matter is very low. This class forms two
different groups, i.e. :

~ a group with powdery gypsum :

gypsum is accumu1ated in trans1ucent crysta1s genera11y more abundant
at the base of profiles but never cemented together.

Soi1-group with gypsum crust :

Gypsum crysta1s form a mass which ie a regu1ar gypsum erust.
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SOIL SUB-CLASS WITHA PALLID HORIZON

Group of soils with powdery gypsum

Modal sub-group

16. Grey soils covered with medium and coarse sands

They occupy two very restricted areas West of the Dobowein plain
which are slightly higher than;· the latter. The vegetation consists of dense
gramineae.

These soils are developed on a polyphased material derived from the
alluvial deposits of the Fafen and which consist of :

- a light grey very sandy layer rich in shells and approximately
80 cm thick covering

- a dark brown heavy clay layer with numerous small gypsurn crystals.

They are never flooded but nevertheless are affected by the presence
of a ground water table since aIl the surrounding zones are periodically
flooded.

Pastoral fitness

The gramineaecover is dense but seems only partly grazed by animaIs
as the tops only of gramineaestalks are eaten up. These pastures are hardly
suitable even during the rainy season.

17. Yellowish-grey interstratified soils with medium texture

They spread on the main part of the alluvial zone of the large
plain, to the East of Kebri Dahar and to the North West of the KOFahe plain.

A relatively dense tree-strewn vegetation with Acacia mellifera
ANa Acacia tortilià occupies the whole plain to the North East of Kebri Dahar.
It reveals the presence at a small depth of an artesian water-Ioad during
the greatest part of the year and probably permanently. A relatively dense
herbaceous carpet covers the soil.
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.Cenversely, the North Western part of the Korahe plain essentially
presents a dense herbaceous vegetation.

Morphology

Profile 7-88, Shekosh track, 3 km from Kebri Dahar.

Dense tree-strewn vegetation with Acacia Mellifera and Acacia
tortilis. Relatively dense herbaceous carpet.

0-5 cm Reddish-yellow (7,5 YR 6/6) ; fine sand and loam ; single-grained
dry and loose ; graduaI and uniform transition to :

5-20 cm Yellowish-red (7,5 YR 5/6) f~ne sandy clay; medium and fine well
developed angular structure ; dry and f~iable ; graduaI and uniform
transition to :

20-70 cm Reddish-yellow (7,5 YR 6/6) fine sandy clay: some shrinkage
cracks delineating. medium prisms with sorne slickensides; dry and
compact ; short and uniform transition to :

70-90 cm Dark brown (10 YR 4/3) ; clay; small prismatic fragments with
distinct slickensides ; dry and compact ; sorne gypsum crystals
short and uniform transition to

90-140 cm Grey (10 YR 6/1) ; sandy loam to loam with some yellowish-red
clay pockets ; single-grained ; dry and very friable; sorne
limestone pebbles.

140-200 cm: Light grey (10 YR 7/1) ; sandy loam and loam ;. single-grained
dry and very loose ; some limestone pebbles.

Physico-chemical characteristics

These soils consist of fine interstratifications of loam and of
~ilty clay to which is due a generally medium structure. When the clay
horizons are thick enough, vertic features sometimes existe Gypsum accumulation
is always weak and often scarcely visible as small crystals. Conversely, the
banks of the Fafen present in the Kebri Dahar region considerable gypsum
accumulations sometimes forming a crust. This gypsum concentration seems to
result from a progressive impregnation of the banks with calcium sulphate by
the Fafen flood water.

Calcium carbonate averages 30 percent.
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The content of organic matter is low with 1,4 percent at the
surface and less than 1 percent in the depth.

The nitrogen content is weak (less than 1%0) and C/N is approxi
mately 8, showing that humus is soon mineralized.

pH is alkaline and approximately 8,9. The conductivity of the
saturation extract is low at the surface and increases with the depth but
soil is not alkalinized owing tothe great quantity of calcium carbonate and
to the presence of gypsum.

The total phosphorous percentage is very high (greater than 2).

Total N
ratio far less than 2 reveals a considerable

Total phosphorous
unbalance detrimental to.nitrogen.

Agricultural and pastoral fitness and water resource of soils

These soils are never flooded and agricultural possibilities are
in relation to the importance of rainfall which, in the Kebri-Dahar region,
amounts to 300 mm distributèd in"tWo seasons. The crop-growing conditions·
are haphazardous. However on this type of soil some small areas cropped to
sorghum present a poor aspect but some exceptionally rainy seasons may
possibly give good harvests though the ~pposite is usually the case.

Pastures are suitable during the rainy season as the herbaceous
cover 1.s relativelydense, but theyare inadequate during the dry season.

Hydrologicalpossibilities probably exist in the wooded plain
situated West and North of Kebri Dahar. The presence of a ''wood savannah"
with tall trees shows that shallow ground water exists : it is in fact the
alluvial water table of the Fafen which supplies Kebri Dahar with water.

18. Grey-soils sandy loam and loam to sandy and clay loam

These soils are developed on the narrow strip of alluvial deposits
(approximately 300m broad) of the Fafen, in the gully which links the Dobowein
plain to the Iglole plain where this strip widens noticeably.

It constitutes the loss-area of the Fafen.

It terminates in fact in a dead end on the glacis of the Southern
hills of Iglole plain. The Fafen bed is reduced to small shallow (50 cm to
1 m deep) braided furrows.
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The vegetation consists of a dense tree-strewn savannah with
mainly tall Acacia mellifera and a dense herbaceous carpet in the zone where
alluvial deposits only cover narrow strips. On the other hand, to the South
East where all~vial deposits extend largely, only scattered bushes remain but
the herbaceous carpet is still quite dense.

Morphology

Profile 7-5l. Loss area of Fafen water, 6400 m to the South ~ast of
the 19lole well.

Small watercourses where Fafen water flows. A dense tree-strewn
vegetation with Acacia mellifera. Dense gramineae tufts. Some shrinkage cracks
1n the ground.

0-15 cm: Light brownish-grey (10 YR 6/2) ; silty loam ; medium to coarse
crumb structure ; dry and friable ; numerous rootlets ; gradual
and uniform transition to :

15-50 cm Brown (10 YR 5/3) ;.silty-clay loam ; small shrinkage cracks
delineating small friable subangular blocky fragments giving
a fine well-developed subangular blocky structure ; generally
dry and friable ; many rootlets ; gradual and steady transition to

50-120 cm Yellowish-red (5 YR 5/6) and grey (5 YR 5/1) striped ; silty-clay
loam ; massive, dry and very compact ; small elongated (2 mm to
5 mm) gypsum crystals ; some rootlets.

Physico-chemical characteristics

These soils are usually grey but sometimes yellowish-grey or brown.

Their texture is scarcely clayey at the surface but turns into
silty-clay w1th depth. The structure is well-developed at the surface and
at a moderate depth but at the base of the profile, soil becomes very compact.

The Fafen floods seem weak enough in this zone owing to the
two following reasons, i.e.

- The alluvial layer formed directly by the Fafen is only 50 cm
thick in the described profile and the sub-jacent horizon consists of the
alluvial deposits of temporary rivers mixed with those of the Fafen.

- The texture of thematerial deposited by water is fine; there are
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no sandy beds (previously existing or recent natural levees)
flood water has a very slow rate of flow.

Pastoral fitness and water resources

This flood zone seems to present good grazing possibilities during
most of the year. Gramineae are abundant and the existence of the Iglole water
point is a favourable element.

A shallow ground-water table probably exists in the alluvial
deposits of the Fafen from the South of the Dobowein plain down to the end
of the track area. A weIl in this zone would improve the standard of living of
the shepherds and their herds.

Vertic sub-group

19. Brown clay soils

These soils cover a very important area East of the Korahe plain.
They are mainly formed on the brown alluvia of the Fafen which are now no
longer flooded.

The vegetation is merely herbaceous with a very loose gramineae
carpet of Cenchrus ciliaris.

Morphology

Profile 7-2 at 4000 m from the Ko~ahe bridge on the Shilavo track.
The vegetation consists of tall gramineaeforming separateOtûfts and smaIl
gramineae elsewhere.

0-15 cm: Brown (10 YR 4/3) clay; well-developed crumb structure. dry and
friable ; numerous bits of straw and a dense root network ; graduaI
and uniform transition to

15-60 cm Brown (10 YR 4/3) ; clay; small shrinkage cracks in aIl directions
delimiting medium subangular blocky fragments ; dry and firm ;
numerous rootlets ; graduaI and uniform transition to :

60-200 cm: Brown (10 YR 4/3) clay; massive with relatively friable angular
blocky fragments with some slickensides ; some gypsum crystals ;
some rootlets.
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Physica1 characteristics

These brown c1ayey soi1s present a grumoso1ic structure which is
we11 deve10ped at the surface. They are friable down to a medium depth and
compact 10wer down. The on1y vertic features are sma11 shrinkage cracks and
some slickensides in the depth.

Gypsum accumulation is still not very considerable.

Agricu1tura1 and pastoral fitness

The very friable character of the upper horizon of these soi1s
faci1itates the ti11ing of land. Neverthe1ess, despite their high specifie
retention, they may not be used easi1y for cu1tivation owing to uncertain
rainfa11 conditions.

The grazing possibi1ities are good during the rainy season because
of the presence of gramineae the 1ivestock: is fond of." Unfortunate1y, once again
the 1ack of water does not a110w improving1the density and duration of the
herbaceous cover grazed by anima1s.

20. Red soi1s clay 10am

These soi1s stretch on a11 the Eastern/part of the Dobowein plain.

They may be observed in the 10wer area of the plain whereas the
soi1s of series 13 exist in the higher part.

In the weak1y f100ded Northern area, the vegetation consists of
very dense gramineae with sma11 1igneous plants and bushes often growing
very c10se1y together.

In the never-f100ded Southern area, the vegetative cover main1y
consists of gramineae with tufts of ta11 gramineae growing separate1y.

Morpho10gy

Profile 7-44 : weak1y f100ded zone, Dobowein plain;

Dense vegetation of separate graminea tufts; pronounced gi1gaï
microre1ief.

0-5 cm Reddish-ye110w (5 YR 6/6) ; 10am ; we11-deve10ped fine and medium
granu1ar strùcture ; dry and 100se ; very few root1ets ; gradua1
and uniform transition to :
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120 cm

120 cm
and deeper
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Yellowish-red (5 YR 4/3) ; clay loam ; small shrinkage cracks
in aIl directions delimiting friable, medium subangular blocky
fragments tending to a very.well-developed fine and medium
structure ; dry and friable ; numerous rootlets ; graduaI and
uniform transition to :

Red (2,5 YR 4/6) ; clay ; sorne vertical shrinkage cracks
delimiting scarcely friable and relatively fIat angular fragments
giving a well-developed fine and medium structure ; scarcely distinct
slickensides'in some places on the angular blocky fragments, some
calcareous stains ; some rootlets ; distinct and uniform
transition to :

Red and grey striped layer of very friable accumulated gypsum
crystals in a red matrix (2,5 YR 4/6) ; massive, dry and hard.

These soils develop on a red complex alluvial and wind-transported
mate rial mainly derived from the Mustahil and Belet Ven limestone surrounding
the plain.

Physico-chemical characteristics.

These red loam and clay soils present a very well-developed grumosolic
horizon (60 cm in the above-described profilé).

The only vertic feature is a broadening of the structure in the
depth, and also some shrinkage cracks and slickenàides.

The distinct accumulation of gypsum crystals observed 1n the depth
never forms a crust.

Soils have a medium calcil~ carbonate content (approximately 25
percen~).

The content of organic matter is high at the surface (2.4 percent)
for the considered area, and progressively decreases with the depth (1.5 percent)
owing to the importance of the graminea cover which produces large quantities
of straw.

pH is slightly alkaline (approximately 7.8). Conductivity of the
saturation extract is low and soil is not alkalinized.

Agricultural and pastoral fitness

Cultivation possibilities are small on these sôils ; Nevertheless,
1n scarcely flooded zones and even in the Dobowein plain, it seems possible
to cultivate sorghum if the following measures are taken : flood control
(when floods occur) and water holding of rain by means of small earth dams
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forming squares.

Pastoral possibi1ities are good during the rainy season in
never-f100ded zones but they 1ast longer in flood-zones. The rest of the
year these pastures may constitute good comp1ementary grazing though the
prob1em of water-points exists, in particu1ar in the South of the plain.
The on1y known water-point is 10cated 10 km beyond the Western 1imit of this
plain.

21. Red soi1s Sandy 10am and 10am to si1ty 10am

They spread on the 10wer parts of the detrita1 fans of temporary
rivers in the outskirts of the Fafen valley, from the North of Kebri Dahar
to Iglo1e.

They are f100ded by the f100ds of temporary rivers during the
rainy season and constitute the traditiona1 cu1tivation areas of sorghum
(machi1a) in this region and genera11y in a11 Lower Ogaden.

The natura1 vegetation consists of ~ :usua11y dense herbaceous
carpet with a thorny thicket, the thickness of which varies according to
sectors.

Morpho10gy

Profile 7-60, approximate1y 20 km to the South East of Ig101e.

Vegetation of sma11 not very dense thorny bushes ;
Dense herbaceous cover with many sma11 1igneous plants.

0-6 cm

6-25 cm

25-50 cm

Light red (2.5 YR 6/8) ; sandy 10am and 10am ; crumb structure
with a sing1e-grained trend ; dry and 100se ; numerous sma11
bits of straw ; short and uniform transition to :

Red (2.5 YR 4/6) ; sandy 10am to slight1y c1ayey 10am-crumb to
coarse, medium and fine we11-deve10ped subangu1ar b10cky structure
dry and friable ; many root1ets ; gradua1 and uniform transition
to :

Red (2.5 YR 4/6) ; sandy loam to clay10am; s~U subvertica1
shrinkage cracks de1imiting f1at friable coarse angu1ar b10cky
fragments giving a we11-deve10ped angu1ar b10cky structure ;
dry and firm ; many sma11 e10ngated gypsum crysta1s ; re1ative1y
numerous root1ets ; gradua1 transition to :



50-200 cm Red (2.5 YR 4/6) clay loam ; medium flat fragments with some
slickensides ; massive, dry and compact ; some rootlets
numerous flat gypsum crystals.
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This type of soil is developed on a red material in which predomi
nate fine elements resulting from the weathering of limestone on the
neighbouring hills.

Physico-chemical characteristics

These red sandy loam to silty loam soils (and sometimes clayey)
present a grumosolic horizon for a 25 cm depth. Below,the structure is larger,
soils becomes firm and then compact but at this level vertic features are
not pronounced.

A distinct but powdery gypsum accumulation begins approximately
below a 50 cm depth.

Soils are calcareous (25 percent)

The content of organic matter corresponds approximately to
2 percent at the surface but is higher than the average content in this
zone owing to the importance of the herbaceous cover. It decreases gradually
in the depth.

pH is slightly alkaline ; the profile is not alkalinized and the
conductivity of the sAturation extract is medium 1n the depth.

Nitrogen content is medium and the phosphorous and potassium
percentages are relatively high •.

The total N/total P? 0, ratiois less than 2 and shows that the balance
is detrimental-to nitrogen.

Agricultural and pastoral fitness

These soils with a high specifie retention are often flooded by
temporary rivers during the rainy season and thus constitute the sorghum

"reserve" of nomadic populations temporarily settled for the cultivation of
this crop.

This crop-growing could be improved :

- by extending the sown areas and increasing the hydrologie balance
of soil through flood-control (using gullies and small dykes).

- by using more productive varieties with a shorter cycle
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- by spreading (if the expense is justified) nitrogen carriers
such as ammonium sulphate, ammonium nitrate and even lime nitrate at the end
of the rainy season.

The pastoral aptitudes seem good in these zones which are flooded
by temporary rivers during quite a long period. Nevertheless, they would be
more profitably used under cultivation as animaIs can also graze sorghum
straw.

Soil group with a gypsum crust

22. Reddish-yellow soils loam to gypsum-crust at 80 cm's depth

These soils may only be observed in the 19lole plain on a
large zone covered with ancient alluvial deposits of temporary rivers
stretches from the glacis of the limestone hills in the South, to the
deposits of the Fafen in the North (soil series 18).

which
alluvial

The vegetation consists of small scattered bushes and of a very
loose gramineae carpet.

The very fine sandy soils always present a many-coloured friable
gypsum crust approximately 80 cm deep.

Because of their low specifie retention, these soils present good
pastures but only during the rainy season.

E. CLASS OF HYDROMORPH1C S01LS

This class includes soils the evolution of which is mainly affected
by the action of an excessive quantity of water due to temporary or permanent
waterlogging of part or whole of the profile.

1t is only represented in the Lower Valley of the Fafen by the
sub-class of moderately organic soils with a single humic group with gley and
a $ingle sub-group with powdery limestone.
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SUB-CLASS OF MODERATELY ORGANIC SOILS

Group of humic gley soi1s

Sub-group with powdery 1imestone

23. Strong1y f100ded, brown to· reddish-brown, moderate1y organic
hydromorphic soi1s

These soi1s are on1y deve10ped to the South East of Maharato on the
brown a11uvia of the Fafen, in the most high1y f100ded zone of the Lower Valley
of the Fafen.

A wegetation of ta11 Acacia me11ifera grows there with a dense
graminea carpet which remains green most of the year.

MOrpho10gy

Profile 7-15, 15 km, at a bird's eye view, to the South East of
Maharato.

Dense vegetation of ta11 Acacia me11ifera with a very thick
and greengramineae meadow.

Dark reddish-brown (; YR 3/3);recent flood deposits ; heavy c1ay
friable and platy ;distinct and uniform transition to

5-20 cm Ye110wish-brown (7,5 YR 4/2) ; heavy clay; very we11-deve10ped
medium to fine crumb structure ; humid and 100se ; dense root1ets
gradua1 and uniform transition to :

20-60 cm Reddish-brown (5 YR 4/3) ; heavy clay ; very friaBle angu1ar
b10cky fragments giving a very fine, deve10ped subangu1ar b10cky
structure ; numerous root1ets ; gradua1 and uniform transition to

6~

200 cm
Red (2,5 YR 4/6);heavy clay; massive humid and sticky ; sma11
1imestone grave1s ; big roots and re1ative1y numerous root1ets.
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Physico-chemical characteristics

organic Conductivity total
Soil Depth Tex- C03Ca N of saturationmatter C/N pH P205

Series cm ture percent %q extract
%0percent mmhos/cm 25°C

0-5 C 27.5 1.4 0.9 9 7.7 2.5 1.37

5-20 C 33.0 2.7 1.3 12 7.5 2.4 1.20

20-60 C 25.5 2.7 1.2 13 7.9 1.5 1. 12

60-200 C 28.5 1.0 0.5 12 7.5 1.7 0.92

These yellowish-brown to reddish-brown soils in the upper horizons
turn red in the depth. This changin~ colouring shows that soil is formed on
complex material : the upper horizons consist of Fafen alluvial deposits
whereas the" sub-jacent red alluvial deposits are ancient alluvial deposits
of temporary rivers.

This soil is generally very clayey with more than 80 percent clay, but
the soil structure is still very divided-up and grumosolic in upper horizons
which facilitates an eventual tilling of land.

Soils are calcareous and pH is slightly alkaline which explains the
absence of usual hydromorphic features as mobilization and migration of iron
is practically impossible. Consequently, no ferruginous concretions or stains
resulting from the reduction of iron may be observed.

The only hydromorphic feature is a certain accumulation of organic
matter which is considerable for this zone; the only one in the Lower Valley
of the Fafen where the content of organic matter is approximately 2,7 percent
for 60 cm.

The nitrogen content is medium and a low C/N shows that humus is
soon mineralized.

Conductivity of the saturation extract is weak in the whole profile.

The total phosphorus content corresponds to a mean percentage.

The total N/Total phosphorous ratio is less than 2 and shows a
balance detrimental "to niirogen.
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Agricultural and pastoral fitness

These are probably the most suitable soils for agriculture in aIl
the Lower Valley of the Fafen. ln fact, the specific retention of soils is
considerably high and floods are very strong. Besides it would be easy enough
to increas~ the efficiency of floods by means of earth dykes.

Using nitrogen carriers such as ammonium sulphate, ammonium
nitrate and even urea, and applying such cultural practices as would maintain
the present high content of organic matter, shouid make this zone fit to
produce not only sorghum but also maize and in some seasons, various vegetables
such as tomatoes, red pepper etc ••••• which could be easily marketed in
Kebri-Dahar.

From the pastoral point of view, this is a favourable zone for
permanent grazing but it is, at present~ overgrazed most of the year by a
too large number of animaIs per hectare.

IV - AGRO-PASTORAL POSSIBILITIES IN THE LOWER VALLEY OF THE FAFEN

A. FLOOD ZONES

In this region with a sub-arid climate, agro-pastoral possibilities
are mainly linked to the presence of the flood zones of the Fafen and of its
tributaries. As a matter of fact, the latter are not real tributaries as they
never join the Fafen directly but end forming large detrital fans. In both
cases, floods occur twice a year, in March-April-Mayand October-November.

Therefore, two tlood systems without any direct connection exist,
i.e.

- floods due to Fafen water which mainly spread South of Kebri
Dahar down to the last loss area of the Faten.

- flooding due to the local floods of tributaries (temporary
rivers), spreading North of Kebri Dahar on large areas, but which is far more
limited to the South.

1. Fafen flood zones and their agr0-pastoral possibilities

The Fafen "loses" its water successively in three large depressions
South of Kebri Dahar, i.e. :

- The Korahe plain

For more details see "Agricultural and pastoral fitness" for each soil series.
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- the Dobowein plain
- the Iglole plain.

Between these depressions, the Fafen Valley is narrow and the river
either flows in various channels - between Korahe and Dobowein - or in a single
and scarcely marked bed in the gully separating the Dobowein and Iglole plains.

1.1. Korahe plain

(see map at 1/60.000, sheets of the Korahe plain and South Korahe),
practically only consists of brown clay alluvial deposits. The Southern
area of this plain is by far the zone of the Lower Valley of the Fafen
presenting the best agro-pastoral possibilities.

It consists of an area of permanent pastures with a strongly
flooded zone (organic hydromorphic soils series 23) corresponding to
4400 ha, and a highly flooded zone (grumosolic vertisols, series 5) of
29.500 ha.

The quality of soil and the importance of flooding allows
considering, after some installations are undertaken (earth dykes, canals
for the diversion of flood water), the cultivation of food crops such as
sorghum and maize and of vegetables to supply the Kebri Dhhar market.
Soil series 23 seems the most suitable for agricultural speculations.
For both typesof soils, the improvement of the yield depends on :

- keeping the percentage of organic matter in soils high enough
(at least 2 percent) by burying the crop residues (which is not always possible
as these are often eaten by livestock).

- using nitrogen carriers such as ammonium nitrate and sulphate
as weIl as urea. Lime-nitrate could also be used after the last flood.

1.2. Doboweinplain

(see map at 1/60.000 - Dobowein plain sheet)

In this vast plain of approximately 75.000 ha , the Eastern area
only (consisting a brown clay alluvial deposits from the Fafen) is flooded.

The importance and duration of flooding is less considerable here
than ~n the Korahe plain but two zones may nevertheless be distinguished,
i.e.

- a flood zonewith grumosolic vertisols (series 5) and modal
soils with powdery gypsum (series 18). It covers approximately 13.300 ha
and constitutes good semi-permanent pastures.



- a weak1y f100ded zone with grurnoso1ic vertiso1s (series 6) and
vertic soi1s (series 20) which corresponds approximate1y to 12.200 ha with
moderate1y good temporary pastures.

The grazing possibi1ities wou1d 1ast longer if earth-dykes were
bui1t in the South of the plain, thus preventing water from f10wing towards
the Ig101e plain which is unsuitab1e for pastures.

The non-f1ooded western area of the Dobowein plain is occupied
by an herbaceous cover of ta11 gramineae growing in tufts and which cou1d be
1eft as a pasture reserve (40.000 ha).

1.3. Ig101e plain

(see map at 1/60.000 sheet of Ig101e plain).

Fafen f100ds are very 1imited in this plain which is the 1ast
"loss-area" of Fafen water. It covers approximate1y 3.900 ha (modal gypsum
soi1s, series 18). Pastures are poor and temporary.

2. Flood zones of the Fafen tributaries (temporary rivers) and
their agro-pastora1 possibi1ities

The flood zones of the Fafen tributaries are large, North of
Kebri Dahar and considerab1ymore 1imited in the South.

2.1. North of Kebri Dahar

The flood zones stretch beyond Fanhad hi11, 45 km to the North of
Kebri Dahar, on red grumoso1ic vertiso1s (series 7). F100ding is important
and favourab1e for the deve10pment of a dense and practica11y perennia1
herbaceous vegetation. Between Bircot and South Shekosh, the f100ds even
reach the Fafen which is we11 embanked here and without f1oods.
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This is a semi-permanent grazing zone corresponding to 14.700 ha
for North Shekosh and 17.800 ha for South Shekosh. Improvement of the qua1ity
and 1ength ofgrazing depends on a better distribution on the land of
flood water.
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A small area 1n this zone is at present cropped to sorghum in the
Shekosh region. Flood control of temporary rivers should enable extending
the cultivation zones for sorghum as well as for maize. Nitrogen carriers such
as ammonium nitrate 'and ammonium sulphate would considerably increase the yield,
especially if selected varieties ;are used.

2.2. South of Kebri Daijar

From Kebri-Dahar to the South of the plain, floods only concern
the lower parts of the detrital fans of temporary rivers in the outskirts
of the valley where vertic gypsum soils (series 21) existe

These zones constitute a sorghum granary for nomadic populations
who settle there to cultivate this crop.

The latter can be improved if the conditions determined in the
paragraph on "Agricultural and pastoral fitness" of series 21 are met.

Pastures are suitable but should be replaced by the cultivation
of food 'crops according to requirements.

B. NON-FLOODED ZONES

Some non-flooded zones may present pastoral possibilities or
water resources.

Good possibilities exist as regards grazing during and after the
rainy season, i.e. :

- on wind transported soils (series 4), particularly between
Kebri-Dahar and the Dobowein plain.

- on grey soils (series 14), South of Fanhad hill.

Shallow ground water tables, the presence of which is emphasized
by a dense tree strewn vegetation, exist in the alluvial zones situated
to the East and North-West- of Kebri Dahar (soil series 17) and 80uth of
Fanhad hill (grey soil series 14).
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CrnS.L.Sandy loam with coarse and medium sand 
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C. Clay 
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ABRÉVIATIONS 

f.S. Fine sand 
sf sableux â sables fins 
L Lo am 
stf sableux à sables très fins 
S.i.l. Silly loam 
stf/ sab/o-limoneux à sables très fins 
S.l.L. Sandy loam ta loam 
sfstf sableux à sables fins et sables très fins 
f.m.S. Fine and medium sand 
sfsm sableux â sables lins et sables moyens 
f.c.S. Fine and coarse sand 
sfsg sableux â sables fins et sables grossiers 
m.c.S. Medium and coarse sand with predominance of medium sand 
smsg sableux à sables moyens et sables grossiers 
c.m.S. Coarse and medium sand with predominance of coa1se sand 
sgsm sableux à sables grossiers et sables moyens 
CmS.LSandy loam with coarse and medium sand 
sgs.m. a sablo argileux à sables grossiers et sables moyens 
C. Clay 
a argileux 
t.S.C. Fine sandy clay 
as! argilo-sahleux à sables fins 
l.S.C.L Sandy clay loam with fine sand 
asfstf argilo· sableux à sables fins et sables très fins 
L.C. Loamy clay 
astf argilo-sableux à sables très fins 
C.l. Clay loam 
stfa sahlo-arglfeux à sables très lins 
S.C.L Sandy clay loam 
sfa sablo-argileux à sables fins 

very highly flooded zone 
très fortement inondable 

FAFEN 

highly flooded zone 
fortement inondable 

IN UN DATIONS 
medium flooded zone 
inondable 

FAFEN 
AFFLUENTS 

INUNDATIONS 

slightly flooded zone 
peu inondable 

flooded zone (large temporary rivers) 
inondable (grands oueds) 

flooded zone (small temporary rivers) 
inondable (petits oueds) 

water table not too deep 
nappe phréatique peu profonde 
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20 affluents du Fafen 17 800 ha 
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SOILS MAP-CARTE DES SOLS 
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LEGEND OF THE SOILS MAP 
LEGENDE DE LA CARTE DES SOLS 

WEAKLY DEVELOPED SOILS SOLS PEU EVOLUÉS 
NON CLIMATIC WEAKLY DEVELOPED SOILS 
SOLS PEU EVOLUÉS NON CLIMATIQUES 

ERODED SOILS SOLS D'EROSION 

1 

2 

3 

Yellowish·red so1ls C.L. to L. calcareous on LIMESTONE COLLUVIA: STEEP SLOPE of the HILLS. 
Sols rougejaune stfl â stf. calcaires sur COLLUVIONS CALCAIRES . PENTES FORTES des COUINES 

Whitish-yellowsoils SiL.veryshallow on GYPSUM of the LOWER HILLS 
Sols jaune·bfanc srff superficiels sur GYPSE des COLLINES BASSES. 

Whitish-yellow soils L. shallow on GYPSUM COLLUVIA of the LOWER Hill SLOPES. 
Sols jaune-blanc stf peu profonds sur COLLUVIONS de GYPSE PENTES des COLLINES BASSES. 

SOILS ON WIND-BLOWN MATERIAL (DUNES) 
SOLS D'APPORT EOLIEN (DUNES) 

4 
Yellow sandy soils with DUNES. 
Sols jaunes sableux à DUNES 

VERTISOLS VERT/SOLS 
GRUMOSOLS 
VERT/SOLS A STRUCTURE ARRONDIE A DRAINAGE EXTERNE RÉDUIT 

CARBONATED VERTISOLS VERT/SOLS CARBONATES 

5 

6 

7 

Brown grumosolic vertisols Sil to C .. verv easily flooded : FAFEN ALLUVIA. 
Vertisols bruns grumosoliques stfl à a .. inondables . ALLUVIONS du FAFEN. 

Brown grumosolic clayey vertisols, seldom flooded: FAFEN ALLUVIA. 
Vertisols bruns grumosoliques argileux. peu inondables . ALLUVIONS du FAFEN. 

Red grumosolic vertisols f.S.C. on TEMPORARY RIVER ALLUVIA. 
Vertisols rouges grumosoliques asf sur ALLUVIONS drJUED. 

SOILS WITH A CALCAREOUS DIFFERENCIATION 
SOLS A DIFFÉRENCIATION CALCAIRE 

WITH A PALLID HORIZON A HORIZON PALUDE 
SOILS WITH POWDERY LIME SOLS A CALCAIRE POUDREUX 

8 

9 

Yellowish-red soils fs. to C.L. with numerous limestone pebbles on LIMESTONE COLLUVIA of the DEBRIS SLOPES. 
Sols muge-jaune si à stfa nches en débris calcaires. sur COLLUVIONS CALCAIRES des GI.ACIS 

Red soils S.L. to f.m.S. ALLUVIA of the BIG TEMP,ORARY RIVERS. 
Sols rouges slstf à sfsm ALLUVIONS des GRANDS OUEDS. 

SOILS WITH NODULES SOLS A AMAS ET NODULES 

10 

11 

Carbonated soils Sols carbonatés 
Yellowish-red soils L to C.l. with calcareous nodules on the LIMESTONE of the PLATEAU S. 
Sols rouge-jaune stf à stfa à nodules calcaires sur CALCAIRE des PLATEAUX. 

Red soils L to C.L with limestone flag atweak depth. STRIPEO VEGETATION. 
Sols rouges stf à stfa à dalle calcaire à faible profondeur : ZONES de VEGETATION TIGREE. 

13 
Reddish yellow soils CmS to CmSL. with calcareous nodules OOBAWEJN PLAIN. 
Sols jaune-rouge sgsm à sgsma à nodules calcaires : PLAINE Of DOBAWEIN 

14 
Gray soils Sil. Io S.L with calcareous nodules in the depth. 
Sols gris stfl à sfstf â nodules calcaires en profondeur 

Calcic soils Sols calciques 

1 
S Bright red soils with c.m.S. derived !rom SHILAVO SANDSTONE :VERY FLAT AERAS 

Sols rouge-vif à sgsm issus des GRES tfpe SHILA VO . ZONES TRES PLANES 

SOILS WITH A GYPSEOUS DIFFERENCIATION 
SOLS A DIFFÉRENCIATION GYPSEUSE 

WITH A PALLID HORIZON A HORIZON PALLIDE 
SOILS WITH POWDERY GYPSUM SOLS A GYPSE POUDREUX 

Modal soils Sols modaux 

16 
Gray soils with a m.c.S. COVER : OOBAWEIN PLAIN. 
Sols gns à RECOUVREMENT smsg : Pl.AINE de DOBAWEIN. 

17 

18 

Yellowish-gray stratif1ed soils with balanced texture. 
Sols gris-jaune ii texture équilibrée interstratiliés. 

Gray soils S.L to tS.C.L. with powdery gypsum in the depth: LAST FAFEN DEPRESSION. 
Sols gris sfstf à asfstf à cristaux de gypse en profondeur · dernière DEPRESSION du FAFEN. 
ertic soils Sols vertiques. 

1 
g Weakly clayey vertic brown soils KORAHE P':AI N. 

Sols bruns argileux à tendance vertiq11e faible : PLAINE de KORAHE. 

20 
Vertic red soils C_L. to C. with gypsum accumulation in the depth · DOBAWEIN PLAIN. 
Sols rouges vertJques stfa il a. accumulation de gypse en profondeur PLAINE de DOBAWEIN. 

21 
Vert1c red soils Sil. 1 MACHILA soilsl ALLUVIAL FANS of the TEMPORARY RIVERS. 
Sols rouges stfl à tendance vertique (sols â MACH/LA) · ALLUVIONS FINALES des OUEDS 

SOILS WITH A GYPSUM CRUST SOLS ENCROUTES (A CROUTE DE GYPSE) 

2 
Reddish·yellow soils L with GYPSUM crust at 80 cm on FLAT FANS 

2 Sols jaune-rouge stf à croûte de GYPSE à 80 cm sur ZONES PLANES D'EPANDAGE. 

HYDROMORPHIC SOILS SOLS HYDROMORPHES 
MEDIUM ORGANIC SOILS SOLS MOYENNEMENT ORGANIQUES 

HUMIC GLEY SOILS SOLS HUMIQUES A GLEY 

23 
Brown to reddish-brown medium O~GANIC hydromorphic soils, C. very easily flooded : FAFEN ALLUVIA. 
Sols hydromorphes moyennemenr ORGANIOUES bruns à brun-rouge a., très inondables · ALLUVIONS du FAFEN 
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LEGEND OF THE 
LEGENDE DE LA 

SOILS MAP 
CARTE DES SOLS 

WEAKLY DEVELOPED SOILS SOLS PEU EVOLUÉS 
NON CLIMATIC WEAKLY OEVELOPED SOILS 
SOLS PEU EVOLUÉS NON CLIMAT/DUES 

2 

3 

4 

ERODED SOILS SOLS D EROSION 

Yd uw1sl1 rnd suis C.L tu l calcareuus Jll LIMESTONE :OLLUVIA STEEP SLOPE ul the HILLS 
Sui~ wuy1:1/d11r1e Mfl d >li l~ftarre> svr COlll!VIOl'fS CAlCAl/1ES PENiES fûRTES des COll'AES 

Wl11t1sh v~11nwso1ls Sil verv shallow on LiY~SUM of the 10\11/f.R Hll L5 
'>11is ;a1 ne b.anr. s-Tfl wperf1t1~!1 rnr {, Yf\F tfe> {(JI/ !Nf'> HA.\ \f'> 

Wh1t1sh yollow soi s L shallo.v on GVPSUM COlLUVIA of the LOWER Hill SLOPfS 
Sais p1m11 h/anc stf {lf!lf P"ofomls sur CDlUJVIONS d~ GYPSE PENTES rüs COlllll/ES BASSES 

SOILS ON WIND-BLOWN MATERIAL IDUNES) 
SOLS D'APPORT EOLIEN (DUNES) 

Vellow sandy smls w1th DUNES 
S11Js 11111n9s sableux a Ul!NES 

VERTISOLS VERT/SOLS 
GRUMDSOLS 
VERT/SOLS A STRUCTURE ARRONDIE A DRAINAGE EXTERNE REDUIT 

CARBONATEO VERTISOLS VERTfSOLS CARBONATES 

5 
Brown grumo~ol1t ve'11~ols Sil to C very easlly floo~ed FA FEN ALLllVIA 
Vutt:io!s /11u11s grumosaltqllf!s stfl a il momli!bles AllUY!ONS du fAffN 

6 
Brow~ grumo~ol1c clilyey vemsols sel dom flooded FAFEN ALLUVIA 
Vert1sols arons oromaso/1oues argileux peu mamiables All/JVIONS tiu FAFEN 

Red grumosol1~ ver11sols f SC on TEMPORJ'IRY RIVER ALLUVIA 
Vert1sa!s rouge; gr1Jmosofl11ui!s as1 SIJ! ALLUVIONS dOUED 7 

SOILS WITH A CALCAREOUS DIFFERENCIATION 
SOLS A DIFFÉRENCIATION CALCAIRE 

WITH A PALUD HORIZON A HORIZON PALUDE 

8 

9 

SOILS WITH POWDERY LIME SOLS A CALCAIRE POUDREUX 

Yellow1sh red so1ls h to CL wrth nume!ous l1mes1one pebbles on LIME STONE COLLUVIA of the OEBlllS SLOPES 
Sols ra1Jge 1au111! si a stfa nches en rleb,1s cak~1res s11r COllUVIONS CALCAIRES d~s GiACIS 

Red so1ls S L 10 f m S ALLUVIA of the BIG TEMPORARY RIVERS 
Sols rouges sfstf a sfsm AllfJVIONS ries GRANDS OUEDS 

SOILS WITH NODULES SOLS A AMAS ET NODULES 

Carbonated so1ls Sols carbonatés 

1 O Yellow1sh red so1ls L to CL v.nh calcareous roduleson rtmllMESTONE of the PLATEAUS 
Sais ro1Jqe 1a1Jne stf à stfa 11 nodMes talcaires sur CAlCA/Rf des PLATEAlJX 

11 Redso1ls L te CL w1thl1meuoneflagatweakdept~ STRIPED VEGETATION 
Soif rouges stf a stfa a da!le ta/carre a la1h!e pralrmdevr ZONES de VEGETATION TIGREE 

Yellow1sh red soils L to CL w11h cal~areous nodules VERY HAT FA~S 
12 Sols rouge1aunestf 1t ~tfn e nodules c&ir;o1res ZONES D'fPAlo/DAGES rf!ES /'LAIVES 

13 Aedd1sh vellow so1ls CmS 10 CmSL v.nh calcareous nodules DO!!AWEIN PLAIN 
Salr fil/Jfle rouge sgsm 8 sgsma a nodules cafcares PLAINE DE OOBAWEIN 

14 
Grav so1ls Sil Io S L v.uth cakareous nodules m thedepth 
Soh gris stfl a sf:itl a nod1Jles talcatrf'S en prolande111 

Calc1c so1ls Sols calciques 

SOILS WITH A GYPSEOUS DIFFERENCIATION 
SOLS A DIFFÉRENCIATION GYPSEUSE 

WITH A PALLID HORIZON A HORIZON PALLIDE 
SOILS WITH POWDERV GVPSUM SOLS A GYPSE POUDREUX 

Modal so1ls Sols modawr. 

Grav so1ls Wllh a m.c s COVER DOBAWEIN PLAIN 
16 Sols gr1s à RECOIJVREMENr smsg PLAINE de DOBAWEIN 

17 
Yellow1sti gra~ strat1f1ed so1ls with oalanced texture 
Soif gr1s1a11ne a text1Jrf' equi1ibr9e mlers•nitifieo 

Gray soils S l Io f SC L w1th powdery gypsum m the depth LAST FAFEN DEPRESSION 
18 Sols g"tS sfstf 11 1ufstf 11 cr1st1111x rie gypse en profondeur rierniere DEPRESSION dü FAFEIV 

"rt1c: 50115 Safs verttques. 

We~k y clayey vert1c brolo'.n so1ls KORAl1E PLAIN 
19 Sols bwfls arg1/eW1 ;i tenrl~nce vert1tµie lai!J/9 PlAINE rie KORAHE 

20 Vert1credso1ls CL toC w1th npsum atcumulat1on1nthedepth OOBAWEIN PLAIN 
Sols rouges vertrq11es stfa a 11 11ccumuliltwn de gypse en profondeur PlAINE rie DOBAWEIN 

Verne red so1ls S1L (MACHILA smlsf ALLUVIAL FANS o' the TEMPORAllY RIVERS 
21 Sols ro1111es stfl ~ tendance ven11J11e (sols a MACH/LA) AllllVl(}NS FINALES des OUEOS 

SOILS WITH A GYPSUM CRUST SOLS ENCROUTES fA CROUTE DE GYPSE) 

22 
Redd1sh yellow so1I~ L w1th GVPSUM trust al 80 rm on FLAT FA~S 
Sols fi!une rouge otf 11 c1oiite ri& GYPSE~ 80 tm sur ZONES PJA}JES OFPA~DAGE 

HYDROMORPHIC SOILS SOLS HYDROMORPHES 
MEDIUM ORGANIC SOILS SOLS MOYENNEMENT ORGANIQUES 

HUMIC GLEY SOILS SOLS HUMIQUES A GLEY 

23 
Brown to redd1sh·brawn med1Um OfüiANIC hydromorph1c so1ls C verv eas1ly flooded FAFEN ALLUVIA 
Sols ~ydromorpfles moyennement OR6ANIOlJES b1uns ô bflm rouge a. très JOondab/es All/JVIONS du fAffN. 

ABREVIATIONS 

f S fme Sijnd 
si saMeux a sali/es fins 
L Loam 
~ri 5iJb/~llJ( a s11bles tres !ms 
Sr L S1lty loarn 
slfl sa/Jiu l1maneux 11 Siihks très fms 
S l L Sandy oa1n Io loam 
sfstf :Jiibleux il 511/J/es fins et silfiles tres fms 
lm S F111~ and medium sand 
sf:.m si1bk11x a sa/J/es fins et sables moytn:i 
lcS Fme and coarse sa~d 

sfsg sabk11x il sa/J/es !ms el siibles grossiers 
m i; S Medium and 1.aarse sand wnh predominanca oF med1~m sand 
s111sg Silbleux J soli/es moyens el sables grossiers 
i;.rn.S Coa1se and medium ~and w1th predominance of coar1e sand 
sgMll Siihleux o sil/iles grossiers et sabks moyens 
CmS L Sandy loat'l w1th coar1e and medium sand 
sg:i fll il Sil!JIU argileux o soli/es grossiers et sables fllOyt/IS 
C Clay 

fSC Fine $and) Glay 
asf ilrgJ/o :ia/Jleux il saMes fins 
ISC.L Sandy day loam w1th fine sand 
asf:itf 8rg1/o sableux o sables fl!ls et sables très fmo 
LC Loamy da~ 

astf arg1/o si1/J/e11x a siJ/J!es très fi11s 
C L Clay loam 
stfa :J1Jb!o t1tg1le11x il Silb/es très /ms 
SC L Sandy Glay Inam 
sfil sa/J/o argile/JI( a Sflb/eo fins 

FLOODED ZONE 

INONDABLE 
21 Fafen and 10 (affluents of Fafen) 3 400 ha 

21 Fafen et 10 affluepts du Fa/en 3 400 ha 

FAFEN 

INUNDATIONS 

FAFEN 
AFFLUENTS 

INUNDATIONS 

- - ;;1o-

. : ... ·.:. · .... 
. : . .":":" ·:.:. : . 
·=.= • ........ : . 

very highly flooded zone 
très fortement inondable 

highly flooded zone 
fortement inondable 

medium flooded zone 
inondable 

slightly flooded zone 
peu inondable 

flooded zone (large temporary rivers) 
inondable (grands oueds) 

flooded zone (small temporary rivers) 
inondable (petits oueds) 

water table not too deep 
nappa phréatique peu profonde 
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very highly flooded zone 
très fortement inondable 

highly flooded zone 
fortement inondable 

medium flooded zone 
inondable 

slightly flooded zone 
peu inondable 

4 Miles 

flooded zone (large temporary rivers) 
inondable (grands oueds) 

-=cc -_· _·_-_ 

FAFEN 

AFFLUENTS 
INUNDATIONS 

21 

21 

flooded zone (small temporary rîvers) 
inondable (petits oueds) 

water table not too deep 
nappe phréatique peu profonde. 

HIGHLY FLOODED ZONE 
FORTEMENT INONDABLE 

Fafen 10 (affluents of Fafen) 29 500 ha 
Fafen 10 affluents du Fafen 29 500 ha 

VERY HIGHLY FLOOOED ZONE 
TRES FORTEMENT INONDABLE 

23 {Fafen) 4 400 ha 
- -- - -,L------- --- ,,, 

3 

9 

8 

-6'3[) 

23 Fafen 4 400ha 

ABREVIATIONS 

l.S Fine sand 
_;f 1a1J/..,,x a .a/J/es fms 

L Loam 
>'If <a/Jie"x a sah/e.1 ''"-' 1!11.1 

S 1 I ~1lly lu•rn 
;t,\1 sahlo-l'"'""'"x ,; «•hie.< /•ps lm• 
~ l l S;irod~ irJ"m tu l"rr 
.ils!! "'l;/;mx ;, Mb/es fms .r s8tles ires lms 
f m.S F ne sna medium '""d 
stsm sab~ ..... a "'M1Ni fios et oaMes moyen~ 

lcS Fine and'°''" ~a'd 
<1'1,Q s.;&/r11< ,; .to.\lrs /11•; el so&.'11• ;,·mr>1er> 
rn cS Medtum and coar1e sand w1th prtdoriin8n~e cf medium sand 
'"''ii sabliux il s•hl.S ma)'l'lls ~1 <a/Jies ~<0ss1&r>' 

o m S. Coa"e and meolrnm sand "' th poodominance o! ooone sand 
'ii•111 '"Meu• à sa/J!..s gr;1ssre•s et sal!i'u mOf"!nS 
CrnS "Sandy Inam Vu1'.0 rmrse nnrl merltnm '""' 
<_q< m ,, ,,,M,, ,1fg1/r11~ a sabre• g1v$$1er:; er Sdhles mof~n> 

lla·1 
,1r.q/.'i• .. L 

1 St: fine '"nrly L loy 
as.' aç;ilo-sal!li"x • sBMe< .~·n, 

1~~1 ~andy da~· loim »1111 lum iaml 
as/_;;f ·"!frlo-oi!b!•·ox il so/i.'es .'iris er salii.s trf."' fin.• 
L.C Loamy clav 

CL Cla·1 ·:am 
si .'a •Nblo-or.;i.'<w: il «1/J!es rres bns 
SCI ~"11dv CJV ICJm 
sla saOJO-dff/i.'eux ;, 'a/Jlps f;n, 

LEGEND OF THE SOILS MAP 
LEGENDE DE LA CARTE DES SOLS 

WEAKLY OEVELOPEO SOILS SOLS PEU EVOLUÉS 
NON CLIMATIC WEAKLY DEVELOPED SOILS 
SOLS PEU EVOLUÉS NON CLIMATIQUES 

2 

3 

4 

ERODED SOILS SOLS D"EROSfON 

i·llnw"h reU '"'b CL 1. "-""l"reJu;on .1"1ESTC~JE CnlllJ\JIA· STFFP SIO~O ut illeCILLS 
Yals m,ige1•"'" srfl asti ""'cc11rcs s11r Çfil'llfL'lnA'S é'llll'A!f!ES l'i!VTES HJRTES .1es C.'Jtll~'ES 

1•ihiriE'l-\'f'lc'NSools ~ L.'1ervs-·ol,·Jw :0 0 GY>S~M olthe LJWER HILCS 
Sols 1avre-Oianc stil superfic1&i's '"' GYPSE dts r.DLL11Vi~ SASSlS 

1'1hi ,,,_\., la•N soils L shallow o- :;YPSUM COllUVI~ of the LOWO~ Hill SLOPES 
.\'11/.\ /dW>e-h!~l!i; :;/f ""' oto;ands Silf couu:'/ONS J~ riYFSE PENrE~ tss CIJUl/li[S BASSES 

SOllS ON WIND-BLOWN MATERIAL [DUNES) 
SOLS D"APPOFIT EOLIEN IDU/llES) 

'rellow"1ndy'.mlsw1th Oli~FS 

Sais """'"' sa/JI"·~ ' D<.1.'liS 

VERTISOLS VERT/SOLS 
GRUMOSOLS 
VERT/SOLS A STRUCTURE ARRONDIE A DRAINAGE EXTERNE RÉDUIT 

CARBONATEO VERTISOLS VERT/SOLS CARBONATES 

5 

6 

7 

Bro,,n grurnosolic ;~rti~.'I' ,<;i L to ~-. v•ry ;;;olv llood•U FAFE N ALLUVIA. 
y,.r:;süi,; t1Yos Ç'llmosol•~rr.s s.-fl a "-· .. ,ond8bles A/11/V/[JIJS n11 FAFEN. 

B'owr qrnmosol1: ,i,yr~· vrrrisuf,, "Mom lluud1nJ fl\FEN 11.LlUVIA. 
i'Nlisoi':;; bruµ' gr11111()wl1qri8J 1Jrgil~u;, peu /.o~.,lf•hil'~ Al/!1V'/,?IJS n'u F~n.~ 

Red grumo'°lic ·1ertisol• f SC un -EMPOR/\H\' RIVtR ALlUVlll 
Ver:"1 .. '.1 rr•riy&> ~1"mosr;/,qu•~ •sf sur AU.l/YIONS 11'0//Fn 

SOILS WITH A CALCAREOUS DIFFERENCIATION 
SOLS A DIFFÉRENCIATION CALCAIRE 

WITH A PALLID HORIZON A HORIZON PAll/DE 
SOILS WllH f'OWOERY LIME SOLS A CALCAIRE POUDREUX 

8 

9 

10 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Yellow.sh-red soils fa to C.L. ,.,111rium'"""1 rr8"l11r., pebtie' on LIMESTONE ùlLlUVIA if tlle OCBRI~ SI PPFS 
.Sni's f'-'"Y'' pu1•c >I J ;/ld 'IC//80 8,, drit.~5 «le<11tl~ >!fr COli.iJ~~ONS êAll.'AmfS •.("1 tilAl.ïS 

ReJ <oib S.L to f.m.$. ALLJVIA nf tlio Hir; ffMP.JRf,RY RIVERS 
Soi; muge< .i/;/I ci s/;·m All/JVIUNS Ms 6RANOS thJEDS_ 

SOILS WITH NODULES SOlS A AMAS ET NODULES 
C~rbonated sools Sots carbonat,;s 

Yello'"'"h-red sail• L to CL w1th oalcareou• nodules on tlrn LIMf~TnNE a· -hr- PJ\ltAl~ 
Sais •o,,~e '8"''" sri .i <rh' à •>id"·les calC••res su• CAlC4ifl[ o'"' Fi.ArEtUX 

Hrd" ., L. to CL. "'th l1mestone llag ,1weakdepth i\TRIPFn O'FfiETATIUN 
Sols 'îJU(jtS s!f .l <!fa il 0.·1/h• ,,,1,.,,,,,. J !ai/1!11 p'î!lonrltiu• ZON(S ile J(GfTAT/tJfi TIGREE 

Yellowi•h-rad $0.ls l. 10 LL with oalooreous nodulM VFRY FI AT FAN~ 
Soir tOlige-1allne sri il srf5 ci 1Jml11m1 ra.(•:.i1.,, ZO.'VES 0(P4NOAGIS JfilS Pi.ANES 

Hmld1sh ~!llow •oil! CroS to CmSL ,,;,, oaliareou1 ri du " nUAA'•\11-IN PL~I~. 

Sols rau,,,.-m,,,çe sgsm a s91111.1 ,, ,;ur/111"-' 1:,•/,-,,m1> PIA!'iE Dl VOBAWEIN 

ll·ay smls Sil 1o S L. w•th calcareous nodul"' in1he d'"th 
Sols Of!S stfl 8 sfsrf Il nOliulf:.< '"/calrl'>' "'' Jirolonrltiuc 

Catcic soils Sols calciques 

B 1yh1 rnd so1l1 w1·_h, m.S. dt11ved from SHILAVO SA NU STONE ~EPY FLAT AEF!AS 
Sms '''"N'' "' " 'ii'"' ,,·rn< il•s 6f/ES t)'p• SllllA~ll ZONES TfiiS PIANf\' 

SOILS WITH A GYPSEOUS DIFFERENCIATION 
SOLS A DIFFÉRENCIATION GYPSEUSE 

WITH A PALLID HORIZON A HORIZON PAll/DE 
SOILS WITH POWOERY GYPSUM SOLS A GYPSE POUDREUX 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Model soils Sols mo.Jau.< 

Gray •oil•"' th 8 -n c S CO'JER OOBllWEIN PUllN 
Sr,ls !!•'' a HtlVIJ:tHl:Ml:I'{! smsg PLAINE lie DUBAWFIN 

Y•iluwisli qrny s;rntif,pd "!il' w1·ti D>lancefl te•ture_ 
Sms ~ri•-1•01« à lexrure Wmhori< mœrstrali~es. 

C·ay •oils S l ln f SC l "'1th ooVudery ivpsum 1n the de~1r LAST fil.FE~ OEPRESSIO~ 
So/.' ~ris .>fslf e aslslf il crist•ux de gyp:;e en pmlri.ot!'"'r domi!iœ DEPRES~//JN "" fAFtN 

Vertic soils Sols vertîques. 
We;klyd•r•i '""1io:l11uwn'°"' KORAH[ rCAIN 
S111s Or"''° argileux k ten~enre venrqJJe IB!IJ!e PIA/NF de KURAHF 

.,,,.tio ""I '"'I' 1: 1 lu 1: "'til gvpscm accumula1illn m 1he depth: OOBAWEIN Pl AIN 
S111S rouf/es rertioues slfa il e acco1m1.'eri~n lie l!f'I'"' "" µ11.11.11I!~m PU'INE ils iJ{JBAW[IN 

l'erticreds· 1,s,i [MA::~ILll soilsl ALLUVIAL fll~S o!lo;TEMPORAAY RIVFRS 
Sols 1'!UÇ'5 slf! il ter.dance "'"1que (sols li MAl.111/Af AUUVIYNS f/NALES t!!S l)IJEiJS 

SOILS WITH A GYPSUM CRUST SOLS ENCROUTES (A CROUTE DE GYPSE) 

K"dd sti-1·ellow '°' s L. w•th C~FSUM cru•t •t SC cm au FIAI fANS 
Sols /~,;,.,, 'f!rrqe ilf A Hr.J!'' 1o GYPSE 11 /i[J i·m slir ZUNFS P!ANfS DEPANOAGE 

HYOROMORPHIC SOILS SOLS HYDROMDRPHES 
MEDIUM ORGANIC SOILS SOLS MOYENNEMENT ORGANIQUES 

HUMIC GLEY SOILS SOLS HUMIQUES A GLEY 

23 
Brown 10 reddl•ll h•own medium UR~ANI~ hvdrnmur~hio so1ls, C. wryeasily Hollded fAFFN AllUVIA 
\',,/s h)'(lror1wrp,\» moytnnemenr lJllGAf'lïO/JfS b,,111_1· ~ hmrr m1'N" o l~r mont!~&le; AUIJVIONS t!u FAFfN_ 

~n.-rv-A-.r 

1lrh,/r~ \l (])- Y U 11 lt- 6\ 0"9 -'r 'ri <1î/. n 1 at> iW l S. f1, lt-
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MAP N'4 

KORAH E PLAIN 
AND 

SOUTH-KORAH E 
flîn 
~ 



OF THE SOILS MAP LEGE ND 
LEGENDE DE LA CARTE DES SOLS 

Mile 1 

WEAKLV DEVELOPED SOILS SOLS PEU EVOLUÉS 
NON CLIMATIC WEAKLY DEVELOPED SOILS 
SOLS PEU EVOLUÉS NON CLIMATIQUES 

2 

3 

4 

ERDDED SOILS SOLS D EROSION 

Y~lluw1~h red su1ls CL tu L ~akareuus u11 LIMESTONE COL LLIVIA STEEP SLOPE of the HILLS 
Sais mllge1au,?e stfl à slf. calctNff!s ~1H COLl/JVIONS CAlCAIRES PENTES FONTES des COUIJVES 

Wh1t1sh yellow so1ls Sil .verv shallow on GYPSUM of the LOo'VER HILLS 
Sais pwne blanc stfl Sli/Jerf1t1els sui GYPSE des COllllJIES BASSES 

Wh1t1sh·yelluwso1lsl shallowonGYPSUM COLLUVIA olthe LOWER lllll SLOPES 
Su/:; /HtJ!lu bliilll 5lf p~u pcuhmh ~111 COlllJVIONS lie 6'1PSE PENTES de5 COLLINES BASSES 

SOILS ON WIND-BLOWN MATERIAL (OUNFSf 
SOLS D'APPORT EOLIEN (DUNES) 

Yellow sand 1 so1ls w1th DUNES 
Sols ;;wnes sableu1 a DUNES 

VERTISOLS VERT/SOLS 
GRUMOSOLS 
VERT/SOLS A STRUCTURE ARRONDIE A DRAINAGE EXTERNE RÉDUIT 

CARBONATED VERTISOL5 VERTISOLS CARBONATES 

5 

6 

7 

Brown grurn11sol1c ve-t1s11ls Sil to C, very ~as1ly llondcd ~AFEN ALLUVIA 
Vert1so!s lmms grumosof1ques sri/ fi (1., monda/iles AU/JVJONS 111 FAFEN 

Brown ~rumosol1c tla~~v vemsols, sel dom floaded FAFEN ALLUVIA 
Ven1so/s bruns grumaso/lques arg•/eux peu .naN111bles AlllJVIONS du fAFEN 

Red grumosohc verusols 1 SC on TEMPDRAR'f RllJER ALLUVIA 
Vcrt1sols rwges grumcsobques as/ sur llUIJVfO!L'S dYJIJE[) 

SOILS WITH A CALCAREOUS DIFFERENCIATION 
SOLS A DIFFÉRENCIAT/ON CALCAIRE 

WITH A PALUD HORIZON A HORIZON PALUDE 
SOILS WITH POWDEAY LIME SOLS A CALCAIRE POUDREUX 

8 
Yellow1sh red sJils fa to C l .v1th 1umernus l1mestone ~ebbles on LIMESTONE COLLUVIA of the DEBRIS SLOPES 
Sols rouge 1a11ne sf a stfa nch~s en débris calc~1res sur CDll/JVIONS CAICAfR[S des /JlACIS 

9 

10 

11 

Red SOllS s L to 1 m s ALLUVIA et the BIG TEMPDRARY RIVERS 
Sais rouges sfsrf a sfsm ALLUVIONS des GRANDS OUEDS 

SOIL5 WITH NODULES SOLS A AMAS ET NODULES 
Carbonated soils Sots carbonatés 

Yellow1sn red so1ls l to CL w1th calcarnous nodules on the LIMESTONE of the PU\TEALS 
Sais 1a11ge 1a11!lt: s'f o stfa a ncd~ks caka1ros s11r CAlCA1RE des Pl.A rEAUX. 

Redsa1ls L 'Q :L wth11mestoneflag atv.eakoe~th STRPED VEGETATION 
Sols rouges s,i a srfa fi diJl/iJ ca/CiJll/J ;i /;i1b/e prufomleur ZONES rle VEGErA TIOIV nGREE 

Yello;v1sh red so1ls L 10 CL w1th cal~arno~s nodules VERY FLAf FANS 
1 2 Sms rouge1aun~ stf a stfa a "orfu/~s ralcarros ZONES D'EPANDAGES TRES PLA!llES 

13 
Redd1sh y~llow so1ls CmSto CmSL w1th ~alrareous nodules OOBAWEIN PLAIN 
Sols }IJ/Jne rougg sg~m a sgsm11 iJ Hcdules c11k111res Pl.AIN[ !J[ OOBAW[IN 

14 
Grayso1lsSil ta S L w1th calcareous nodules 1n thedept~ 
Sols !JflS stfl fi sfstl fi ?odmes crJ/tairei e? profonde11r 

Calc1c so1ls Sols calciques 

Br1ghtredso11s .... 11hcmS derrvedfrom SHILAVO SANDSTONE VERY FLAT AERAS 
1 5 Sois ro!lQe Vif a Sf!Sm ISSllS ries GRES rype SHILA VO ZONES TRES PLANES 

SOILS WITH A GVPSEOUS DIFFERENCIATION 
SOLS A DIFFÉRENCIATION GYPSEUSE 

WITH A PALUD HORIZON A HORIZON PALLIDE 
SOILS WITH POWOERY GYPSUM SOLS A GYPSE POUDREUX 

Mod;;il smls Sols modaWf. 

Groyso1lsv..1th arr c S COVER D08AW!:IN PLAIN 
16 Sais gns a RECOllVREMfNT smsg PIA/NF tif' 00/JAWE/N 

17 

18 

Yellow1sh gray s1ratihec so1ls w1th talanced texture 
Sais fl"S 111ane a tex/11'1! érw1librée 1ntr!1strat1fies 

Groyso1 s S L ta t SC L wnh pW1dery gvpsum rn the depth LAST FAFEN Of PRESSION 
Sais !!f'S sfstf a asfstf a cr1sffi1Jx ile qypse en profonde~r dermere DEPRESSION du fAFEfll 

Vert1c so1ls Sols vert1ques 

19 ~;,:kl;,~~a;e;,g:;::~c ~o:~;;,~~se ~~'~:! ~';:j~N PLAINE rie KORAHE 

ZO Vert1cred so1ls Cl ln L w1th gyp~11m aœumulotmn 111th€ de1th OllBAWEIN PLll.IN 
.Sn'~ mll!JI'~ wrt1q11I'~ ~flfl fi fi ~rc11m11l11/m!I de 3yprn en pmfnnde1,r f'lA/Nf dP. fll!BAWl::IN 

Vert1c red so1ls Sil {MACHILA sJ1ls) ALLUVIAL FANS of the TEMPORARY RIVERS 
Sols rouges stfl a tent!a11ce 1ert1q11g (wls J MACH/iA) AUUVIOll/S FINALES des OUEDS 21 

SOILS WITH A GYPSUM CRUST SOLS ENCROUTES (A CROUTE DE 

22 Reddtsh yellow SOllS L Wllh GY~suM crust ot 80 cm 011 FLAT Ft\NS 
Sors Jililnemllge sr! a crllûre de GYPSE a BO cm s11r ZONES PIAIVES lJ'fl'Al'IDAGf 

GYPSE) 

HYDROMORPHIC SOILS SOLS HYDROMORPHES 
MEDIUM ORGANIC SOILS SOLS MOYENNEMENT ORGANIQUES 

HUMIC GLEY SOILS SOLS HUMfOUES A GIEY 

Brown Io redd1sh brnwn medium ORGt\NIC hydromo1ph1c so1b, C vtry ~as1ly Hoodtd FA FEN ALLUV!A 
23 Sais 11yr/rumu1p11e~ muyt11111e11renl Ofl(]ANIOUES /Jruns a /Jrun l(}IJ!Jf! a Ires mQ!ldali/es AllUVIOIVS dt• FAfEll/ 

IS ,, 
l 

ABREVIATIONS 

Fine sand 
on/Jlc11x à sa!Jks fms 

Loam 
stf sabkux a 53b/as tros fms 
S 1 L S1ltv loam 
s/f/ sa/J/o limo!leux " sables trl!s /ms 
S L. Sandv loam to loom 
sf5tf sableux à sa!J/es fms et sahles Ires fms 
lm S "1~e and medium sond 
)fs111 sableur a sa/Jles frno e' sables 71Gyc~s 

1 ( S F11e and coarse iand 
sfsg sableur à sables fms et sahles gmss1ers 
mcS Medium and coarse s~nd w1th predcmman~e ot medium sand 
smsg ~ableux à sables moyens et 5i!Dl~s grossiers 
~ m S Goar~~ and med1u1T sand w1th p edum1n~nce o· coarse sand 
sgsm sa/Jle11x à sables gmss1urs et sa/Jles llliJJ-f'flS 

CmS L Sandy lod111 w1ll1 i;~a'se d11d 1111l!J1u 11 oand 
sg s m a salilo a1vrle1JA a sali/es grus>1P,!5 et sables moyens 

Clay 
a ar11.te11x 
1 SC: Fine sandy d~v 
asf arg1lo silhfeux a sable:; frm 
t SC. Sancy clay loam v.rth fine sand 
a1f1tf flrg1fo Sà~leux a sali/es /1115 el ~a!Jf~~ l!~s !ms 
_ c Loamy clay 
attl arg Io sa/J!eux a saliks très fms 
r; l Clay Inam 

slfa taliln argileux a sa/Jles tfes !ms 
SC L Sandy day loam 
~fa sa/Jfo arg1!1'11l a 1t1hlr>1 fm< 

FLOODED ZONE 

INONDABLE 
21 and 15 1 Fafen} 13 300 ha 

21 et 15 Fafen 13 300 ha 

NEARLV FLOODED ZONE 

PEU INONDABLE 
12 and 22 (affluents of Fafen) 12 200 ha 

7 2 et 22 affluents du Fafen 7 2 200 ha 

FAFEN 

INUNOATIONS 

FAFEN 

AFFLUENTS 
INUNDATIONS 

0 

M1000 soo 

-~, 

:· .. .... 

very highly flooded zone 
très fortement inondable 

highly flooded zone 
fortement inondable 

medium flooded zone 
inondable 

slightly flooded zone 
peu inondable 

flooded zone (large temporary rivers} 
inondable (grands oueds) 

flooded zone (small temporary rivers) 
inondable (petits oueds) 

water table not tao deep 
nappe phréatique peu profonde 

Sea le 1: 60000 approximate 

2 3 

0 1 3 4 5 Km 

8 

-5·50 

12 

4 Miles 

11 

INDEX SHEET 
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SOILS MAP-CARTE DES SOLS 

Fafen Valley-Vallée du Fafen 

JUNE 1973 

MAP N'5 
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SOILS MAP 
CARTE DES SOLS 

LEGEND OF THE 
LEGENDE DE LA 

WEAKLY DEVELOPED SOILS SOLS PEU EVOLUÉS 
NON CLIMATIC WEA.KLY DEVELOPED SOILS 
SOLS PEU EVOLUES NON CLIMATIQUES 

2 

3 

4 

EROOEO SOILS SOLS D.EROSfON 

\'8 low11h-1eJ 5oils Cl to L càlcareou.1 011 LIMESlOrlé COLLL\ilA STHP SLOPE al the lllLLS 
'Jols 1fü1ge iaune st.11 a st,'. c,1/cMres s11r CDlllll'IDN:J C.4lCAIRES PEl'VTES fORT[S m:< CDllhVES 

V/11 t1sh-yelloo\ >011> S1L.·1ery stiollow un GYPSUM of the LOWER HILLS 
Sots 1aune-bia11c srfl s11pe.11t1Pls s11r Gl'PSE ,1es C!JU,'NFS Bt.SSFS 

Wl1it1sh-yellow soli~~ shollow 011 GYPSUM COLLUV A o' -ht LOlfl'ER HILL SLOPES 
Sa/! flllmebitmc stl f!Ni wofo111/.1- sur COii/J'l!ONS de GYPSE PENTES des COl!lflflS BASSES 

SOILS ON WIND-BLOWN MAl~RIAL (DUNES) 
SOLS o·APPORT EOLfEN (DUNES) 

Yellow sand1· so1lo 1V1th DL NES 
Sol.• J&unes sabieux ~ OU,';'lS 

VERTISOLS VERT/SOLS 
GRUMOSOLS 
VERTISOLS A STRUCTURE ARRONDIE A DRAINAGE EXTERNE RÉDUIT 

CARBONATED VERTISOLS VERT/SOLS CARBONATES 

5 

6 

7 

élrown grumosoli( vert1sols Sil to C., very eas1ly flooded Fi\FEN ALLUVIA 
/<'ttis~ls bwns !Jn·mosuirques nt!~ a., monda/Jles Alltfi'lnNS rl11 FAffll' 

Brown ~ rumosoliç cla~ey ~ertisols, sel dom flooced r A' [ N ALLUVIA 
Vertrsals br11ns qmmuooliq11es artpl1w~. pru mrmdah/Ds Alll'!'IONS du FAflN. 

A&d grumosolic l'ertisols f_S C cr Ti:\llPORARY RIVER ,'l.LLUVIA 
'lerris~ls rol!!JPS !Jlllmoso/1q11es asf sur Al!UV!ll.lvS tf'(}{,'ffl 

SOILS WITH A CALCAREOUS DIFFERENCIATION 
SOLS A DIFFÉRENCIATION CALCAIRE 

WITH A PALLID HORIZON A HORIZON PALLIDE 

8 

9 

11 

SOILS WITH POWDERY LIME SOLS A CALCAJRE POUDREUX 

Yelloo\'1sh red smls fs to CL_ w th numerous limestJ1e pebbles on LIWESTONE LOLLUVll\ ott~c Ut~HIS SLOP~S 

~ds r1!11ge ,wme sf J .~r.'.; ,,,·iles el! débris calca:res SllT CDLll'!'IOIVS CALCAIRES tles GlAC!S 

Re1snilsS1 r~ 1 m S Al l .IVIA of the BIG TEMP.ORAAY RlliERS 
Suis 1m1flts ~htf ~ )·fsm AllfJVIONS des GRANDS 0/J[DS 

SOILS WITH NODULES SOLS A AMAS ET NODULES 

Carbonsted soils Sols carbonatés 

Red soifs L to C_L_ wn~ l1mesto-1e flag a1 weak depth ST'llPEO VEGETATION 
Sols rouges st! a stta a dalle calcaire ~ ia1bie profomfE~'r l!Jl\'ES de VEGfTATID.'V TIGREE 

12 
YPll1M"l1-r~d ,.,;1, 1 lu Cl .rv1tl1 Ldl[o<r;1ui> rnnl11le> VfRY FIAT fANS 
Sds raar;e iat'l'C stl ,~ slld .i rror/y/es r.nlca1res l01VES DTPA/110AGES TRfS PlANES 

13 
Redd1st v~llowsmls ~m~ to CmS. w11h calcareous nodules UOSAWCll\ PL/\iN 
Sols JBLJhE-roug~ sgsm a srp;ma .iJ Pot!u/e~ .:aica11es PlA!NE DE DOBAVIE/f'i 

Ciilcic soils Sols calciques 

St1ght rnd w1ls w1th c.m.S. d~r1;~d lrcn SHILl\\JO SAr>.DSTO\JE: VERY FLil-T A~RAS 
15 Sds roi·ge vif il sgsm issus drs GRES 1roe SHllAV'!J ZONES TRES P!A.IJi'ES 

SOILS WITH A GYPSEOUS DIFFERENCIATION 
SOLS A DIFFÉRENCIATION GYPSEUSE 

WITH A PALLID HORIZON A HORIZON PALLIDE 
SOI LS WITH POWDE RY GYPSUM SOIS A GVPSF POUDREUX 

Modal soils Sols morlauJr. 

Cray soils w th a ll c s_ CO\iER 003AWEI rJ PLAIN 
1 6 ~cls grrs a RECOUVREMENT smsg PUilll'E de OOB!lWEIN 

1 
] Yel lo"''ISh gray <;t"at11i~rj so1 I > wnl1 halan c~d 18' rure 

Sir/) !!")'-Jaune J œtt1ue équrùlnée i11tus;Mt1fies 

l S Graysoils S.L ·o •.S.~ L. "llh powdery gvpsum •n :he deplh LASI ~AfH! UCPfH:SSICN 
Sols !J"S sfslf a asfs/f il Cf!s!al!!I Ife gypse en protomfeM d~m1'i?rl' OEPRESSION d11 fAfEN 

art1c soils Sols vqniques. 

Pl.A/NF ri~ KDRAHE 

20 
Vert•C red sools C_l_ 10 C.with gyp!Ul"l OCCUl'1Ui<Hion 1~ the d;wth 006A\l\'EIN PLAIN 

Strl> 'nll!JPS L'f-I'lf/fJP.> >.'fa il a 1~.-11m1ifari:~n rio !JVfi->P ~.'/ proiumkur PLAlflE ri~ Dü84Wf1N 

SOllS WITH A GYPSUM CRUST SOLS ENCROUTES (A CROUTE DE GVPSE! 

22 AP-ddi_,11-yell1·"""l'l ~i1l1 riYPSUMc1ust alBDcnor FLAT Fl\NS 
Sa/> Ji'arre-rv11gf :;tf î rrvUte de GYPSE a 80 1;r;1 su' 10,';[S PiANES OEPANfJAGF 

HYDROMORPHIC SOILS SOLS HYDROMORPHES 
MEDIUM ORGANIC SOILS SOLS MOYENNEMENT ORGANIQUES 

HUMIC GLEY SOILS SOLS HUMIQUES A Gl.EY 

Brown ta redd1sh·brown m~d1um ORGANIC hydromor~h~ soils C verv eamlv flooded FAFEN ALLUVIA. 
23 Sais lr,vdrcmarpfws mo.venneffl{!ll/ Ull(J,l,NfllUiS (Jruns J ~r11n-1au1Je a, ttès 1nnnd3/tlt!s AllUVIOiVS lfv fAFiN 
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FLOODE,D ZONE 
INONDABLE 

15 1 Fafen) 10 (affluents of Fafen) 

15 Fafen 10 affluents du Fafen 

Total flooded zone 6 700 ha, including 3 900 ha on gypseous soils 
Total 6 700 ha dont 3 900 ha sur sols gypseux (15) 

ABREVIATIONS 

'.S ~me sand 

stf snh/aj/); J s11Dies tri:s fins 

Si L S111y barn 
s•fl satfo-/imof!eux ii sa/JtEs tri!s tws 
3 L L Sandv loam to loam 
.-,,!~/( satleux à ,-a/Jies fins et sa!Jtt.\ t'il.1 f,;,.-
1.m.S fine and medium !and 
sfsm sah!auK il sables hf's et sables moye.?s 

l.c.S. Fine and coa:se sord 
;,1sg sabkn ~ s~b,'1;s f:'n~ H sohtes groHiers 

m.c.S. Me:l1um and coarse sand with p1e:bllli.nn;e Qf rne;li~m sand 
smsg sableux à sables moytns el sa/Jles gtoss!ers 
c.m S. Goarse and m~d1um srnd w11h prndom1nance of coarse sanj 
Sfl>'m sab/~11x /J sJhk!s 9ross1e:s et Sl!fJln moyi11s 

CmSLSandy lna11 wirh rurse Bn~ 1l~di1m ~and 

sgs 111 d ~ablu-ar111leùx J ;,abf~s yrmù,'otl ~/ sd&1b 11wye11~ 

C Clay 
a a191!1Jur 

15 C. Fine sondv &loy 
as! ar91/n-sabip11x à sablu !ms 
LS C_L Sond1 :lay h1om wi·h fin~ ~an~ 
asfsd Ngilo- s11&/ux d sûl~s .'ms er u/Jies tri!s f.-rJ 
L C. Lomnv cloy 
d;tf u91IO-s?b!E1M à sables t.•es fins 
CL Cil'/ lc;;m 
_\/Id sabl11-atydl!UX;, \diJ!I!\ /;P.\ Jr11• 

S.C.L. Sandy day oan 
sfa sablo argileu• il sabll!s fir;s 

10 

44 '40' 

FAFEN 

INUNDATIONS 

FAFEN 

AFFLUENTS 
IN UN DATIONS 
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12 

very highly flooded zone 
très fonement inondable 

highly flooded zone 
fortement inondable 

medium flooded zone 
inondable 

slightly flooded zone 
peu inondable 

flooded zone (large temporary rivers) 
inondable (grands oueds) 

flooded zone (small temporary rivers} 
inondable (petits oueds) 

water table not tot> deep 
nappe phréatique peu profonde 
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12 

11 

11 

22 
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,.,,_IP 
1lrlb &.ce ~arY u111- &1111?.!t- nffi?.n1 imfl-'lS fb1-

IMPERIAL ETHIOPIAN G Q VERN MEN J 
NATIONAL WATER RESOURCES COMMISSION 

ETHIOPIA - FRANCE COOPERATIVE PROGRAM 

W ABI SHEBELLE SURVEY 

FRENCH MINISTRY 
OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

IN COLLABORATION WITH 

NATIONAL WATER RESOURCES 
COMMISSION 

V 

BCEOM_ORSTOM_EC 
IGN_B OP 

SOILS MAP-CARTE DES SOLS 

Fafen Valley-Vallée du Fafen 

JUNE 1973 
MAP N'6 

Mi le 1 

N 

YOGLE PLAIN 
LAST DEPRESSION OF FAFEN 

0 

M 1000 soo 

Scale 1:60000 approximate 
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